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INTRODUCTION 

In order to evaluate :the work at present being done by the various 
Media Units of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, in the light 
of the high professional standards required of them, and with a view to 
suggesting measures, both on §hort-term and long-term basis, the Govern
ment of India in the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting by Resolu
tion No. lfl/64-CBIM dated December 4, 1964 appointed a Committee 
with Shri Asok K. Chanda as Chairman and the following as Members:-

1. Shri Nath Pai, M.P. 

2. Shri M. S. Gurupadaswamy, M.P. 

3. Dr. L. M. Singhvi, M.P. 

4. Smt. Kamala Chaudhri, M.P. 

5. Shri Vidya Charan Shukla, M.P. 

6. Shri Hasan Zaheer. 

7. Shri Asok MLtra. 

8. Shri M. Chalapathi Rau. 

9. Dr. Hazari Prasad Dwivedi. 

2. The terms of reference of the Committee were:-

" ( 1) to determine and defiae the role of the Ministry of Informa
. tion and Broa~casting in terms of Government's responsibility 
and functioning in mass communications; 

(2) to examine and evaluate the operation, policies, programmes 
and production of the various media units of the Ministry; 

(3) to examine and assess, in general terms, the current and pro
jected activities of the other Governmental agencies engaged in 
mass communications; 

{ 4) to indicate the extent to which these operations, policies, etc. 
in each of the units meet the standards of an efficiently func
tioning unit in terms of: 

(a) the present objectives of the unit; and 

(b) the objectives of ;uch a unit as determined in terms of refer
ence No. 1; 

(5) to recommend appropriate cpanges, where necessary, to be 
made in the various media units; 

17 M of I&B-1. 
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( 6) to determine the desirability and feasibility of instituting a sys
tem of coordinating all Govemmeiiit activities in mass communi
cations and specify what form such coordination should take; 
and 

(7) to draft a specific practicable programme. of mass communica
tions, with detailed reference to the media, facilities, personnel, 
funds and time required for implementation of the pro
gramme.'' 

3. Shri Asok Mitra resigned from the Committee on July 6, 1965 
consequent upon his appointment as Additional Secretary in the Planning 
Commission in addition to his responsibilities as Registrar General for 
India in the Ministry of Home Affairs. Shri !\1. Chalapathi Rau resigned 
on September 23, 1965 owing to his· preoccupation with other work. Shri 
Vidya Charan Shukla ceased to be a member of the Committee on his 
appointment as a Deputy Minister of the Union with effect from January 
23, 1966. We should take this opportunity of acknowledging the valuable 
contribution they made to our work during their respective tenures. 

4. Many countries including the United Kingdom and Canada have 
found it necessary to institute periodic reviews of their broadcasting system 
by an independent Committee to assess and evaluate its performance and 
to suggest ways and means for its improvement. It has not been so in 
India. Since the inception of broadcasting in 1924, no attempt had been 
made to review its working and to reshape it to respond to the changing 
needs of. an independent democratic society. 

~. Meanwhile, there had been persistent criticism both in Parliament 
and the Press of the deficiencies and inadequacies of All India Radio and 
of both internal and external publictVy. There was also a belated realisa
tion in official quarters that the media of mass communication had largely 
failed to inform, educate and entertain the people and to enlist their co
operation in fulfilling the plans of social and economic development. This 
led to the constitution of our Committee with comprehensive terms of 
reference. 

6. The dimension of our assignment is considerable and . it needs a 
detailed study and consideration of many a~pects and many facets of the 
differing media of mass communication. As our study progressed, ·we 
became more and more impressed with the importance and urgency of 
reorganising them and harmonising their complementary roles to give them 
a new PUIJ?OSe and a new horizon. 

7. We did not unfortunately have as elsewhere the benefit of analysis 
and consideration by an earlier authority, nor of material assembled for a 
re'riew. A great ·deal of preparatory work had therefore to be organised 
and undertaken to provide us with necessary information and material. 
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8. There were impediments .in the way of doing so expeditiously. First, 
though the Committee was constituted on December 4, 1964, it took time 
before the full complement of our -small secretariat could be assembled. 
Even the essential post of Research Officer could be filled only in July 
196,. Secondly, the questionnaires which we had drafted in early February, 
196' had to be translated in the regional languages and printed before 
issue. This could not be completed till the end of May, 1965 and the last 
batch of questionnaires could be issued only in. Juty 1965. Meanwhile, we 
had addressed letters to the Chief Ministers of States, a selected number 
of people in diverse walks of life and political and other organisations to 
elicit their views on the broad issues before us. This would, we felt, make 
it possible for us to discuss and consider these even before replies to the 
q uegtionnaires were received and tabulated. 

9. We decided also that simultaneously with the preparatory work, we 
should review certain aspects of our assignment in which we could dispense 
largely with the assistance of our secretariat and could proceed on the 'basis 
of a study of available material and of discussions with individuals who 
were competent to advise us on rthese aspects. 

10. We considered it appropriate to undertake the study of one medium 
at a time, make our recommendations on each as we went along, reserving 
for the final report our recommendations on steps 1J~SSI1-ry for thejr co
ordination to obtain optimum impact. We decided accordingly that in view 
of its primacy we should give priority to the study of the organisation and 
working of All India Radio. We also decided to make interi,m 
recommendations which were susceptible "f immediate implementation an_d 
which would improve the coverage, quality and content of AIR programmes. 

11. Accordingly, we made an interim report on 'Radio Coverage for the 
Border Areas' on April 21, 1965, and a ~econd interim report on 'Broad
casts for Rural Areas'- on June 10, 1965. We have recently reviewed 
these two reports in the light of evidence subsequently heard and having 
made a few changes have incorporated them in this report to make it com
plete in itself. We bad made sepamtety a report on December 8, 1965 
on 'Television for India'; this has also with some changes been included 
in this consolidated report on broadcasting. 

12. We issued a Press Note on January 1, "1965, inviting comments 
from the public on all aspects· of broadcasting. We also requested the 
Director General to. submit a memorandum on AIR. 387 letters were 
received in response to the note from individuals in different walks of life 
commenting on the different aspects of the. organisation and programmes 
of AIR. In addition, we received representations and memoranda from a 
number of associations and employees of AIR. The memorandum of the 
Director General was received in March 1965. It was a comprehensive 
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document on the orgariisation and working of All India Radio detailing its 
achievements since its inception and its current problems outlining also ita 
plan for future expansion and improvement. 

13. The questionnaires in Hindi, English and the regional languages 
were given. a wide circulation and were issued between the months of May 
and July, 1965: As a result, we obtained 2,356 memoranda from organisa
tions and individuals. We had thus at our disposal the views of the direc
torate-general and of a representative cross-section of the public which 
after analysis were taken into consideration in formulating our recommenda
tions. 

14. We considered that the issue of questionnaires would not by it~elf 
serve any useful purpose unless departmental officials at all levels were 
allowed to express their views freely. We were more particularly anxious 
to benefit by the experience of staff at various levels in the organisation 
both at the Centre and in the regions. We could hardly expect them to be 
forthcoming unless they were assured of anonymity and immunity from 
departmental action. Though there was initially some difficulty in getting 
this important principle accepted, we are glad to mention that Govern~ 
ment agreed later to issue necessary instructions. As a result, we have 
received valuable suggestions from the deparemental officers. 

15. A small Sub-Committee of ours consisting of the Chairman and 
Dr. L. M. Singhvi accompanied by our Secretary made a 26-day visit to the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, :the United Kingdom; Italy and the 
United Arab Republic. They visited the broadcasting installations and 
held discussions with officials and others. Thei.r personal impressions on 
the layout of ·the broadcasting stations and their organisation and the 
resume of the discussions they had with the top officials proved to be of 
great value to us in reviewing the activities of All India Radio and formulat
ing our proposals for its reorganisation and the development of Television. 

16. A large part of our time has been given to taking oral evidence. 
Altogether 1 OS meetings of the Committee and 37 meetings of the Sub
Committee were held and 338 witnesses were eJ<amined. We endeavoured 
to meet as wide a cross-section of the public as possible and we had the 
benefit of discussions with Governors, Cabinet Ministers of the Union 
Government, Chief Ministers of States, eminent industrialists, scienti~ts, 
admini,trators, editors, educationists and others. We should have liked to 
have given personal hearings to all who had asked for them, but in view 
of the anxiety of Parliament, which we shared, to have a report as soon as 
possible to enable an early reorganisation of AIR, we perforce limited our 
tours and also the examination of witnesses on a selective basis. 

17. Although our review of broadcasting was the first ever to be under
taken and required a great deal of time, research and attention, we are 
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laappy to be able to complete this part of our as,signment earlier than the 
time taken in periodic reviews undertaken in other countries. 

18. We were assisted in our task, particularly in the study of certain 
a10pects o! broadcasting, by several experts whom we had invited to work 
a10 our Consulcimts. We mention only a few who were intimately associated 
with our work. Dr. L. S. Chandrakant, Joint Educational Adviser and Joint 
Director of the National Council of EducatioiKil Research and Training, 
Shri Chanchal Sarkar, Director of the Press Institute of India, Mr. Leonard 
Miall, ~tant Controller of Television, British Broadcasting Corporation, 
whose services were very kindly made available to us by the Director 
General of the BBC in response to our request, Dr. Paul Neurath, Pro
fessor of Sociology and Statistics in the City University of New York who 
was earliL'f here as a Consultant to the Ford Foundation for evaluating the 
TV School broadcasts of All India Radio, and Mr. Frank Wilder, an 
Officer of the United States Agendy for International Development, gave 
us the benefit of their advice and · assistance and also produced valuable 
papers to guide our deliberations and discussions. To one and all of them 
we are indeed deeply indebted. 

19. It is not possible in the study of a broadcasting system to dissociate 
administrative and programme policies from technical facilities available 
and planned. They are inter-dependent aspects of any broadcasting 
system; obviously, technical and programme planning must go hand in hand. 
For purposes of presentation, however, we have divided the report into 
five parts. The first part deals with the role of radio and television and 
traces the history of broadcasting in India; the ~econd part deals with 
technical aspects, of facilities of transmission and reception now available 
and planned for the future and the objectives which the expansion seeks 
to fulfil; the third deals with programme policy and its reorientation; the 
fourth with the administration of broadcasting, the shape and form which 
would be most suitable for its efficient management and operation; and the 
fifth with Television. 
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CHAPTER I 

ROLE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION 

20. 'In India, especially where we have been wedded far too long to 
past forms and modes of thought and action, new experiences, -new pro
cesses, leading to new ideas and new horizons, are necessary. Thus we- will 
change the static character of our living and make it dynamic and vital, 
and our minds will become active and adventurous. New situations lead 
to new experiences, as the mind is compelled to deal with them and adapt 
itself to a changing environment.' With this vision Jawaharlal Nehru had 
embarked on his voyage of 'Discovery of India'. 

21. To realise this vision of a new India he brought into being, when 
the opportunity came, the Planning Commission to conceive and coordinate 
developmental plans, determine their relative priority and make necessary 
allocations of resources for their execution. · 

22. It is not for us to assess the achievements of the two Five Year 
Plans already completed and the third one which is running out or to 
analyse the extent to which theiy have led to the absorption of new ideas, 
adoption of new techniques or a perceptible change in the motivations- and 
attitudes of the people: It .is, however, for us to examine whether the 
development of mass communication has been given its rightful place in 
'uccessive plans and whether the powerful media of radio and television 
have been developed to the extent required and harnessed for informing, 
educating· and enthusing people to participate actively in . the fulfilment of 
programmes of social and economic development. There are two facets to 
this review. First, the adequacy or otherwise of means of transmission and 
reception and secondly, the efficiency with which available resources are 
being used for furthering national purposes. 

23. It is necessary at the outset to refer briefly to the place given to the 
media of mass communication in other countries and the massive yet 
imaginative way in which they have been used to fulfil national objectives, 
In the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Republic and 
Italy, radio and television, particularly the latter, have been given a place 
of pre-eminence. We understand that most countries attach considerable 
importance to- the development of radio and television and treat it as com
plementary to the development of the infra-structure of eco)lomic growth, 
such as transport and power. 

24. The trend the world over is to give priority to television because 
of the magic persuasiveness of visual· presentation and its · admitted 

9 
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~upcriority over radio to present and propagate social and economic objec
tives. In Italy, the Committee understands, 'Telescuola', the specialised 
television organisation for education, has not only provided educational 
facilities to' inaccessible regions deficient in teachers, school buildings and 
other aids, but its special· programme of literacy has changed the face of the 
1>onthem region hitherto steeped in poverty, ignorance and superstition. 
Elsewhere too the beneficial impact of both formal and other types of educa
tional television programmes has been marked and significant. 

25. The: role of the media of mass communication has not been fully 
realised in· ~ur country and it: is, therefore, not surprising that jt has not 
been accorded· any priority in the plans. 'This will be evident from the 
allocations made in successive plans for development and maintenance of 
broadcasting. In the First Plan the allocation to broadcasting was about 
.one-tenth of one. per cent of total resources. In. the Second Plan it was 
two-tenths of one per cent and. in the T-hird it was reduced to one,.eighth of 
one per cent. These scanty allocations have been made despite the realisa
tion by the Commission itself that the success of the plan 'rests on a variety 
of factors-.on wide-spread understanding of the challenge and the burdens of 
-development, on the release of irew productive forces and increasing 
application of modem. science and technology, on changes in outlook and 
motivation and, finally, on a climate of confidence that rapid economic 
-development is the means both to social justice and to wider economic 
opportunity.' It is difficult to reconcile this postulate with the treatment 
given to radio which would have gone a long way, under present conditions, 
to bring about the psychological transformation the Commission seeks. 

26. It is also strange that despite its own evaluation that the plans have 
failed to evoke the expected response in the country, the Planning Com
mission has persistently overlooked the potentiality of radio in enlisting 
public cooperation in implementing plans and programmes designed to 
bring progress and prosperity to the community. In continuing to regard 
broadcasting as a routine function of the State and giving it routine 
treatment, the Commission has also ign•)red the experience of other 
countries w,hich have accelerated the pace of development by ·the imagina
tive use of radio and television. 

27. There has been the failure to realise that human resources are 
-decisive in all progress and that without an informed and cooperative people, 
plans for social and economic de.velopment cannot be sustained and im
plemented. Today 82 per cent ot.our people live in villages and 76 pel' 
cent of them are illiterate. An'j worthwhile planning effort should inevitab
ly be directed to bring progress and prosperity to the rural community, 
but the effort cannot succeed until we. have established effective communion 
with them. Take, for example, Agriculture. We have yet to enthuse the 
farllle£ with plans for improved methods of agricultural production; we have 
do C~'llvince him that outmoded methods of farming, insufficient use of 
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fertilisers and. pesticides, use of primitive- implements, etc. are responsible 
for low productivity and low return to him. If we are to persuade the 
farmer and: guide his methods· of work, we have· necessarily to improve his, 
education and health and re-orient his skills and attitUdes. UDless we can 
~chi eve this purpose, the target' of self -sufficiency in food grains will elude 
us and our dependence on the goodwill of. other countries even to feed our 
~wn people will continue to the detriment of our economic growth. 

28. The success of the farm forums introduced on the Canadian model 
in a selected region of Poona proved that; given the right approach and the 
<lpportunitx to discuss and find solutions to local problems, the farmer is 
receptive to new ideas and new techniques. This encouraged· other States 
to introduce similar schemes though of limited scope, but we hear that the 
promise of this· experiment has not been realised for many · reasons. 

Similar considerations apply with equal validjty to the fieldS of education, 
nealth, family planning, social hygiene, saving and investment. 

29. India is admittedly deficient in educational facilities and even after 
fifteen years of independence we have not been able to implement the direc
tive in the Constitution regarding primary education. Little if anything has 
been done to launch a concerted programme of adult literacy and there is 
considerable leeway to be made up in the field· of technical education. The 
Italian television experiment has proved conclusively that the spread of 
literacy and education need not necessarily wait for schools to be built or 
teachers to be trained to cover the whole country. Radio, and television in 
particular, can be used effectively for these purposes providing in the process 
higher standards than would be otherwise possible· Witnesses eminent in the 
field of education have expressed the view that with proper planning, radio 
and television can bring about a social transformation by eradicating illiteracy, 
providing conventional lessons of high quality and bringing within the reach 
<lf many, education in its broader concept. This view is supported by the 
limited Delhi television experiment for teaching scientific and other subjects 
to 255 schools. Dr. Paul Neurath who made two evaluations of the scheme 
on behalf of the Ford Foundation which supported the scheme, has concluded 
that the experiment has been a success. It is now a question of extending 
the scheme to other centres in the first instance as a .prelude to its organisation 
()n a country-wide basis. 

30. It is hardly necessary to elaborate the point that progress in other 
'SphereS' of national activity, such as family planning, health and hygiene, can 
be accelerated by the skilful use of radio and television. It is in this process 
Qf education and development that they must play as elsewhere a decisive 
role. By their imaginative USe we can ·raise our social and economic life 
to new heights of endeavour and achievement. 
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31. We are convinced that starved of funds and oriented incorrectly. 
AIR can· hardly play its acknowledged role in the process of transforming 
the face of rural India. Its transmitters and studio equipment are insufficient, 
largely obsolete or obsolescent, its broadcasts cannot even reach the sensitive 
areas of the North East Frontier, let alone project the correct image of India 
overseas or counteract unfriendly propaganda, and its planning and admiuis-· 
trative staff are lacking in vision and imagination. Later in this report we 
comment upon the inadequacy of transmitter capacity to enlarge, even 
iUStain the scope and reach of the rural programmes and had stressed in our 
interim report on rural broadcasting the immediate necessity of arranging the 
manufacture of cheap transistorised sets to enlarge the listening audience. 
We have noticed with distress the. centralisation of programmes which ignores 
the regional disparities and thus detracts from ·the utility of the broadcasts 
and we have been appalled by the apathy of the State Governments and 
the rural listeners to the 'so-called' rural programmes, but we have not been 
greatly surprised. 

32. The innovation of community listening to overcome the shortage of 
receiving sets largely foundered on inadequate maintenance and un
attractive programmes of short duration. According to the Vidyalankar 
Committee, as many as 50 per cent of the sets on a given date are out of 
use for want of repairs, replacement of batteries, etc. We have in evidence 
that in a large and distinctive tribal area which is agitating for statehood, the 
sets have not been maintained since their initial issue and are out of com
mission except those which have been repaired and taken away by enterpris
ing people in the villages. Our own experience has been no less unfortunate. 
In a State where the Agricultural Commissioner waxed eloquent about the 
popularity and value of community listening, we visited a centre only to find 
that the ·set was locked up elsewhere, we were told for reasons of security, 
at the very evening hour when the rural programme was being broadcast. 

33. We have been informed that in a particular State, the duration of 
the health programmes is fifteen minutes in a month and of formal educational 
programmes twenty minutes a day--each day being devoted to one lesson 
in the curriculum for classes V to IX in sequence. The duration of the 
broadcasts does not fit in with conventional class periods of forty-five 
minutes nor can lessons of such short duration contribute towards a better 
understanding of the subject. Moreover, one set of students where the 
classes are held in two shifts are deprived of this doubtful benefit. As the 
programmes are cast in the same mould at"the behest of the directorate
general, we .have no reasons to believe that the situation would be any . 
better in other States. 

34. We are constrained to observe that all this is making a mockery of 
the educational and social programmes. They might give those in authority 
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dubious mental satisfaction ·that they are. fulfilling their responsibility to the 
people in a welfare State; th11y have achieved little else. 

35. On this evidence and analysis, we have come to the conclusion that 
if the country is to reap benefits commensurate with the resources expended 
on the various programmes incorporated in the plans there must be a co
ordinated effort in which radio and television should provide the necessary 
impetus and evoke the necessary response for the fulfilment of these pro
grammes. For example, agricultural programmes should be a combined 
effort of the Ministries of Food and Agriculture and Information and 
Broadcasting. The same arrangement would have to be made for educa
tional, health and other ·social programmes. 

36. Though many of those in charge of these national activities realis• 
that in the long run it will be to their interest and subserve their ends if 
broadcasting were to be mobilised for their responsibilities, we have yet X> 
notice any move to make a concerted effort to provide the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting with resources sufficient to fulfil responsibilities 
which necessarily devolve upon it. Even otherwise, the Ministers should 
realise that some diversion from their allocations -is necessary to harness 
broadcasting to put across their plans and programmes and thus· secure their 
more effective fulfilment. In any case there should be an equitable arran~ 
ment, as elsewhere, of sharing the cost of the services by the Ministries 
concerned. To give but two examples, in the United Kingdom the entire 
cost of the external services is borne by the Treasury and allocated to the 
foreign, commonwealth and colonial offices. In Italy, the cost of the 
teachers and specified equipment in the 'Telescuola' scheme is similarly 
borne by the educational authorities. 

37. The allocation for Education in the Third Plan is over six per 
cent, for Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Community Development and 
Cooperation it is over twenty-one per cent and for Health it is almost 
three per cen~. We are convinced that the inve~tment of a small part of 
these allocations in broadcasting would yield results which, as experience 
has shown, are otherwise unobtainable. 

38. The question we have to consider is whether to concentrate on 
the development of sound broadcasting, give priority to television or 
undertake tl1e development of both simultaneously. We consider that in 
the prevailing situation, when radio itself needs strengthening, it would be 
prudent to plan the development of radio and installation of television 
simultaneously. There are certain fields in which sound radio is 11 better 
medium than television and its natural growth should not be retarded. 
But ·this should proceed along with a full scale development of televisioa. 
In the pages which follow we give our views on the scope of development 
of both radio and television. 
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39. Before we conclude, we should state unequivocally that whatever 
be the resources available to AlR its role in the future must undergo . a 
fundamental change. It cannot be allowed to continue to devote its effort 
and resources to provide information and entertainment to the relatively 
small urban community; it. must be forged into a powerful instrument for 
bringing social and economic progress to the rural community and con
tribute towards building a new India, self-reliant, self-sufficient, vibrant 
with life. 



CHAPTER ll 

THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF BROADCASTING IN 
INDIA 

First experiments in broadcasting; Government takes over 
broadcasting; radio in war-time; development plans; the First 
and Second Plans; National Programmes; . P.adio Rnral 
Forums; Television; Wire-broadcasting; the Third Piau; 
programme output; programme exchange; staff training; 

Ad>isory Committees; programme pnblicily. 

40. TI1e earlier history of broadcasting in India has been told in a 
Report on the Progress· of Broadcasting which the then Controller, Mr. 
Lionel Fielden, had submitted to Governmerrt in June 1939. Since then 
tl!ere has been no official recountal; books and literature on the subject are
also scanty. We propose, therefore, to cover in a broad survey "the salient 
points of AIR's development. 

41. Broadcasting began in India as a result of the pioneering efforts: 
of the Madras Presidency Radio Club. The Club embarked on a broad
casting service in 1924, but on account of financial difficulties gave it up 
in 1927. Undeterred by the failure of the Madras experiment, a private 
concern, the Indian Broadcasting Company was formed in the same year 
( 1927) with stations at Bombay and Calcutta. These stations, with their 
1.5 Kw medium-wave transmitters, had a range of about 30 miles only. 
This Company also ran into financial difficulties and ultimately it went into 
liquidation in 1930. The efforts of these two pioneers .had, however, 
succeeded in making both the public and the radio trade conscious of the 
potentialities of the new medium and Government. yielded to public opinion 
and took over the Company's activities. The broadcasts were continued 
on an experimental basis. In the depression of the thirties Government was 
inclined to ·give up the experiment. But once again public pressure pre
vailed and the service was continued. 

42. The tide soon turned and within two years the number of radio 
sets rose to 1 ,600. For the first time, the service yielded a profit. This 
encouraged Government in 1934 to put broadcasting on a proper footing. 
A sum of Rs. 40 lakhs was provided for its development. The post of 
Controller of Broadcasting was created and Mr. P. G. Edmunds appoint
ed to it. A radio station was set up in Delhi in addition to the existing 
ones at Bombay and Calcutta. The Government of Madras also drew 
up a plan to provide a broadcasting service in the State. 

43. In 1935, the Mysore Government set up a station, and in the 
Uttar Pradesh, the Agricultural Institute at Allahabad began a limited· 

15 
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service of one hour daily for rural listeners. These programmes, broad
cast from the Institute's transmitter, were the first of the kind in this 
country. 

44. The development of broadcasting on a planned basis was taken up 
only after the alrival of Mr· Lionel Fielden and Mr. C. W. Goyder--ex
perts from the BBC-in 1935 and 1936 respectively. Mr. Fielden took 
over as the Controller of Broadcasting and Mr. Goyder as the Chief 
Engineer. A scheme for expanding the broadcasting service was drawn 
up. As it was impossible to cover the country with a medium-wave net
work, it was decided first to provide a basic short-wave service for the 
whole of India, and then to supplement it with medium-wave services at 
important centres, and later, as finances became available, to extend the 
medium-wave service to other places. 

45. The growth of broadcasting in the next four years proceeded oa 
this plan. By 1939, short-wave transmitters had been installed at Delhi, 
Bombay, Calcutta and Madras to supplement the existing limited medium
wave coverage. New stations were also established at Lucknow and 
Tiruchirapalli, with medium-wave transmitters. Some of the princely 
States decided to set up radio stations in their territories. M ysore was 
the first to start beaming its own programmes in 1935. Later, stations 
were opened in Baroda, Hyderabad, Aurangabad and Trivandrum. 

46. It was during this period that the service was renamed 'All India 
Radio'. Installation and Research Departments were set up, advisory 
committees were constituted, broadcasts for rural areas and ~chools were 
initiated and the Central News Organisation was formed to provide news 
bulletins. 

47. Thus, by 1939, when the Second World War broke out, India had 
art organised . broadcasting service with six stations, besides the ones ill. 
the princely States, catering to over a lakh of radio licence-holders in the 
country. 

48. The war highlighted the role radio could play as a powerful medium 
of propaganda. Consequently more transmitters were erected, transmis
sion hours were increased, a wide variety of topical talks and feature& 
were introduced, the news services were expanded and the monitoring of 
important foreign broadcasts was orgamsed. Simultaneously, an external 
service was introduced. Mr. A. S. Bokhari, who had succeeded Mr. 
Fielden in 1940, was the Director General throughout the war years. 

49. The period between 1945 and 1947 was one of uncertainty about 
the future, but a plan for listener research was introduced in 1946. 
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50 .. It was on the attainment of independence in 1947 that the Minis
try of Information and Broadcasting, under . the leadership of ·the late 
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, came to life again. There were 11 stations in 
the country at the time. A twq-a>hase plan wa5 drawn ·up for further 
development. The first phase of establishing 'pilot' stations. equipped with 
low power mediu111r-wave transmitters to cover the linguistic and c~ltural 
areas which had remained uncovered so far _was completed in 1950: In 
the second phase which became part of the Five Year Plan,- these stations 
were to be replaced by stations o~ higher power. 

51. Thus, by the tin\e the First Five Year Plan began, the number of 
stations had risen from 11 to ,25 and their total output from 26,342 
hours in 1947 to over 60,000 hours in 1950. The AIR network was 
in a position to serve listeners in all the regional languages and the medium
wave service was available to about 21 per cent of the country's popu
-lation. The number of radio licences had also doubled· from 2,75,955 
in 1947 to 5,46,319 in 1950. Some distinctive ·linguistic and cultural 
regions like Rajasthan, Saurashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh, 
however, had still to be provided with stations of their own. 

52. During this period a school to train the programme and engineer
ing staff of AIR was set up. A separate Division· was formed to run the 
external services and its ' scope redefined; Services in _ certain languages 
were eliminated or reduced while some new language -services were intro
duced. AIR~ at this time, was· broadCasting to its listeners abroad in 11 
languages for 116 hours per week. 

53. Iri 1951, India adopted its First Five Y:ear Plan for the country's 
pianned progress and .under it Rs., 4 ·94 _crores_ were provided fot the de
velopment of broadcasting:· Though out of this allocation ouly Rs. 2·67 
crores were utilise'd, there. was . _considerable . eJq>ansion of the . broadcast-. 
ing network and incr_ease ·in the area it seiYed. . To .extend coverage, new 
stations were opened at Poona, Rajkot, Indore, Bangalore, Jaipur and 
Simlai and in many places the weaker transmitters were replaced with more 
powerful ones. Five- 50 Kw, three 20 Kw, two 10 Kw and one 5 
Kw medium-wave, one 2:5 Kw short-wave and six low power transmitters 
were installed during · the Pian period either as new transmitters or in 
replacement of the existing weaker ones. Some stations were equipped 
with better studios.· Facilities for ruiai listening were 'extended: and about 
14,000 community listening sets were provided. 

54. Thus, at the end .of the First Five Year Plari in March 1956, AIR 
still had 25 stations serving 31% of the country· and 46% of its population, 
i.e. 6,00,000 square_ miies !Jf territory and 22 crores of the population. 
AIR stations were on_ the airfqr about 1,00,000-bours pet annum. The 
number of radio -licence-holders kep~ pace and increased to 10,2~,816. 
Sevent)r-two news bullemis were br9adcast;_ 46 in the Home Service and 26 
in the External Services in 16 languages. 

'7 M of l&B-2. 
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55. DuriniJ tqi~ period .the .emphasis on .classiCal ·music became mark
ea .anCI.,5teps wt~n} ~en to: popularise it by additional programmes: A 
N;itional rrogr~ Of Music and Talks was also· introduced.: : ~d a ne~ 
c<\t~gqry o{. s~, J pro~~~- pr~ucers, was ·created witil.. the purpose o.f 
il:np,roving .the quality of the. output; It was during· this period that Radio 
Ceylon organised a commercial service with light music and !Urn songs for 
Indian listen~r~. · This service became very popular in India and caused 
some concern to AIR. 

56. During the Second Five Yeljr Plan (1956-61) three new stations 
were opened at Bhopal, Allahabad and Ranchi, and the installation of 
several high . ·power transmitters provided wider coverage for exist
ing ~ervice~ .. One 100 Kw, seven 20 Kw and two low power medium
wave transmitters, and three 100 Kw, .two 20 Kw, seven 10 Kw and two 
low poV/er ·short.-wave transmitters were set up either as additional trans
mitters or. to replace some of the existing weaker ones. A servJce for 
Nicobar an<J Andamans was also started from Delhi.. By the end of the 
Plan period in March 1961, 55% of the population and 37% of the coun
try's area were within the reach of medium-wave broadcasts. The output 
of AIR had reached 1,17,265 hours per annum. During the five years, the 
number of radio receiver licences had also doubled to 21,42,754 by the 
end of 1960. 

57. This period saw the addition of the National ·Programmes of 
Plays, Features, Contemporary Literature and Classics, b11t the \WO impor-. 
tant innovations wer~ !he 'Yividh Bp~rati' service and Radio Ru~al Forums. 
Vividh: Bha~ti.,.-:-a variety programme for light listenipg-came on the air 
in 1 ?.57 t.o p,rovide. an alternative channel tQ listeners, and was received well 
by the . public. It was AIR's answer to the growing popularity of Radio 
Ceylon. ·· To begin: With, the programme was on the air for $ hours on week 
~ays and. 7-! hours on sundays. The duration has gradually been increased 
since. 

58. Radio Rural forums had their genesis in a survey carried out at 
the Pooua Station.in 1956 t0 ascertain whether farmers would derive benefit 
i,f. programnies . were specially ~esigned for them.· · It was a part ·of the 
experiment to en~;\lu.rage them to discuss· the programmes and to convl!y 
tiJeir cri~cism- and suggestions to· AIR along with points ·on which· tlley 
needed clarification. The purpose wa~ to establish a -two-way contact and 
bring !h_e ~ill.agers into cJoser association wit]) the .p_lanning of the program
mes·. Results. o_f the s_i:n:vey were 'enco)lr!lging and the scheme, Radi\) Rural 
Forums, becatt:~e _an integral pal'f of the Poona Station's programmes. Since 
l95.9.. other stations have also ~ta,rted such progr~mmes and the number 
o{ Forums, which was 900 that year, is' now over 12,700. 

59'. Another d.~:velopmrll~ was the inauguration of an experimental 
television service in Delhi 'on Septemb.et 15.. 1959. The service was 
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pperated fro.m a small improvised studio and programmes were tefecast tWICe 
11 \Veek .for a ~ duration :of 'one bout each 'day. : 21 sets' were i~st3,lieci 
for. F<lmmunity Vi)'lwing. In 1960-61' a project was l.~u~checi •. with. fu~ 
assistance of UNESCO, to assess the effectiveness :Of social education 
~elecasts on organise~ )lfoups ,of viewers. '!he report proye,4. encouraging 
and the number of such )lTOups, qrganised as ~ele-c~u,bs, rqse to 182 by the 
end of 1964. In 1961, With . ~e aid of ,the .Ford foundation, J;bp 
centre started telecasting educational program,pes ~o ~r Pelhi s.c.hools. 
These have since been expanded and during 1965.:ti6, out of Delhi's 392 
Higher Secondary Schools, 255 were provided with TV sets. 

60. One more scheme introduced during the Second Plan was a wire 
broadcasting service. Launched in 1960, in New Delhi, the service pro
vide family listening to people belonging to low-income groups on payment 
of a small ~ee. There are at present approximately 1,600 subscqbers. 

61. While proposals for· the Third Pian were on the anvil, c;ertain 
decisions of the Admininstrative Radio Conference, held at Geneva in l959, 
made it necessafY for India to take immediate steps to utilise the medium
wave frequ~ncies ;~llotted to her. A Rs. 14 crores prpgramme for medium
wave expansion was therefore drawn up. It sought to provide a mediu111~ 
wave service to the· areas that still did not have it, make Vividh Bharati 
prpgramm~s avllilal:>le on medium-wave and encourage the production and 
U.se of low cost medium-wave radio sets. 

62. W:ork on ~his programme was initi11ted .duril}g thll clo.sing years of 
!}!e Second Five Year Pfan. ·Some Il;IOdifi.cations in the original ·plan baa 
to be made· on account. of the threat to India's borders since 1962. The 
sirengthening of· br~adca~ting services in strategic areas is now beilig given 
priqrity over other projects. 

63. The Third Five Year Plan, \Vhic~ inoorporated the medium-wave 
expansion programme alsp, provid~d for additional 86 medium-wave ancf 9 
short-wave transmitters. It has not been possible to oomplete t)le ~ntire 
programme of work within the pian period, and by March 196.6, Ojlly. 5 
short-wave' and 55 medium-wave transmitters had been installed. Thus, at 
th~ close of the Third Plan period, AIR's network comprises 34 principal 
stations, 1 '? aulCiliary centres, 26 Vividh B.harati centres, 4 studio centres 
and 49 receivinjl centres· with 110 (82 medium-wave. and 28 shQrt~'faye) 
transmitters of' an· aggregate power of 1991.15 ·Kw: Medlum-wav~. p~o-, 
grammes have now become available to about thrj:e-fourths of the population 
inhabiting abou~ three-fifths o~ the country's area, while a secondary service 
~om 14 short-wa.~e transmitters is heard regionwise all over the country. 

64. Except at a few locations no new studios or programme-ong~

nating facilities. have been provided. As·it is belieyed that the production. 
of programmes from too mirny eentres, besides proving costly, would 
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dilute their quality, programmes from the existing stations are pre-recorded 
on tape and broadcast from the new auxiliary stations; The new stations 
and the centres have. been supplied with necessary tape-recording, play
back and duplicating equipment. 

65. In 1965, the AIR stations put out 1,81,657 hours of regional and 
special broadcasts arid 54,483 hours of Vividh Bharati programmes in the 
Home Service, besides broadcasting 8,112 hours for listeners abroad. The 
composition of the Home Service programmes was as follows:-

Regional Service 
Duration Approxi-

mate per-
Hours Mts. centage 

Music 77,138 If 42.5 
I. Classical (Vocal) • 19,078 13} 10.5 

2. Classical (Instrwnental) 14,340 sq 7.9 

3. Folk (Vocal). 4,104 Sl 2.3 

4. Folk (Instrumental) 158 36 0.1 

5. Light (Vocal) 20,048 52! 11.0 

6. Light (Instrumental) 1,963 24 1:1 

7. Devotional 9,961 49f 5.5 

8. Film • 7,482 2! 4.1 
W e3tern M tUic 4,078 46 2.2 
Talks~ Dfscussions, etc. 14,655 56 8.1 
Drama, Features, etc. 9,050 16! 4.9 
News 39,815 l9k 21.9 
Rural Broadcasts 13,040 26 7.2 
Special Broadcasts 23,878 24 13.2 

1 •. Religious 293 25 0.2 

·z. Children 2,554 37}- 1.4 

3. Women 3,060 46 1.7 

4. Industrial · 3,373 SOl 1·9 

5. Armed Forces 2,619 1·4 

6. Tribal Areas 3,521 41 1.9 

7. Educational 3,208 6 1.8 

8. Publicity . 2,782 28 1.5 

9. Others 2,463 29 1·4 

TOTAL 1,81,657 . 10 100·0 

Vividh Bbarati 54,482 59 

TOTAL 2,36,140 09 
-------
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66. The external seivices are being strengthened by the addition of 
tWo high power short~wave transmitters [ 1*~ ·The. services cater for. both 
non-Indiil~ and Indian listeners abroad. 

67. According. to AIR's proposals for the Fourth Five Year Plan which 
have not yet been -accepted .by the Planning ·Commission, it is proPosed 
to cover 85% of the country with a mediiim-wave secvice, strengthen the 
external services and cover more extensively the border regions. 

68. AIR maintains a; Programme Exchange Unit and a Transcription 
Service. . The Programme Exchange Unit helps stations to. exchange their 
best programmes and. receives and feeds items from and to foreign radio 
organisations. During 1964, 1700 tape-recordings and 2500. scripts were 
exchanged between Indian stations, besides , 1300 programmes selected 
from items received ·from abri>ad. A central library of tipes and discs is 
maintained in Del:hi and serves both as a reference library and an archive 
of radio programmes of permanent value. A qll3l1:erly External Programme 
Supply bulletin gives details of programmes available for distribution. 

69. The Transcription Service, equipped with a plant for processing 
disc recordings, has more than 10,000 tapes ih its library. These include 
recordings of· important speeches by eminent Indians, ClassiCal music of 
the old masters and authentic folk music. To coordinate· the supply and 
circulation of tape recorded programmes, a Central Tape Bank has been 
established. 

70. AIR runs a school· of its own to tr!lin its staff, both programme 
personnel 'and . engineers. By ibe end of . 1965 the School bad held 
157 sessions for programme staff and. 54-for engineers. In addition, 
34__5eminars and work;shops were org~sed . for producers, and special 
courses run- for announcers, news-readers, commentators, effectsmen, etc. 

_Training was also p):oyiped to such staff of the Indian Airlines, the Railways 
and Parliaments as is· engaged in announcing work. 

71. To k;eep in close touch with the public and ascertain its reactions 
to AIR's programmes iuid poliCies; AIR'has.constltuted a Central Programme 

. ' 

Advisory Committee, Regional Advisory Committees stationwise, a Central 
Advisory Board for Music and AIR Liaison Committee with the radio trade. 
Information ·Officers attached to the Delhi, Bombay, Madras and Calcutta 
Stations, and the Directorate of Listener Research keep AIR advised on 
public reactions. The Directorate of Listener Research maintains se.ven 
Research Officers in different regions who conduct surveys, go through the 
mail from the listeners and convey their findings to the officers responsible 
for planning the programmes. 

•Omitted. 
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72. To ~eep the ~ublic poste4- with the programmes put OJ!t by AIR 
statio&, ptoghim!lie jotimals ~ eight Iimgua~es are_ brought ?Ut for cjrcula~ 
tiori Withirl the tdilb.tiy. Prcigtruhirie journals_ and folders for distribution 
abroad are also published. _ Besides, brochures are lssutid at the time of 
music conferences, important series of talks and special programmes. 

73. The _maps, graphs and statements which follow give a blril's eye 
view of the development of AIR over a period of years. 

St. 
No. 

i .. 

2. 

3. 

1. Map shoWiDg AIR iDStaiiations as on i-3-1966*. 

2. Statement of AIR statioils as on 1-3-1966. 

3. Stateili.etit bf Iariguage5 of broiidl:ilst ot the different stations. 

4. Tal)!e slil>wirig increase iil hours. and languages of broadeast in 
. the extemai s~rvices. 

5. Table shoWing the growth of the TV Service. 

(). ehart shoWing programme composition of AIR. 

7; Graph showing increase in licences. 

8. Graph showing recJirring expenditure. 

9. Graph showing e;tpital expenditure.-

10. Map showing lirea covered ·by medihm-wave ·at the end of the 
Third .P.tan•. 

AIR STATIONS AS ON MARCH l, 1966 

slate Radio .Number of AJ!J<ilial}' 
Stiitlo!l Transmitters Centres 

{'!urn- VIVI<lll.Hnarau 
ber ceiitre8 

~um
b. 

/l.ndhra 
Pradesh 

Hyderahad 

Vija.yawada 

Assa~n Gauhafi 

Bihar Pallia 

Ranchi 

0 Not printed. 

s!lcirt- M.;dium-
wa've Wave·· 

Qf 
:rrans-
mit-
ters 

Ml;ilium. 
Wave 

b1 
T@JS· 
mit
ters 

Me<tiilfu
Wave 

----------
1 Cuddapah•• 1 

Visakhapatnam 1 
Ryderabad 1 

Vijayawada 1 

2 2 

1 Patna 

i 

••station to which this centre is linked is as per information available. 
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2 3_ 4 s 6 7 8 -9 

4. Gujara'i Ahmedabad Ahmc;_cl;lbaq 

Bh!'i 
R.aJkot Rajkot 

5. Jammu & Jammu 
Kashmlr 

Srioagar 1 1 Sri nagar 
6. Kerala Trivandrum 1 Trichur• 

Cali cut 1 Cali cut 
7. Madhya Bhopal 1 Gwalior 1 Bhopal Pradesh Jabal pur 1 

Raipur 1 

Indore 1 Indore 1 8. Madras Madras 2 Madras 1 

Tiruchi Tirunelvelli Tiruchi 1 
9. Mahata>;I\q.,. Bombay 1 2 Bombay 1 

Poona ,L Sangli* Poona .. 1' 
Nagpur 1 Nagpur 1 10. Myso£e Ban galore 1 Bhadravati* 1 Bangalore 1 

Dharwar 1 Dharwar ll. Nagalillltl Kohima 1 1 
12~. Oa"ssli - Cuttack 1 Jeypore 1 Cuttack 

Samba! pur l 

13. Punjab Jullundur Chandigarh 

14. Rajasthlmi iaipur Aimer Jaipur 

Bikaner 1 Jodhpur 1 
15. Uttar Lucknow 1 1 Varanasi* l Lucknow 1 

Pradesh Allahabad 1 Rampur*· 1 Allahabad 1 

16. West 
Bcil_ga1 

Calcutta 2 

Kurseong 

Kanpur 1 
Siliguri 1 Calc-utta I 

17. Ancjamaos Port Blair 

18. Deuii Delhi 3 Delhi 

19. Goa Panjim 

20. Himachal Simla 
Pradesh 

21. Manipur Imp hal 

22· Pondicherry 

23 Tripura ------------
34 Stations 16 Auxiliary 25 Vivdh Bharati 

Centres Centres 

•stations to which these _auxiliary centres are liiuced are as per information available. 
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LANGUAGES OF BROADCAST AS ON MARCH 1, 1966 

Si. Station 
No. 

Language Sl. 
No. 

station Lal)guage 

.1. Bombay. English 
Marathi 
Gujarati 
Hindi 

English 
Oriya 
Hindi 

10. Cuttack 

Konkani 

2. :alcutta. 

Kannada 
Sanskrit 
Sindhi · 

English 
Bengali 
Hindi 

English 
Urdu. 
Dogrl 
Punjabi 
Hindi 

11. 1arnmu 

Trip uri 
Sanskrit 
Santbali 

English 
Kannada 
Telugu 

12. Bangalore 

3. Delhi English 
Hindi 
Urdu 
Punjabi 

Tamil 
Hindi 
Urdu 
Bengali. 
Sanskrit 

4 •. Lucknow English 
Hindi 
Urdu 
Garhwali 

English 
Maratlu 
Hindi 

13. Nagpur 

Kumaoni 
• English ·14. Gauhati 

Assamese and 
5. Madras English 

Tamil 
Tribal 
dialects (16) 

lfclugu 
Kannada 
Malayalam 
Hindi 

English 
Tclugu 
Sanskrit 

15. Vljayawadli 

Hindi 
6. Tiruchi English 

Tamil 
Hindi 
Sanskrit 

English 
Hindi 
Urdu 

16. Patna 

Sanskrit, 

7. Jullundur English 
Punjabi 

Maithili 

Hindi 
Urdu 
Sanskrit 

English 
Gujarati 
Hindi . 

· 11. Ahmedabad. 

Urdu 
8. Hyderabad English 

Telugu 
Kannada 
Marathi 
Hindi 
Urdu 

English 
Hindi 
Urdu 
Sanskrit 

18. Allahabad 

9 Trivandrum English 
Malayalam 
Tamil 
Hindi 
Saru.kril 

English 
Kannada 
Konkani 
Sanskrit 
Hindi 

1Q. Dharwar 



Sl. Station 
No. 

20. Calicut • 

.21. Poona 

22. Jaipur 

23. Rajkot • 

24. Indore • 

25. Bhopal .. 

26. SL'llla 

n. Srina'13f 

,. 

Language 

English 
Malayalam 

·Tamil 
Sanskrit 
Hindi 

English 
Marathi 
Hindi 
Sanskrit 

English 
Hindi 

English 
Gujarati 
Hindi 

English 
Hindi 
Urdu 

English 
Hindi 
Urdu 
Sanskrit 

English 
Hindi 
Himachal 
dialects 

English 
Urdu 
»ashcnirl 
La<lakhl 

25·. 

1. Station 
No. 

Language 

28. Ranchi. English 
Hindi 
Urdu 
Sanskrit 
Tribal 
dialects 

29. Kurseong English 
Hindi 
Bengali 
Nepali 
Tibetan 
Sikkimese 
Bhutanese 

30. Kohima. English 
Naga/Assamese 
dialects (6) 

31. Imp hal English 
Hindi 
Manipuri 

32. Goa .' English 
Konkani 
Mara !hi 

33. Port Blair English 
Hindi 
Bengali 
Malayalam 
Tamil 
Telugu 

34. Bhuj English 
Gujarati 
Hindi 



Year 

1948-49 

1950-51 

1960-61 

1965-66 .• 

26 

AiR's i3xiiRNAL S£Rvtc£s 

Total daily 
output 

Hrs. 
12 

15 

23 

25 

Mts. 
50 

00 

00 

30 

Languages of broadcast 

l2 LangUilge• 

Arabic, Afgnan-Persian, Burmese. Can
tonese, Kuoyu, English, Indonesian, 
Persian, Pus)l\l1, Guiarati, Hindi and 
Tamil. · '· 

12 Language• 

Arabic, Afghan-Persian, Burmese, Can 
tonese, Kuoyu, English, Indonesian 
Persian.-· Pushtu, Gujarati, Hindi and 
Tamil."·' . ·' 

I i Languages 

Arabic, Burmese, Cantonese, English, 
French, Indonesian, KuoYij, . Nepali, 
Persian, , Por,luguese, Pushtu, Swahili, 
Tibetan, GUjarati, Hindi, Konkani and 
Tamil. 

19 Languages 

Arabic, Afg~-Persian, Burmese;' Can-
tonese, ··-- ,_ · K.Ooyu, English, French , 
lndonesian'="Nepali, Persian, Pushtu, 
Swahili, Tibetan, Thai, Hindi, Tamil, 
Gujarati, Konkani ·and Urdu. 

TELEVI.SLON 

1961 1965 
' . 

Total weekly hours of broadcast 6 Hrs. 20 ·Mts. 17 Hrs. 40 Mts, 

255 Num'!ier.ofschools equipped with TV 149. 
Sets. 

Number of tele-clubs for Social Edu-
cation programmes. 66 180 



PROGRAMM£ COMPOS,TION, 1965. 
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CHAPTER m 
TECHNICAL COVERAGE: POLICIE5 AND PLANS 

74. A Review of AIR's Plan.-The map* preceding this Chapter gives 
a cartographic picture of the areas which should have a medium-wave trans
mission from the main-and auxiliary eentres of AIR at the end 'of the Third 
Plari if its expansion scheme is completed ·successfully. This would cover 
about 60 per cent of the area of the country and 77 per cent · of the 
population with a medium-wave service. To make ·up. the leeway AIR had 
proposed to provide a medium-wave to another 20 per cent of the population 
by the close of the Fourth Plan but due to financial stringency and the 
reduction in the Fourth Plan allocations it will not be possible to do so, 
about 85 per cent of the people may be provided with a medium-wave 
service by the end of the Fourth Plan. 

7 5. This plan for quantitative expansion has a major defect. It does 
not provide for multi-channel transmission in the re,gions. Only the stations 
at Delhi, Calcutui, Bombay and Madras would continue, as before, to be 
equipped with. multi-cham;:~el facilities, able to put on ·the air simultaneously 
on medium-wave two . or three· programmes, offering listeners a choice. 
Elsewhere the listeners will have .either to be content with the single· pro,o 
granime provided or, if they have shortwave receivers, tune into other 
stations, Indian and Foreign, whose programmes they find comparatively 
more attractive. 

76. Need for Multi-channel Regional Broadciists.-lt has to be apprecia
ted th!!t the demands on a single-channel station are considerable. It has 
perforce to relay the national prcigramme and the content of its own pro,o 
gramme has necessarily to be diverse ·and varied, embracing regional news 
services, music, both ligllt and classical, drama and talkii, rural and educa
tional services for women, children and the forces. It should be obvious 
that with this diversity of demands, the time a station can give to each can 
only. be meagre making .the prograiJ!llle as a whole colourless, unattractive 
and uninformative. 

77 In a country so large and varied as India, most States have groups 
with different cultures, customs and traditions. TP.e Stations should be 
placed in a position to cater to their divergent needs and requirements. 
Yet, for example, the Ranchi Station located at the centre of the tribal belt 

'. 
•Not printed. 
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of Chhota Nagpur can provide only snippets of song and drama for the 
tribal community. The Commissioner of -Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes has complained that All, lnP)l). R,a_di,Q has not given much time and 
attention to the tribal people. Tbls 'view _his' been reinforced by many who 
have stressed. that AIR has done little. to foster in them a feeling of oneness 
with the ~e.st at the CQmmunity. 

78. There ar~ al~o substantialJinguisti.9 minorities in most of the State& 
while AI,R =.at PW.vi4e PfO!;J:amm~ ~or groups · ~ in<i!vidual& ~esiding 
liway, b;c;>m fue.ii:, home, States, i~ should not bypas~ substantial minoriti~s 
within the reac~ of a station. It is also necessary in the interest of national . ' ' ' . - . . . 

i,ntegrati,on to. bring.th~ music;: and culture of one region to anpther. To give 
once again an exaniple, the two Indian schools of clasSiCal music, the Karnat
tlc of the South and the Hindustani. of the North, should find a place in all 
regional programn;tes and not be limited to the programmes of. the regions 
concerned., All this is obviously beyond the capability of single-channel 
regional stations. 

79. We appreciate that AIR would not be able to obtain sufficient 
allocation of fiilanci_al resources in the Fourth Plan to rephase its proposals 
to provide for at least two-channel programmes in all regions, since it has 
not even obtained sufficient resources for its origingj plan of quantitative 
expansion. There is need for both quantitative expansion and qualitative 
improvement. We con.sider. the latter mote important and would reoommend 
accordingly that the provision of twa channels iD all existing re~onal stations 
should be given priority. 

80. Plan for Wider Coverage.-Tn reaching this conclusion, we have 
not overlooked the need for a measure of quantitative expansion also. In 
our earlier report on rural 'broadcasts which we incorporate herein, we have 
recommended that low-powet .transmitters should be inStalled in each coin
pact agricultural area in the country. This would, on the one hand, pro
vide. the wider coverage needed and release on the other; pressure on 
the time of the regional transmitters. ·These loca1 transmitters will provide 
primarily services for the Ministries_ of Health, Agriculture and Education 
an~ 'hey should be prepared to. pay for them.. 

81. Secondly, large tracts of the country coritiriue ·to be served exclu
sively by short-wave transmitters which were installed as an expedient in 
1938-39 to cover gaps in available medium-wave transmissions. A short
waVe service is not ideal for iritemaJ. broadcasts; it covers a wider area but 
its reception is not as satisfactory' aS ·broadcasts on the medium-wave. 
Furtherniore, it Can be received only ori the more expensive multi-band sets 
whereas it should be our aim to popularise a low cost standardised receiver. 
The International. Telecommunicatic;>n Union has al~o_ 9bjected to the use 
of short-wave for internal services. This objection cannot be wholly 
ignored in future planning. 



. , &2,-, ,{n.~~?rfl{,~tio'l. of .frwueytc:Y J)l{pd~!ll!ic?'!·T.WI:P.Ie \ll+tg.is qu~n.?l!> '?!! 
~~qul~ ref~r. t.or th~ n.~~ qe~elqp~~nt ~ trjlri~np"s~/.QPS, :~ ,fieq';le~cl ~od~~~· 
~~o~.. 't, ~. J:!O~ Ul)lY~fsaJ.lY;. ~~e,Pted. tha!. fr:q:u~J;Icy ?I~ul~tm!;l_ ~J;o:y•d,ee 
mtt~~f~r.ef;l.~$·fr!!e s~ablt; r~ceptioll qf h1gh q11ahty .S\IP,enoqq medJufi;l-wa~f.l 
~road~~ .. i Mo.st adyaJi1.9¢ . : cq~ntri~s ha~e · 'alre~dy, proYid~ 'D;ique~~ 
mo<julation ~et)Vorlfs, W, addi~~?n to m.edium-w~ye netwo,rks for th.eir 
listeners. Experiments have proved that in tropica,I WW!tries subject .to 
atmospheric disturbance, frequency ·modulation alone can give the most 
satisfactory reception. 

83. ·AIR's present plan to have a countrywide network of medium-wave 
transmitters does not take · suflideni account of this development. Un
doubtedly the cost of transmitters as· also of receiving sets will be somewhat 
higher but in 'our View the hitroduction of frequency modulation se~ces 
on an extensive scale should be ·a lnajor ingredient of tlie expansion of 
broadcasting. In this connection, it is pertinent to mention that proximity 
of medium-wave transmitters in· a network would cause interference with 
each other's broadcasts, as it will not be possible to obtain the allf)Cation of 
a wide range of frequencies on ·which these stations can o~,rate. 

84. AIR proposes to introduce frequency modulation only in the citi~ 
of Madras, Calcutta, Bombay and Delhi in the Fourth Plan, and develop 
medium-wave. coverage elsewhere. We consider this plan ·too restricted 
<tnd woulq suggest· that either the local transmitters we have recommended, 
or the, 11ew trans111itters installed for tfie regional service; should operate. 
on frequency modulation. 

85. We appreciate the difficulties as we have yet to undertake the 
manufacture of receivers for frequency modulated broadcasts. · But should 
we sacrifice the future for· the present? .Expert advice indicates that tho 
manufacture· of such receivers· or · combined frequency and amplitude. 
modulation receivers is not difficult and ca11 be undertaken in the existing 
units with· some balancing equipment. We are, however, averse to piece:. 
meal uncoordinated development and ·would· strongly urge that an · overaU 
plan for introducing frequency modulation· be drawn up. 

86. Tttchnical Deffcien.c(es of Broadcasts . .....:The present techniq1l quali,ty 
Of the service provided f~ adJllit!edly unsa,tisfa~tory. Jt is COf\llTIOn know
ledge that the reception of the 111edium ~wave brolJ.clca~tsJroi'I\ the neighbou~ 
ing fo~ei,gn stations i~ .~up~dor t{) the Al;I~ broat;lca~ts in cert,aill parts of the 
co.untry such·. ll.s Rajasthan, West Benga1 and . As.sam. Discussions wit\1, 
experts arid other witnesses give us the i111pression that ~s deficiency is 
attributable to an insufficiency 'of transrnitt~rs. . Tbe m~p* shows that the 
number or' transmitters as spaced out leaves many tracts O\ltside the reac~ 
of a medium-wave service. Similarly, the high power transmitters do not 
give satisfac(ory receptioD, tp as large an area as anticipated. It has been 

•Not printecl. 
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~uggested to us that instead of instating 10 Kw or 20 Kw medium-wave 
stations if AIR had installed ten or twenty 1 K w stations linked together 
by telephone lines, it would have covered a larger area and given a better 
service. We understand that the decision to instal high power transmitters 
was taken because of the shortage of inedium-wave frequencies, but it over
looked the fact that for interference-free reception close proximity to a 
transmitter is essential. 

87. AIR took the correct step in setting up auxiliary transmitters but 
did not take the logical and even inescapable step of linking them by tele
phone lines possibly because the P. & T. could not provide them in the 
absence of advance information. Without these links, these auxiliaries 
could not relay the regional programmes and an expensive, time-consuming 
and undependable procedure had to be devised of recording every single 
programme in advance and sending it by rail or post to each auxiliary 
station. Apart from technical difficulties, this procedure has made the 
programmes mechanical, which the Director General himself acknowledges. 

88. In the Chapter on Rural Broadcasting, whiCh i.D.corporates our 
earlier report on the subject, ·we suggest that these auxiliary transmitters 
should be used for local broadcasts, wherever they are suitably located for 
the purpose, by providing them with simple studios for originating local 
programmes. We believe this idea has been taken up by AIR. This would 
reduce the number of additional transmitters required -for local broad
a~sting. 

89. Need for a Perspective Plan.-We found in the course of our dis
cussions, that there are differing points of view on the best solutions for 
AIR's technical problems.· We are hardly competent to decide between 
them. We consider that a properly integrated technical plan of long-term 
development should be drawn up by experts and related to a perspective 
plan of future broadcasts. We understand that decisions are now taken 
from time to time to meet situations . as they arise for the installation of 
additional transmitters and of varying· power depending on their ready 
availability. We are constrained to observe that this haphazard, unplanned 
and uncoordinated growth has not added strength to AIR. We consider 
that the time has now cotne when there should be a proper technical review 
of the AIR system as .a whole so that correct and rational decisions on long
term developments can be taken to cover the standardisation of the type and 
power of transmitters to be installed, their location and their linkage. We 
are strengthened in this view by the discussions we ha~ with experts includ
ing Dr. S. Bhagavantham. 

90. There are other considerations which also underline the imperative 
of the review we have recommended. Without a long-term plan, AIR has 
not been able to place demands on the Posts and Telegraphs Department 
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for telephone links to be dovetailed. into their own expansion schemes.· We 
understand from the Direetor General that it has now been proposed to 
have a co-axial link which would b~ completed in certain regions in about 
two years' time. This piecemeal programme mnst be integrated into the 
overall plan we have recommended. 

91. Procurement of Transmitters .. -A more serious lacuna is that AIR 
has not been able to place orders on Bharat Electronics Limited for the 
production of transmitters for which it is now fully organised. As a direct 
consequence, transmitters have to be procured even now from foreign 
sources as and when it becomes necessary to meet an emergent situation, 
preference being given for rupee-paynients to conserve foreign exchange. 
A variety of types and of varying power has thus been and continues to be 
obtained ignoring .the needs of standardisation, raising formidable problems 
of maintenance and spares. Having created indigenous capacity, it is unfor
tunate that this reliance and dependence on foreign sources should continue 
just because AIR has not realised the importance of advance planning. It 
is imperative that our internal resources should be mobilised and expertise 
developed to attain self-sufficiency in the minimum possible time. 

92. There is another major consideration which underlines the need 
for a technical review by a competent and independent team. We have 
found that neither the location of transmitters nor their procurement is 
always determined on technical considerations. Regional pressures for 
transmitters have often led to the choice of. unsuitable locations for the 
coverage intended. Similarly, political considerations have intervened in the 
selection of sources of supply. We consider that were these questions to 
be remitted to the team we recommend and its reasoned conclusions un
reservedly accepted, we should have a balanced network functioning in 
ideai locations with standardised equipment suited to our need and which 
could be indigenously produced. 

93. Manufacture of Low-cost Receiving sets.-It is to say the obvious 
that expansion of transmission capability by itself will be meaningless uuless 
largescale listening aids are also made available, both th:Cough . the device 
of community listening and cheap transistorised sets within the reach of 
many. 

94. It would not be out of place to refer briefly to the UNESCO study 
on the role of mass media in developing countries and examine how far its 
postulates are applicable to India. The special stUdy revealed that 2,000 
million people live within the span of illiteracy and literacy and have no 
access to information material to their avocations in life~ Their produc
tivity could, however, be greatly increased· and their social and economic 
progress fostered if information and advice could be made available to 
them in a form which they. can understand, appreciate and assimilate. · 

17M. of I. & B.-3. 
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95. UNESCO ·estimated· that for this purpose a community should 
have a minimum of 5 radio sets, 10 copies of daily newspapers, 2 cinema 
seats and 2 television sets for each unit of 100 people. 'Against this re
.:ommended minimum, we had in 1964 only .5 radio sets, ·1.1 newspapers, 
.6 cinema seats and no television except the limited experimental one in 
Delhi. This indicates that there is inadequate appreciation of the educa
tive and creative roles of media of mass communication and further that 
we are not yet equipped to carry the message of the plan to those on whose 
labour and cooperation its success largely depends. 

96. It is not 1hat there is no appreciation of the need· for developing 
<:heap transistorised sets both for family and community listening. More 
than one expert committee has examined this question and made construc
tive suggestions. But as very little has beeri done to give. shape to the 
recommendations made, we consider it necessary to review the position in 
some detail and· make recommendations so that immediate steps can be 
taken t\) set in train ·processes necessary for the mass production of these 
receiving sets. 

97. We have examined the earlier reports of the experts including those 
submitted to the Electronics Committee and UNESCO. We held discus
sions also with many experts including Dr. H. J. Bhabha, tl1e Chairman of 
the Electronics Committee, Shri B. V. Baliga, the Managing Director of 
Bharat Electronics Ltd., officers of the Engineering and Research Divisions 
of AIR and of the Directorate of Techuical Development. 

98. These have been of great assistance to us in appreciating the 
problem and in recommending a line of .action 1lO overcome it. We should 
however give first a broad picture of the present level and pattem of pro
duction and the potential demand, 

(a) The current production of radio receivers is largely confined to 
multi-band sets. In 1960, the Ministry of Oommerce and Industry directed 
all large scale manufacturers to divert at least 10% of their local production 
to low priced sets with both .short and medium wave bands. These were 
to be priced at approxinlately Rs. 125 exclusive of sales tax. About 40,000 
such receivers were produced in 1965. 

(b) The community receivers are manufactured by three units against 
orders placed by the Director General, Supply. The current level of pro
duction is 30,000 sets and the sale price is Rs. 350. The number of such 
~eceivers so far provided is ,1,60,000 which' was :expected to rise 
to 3 lakhs sets by the end of the Third· Plan. It is now estimated 
that thi~ target will not be realised and the short-fall may be of. the order 
of 65,000. · It is evident, therefore, that' unless mass production is mean
while organised the Fourth Plan target of 4 lakh sets within the plan period 
itself catUlot .be tnet. · 
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(c) The demand !for low ·cost receivers ·is appreCiably -higher than the 
current production :figure of 45,000 to so;ooo sets as Will be ·evident 'from 
the number of licences for low cost receivers issued in the 'two yeats 196l.i63 
which was 2,35,424. It has been .suggested that the balance ·must have 
been produced in the small scale sector. The ·gap is too large to sustain 
this explanation. It is possible that there have been alld rontinile ·to be 
large scale impo~eclated and surreptitious ~0 account 'for 'tlie difference. 

(d) The demand is bound to increase substantially if a set could be 
made available at about Rs. 50. 

99. We have seen a prototype' of a single band )lledium-wave 
receiver produced by AIR, which oonforms to the specifications of the 
International Radio Consultative Committee, .and found it durable and 
satisfactory. We discussed v.ii.th Shri M. L. SastrY, Ex-Chief 'Engineer of 
AlR the question of standardising this or a similat 'set and ascertained uoin 
him the cost of its manufacture. He e8timates that the set could be 'pro
duced i.bdigenously ~t the cost of '(i) R:S. '40 with. compOnents-imported free 
<>f customs duty; (ii) Rs. 65 if duty is levied and (iii) Rs. 75 if indigenous· 
ly produced components ar~ used. The costs are ex-factory and make no 
allowance. for profit and distribution cost qr of excise duty arip. sales tax. 
These estimates were confirmed as realistic"by the Chairrilan c:if the Elec-. 
tronics Committee and the Managing Director of Bharat Electronics 

· Ltd. Making allowances for the elements which were excluded in these 
oost computations, a set with indigenous components would, we were iii
formed, sell for about Rs. 110. 

100. The cost c£ a transiStorlsed ·community set would be about Rs. 25 
higher than that of a family set. It was reassuring to leiun that the saine 
components as for the family sets could be used for the larger commu
nity sets. Only a few high audio-power transistors would be needed but 
these could be produced. without any diffidulty. 

101. Evim if these estimates are realised, the oost of this set will still 
be higher than that Obtaining elsewhere. We have. therefore examined 
the factors which are responsible for higher costs. These are;-

(a) The high cost of imported components such as valves; loUd speak• 
-ers and raw materials for certain components such as germairluin for the 
manufacture of transistors, ferrous and non-ferrous metals,. plastics and 
chemicals. All these items attract customs duty at 70% of the cost of a 
10\v priced receiving set. The impact of impOrt duties on its i:ost struc
ture is thus ·considerable. 
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(b) The cost of Indian components is much higher than the cost ot 
comparable items imported from abroad even after paying duty. · The 
reason is twofold : The raw material required for components indigen
ously produced are also imported and are subject to high incidence of 
duty and secondly production is dispersed in a number of small units mak
ing the cost of production relatively high. It is for these reasous that a 
receiver made with indigenous components is estimated to cost Rs. 75 
against the estimated cost of Rs. 65 for one using duty paid imported 
components. 

(c) The high cost of assembling receivers is due partly to labour in
tensive methods employed, partly to the low level of manufacture in a 
large number of units both in the organised and the small scale and cottage 
industries sectors and partly to the large variety of designs in production. 

(d) The retail price of receivers is much higher in relation to the 
cost of production. High profit margin and tlie levies at various stages· 
by various authorities account for the excessive mark-up. 

102. We reproduce below a table which gives the cost of Indian and" 
Japanes"e components:-

Comparative statement of cost of components of indigenous and Japanese· 
manufacture for low cost medium wave transistorised receivers 

Sl. 
No. 

Item Cost per Unit 

Indian Japanese 

Total cost of Kit of 
parts for medium
wave receiVer to 

CCIR Specifi-:a
tions 

Indian Japanese 

--------~---------------·-----------------
1 2 3 4 5 6 

---------Ps. Ps.· Ps. Ps; 

Carbon Resistors 11.5 5,5 117·8 00•()"· 

11.5 11.9 114,3 83.0 
(Imported) 

2 Ceramic Condensers 

3 Electrolytic Condensers 46·0 22.8 118._8 114.0· 

4 Gang Condenser 230·0 211·0 243·2* 211·0· 

23.0 .. ·48.4 .. 5 Trimmers 

6 Volume Control 230.0 83~5· 236.0 83.5-

7 TiansiStors 403.0 119.7 2,020.5 598.5 

8 Diodes 173·0 . 40.5. 348·4. 40·5-
---·----
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2 3 4 5 6 

Ps. Ps. Ps. Ps. 
9 Antenna Coil . 38·0 18·0 45·2 18·0 

10 OSC & IF Transformers 145.0 60·5 608.8 161.0 
11 Audio Transformers 230.0 102·0 496.0 102·0 

u Loud Speaker . 575·0 426·0 581.0* 426·0 

13 Ferrite Rod 173.0 205.5 176.0 205.5 

14 Printed Board • 230·0 92.5 242.0 92.5 

15 Cabinet and Dial 632.5 733.5 632.5 733.5 

'16 (a) Knobs & Screws etc. 115·0 508.0 115.0 508.0 

(b) Battery Clamp 50.0 . 84.0 50·0 84.0 

17 R.F. Coils 71·0 

18 R.F. Chokes 71·0 

19 Mica/Polystren Condensers 13.5 18.45. 13.5 

6,327.35 3,582.5 

NoTE :-Prices are based on quantities required for a _minimum of 50,000 receivers. 

The components marked with (•) under col. 5 are imported items. 

All other components under col. 5 have a foreign exchange component for raw 
material. 

103, Since transistors, transformers, and diodes are among the most 
·expensive items in a receiver, the comparatively high cost of their manu
facture explains the very high cost of our receiving sets. 

104. We understand however that U.S· manufacturers have establish· 
·ed production units in many Eastern countries including India for manu
facturing transistors employing automatic machines and modem techniques. 
the entire output being exported for assembly in the U.S.A. This indicates 
ihat these countries offer greater opportunities for cheaper production than 
in the U.S.A. We consider therefore that given necessary foreign exchange 
facilities for importing modem machinery and equipment, it should not he 
difficult to produce components at comparable economic prices. Until 
alternative raw material resources are developed tO' which we refer later, 
the question. of. allowing imports of necessary raw materials free of cus
toms duty should be cO'Usidered.. We understand that the loss of revenue 
would be small· Meanwhile the development of indigenous sources of raw 
materials should also be encouraged. 
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105. The problem poses a challenge but it can be solved by coordinated 
and determined effort. The basic factor which has been responsible for 
the neglect of the development of the radio industry is the very low priority 
given by the Planning Commission to the production of radio equipment, 
particularly of low cost receivers. It seems somewhat anomalous that the 
Commission has not appreciated that mass media must play a purposeful 
role in furthering the objectives of the plan itself. Radio alone leaps the 
boun~s of space and literacy. Correctly used, it can make a universal 
approach and appeal for the liberation of the human mind, spreading 
knowledge and techniques necessary for progress and prosperity.. It can 
mobilise human resources and enlist the active and informed cooperation 
of thl( people. 

106. Unless the potentiality of radio, in Indian conditions, as the most 
important medium both for publicising and securing fulfilnient of the plan 
is· recognised, the necessary impetus cannot be given to· the rapid growth 
of the radio industry. Since 1956 however, the foreign exchange, alloca
tion for this industry instead of being increased has been scaled down by 
30 per cent· This establishes that the Planillng Commission has relegated 
this industry to a low place in the· scale of priorities. 

107. We suggest that : 

(a) The question of waiving import duties on raw materials for radio
components for a specified number of years should be considered and ar
rangements made for developing alternative internal resources. The then 
Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission assured us that silicon which 
is a by-product of the atomic. energy plant could be relined to requisite 
purity and used as a substitute for germanium for the manufacture of tran
sistors. The silicon planer technique of production is the latest and most 
efficient and as soon as silicon becomes available locally, Bharat ElectroniCS' 
Ltd., and others should change over to this technique. It would not only 
give savings of foreign exchange now expended on the import of germanium 
but would reduce the cost of production by 15 to 20 per cent and·give tran
sistors with superior reception. We understand that Bharat Electronics Ltd., 
is setting up a silicon plant of its own. The capacity of this plant may not 
.however be much ·in excess of its own requirements and consideration 
should therefore be given to the proposition put forward by Dr· Bhabha. 
We were given to understand that there may be similar possibilities of subs
tituting other indigenous materials for imported ones. We recommend that 
a detailed survey should be ·undertaken immediately by the Directorate of 
Technical Development in association with the Electronics Committ~e. 

(b) The high cost of locally produced components could only be brought 
down by the concentration of production in a smaller number of units We 
were informed that the production of transistors would shortly rise to 
70,00,000 per year sufficient for the production of. 14,00,000 transistorised 
receivers. This falls far short of even the. curre~t d¢mand· not to. speak 
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of the potential demand. The present production is distributed between 
Bharat Electronics_ Ltd., and a private finn. In the opinion of. the Chair~ 
man of the Electronics Committee one concern alone should produce about 
5,00,00,000 transistors to obtain the economics of large scale production 
and the advantages of modem technology. The Bharat Electronics Ltd., 
which is at present producing about 50,00,000 should be able to increase 
production to 1 ,00,00,000 transistors in two years time. The Managing 
Director was however of the ·opinion that 3,00,00,000 was the minimum 
for economic production. He added that further expansion upto this level. 
and beyond was _feasible without appreciable additional expenditure; it 
was only a question of installing balancing equipment. It is the considered 
view of the experts, that the entire production should be concentrated in 
economic units .. 

If mass production is encouraged~ not only for transistors but other 
components, the price of components locally manufactured could )>e 
brought down to the level. of the prices of imported components, It may 
not however be possible to compete with imports from Japan; because of 
the export subsidy which Japanese components receive but it. should be 
possible to compete with other producers. 

(c) The variety of sets produced at present ·is large. · The standardisa
tion of low cost receivers: seems to us essential to reduce costs. While. 
people prefer· variety, this preference. has to be balanced· against the price. 
We were told by Mr. Tor Gjesdal, Director of the Mass Communications
Department of UNESCO, of the Norwegian experiment in· the early nine-
teen-forties for producing such sets for the fisherrilen who could not afford·· 
the-more expensive sets marketed. Because of their low price they became 
popular despite the- fact that they were standardised. These sets ·were re
placed as the fishermen became more prosperous and could afford the more 
expensive· sets. 

Standardisation should be strictly enforced with regard to the com
ponents though the cabinet design may be allowed to vary slightly from 
one producer to another. Standardisation. would not" only make mass pro
duction possible, reducing manufacturing costs, it would . also. make main
tenance cheaper and easier. 

(d) The economies of large scale production are as important in the· 
assembly of sets as in the manufacture of components. All the experts 
were unanimous that the assembly of the sets also should be concentrated· 
in a small number of units, whereas at present the production of 8,00,000· 
sets is distributed between several concerns both in the organised· sectors. 
of the industry and small scale a·nd cottage industries. 

(e) The mark-up of ex-factory price in India is- as high as 50 per cent 
mainly because· of the: small' volume of: proouction; We believe that the 
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cost of distribution could be substantially reduced with larger production. 
In any case, the possibility of selling these sets through cooperative socie
ties and post offices which issue licences should be explored. If neces
sary, a ceiling on the sale price of these receivers should also be imposed. 

108. The policy in regard to levies on the production and sale of low 
cost receivers should be modified. We would suggest that there should be 
no excise duty on the production of sets below a pre-determined price level 
and similarly, the State Governments should be induced to exempt such 
sets from the levy of sales tax. At present these sets are treated as luxury 
items and the highest rate of sales tax is collected on their sales. - These 
imposts could be reintroduced when we have reached economic production 
and have also produced a minimum of 2,50,00,000 sets prescribed by 
UNESCO. It should be evident that the cumulative effect of various duties 
is in the main responsible for the high cost of receiving sets at the present 
time. 

109. To give shape to the various recommendations we have made 
above for the early production of low cost receivers we. suggest that a 
coi:nmittee should be constituted consisting of representatives of the Minis
tries of Information and Broadcasting and Industcy and Supply and of the 
Planning Commission. In· view of the impi>rt<mce we attach to this ques
tion, we trust it will be possible to have the committee at Secretary level. 
It would, however, take time before mass production on the required ~cale 
can ·be organised. In the interim, we suggest tb3t the import of low cost 
receivers from any country which· might be willing to supply these on lines 
similar to PL 480, should be explored. It is understood that if import 
duty is waived, these receivers could be sold at below Rs. 40. The import 
of say 20,00,000 receivers would not cost more .than 6 crore rupees 
and their sale proceeds would not only reimburse the cost but give a 
margin which should be earmarked for improving the rural service. · 

110. Wire Broadcasting.-Wire broadcasting is a way of bringing the 
radio programmes to households which do not possess or cannot afford a 
radio set. As in a telephone system, households are wired and a monthly 
subscription i~ levied for· the programmes provided. It can be most suit
ably and conveniently introduced in compact urban areas where the cosr 
of wiring is reasonably low making it possible to charge a small amount as 
monthly rental. It is ideal for introduction in India where the availability 
of radio sets is limited and prices are high beyond the reach of many. It 
is not as versatile as a multiband radio set but it makes selected pro
grammes of the relayed station available to the subscribers. 

111. Encouraged by the results obtained- elsewhere, AIR undertook a 
limited experiment in New Delhi. It surveyed the areas of Lodi Colony, 
Karbala, Aliganj, Thyagaraja Nagar and Kasturba Nagar and introduced 
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the service in these areas in the expectation that about half of the total of 
7,500 households would subscribe to the service. This expectation was 
not realised at its inception, there being only 1,280 subscribers to start 
with. This number increased to 1,967 but has since declined to approxi
mately 1,426. 

112. The rental recovered is Rs. 2 a month which is not unreasonable 
and the broadcasts give a choice of programmes from Delhi A, Delhi B 
and V1vidh Bharati channels for nine hours a day. The decline is thus 
inexplicable and one has to seek reasons. We understand that the Unit 
made l'esponsible for the service was not properly organised or adequately 
staffed. As a result, defects in the transmission ari.d reception are not 
promptly removed. Secondly, there are constant thefts of copper wire which 
disrupt the service. Thirdly, the rules for collecting advance rents and for 
disconnecting defaulting households are rather harsh in operation. A con
tributory cause is that it is possible for the households whioh are disconnect
ed to reconnect themselves without the knowJeageof the authorities. 

113. The service was planned on a no-profit no-loss basis and had the 
earlier expectation materialised it would have been so. But, as a result of 
the fall-off in subscribers, the revenue was Rs. 40,000 in the year 1965-66 
against the estimated cost of Rs. 60,000. Unless the service is popularised 
it will continue to be run .at a loss. 

1)4. The question, therefore, arises whether AIR could or should give 
time and attention towards this ancillary. activity and expand it in New 
Delhi and introduce it in other areas or whether it should leave this to be 
undertaken by some other agency. 

115. Very few broadcasting systems have burdened themselves with 
the provision of this listening facility. The United Kingdom licensed 
some companies to use· selected BBC programmes on wire for the sub
scribers on payment of a suitable fee to the Post Master General. The 
respousihility for maintaining the connections in good order and for col
lecting subscriptions is that of the licensee. There are 10,00,000 sub
scribers as against 1,00,00,000 radio receivers. 

116. Even "in India, prior to 1947, some State Governments had 
introduced wire broadcasting to extend communiry listening through loud
speakers in parks' and public places. Even now we understand that ten 
municipalities in Andhra Pradesh have such systems, operating as many 
as 70 loudspeakers in some of these towns. 

117. In 1956 the Government of Andhra Pradesh proposed, as p~rt 
of their second Five Year Plan proposals, a scheme for extending wire 
broadcasting to· domestic subscribers but the :Ministry of Information and 
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Broadcasting did not include it in the Plan. ln 1959 the Ministry wa& 
requested to use the existing installations in the various municipalities for 
extending the facilities to domestic subscribers but in 1963, that is more
than 3 years later, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting informed 
the Andhra Pradesh Government that the Ministry was formulating a 
model scheme for guidance of local bodies and others. In spite of ~everal 
reminders, however, the 'model' scheme of the Information and Broad
casting Ministry has not yet been made available. 

118 .. We. were given some details. of a scheme- worked out by the 
Andhra Pradesh Government and fail to see why such a worthwhile acti
vity is being hampered by the Union Goverament The programmes 
which the State. Government wishes to provide for subscribers are AIR 
programmes-thus then; . can be no objection of encroachment of Union 
functions. ' In a country in which radio listening ·is so small we should have 
thought that Government would encourage. any means of extending· listen
ing to AIR programmes.. We would urge· that all such initiative from 
State G·overnments and local bodies should be encouraged and facilitat.::d 
instead of being discouraged and even obstructed. 

119. Plann{ng and Development-It remains to examine the working 
of the Planning· and ·Development Unit of AIR. While we were impres
sed with the 'many engineers whom we had occasion to meet and shared 
their confidence to be able to do things without foreign assistance, we were 
told that they were losing initiative as they could. not obtain decisions on 
basic· questions of policy. They also felt side-tracked as their technical 
advice was often disregarded on administrative and political considerations. 
They aiso compl~in that important questions of development are consi~ 
dered very cursorily and plans involving crores of rupees are drawn up 
hurriedly and are accepted without mature consideration. This accounts 
for many of the anomalies we have noticed and commented upon. 

120. The Unit has a three-fold responsibility: First it draws up 
plans for the development of broadcasting, secondly, it processes them for 
approval by Government and the Planning Commission and thirdly, it 
supervises the execution of the approved projects through Project Circles 
in Calcutta, Bombay and Delhi. 

121. There was one lacuna in the organisation of the Unit. It did 
not, till recently, have a programme official associated with. it to advise on 
the scope of a station planned and the number and duration of programmes 
,it would broadcast. . Without programme objectives to guide, its planning 
was tending to be in vacuum. The Unit planned and built a station 
according to its own idea of its n~eds. Often enough; this did not give 
flexibility to programme planners. who had to. be. content to plan on· the 
basis of facilities made available rather than on what the. station was 
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intended to do. Only recently a. D.ir~ctor of l'rogrammes ha& been appoint
ed bu.t he has not beell- made a part of the Unit. Advi~;e to be useful 
should come from withi!); rathl)r than. outside, and we ~;ecommend that 
this officer should be incorporated in the Unit and placed in correct rela
tion to the technical staff. 

122. For reasons stated above, not only. planning itself is somewhat 
unrealistic, but its execution unsatisfactory. Even the allocations in the· 
plans are hardly utilised fully-shortfalls have been of the order of 30 to· 
40 per cent ·in the second and third plans. This arises for a variety of 
reasons, First, there are the procedutal and financial rules which are not 
conducive to speedy decisions; secondly, AIR bas to use agencies like the 
Central Public Works and the Post and Tel~grapbs departments, over 
which it has no control; and thirdly, release of resources, particularly 
foreign exchange is not made in time even when a project is approved and 
ready to go on stream. 

123. Several suggestions have been made to improve matters, some of 
which we commend for acceptance. The planning and development unit 
should concentrate on planning and divest itself of· the responsibility for 
execution which should be best left to regional units. Project offices
already exist in several places and coUld be given the authority and re
sources to take full responsibility. The Central Public Works Department 
should create a specialised wing for all construction work of Am on the
lines of its Aviation wing. There should be delegations of financial and 
administrative powers to all levels commensurate with the responsibilities. 
entrusted to them, together with a simplification of the relevant regulations. 

124. Maintenance functions should similarly be decentralised and not 
located as at present at Delhi. Zonal maintenance and repair units would 
be a far more satisfactory and quicker way of dealing with problems which 
arise in the regions. 

125. Research-We should conclude with a word about the research· 
organi3ation. It bas done valuable work in the design and development 
of equipment, in finding solutions of acoustic problems and bas undertaken 
ionospheric studies. We have ourselves found that the prototype of a 
"low-cost receiving set developed by it gives high quality reception and is 
also durable. The work of some of its personnel has won recognition both 
in India and abroad. It is unfortunate therefore that sufficient financial 
resources have not been placed at its disposal nor its organisation suitably 
strengthened. Another disability is that research engineers in the unit are
transferred when their tum for promotion comes. It should be possible 
to devise ways by which the specialists can be retained in the organisation
and given full scope for their research work. . For these reasons the capa
bility of the unit to play a more purposeful role in the development of 
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•broadcasting has been limited. We cannot but strongly ·advocate that 
initiative in this unit should be encouraged and original work rewarded. 
This alone would make AIR self-sufficient in technical matters and enable 
it even to contribute to the growing technology of sound and visual 
:broadcasting. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AIR PROGRAMMES : SOME PROBLEMS 

Public <:ritiCism; selection of artists; ·artists' fees; lack of 
variety; absence of controversy; eledion broadcasts; excessive 

Government publiCity; decentralisation; zonal control; minls
'terial interference; ·untrained "Staff; ·Jack of opportunities for 
specialisation; studios and equipment; lack of team spirit. 

126. The gravamen of charges against All India Radio relates to the 
content and. quality of its programmes and their indifferent presentation. 
All other criticisms. as also suggestions for its reorganisation, including a 
-structural. change, stem from this dissatisfaction. 

127. We do not wish to encumber this report with a detailed analysis 
<If the programmes but would limit ourselves to a review of AIR's pro
gramme policies and their impact on its output. 

128. An overwhelming majority of witnesses who appeared before us 
and the bulk. of Memoranda submitted attribute the defects and deficiencies 
of the programmes mainly to the following causes: 

(a) the selection o{ unsuitable artists: 

(b) The low 1evel of fees paid to artists and others for different. 
types of programmes; 

(c) The denial of freedom to and discouragement of initiative in 
the staff to plan and ·present imaginative and original pro
grammes; 

(d) The tendency on the part of AIR to anticipate the official view
en matters to be broadcast and to give undue prominence to
!llinisterial pronouncements whether they have any news value 
or not; 

{e) Centralisation of planning .and imposition of standard proce" 
dures Y~ithout regard to regional disparities and divergences; 

(f) Absence of . adequate training facilities !lnd specialised and 
refresher courses for the staff; . 

(g). Inadequate studio and other facilities: and 

47 
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(h) Lack of harmony between engineers and programme staff and 
between producers and programme executives. 

129. The selection of unsuitable artists for music and of others for talks. 
and commentaries has figured largely in the submissions to the Committee. 
While a procedure has been prescribed for the selection of artists for 
certain types of broadcasts, there is none for the selection of others. 

130. The prescribed procedure has come in for a great deal of criti
cism and it has been suggested that it militates against the acceptance of 
the best artists available. It has also been suggested that mediocre people
are often inducted by official and other pressures and the predilection of 
senior 5taff also plays a role in selection. 

131. A system of audition was introduced for the selection of artists:
for music and drama to prevent· patronage and favouritism. In the case-· 
of ..:ertain categories, the selections made by regional boards reqllire con-
firmation by the central board. It has been brought to our notice that 
this procedure is time-consuming; often a year to eighteen months elapse. 
before a decision is taken. Meanwhile, many selected artists are no longer 
available. -Another lacuna is that once selected the procedure· for the
elimination from the 'approved list' for unsatisfactory performance is 
cumbersome and unworkable. Pressures also operate to upset decisions. 
on removal. Once on the list, the artists have to be given periodic assign
ments without regard to their snitability or popular appeal. This leads: 
to infrequent use of artists of proved merit. The lists get progressively 
lengthened while occasions for engagements do not increase corresponding
ly; this reduces the scope for the use o! fresh talent and encouragement to
young artists, the search for whom is in any case desultory and unenter
prising. 

132. There is also criticism regarding people invited for talks and 
commentaries. Time and again it was pointed out that exc~pt Ministers, 
senior officials and infiuential adherents of the party in power who claim 
and obtain time whenever they like, the choice otherwise is limited to a 
few ueople who have monopolised these fields of broadcast. Offi.ci;lls 
responsible for selection do not maintain close contacts with writers, journ
alists, commentators and thus fail to widen the area of selection. They 
are also amenable to pressure and there is a tendency to favour friends. 
There is a disinclination to invite distinguished people who are critical of 
administrative policies. Secondly, the talks are censored in the most un
intelligent manner,' objection being taken to the most harmless matter. At 
the same time there is no positive editing o! scripts, in con~ultation with 
those invited to broadcast, to improve them. This .is the practice in all 
broadcasting organisations but it requires -skilled and experienced tall<s 
producers. 
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133. We consider that there is a great deal of truth in 'these criticisms. 
We discuss the audition procedure elsewhere · but consider that a way 
should be found to widen the field of choice and- remove the inhibitions 
which haunt the corridors of AIR. It is difficult t6 ·devise a system which 
will by itself give perfection. ·It seems·te· us thanhe remedy lies iii select
ing the 1ight person to be in charge, giving :·hiin complete· ffeedoin and 
making him fully . accountable for indifferent choice as' revealed by listener 
research and other means available. 

134. There is complete unanimity in the : evidence adduced that 
unless the scale of fees is made attractive, AlR. would non)e able to· obtain 
competent and worthwhile people. The fees were' fixed 'as early as 1938 
and have yet to be revised. The standard fee 'for a fiffeeri-mitiute talk 
continues to be Rs. 25 though AIR has discretion in selected cases to offer 
Rs. 50. For a talk in the National Programine aio'ne the fee reaches the 
somewhat respectable figure of Rs. 100. · The$e payments compare un
favourably with what is offered by newspapers arid: magazines and are 
in any case too low to attract talent. 

135. In many countries a number of writers, ·musicians and others 
make a good living out o! their earnings· from radio and_ make it the pro
fession of their choice. IIi India it can hardly be so. Even_ t_op-ninking 
musicians like Smt. M. S. Subbulakshmi, Pandit Ravi Shankar or Ustad 
Ali Akbar .Khan are paid only RS. 150 for a programme and even so, 
invited infrequently. If they appear in . the national programme, it is 
largely from a sense of duty' and loyalty to the national organisation. 
·Even though elsewhere it is considered a distinction to be invited to 
broadcast, the fees paid 'compare favourably with those earned for profes
sional performances. Iq. India there is neither. ·this distinction nor the 
attraction of fees. AIR has thus to rest content with the second best 

·when available. 

136. Likewise, playwrights are offered Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 for ·the right 
. to broadcast their plays. This does not encourage specialisation necessary 
for radio plays, nor assist in building up a corps of radio playwrights by 
attracting authors of distinction. Thf: Committee· was surprised to know 
that lyricists were, until recently, paid the ridiculously low fec·of twentyfive, 
fifty or sevenryfive paise, depending on their grading, for each broadcast 
of their composition. 

137. We are convinced that unless these categories arc given' com
.. parable treatment and the scales are revised to take· account of the erosion 
in the value of the rupee and rising costs of living, AIR would be unable 
to produce quality programmes . and give necessary encouragement' to 
young -playwrights, lyricists and' artists. 

17 I. & B.-4. 
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138. The .regulation, which .seeks to prevent favouritism by imposing 
a.limit on the amount an artist .can earn in the course of a year has .also 
produced unfortunate results. Any eJ~:cess over this ceiling has to be sanc
tioned by the Director General and in some cases by. the Ministry. Thus, 
an outstanding sports ·or political commentator, actor or conductor cannot 
be engaged by a station as frequently as he should be unless a special 
dispensation has been obtained from a higher authority. This· being diffi
cult and smacking of favouritism, Station Directors take the .line of least 
rCiistance and discontinue artists as soon as the prescribed limit has been 
reached. The interests of the listening public are thus sacrificed. on the 
alt:u: of regulations. In this process AIR fails to create radio personalities 
wl1o lend colour and attraction to the programmes and induce people to 
listen at ·the hour they are on the air. 

139. We .consider that regulations which produce these results are not 
only_ irxational , but indefensible. Furthermore, no organisation can func
tion smoothly under an intricate system of checks and balances nor- can it 
grow in a climate of distrust and suspicion. 

140. There have also been complaints from many that only officials 
and politicians are given attention and consideration by AIR, others are 
treated perfunctorily. The atmosphere in AIR is cold and impersonal, 
not conducive to. creative art and work. 

141. A general oomplaint is that AIR's programmes lack variety; they 
deal with dull and drab matters avoiding scrupulously anytlllng politicaily 
controversial or even of civic. consequence to the citizens. A former 
Director General •of AIR mentioned that though there are no directives 
·ftom Government,· he had found the staff inhibited in planning ambition~ 
·or adventurous programmes lest they be viewed with disfavour by those 
in authority. A word whispered here and there produces· a fear ·complex 
which react; on programme planning. There is thus a marked tendency 
to play safe and produce routine programmes in a routine way. Many 
on AIR's payroll had no hesitation in acknowledging that their enthusiasm 
Jaad evaporated· arid theii · initiative had been duiied in the atmosphere 
prevailing· in AIR. Originality is discouraged and work of merit is not 
recognised· or rewarded; there is no scope for experimentation or creative 
work and it is best to plod along the rut and wait in the queue for promo
tions. 

142. With staff which has imbibed this attitude of resignation, it is 
. impossible to improve. the tone and ·quality of the broadcasts. The stale
-ness in AIR's programmes must necessarily continue unless AIR is revital
. ised. Only a psychological 'transformation which would give confidence 
and initiative, encourage freedom of action and inculcate a spirit of experi
mentation can give llie, purpose and substance· to the programmes. ·n is 
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difficult to bring this about in ·a departmental organisation. Whether some 
expedient can be found is a matter best left for discussion in the larger 
context of a reorganisation of AIR. 

143. AIR's cult of anonymity is another factor mentioned which does 
not encourage individuals to give of their best in the production of pro
grammes for which they are· responsible. . Programmes are·· impersonal; 
credit or discredit reflects on the organisation and not· on the "individuals 
responsible for their production and presentatiofu · UnlesS' they ·take pride 
in the organisation to which they belong,. (we have found this singillariy 
lacking) individuals cannot be spurred to greater endeavour. In thfi 
situation public appreciation alone: can produce the necessary impetus. It 
is a sad reflection on the staff of AIR but is perhaps understandable. We 
recommend the announcement of the names of the persons responsible for 
a programme as it would bring psychological satisfaction to the artist, 
establish rapport between him and the listener and thus lead to a marked 
improvement in quality and presentation. 

144. It is generally believed that AIR: is one .of the organs,· albeit the 
most important one, of official publicity. . The -undue importance hitherto 
given to the statements and activities of _the Ministers nnd the pronounced 
bias ii! · the presentation of news, commentaries ·and talks lends· substance 
to this belief. As a department of Government, ·it is inevitable that there 
would be a measure of pronrinence given to official policies, attitudes and 
activities in its broadcasts but it does not necessarily follow that AIR should 
exclude their objective analysis and criticism. . · 

145. Theoretically, it has the freedom of a national ' newspaper to 
present objectively topics of current happenings and interest but in prac
tice it has failed to do so mainly for two re·asons. First, successive 
Miriisters usurped the policy-making functions of _the directorate-general 
and started "interfering even in matters of programme planning and present
ation. Secondly, the selection of the dir~ting staff was so made as to 
ensure unquestioning compliance. As a result, the public iffiage of AIR 
has become ta~hed, its objectivity destroyed and its initiative· gradually 
whittled away. It is now donrinated by a 'psychology of confornrity' ai 
AIR itself admits. It is a ·moot question whether it is possible to 'restore 
and started interfering even in matters of programme planning ·and 'present
education and entertainment without liberating it fully from official control. 
This is the all-important issue which requires care!ul . analysis · and 'consi
deration which we reserve· for separate treatment 

146. We should make it abundantly dear that AIR must not shun, on 
the contrary should encourage, discussions on matters of moment, whether 
political or otherwise; on which different points of view· are widely ·held in 
the ·counfrlr. It should, however; ensure' that"impartiality and 'objectivity 
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are fully maintained. It should not attempt to mould public opinion or 
hold any editorial views;. it should leave it to the public to form judgement 
on the .basis of a proper and correct. presentation of all major points of 
view. This alone would make the discussions and talks stimulating, lively~ 
constructive and thought-provokiD.g. 

147. We should also make our views known on the somewhat contro
versial issue of election broadcasts by the major political parties. In all 
democracies, the broadcasting system allows spokesmen of the parties tc> 
place -before the electorate their political, economic and social programmes. 
We do not see why it should be otherwise in India. So long as the broad
casts are objective and educative and their purpose is to enable the • elec
torate_. to exercise their franchise in an ioformed way, the introduction ot 
election broadcasts should be unexceptionable. 

148. The allocation of time to the parties· is a difficult question but it 
has been resolved in different ways in different countries. We understand 
that earlier demands to allow election broadcasts in India ~failed as nc> 
agreement could ·be reached between the parties. We consider that 
attemptS should be renewed before the next General Election to bring the 
parties together and a solution found with the advice and assistance of the 
Election Commission both on the scope of the broadCasts and the time 
to be given to each party. 

149. In the course of discussions in the Uniom of ·soviet Socialist 
Republics, our Sub-Committee ascertained that though Radio is an instru
ment of the Government, the authority has discretion to refuse requests. 
from Ministries and others to broadcast matters relating to their activities 
and that this discretion is freely exercised. If the authority did not consi
der any broadcast suggested to b'! essential, suitable or of public interest, 
it invariably declined to arrange them. It is thus not beyond the realm 
of possibility to evolve a similar procedure to enable_ AIR to br.eak away
from.the humdr)un, stereo!yP.ed and dull official programmes which dominate 
its output. 

150. It was refreshing to hear from the Director General that AIR has 
recently been given freedom· to plan programmes which, in his opinion, 
would have been difficult if not impossible to contemplate even a year ago. 
There is also a direction to. cut down references to Ministers. Thi!r trend 
is encouraging and should be further developed so that AIR is able to 
acquire the reputation of independence and objectivity which are attributes 
essential to any worthwhile broadcasting system. 

-151.. Decentralisation is- basic to the growth of an- organisation. Effi~ 

-ciency· and economy cannot be ensured unless there is delegation of 
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.authority. to all levels commensurate with their functions and responsibili-' 
ties. Yet, this maxim has 'been-completely ignored by AIR .. The result
ing inertia .has been widely criticised and drawbacks of. over-centralisation 
forcefully . expressed. · Even the . Station Directors chafing under curbs 
have .open!Y voiced their dissatisfaction. They complain that they have 
;responsibility without authprity and get bhimed for policies in the shaping 
of which they have had no hand and which do not accord with their con
cept of a brOlidcasting organisation. They have hardly any initiative ·in 
the planning of their own programmes as the directorate-general insists· on 
the relay of broadcasts of a large number of programmes sponsored by it; 
Some of the national programmes may be of little significanCe and interest 
to the listeners ,in particular regions, yet they are obliged to relay them .. 
This implied criticisiJ!. . of the so-called national programmes apart, it is an 
encroachment on time intended for programmes · of entertainment and it 
does not endear the station to its listening public; 

152.' Often the demand for relaying a national programme. comes: 
without much notice upsetting the programme planned, even breaking into 
its. continuity. If there is a directive about a national· progr~, .the 
Station Directors should at least have discretion ·to put it on the air at a 
convenient but suitable hour. We understand, however, that more recently 
Station Directors have been given· some discretion in regard to such relays. 
This is a move in the right direction, the outcome !Jf the new liberal policy 
which, we hope, will be suitably enlarged to cover other aspects ·of 
progr~mme planning. 

153. At the present time, tlie Station Directors have not been 'giveri 
any authority even to cover events in their regions which in their view ·ai:e 
worthwhile and interesting. The time-consuming process of obtaining ap
proval of higher authorities before such programmes are put on the . aii 
deprives the programmes of topicality and spontaneity. It only exposes 
the station to charges of timidity and as the purveyor of stale news. 

154. Similarly, the standard make-up of programmes laid down does 
not take account of regional disparities and their differing needs; Regi
mentation defeats its own ·purpose 'and depriv~s the regional programmes 
of their utility and attraction. 

155. The Special Reorganisation Unit of the Ministry of Finance had 
advised that 'a great degree of devolution of authodty to fhe stationS of 
AIR was essential in the interest of efficiency and ·economy. It has· be.en 
suggested by AIR officers that apart from national news and certain classes 
of information,· all programme activities should be decentralised. 

156. One .recommendation of the Special Reorganisation Unit, the 
introduction of a zonal system oi control to replact'l ceirtral' control deserves· 
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mention. The , recommendation is , based on the consideration · that· one 
Deputy Director General (Programmes) at headquarters assisted by a iew 
l)irectors· can hardly .scrutinise programme-schedules of 34 ·stations cover-' 
ing items _of music, drama, talks and programmes for women, children, 
school broadcasts,. ·etc. This function along with administrative respon
sibility could be better exercised by establisbirtg zonal control at Madras, 
Calcutta, Bombay and Delhi. This· recommendation bypasses the issue 
which is basic in our view, whether such a central scrutiny is at all neces
eary. It merely accepts the present concept of the directorate-general and 
suggests procedural changes, to. accelerate decision. 

157. We understand that .it qas now been decided that this schen;te for 
decentralised administration should . be given a trial. Jt is thought that· 
apart from reducing the numerous references to Delhi, the zonal arrange
ment will have other advantages. The problems of. stations -in ·a particular 
zone are somewhat similar ·and the languages of the states included therein 
have a degree of affinitY. Programme planning ·will thus be. easier ~nd 
more -realistic. Effective coordination would; also be secured leading t() 
the smoother working of all stations within a zone . 

. 1'58. This plan which appears on the surlace to be sound has to be 
'l'iewed with circumspection. , An' intermediate layer of control. . might 
prove to be J;IOthing more than a fifth wheel in the coach hampering rather 
than casing its movement. Uilless the zonal coordinators are endowed 
virtually with all the powers of the directorate-general, references will have 
to be routed through them and this might only cause delay and confusion. 
We do not see any particular virtue in creating zonal coordinators .. We 
would urge that subject to certain general policy directions, the stations 
ehould have freedom to. plan their programmes and utilise their resources 
to give maximum satisfaction to tlie listeners they serve. 

159. Evidence before . us also reveals that central scrutiny of pro
grammes is . more . theoretical than real and at best perfunctory. It does 
not serve any material purpose and the sooner it is dispensed with the 
better will be the impact on programmes. The stations should be adjudg
ed on their performance under a plan of devolution. It should inculcate 
a sense of greater responsibility, introduce a competitive spirit and give 
the stations a purpo$e, all of which should be reflected in a significant 
improvement in the output of the stations. 

160. The delegations made to the directorate-general also fall far short 
of what its responsibilities demand, and even in the delegated field; we 
understand, inteliference is frequent. We are informed that this is not 
limited to programme policies . alone but extends even to technic;u matters 
relating to the development 'of transmission facilities and procurement 
of eqnipment. The Ministry is not equipped nor is it prtifessioniilly com
petent to dClll- with either; 
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.161. We heard with dismay .that the. Ministry in, the. past had· dictated 
the type of Hindi to be ,used in broadcastS". and.·on. the make-up-of, music 
programmes. It is saying the obvious that-there must be -a national. policy. 
on languages; it caunot be left for the individual determination by a Mini!
ter or. a Ministry. ·'Similarly; the· music• ·policy: imposed' the: balming• of 
certain types of music and 'the- encouragement: given: to .. certain • •Schools' of 
classical music at- the expense ·of others,· without co'nsultatio;r with experts 
and ·:in utter dis-regard of ; popular demands ·had .ac:disastrous :·effect. 
Listeners turned to Radio Ceylon in preference; . ·A "Temedial· measure 
was_ taken by introducing the .special 'Vividh Bharati' _ progiamme but the 
regionai progranuiies still bear' the ·impress' of the· past"pblicy. 'Siniil:lrly, 
technical 'planning and· the procurement of-'equipment''ate dominated· by 
regional 'anci political 'conside'rations to which· we have" earlier referred. 
We cannot but strongly deprecate such' uriwarianted interference;in matters. 
which ai:e best le(t to professional detei1ninatiori, 

162. AIR has yet to reach· the standard of · profes'sioilal 'excellence 
expected of. it largely because it uses uhtriuiied people and ,, indifferent 
voices· in some of its broadcasts. AIR should not obviously be the· testing 
ground of amateurs unver5ed in radio ·tcicbniques. ·'They ·have- to· be ·put 
through an intepsive <;<>urse of. training. and. their suitability established 
before they are put on- the ·air.· _ Similarly,' people with: indifferent. voices 
should -not, as now,. be e!llployed as aimou~J,cers and newsreaders or, for 
the matter of that, for talks and commentaries. 

163. Ever so often even an enjoyable musical programme_ is inarred 
by the. irritating voice of the announcer; a talk or a commentary on an 
interesting topic rich. in its content is ruined .by a poor <lelivery. All 
excellent script or talk should be broadcast by an equally' excellent radio 
voice. AIR should shed its squeamishness to request a script-Writer to 
allow the ac{ual broadcast to be undertaken by someone more competent. 
For example, a poet should welcome· a recitaion ·of his poem by somt"one 
more proficient. He should realise that it would enhance its merit and 
increase its attraction. 

·164. Here we should say· a word about specialisation. AIR has .not 
paid sufficient attention to this aspect and often enough expensive and 
unsuitable stall is deployed for work which can be undertaken by a lower 
but specialised category. For example, AIR . uses shift engineers for 
recording music and other progranunes, even though they do not have 
training and aptitude for this -~ype of work. Engineers who assisf in the 
broadcast of music should have special training in J;llUsical balance. It is 
not necessary to employ higl)ly qualified engineers on high seales of pay for 
this work. We understand that the Film Institute of Poona· has a course 
for training recording engineers. The introduCtion . of ·such a: cadre will 
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be economic,. rontribote ·towards an improvement • in the technical qull.lity 
of the programmes 'and· also enable AIR to . better utilise its attenuated 
technical cadre for -purposes intended. 

165 •. AlR. has pr9duced· a foll!lidable list of deficiencies to explain 
away the indifferent. technical quality of its. broadcasts. . The first .com- . 
plaint is that the . number of .studios is insufficient to meet its growing . 
needs, studio equipment .is largely out of date. and. other aids for . good 
transmission are .not.available. 

166. We are unable to accept the complaint that the number of studios 
available . ·i~ insufficient. , fu the. cOUrse of our visits .to many stations, we 
have .seldom found more. ,than one or two studios in use at any .one time. 
It seems,.· therefqre,, there has been no proper planning for the maXimum 
utilisation of available studio facilities a5 elsewhere. For example,· the 
utilization in AIR is 1 : 10 against 1 : 3 for Drama and 1 : 1 for talks 
in the BBC. This means that for every hour of broadcast the studio is 
occupied ~or ,ten hours in AIR, .counting rehearsals, repeats of recordings 
etc. Secondly,. by providing separately for. rehearsal rooms, the pressure 
on studios can be considerably red"!ced. · · 

167. When ·confron~d ·With these statistics, the authorities explained 
that AIR had perforce to use . a' iarge number of working people in its 
programmes. It i~ not. ~sible to ~ssemble them at hours conveuient to 
the stations. It has to be at th~ e~d of the working day. Thus," the 
pressure on the studios_ at particular hours cannot be met with the nuniber 
of studios available ai:J_d the need _arises· for additional studios. In this 
Situation, progranimei; DaVe often tO be broadcast unrehearsed Or inSTJffi
cientJy' rehearsed. We believe that bv efficient plannin.e; the difficulty can 
be overcome. 

168, The complaint regarding studio equipment is, however, sustain-
able. ·Due to financial difficulties which have plagued AIR aU. these years 
it has been unable to replace obsolete . or obsolescent equipment.. Now 
when it is finanoia11y viable, foreign exchange difficulties have -arisen to. 
postpone its modernisation programme. We can. only regret that little has 
been done over the years to produce indigenously the equipment AIR 
needs. It has failed to take any initiative to encourage indigenous pro-
duction. 

169. The other compi~ints . are that the. studios are not properly 
insulated and outside noises therefore intrude into the_ programmes,. the 
microphones are old and not of th~ latest type anci cause .a certain amount 
of distortion, gramophon~. records are .old and scratchy, tape-recordings. 
are uneven due to· voltag~ fluctuation, the. telephone links ·are faulty all.d 
do not carey faithfully the relay of. proirammes, and transport is not avail
able for ·essential outdoor ~ecordingS. 
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170. It is beyond our comprehension why AIR has done nothing to 
instal voltage stabilisers or to 'improve insulations. These do not involve 
large e11.penditure and are well within the competence of AIR itself to 
order and rectify. The delay and difficulty in replacing gramophone 
records is due to procedural reasons, but we have seen no evidence of 
AIR taking steps to have the procedure revised. Similarly, it has not 
made out a convincing enough case for obtaining sanction for the purchase 
of additional transport. We~ can 'o:nly infer that the inertia which has 
seized AIR is responsible ior .the manydefi~lencie& which have been men
tioned io us to explairi ·away ' the shortcomings_ ' of the' pres~ntation of 
programmes. · · · · 

171. We are greatly disturbed to find that there is no harmony between 
the engineering and administrative wings , illld a great deal of discord 
between the Producers and Programme Execntives; · 

172. The engineers· complain that they have ·not been ·gtven tnerr proper. 
place in the organisation, A Station Engineer is. ·treated as a subordinate 
of the Station Director even when . he. is senior to him in service and 
receives a higher pay. 

173. The Programme Executives feel aggrieved that a new category of 
producers has been Unnecessarily introduced which hai relfeved them from 
creative 'work 'and' has . reduced them to. routine duti~. They consider' 
that they . had fulfilled their combined rc;>le o~ planning · aJ?.d producing 
programmes with distinction and this encroachment on their role has only 
led to a detedoration in the· programm_eS. The Producers, on the other 
hand, complain that they do not receive the necessary degree of coopera-· 
tion from the Executivils and ~here is often interference · in the selection 
of artists. They have to accept, one or more onproved artists at the behest 
of the Executives. This has . a disastrous effect on the quality and present-· 
ation of programmes.· . With this dicl:lotomy in ·the ·organisation it is ·not 
possible to . hold . ariy one responsible for lapses:·. As. these questions are 
mainly o~ganisational, . we reserve them for deiailed examination in nur 
proposals on reorganisation. We mention them here in the context of m1 

overall review of programme. deficiencies. 



CHAPTER·.v 

AUDIENCE .RESEARCH 

The need for listener. research; AIR's . listener research
past and present; programmes without audiences; thiJ ·cost of 
listener research; training. for listener', research;·· whether 
listener . research. sbonld be part of AIR . or outside it; the 
importance of opeciallsed stelf, 

174. Listener· 'research is' an integral part of most· broadcasting• systems. 
Without n. continuous and intimate touch with its audience a broadcasting 
system cannot fulfil the purpose· for which it exists· nor· can it ensure maxi~· 
mum listening to its programmes in preference to others. Without a 
revfew, money mid eflort might be' wasted in producing programmes which 
do riot attract listeili:ng. · There is also ·the attendant risk of listeners tuning· 
into other broadcasts which have undesirable· featrire8, ·both· morally and· 
politically: 

17!5. In countri~ where ·radio and television are in commercial hands, 
extensive use·is made ·of. listener research and production· planning is 
oriented to· cater to popular .demands even when they offend again~! good 
taste and social: values. Th~ educative -role of the two media is largely 
aubordinated . to listeners' preferences. At the other extreme are countries 
which treat these media merely. as instruments of publicity and propaganda 
and do not need· audience research to guide. their programmes. Those 
in control of the apparatus determine what ideology to . propagate and 
what directional control to give to national life and endeavour. In bet
ween the two are countries which do- not exploit the media commercially 
but use them solely for purposes of information, education. and entertain
ment, blending in the programmes what people 'want with what people 
should have. There being no· market quotation or . automatic indicators 
of public feeling, they rely on audience research to be able to provide_ a 
service responsive to listeners' needs and preferences without sacrificing 
in the process the educative role of the media. 

176. In a democratic State such as ours, embarkeel on pianne(! Cleve
lopment of its economy and social services, it is all the more important to 
know whether the special programmes designed to increase productivity 
and to inculcate social habits conducive to health and hygiene are making 
any impact. There must be an arrangement by which AIR should he 
made aware of the extent and quantity of listening to each programme 
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which is broadcast -and whether those who listel;l to a programme like or 
dislike it with reasons therefor. It is. only through the instrument of 
audience research that AIR's programme .. planners can have access to a 
wide variety of information on. the programme preferences of ' different 
groups of listeners and the impact of s~ial programmes on the groups 
for which .. they are specifically designed. The. information collected 
shonld be used for [ormation of policy,. day-to-day planning of pro
grammes, allocation of reSources to different progr~es, assessment-of 
staff performance and output and all other relevant issues. The objective 
of making the' ~rogrammes' -appealing 'and 'effective can' -be' achieved only 
if all' tliese requirements are suitably liarmonised. 'The planner:!' have · a!so· 
to realise that they do not necessarily have a captive 'audience: . Most 
listeners' have radio setS which -can' be' switched"ori fo other stations: 'fhe 
programmes have to compete in quality' and appeai with many others :ivaif-
able' froin different- sources. - · 

.177. ·-It .is· uilfortunate, , therefore; that· AIR -:has- ·at>preseil.t- hardly any· 
organisation• or- arrangements· for -systematic. audience research: 'This has 
had ·a· direct bearing on ail AIR programmes -and policies·.-· In··olir consi2 

deration .of different categories of prog:I:amrtles, we have· repeatedly come 
up against the problem that rio ·one in the organisation kriows whether: a 
particular policy or programme has anY apPeai to· the :listeners~ · In this 
sitUation it is not· strange that radio has yet to becilme'a part of the people's 
lives. Having regard to·· the limitations of resources,'· particularly "Of trans: 
mitters. and transmission channels, it is imperative that optimu_m .use should 
be made of the_ time and other facilities to give to listeners education, .in
fonnation and entertaitiment ot va!ue and utility., 

178. The problem of listener research in India is ·complicated as there 
is a multiplicity of languages and· dia!ectS and wide divergence in habits, 
tastes and attitudes. These militate against setting uP a centralised organi-

' ' 

sation. 

179. · It is necessary at this stage to· consider what arrangements .for 
listener research AIR had made earlier and what the present positimi. is. 
After the Second World War, the authorities felt that for proper planning 
of programmes, listener· research should be organised' on proper lines and 
a tinit was formed in 1946. Each of the seven stations then in existence 
was provided with a listener research Unit in charge of a Listener Research' 
Officer. The work of these .units was coordinated by a centra! cell in the 
directorate-generru which issried nlleessacy instructions a:nd guided, research 
.undertaken. · 

180. A number of surveys was conducted .and qseful information was 
compiled on such. matters as. the- composition of listener groups,- the .edu
cational level of various .types of listeners, the average size . of a listening 
fanu1y, .. reactions .. to ta!ks, plays,- ~usic- and other relevant data. 
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181. It was a nucleus organisation and the intention was to bUil<l 
around it a proper unit which could provide AIR with ·information neces- · 
sary for proPer production planliing. · · Some· tinie d~g _ the Nineteen
fifties, however, the unfortunate. decision was taken to dispense with listener 
Iesearch altogether. (>fficers who hadl been iaken 'on· a perman~nt basis 
were retained but could' thereafter make little eontiibution . towar~s pro
gramme planning. In 1964, listener research activitieS had almost come' 
to a standstilL · 

182. With the discontinuation of listener research AIR has no means 
of ascertaining public reaction to its. programmes and it has . become 
impervious -to the needs and preferences of :its audiences. Pari passu, 
the Ministry assumed .resllonsibility ifo~ prescribing on its own the types of 
music, drama and other programmes to be put on the· air. Whether 

. individual judgment in a matter like this can be tolerated is one question 
but the more important one is that ·the highbrow programmes introduced 
and the preaching of archaic tenets led immediately to a decline in listen
·ing to· AIR's programmes. This complacent attitude received a jolt when 
Radio Ceylon with its popular prograinmes '<arne to command extensive 
listening at the expense· of AIR. • This led to the introduction of Vividh 
Bharati and a mOdification of AIR's music policy; this. has succeeded in 
weaning back a · nwilber of listeners: Had · the need for · ascertaining 
1isteners' needs and preferences been appreciated, the challenge of Radio 
cC:eylon could have been averted· even Without ·such a special programme. 

183. We :were. also disappointed. to hear that information collected 
earlier by listener research units had hardly. been put to ~y use. It has 
even been suggested that the findings of listener research were ouly used 
to bolster up the policies of AIR.· Any ·finding . which. gave a 'co~tr'ary 
impression was suminarily igilored arid· suppressed. 

184. Even though there is no organised audience research as such, 
AIR has been made aware that several of its special programmes have 
bnrdly any audience. But, despite this k:riowledge, AIR has persisted 
with the· programmes making ·demands on· limited · resources and time 
which could have· been utilised ·more purposefully ·on ·programmes which' 
.command reasonable listening. We limit our observations to two pro
grammes, both of great potential value, namely, ilie programmes for in
-dustrial workers . and for school children. 

185. Programmes for industrial workers are· now broadcast from 18 
stations either daily or on three or four days a week. Suryeys conducted 
at some of the centres revealed that there was hardly any listening to these 
programmes. In its. me~o!andupt ·AIR ·say~·· that· ~aus~ of inadequate 
listening arrangementS the pro~es ·c;I).~- nofhive encour_aging r,esponse. 
It is strange· that AIR _shoUld p~t fonvard this _explanation in extenuati!Jn. 
Proper planning iinplies lliat the fiist step· iri launching a pi:c:igramriie is . to 
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ensure that the complementary steps for creating suitable' facilities and 
aids for listening have been: taken. In. fact, without this precondition a 
programme can only result in dissipation of· resources. It was not for 
AIR to make this arrangement · (responsibility for this devolved on the 
State Governments and the industrial establislunents) .but it was for AIR 
to plan the programmes in close collaboration with them and introduce 
them only when the essential conditions had been met. AIR had so far 
considered its educative role fulfilled with putting out these programmes. 
It had not bothered to ascertain whether there was any listening to the 
programmes and even when made aware of this, did not press for remedial 
measures 

186. The situation in regard to school broadcasts is no different. We 
.deal with these broadcasts in detail in reviewing AIR's progranunes, but 
would point out here that they also have not pro<Iuced the· results intend
ed. AIR may derive satisfaction from the fact that 26 of its stations 
broadcast regular programmes for schools, but this satisfaction is pyrrhic. 
Limited surveys conducted by AIR reveal that there is practically no 
listening to these broadcasts in most places. 

lSi AIR has not,. we are told, attempted to 'assess public reactions 
to some of its favoured features. For example, ·the two annual events, 
Sahitya Samaroh, a ·literary !lymposium, and Radio Sange·et Sammelan. 
a music conference, which together cost about one lakh mpees a year 
have not, it is suggested, provided attractive listening. Without research 
it is not possible to pronounce on this suggestion but . obviously an assess
ment should be attempted to decide whether these activities are not best 
left to other organisations such as the Sangeet Natak Akademi and the 
Sahitya Akademi. 

188. A number of broadcasts of operas, symposia on music and other 
subjects, and learned talks on obscure topics are broadcast regularly by 
AIR even though its own limited surveys revealed that these programmes 
have little or no listeuing. On the basis of this analysis, it is evident that 
AIR's programme planners disregard listeners' preferences and even when 
made aware continue ·programmes which do not attract any appreciable 
listening. 

· 189. In our interim report on mral broadcasts we had outlined a 
scheme for a survey of mral listening. The scheme would hold even for 
an urban survey, only its scope will be somewhat different. We would 
only · stress that when properly organised, listener research should give 
priority to a survey of the needs of the mral community. We say this as 
we consider that rural broadcasts have. a. purposeful role to fulfil in our 

. developing eeonomy. Their prime ·importanCe .lies in making ·the country 
.self-sufficient in foodgrains, improving heiilth and hygiene in mral areRs 
and in giving im impetus to family planning. 
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190. We do not propose to reproduce here the blueprint we had given 
for a survey of rural listening in our interim report. But we expect that 
our suggestions about the size, type and .frequency of the study and the 
manner in which it should be conducted would be taken note of by the 
listener research unit when constituted. We consider however that we 
:should briefly make known our conclusions on the organisation needed, 
finances necessary and the training to be imparted. 

191. We were pleased to hear that Government had decided to re
suscitate the listener research unit when we made our interim report but 
we are now disappointed to hear that the resources provided are totally 
inadequate for the main p!lrpose in view. Listener research is an expen
·sive undertaking but it repays the outlay in making the programmes fruit
ful leading to a better· dissemination of knowledge and iriformation throu!!h 
.enlarged listening. It has been suggested to ns by experts both foreign 
and Indian that research inadequately finane<:d and incorrectly ·organised 
is infiriitely worse than no research at all. Most broadcasting organisations 
devote about 15 per cent of their resources to thiS essential requisite ~nd 
consider the expenditure more than recompensed. We fully agreed with 
the observations of the Beveridge Committee on. Broadcasting, 1949 that 
"if audience research is worth doing at all, it is worth doing well. And 
it must be done. For . broadcasting without study of the audience is dull 
diction; it is not responsible public service'. 

192. This brings us to the consideration of the scheme which AIR 
had formulated to make up the leeway. It had hitherto provided only a 
paltry sum of Rs. 5,000 a year to each zonal station for this essential 
activitv. 

193. The scheme envisaged (1) a central cell with adequate research 
and adr11i11istrative staff and a statistical uriit, (2) four zonal units with 
Research Officers and Investigators and (3) 16 listener research units at 
each of the regional stations in the 16 State capitals equipp~d with Investi
gators. The annual cost of this scheme was a modest sum of Rs. 7 lakhs 
which would be approximately one per cent of the revenue allocations to 
AIR. We understand that Government have only sanctioned an Assistant 
Listener Research Officer for each of the AiR stations without any 
investigating staff. They have also advised ·that listener research should be 
conducted through the· Central and State Publicity agencies, Panchayats 
and such other .local organis'ations. This is merely begging the question 
and is unquestionably wrong in principle and practiCe. It will not fullii 
1he purpose for which the unit is being revived. AIR has now submitted 
'under duress revis'ed proposals reducing the ·number of Listener Research 
·officers but increasing the p6sts of investigators, tabUlators and clerks. 
We have no sympathy with lliis expedient and consider that if this be the 
alternative it would be just as wellto leave things alone. 
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194-. We considec that AIR's original plan took full note of its finan
cial. difficulties and was just about the minimum organisation needed 
immediately, to -be developed suitably when the time is more propitious. 
But to pare it down further is merely to concede a principle without 
providing wherewithals to .give shape to it. We would lltrongly· recommend 
that this plan should be accepted without any hesitation in the interests of 
the future of broadcasting itself. 

195. We should also stress the importance of training to make investi
gations productive. Trained personnel for this type cf work is not readily 
available but it .should not be. difficult to train· those who have undertaken 
similar work such·.as census enumeration. It might also· be possible to 
enthuse and use students during their vacations as interviewers after a pre
liminary training. 

196. We had apprehended at one time that we might have to rely. on 
time-consuming and expensive foreign assistance for organising a survey: 
We are re-assured to learn that talented and experienced people are avail
able w"thin the ·country ·who could guide overall pJanning, tr.!lining and 
supervision .of :the survey. 

197. We doubt however whether necessary expertise is available within 
AIR. Unless properly organised, the survey would not give results which 
are reliable or commensurate with expenditure. We would suggest that 
the Director· of· Programme Evaluation in the Planning Commission ·and 
experts from the National Institute of Community Development hi Hydera
bad should form a panel. to give overall .guidal!ce to · the Director of 
Listener Research . in the .planning of projects, training of · Interviewers, 
drawing up of questionnaires and finally processing of the data collected. 

198. For reasons given earlier, we recommend that AIR should give; 
priority to a .survey of rural listening and immediately take in hand pre
parations for it. At the same time there should be a comprehensive 
countrywide survey of urban listening on the random-sample method. This 
is necessary before any new policies or plans· are devised for the broad
casts or community listening expand_ed. This would also lead to the 
elimination of programmes which command negligible listening, releasing 
resources for adjusting and improving other programmes. The institution 
of listener research would give a two-way flow of information and establish 
communion between the broadcasters and the listeners so· necessary for 
reconciling the . preferences and needs of the listening community. 

199. Another important .question is whether liste_ner research should be 
:a part of ~e broadcasting 'Organisation o~ be placed· outside it. It was 
suggested thakiL the, , . Unit js, under· the- administrative control of the 
~irectorate-general. it ·might be us~d to justify the programmes and policies 
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of the organisation. It might not also be called upon to conduct enquiries 
which might prove inconvenient to the organisation. Since listener 
-research is in a way concerned with the shortcomings of. programme 
planners, they would stifle all adverse reports as past experience has shown. 
The purpose of audience research would be defeated if this were to happen. 
It must give unbiassed, correct and objective data to programme planners. 
and policy-makers to gnide them. 

200. On the other hand, many hold that research should be organised 
and controlled by those whom it is intended to b~nefit. Secondly, it is 
best planned by those who are in the organisation. Just as every organisa· 
lion needs .an internal evaluating machinery on the lines of internal audit 
in commercial and industrial establishments, the broadcasting organisation· 
should also have a mechanism at its disposal to keep the Director General 
informed of the impact and reception of its programmes. 

201. It was suggested by some that listener research should be
entrusted to outside specialised agencies like the Central Statistical Insti· 
tute, the research sectiom· of the universities, the ·National Sample Survey 
and other similar organisations. It was .ilso suggested that the Nationat 
Council of Applied and Economic Research might be called in to design 
the research and supervise ultimate evaluation. 

202. Having considered all the alternative suggestions, we have come
to the conclusion that while expert outside advice should be obtained from· 
the panel we have recommended for setting up the organisation and to· 
provide gUide lines on which research should be conducted, the organisa
tion itself should be a part of AIR but it should work. under the guidanee 
of and repo11 to the Board of Governors of the Corporation which we have· 
separately recommended. 

203. It' now remains to mention the type o!' people ·who should con· 
stitute the unit. Listener research requires knowledge . of sociology,_ 
psychology, economics and statistics. Attempts should be made to place
in the zonal units people with these qualifications working together as a 
team for planning the surveys· and evahiating the findings. 

204. The head of the central unit should have both status, authority and' 
experience in the field of public opinion surveys. · He should be equated to
the head of the Programine Division, currently a Deputy Director General, 
and have freedom to plan surveys- he considers necessary, taking into
account suggestions made by the programme staff. He must necessariiy· 
be an acknowledged expert in the field of research and statistica:l studies. 
We are iriformed. that the philosophy of AIR to fill all, ·even specialists,.. 
-pdsts ·"Y drawing· upon itS cadre .of Station i:>iiectors bas been adopted in 
the ·recent appointment of 'a Director 'of Listener Research .. We cannot 
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but deprecate this mode of selection and would even go to the extent of 
saying that if the posts now being sanctioned are not filled by competent 
specialists recruited from outside· the· orgailisation the whole scheme might 
as well be suspended. 



CHAPTER VI 

LANGUAGE 

Language and radio; coining of new terms; the need for 
inteUigibility; AIR's contribution to the development of 

Indian languages; Hindi lessons. 

205. We are hesitant about dealing· with the language issue-there 
should be a national policy in the matter-but in view of the widespread 
criticism we have heard we can hardly bypass this question. Secondly, 
radio has a role in the development of languages and it has perforce to 
adopt some criteria in doing so. On this consi~eration also, we feel 
called upon to review broadly AIR's language policy. 

206. The complaints we have heard relate not only to Hindi but to 
all regional languages. It is said that the language ·used is pedantic and 
stilted and goes over the heads of most listeners. This is largely true. 

207. The first essential is that those who write scripts or broadcast 
impromptu must realise that they are in fact speaking to the people and 
must, therefore, use the spoken word and language. It is one thing to write 
even for newspapers, it is quite another to speak to people on the air. The 
second essential is that the language of each broadcast should be such as 
is suitabl~ for the subject presented and the audience for whom it is in
tended. The third essential is that the delivery should be smooth, not 
affected and irritating. 

208. If these three criteria are Iulfiiied, the broadcasts would make 
maximum impact. Each group would be able to understand, appreciate 
and assimilate what is being said. A literary discussion may well have 
to be sophisticated and elegant in diction to appeal to its limited listeners, 
but a talk to a rural community must obviously be -in the language it uses 
in daily conversion News bulletins are intended for general listening. 
Here the language must be as simple as possible. They are largely listened 
to by people who are not educated or even literate. The educated section 
of the community has access to newspapers as a source of news and com
mentaries, the other section has to rely on the news bulletins. This con
sideration must prevail i:n the drafting of news bulletins. 

209. At present, many language broadcasts are literal translations of 
material compiled. in English. As a result, they are 8omewhat artificial 
and stilted, unsuited to the genius of the languages and without appeal to 
the listeners. Some hold the view that unless source material is collected 
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and J>feffared mdepend'elitly 'it would not be possible to make the llmguage 
'6ifuple, n-~s'li. 'anf spon'tai:fe6us. We *ppreciate the point made 'but-must 
stress that it is beyond the resotirees of AIR to organise the many uni'ts 
which would be ·needed nor do\ve eonsidei' it wholly necessary. We, how
ever, commend the suggestion that arra:.i:tgerilents be made for preparing 
Hindi prograiilmes independeiltly and assessing the results obtained in 
relation to expenditure incurred. . Meanwhile, it should ·be enjoined that 
there should be suitable adaptation of the source material for 'language 
broadCastS to make· them soUnd· original and nOt indifferent translations of 
the English text as they· now are. 

210. The point has been made and remains. that Indian languages are 
still growing and there is need to enrich them by absorbing words :from 
other languag~s and even . coining words to express new ideas and concepts. 
This; it is said, is particularly true in regard to teebhfciU and sciimtific 
terms. This process may in the beginning make some of the broadcasts a 
little irritating; 'this h~ to be faced. If the broadcasts are re-designed. on 
the lines we have su~ested, the use of a few new :words would not make 
them less Intelligible. 

211. In a sense, no language in the world can do witholit infusion ·of 
new words to remain virile and articullllte. It has pc;rforce 'to dip into the 
reservoirs of Greek, Latin, Arabic, Persian or Sanskrit or, as in the United 
:States of America, coin words and phrases which though inelegant to un-
1ccustomed ears, are expressive. All this calls for a measure of innova
:ion but it should be gnidual and made almost imperceptible. 

212. It would be unwise to leave the stations to their own devices on 
an important matter like this. There should be some general long-terril 
policy directives from the ditectorate-gimerill. Broadly, it should enjoin 
that. for literacy and cultural_ programmes, writers should be free to express 
themselves spontaneously in their ()WD style and AIR should not attempt 
to .edit the scripts. We recognise that the language of· great literature· :is 
always simple .and ·direct. · Its appeal lies in the very simplicity· oHts tx
pression. A creative write-r also· does not use complicated language.· ·If, 
therefore,· AIR iS circumspect. in inviting people to broadcast . talks; 1t could 
without a conscious effort improve. the quality ;and appeal of the -broad
.casts ensuring at the same time a wider listening. 

21~. -In regard to other broadcasts AIR must discourage an unneces
-sary. show of erpdition and learning and enco~ge simple language. Perio
·dic surveys ·by. the Listener Research Unit .would soon bring to notice the 
.effect of the new. policy ·and facilitate adjustments when necessary. 

214 .. Eaeh AIR station .serves its <respective linguistic and cultural 
area. Tw~nty languages and fifty dialects are used· in AIR's Home Servire. 
AIR. claims. with.some·justification to.have·contributed through these broild· 
casts to the development of the Ii:J.dian languages. 
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215. Similarly, AIR has attempted to· break. down linguistic isolation 
by giving programmes from other regions in· translatiop. It has been sug
gested that this trend should be enlarged and extended to cover broadcasts 
in English also. Many of these are of general interest arid Should be made 
available in translation in Hindi as also in other regional languages. 

216. While we consider that AIR's achievement in this field has not 
been insignificant, the submissions made to us do not make any such 
acknowledgement. The truth of the matter can be ascertained only when 
listener research is undertaken in an organised way. 

217. Broadly speaking, our general observations apply to Hindi also, 
but because of its special position it requires a more detailed and fuller 
treatment. 

218. We are aware that a number of committees have deliberated long 
to evolve a form of Hindi which would :be generally acceptable and have 
_failed to do so. People whose languages have a close affinity to Sanskrit or 
are derived from that language prefer Sanskritised Hindi; others prefer the 
form which is close to what was known as 'Hindustani'. The reconcilia
tion of these two views is proving extremely difficult. We do not wish 
to get involved in this controversy, but nonetheless consider it necessary 
that we should examine the contribution AIR has made to the spread of 
Hindi. 

219. In 1949 Hindi lessons were introduced in all stations in non-Hindi
areas. These lessons were appropriately given through the medium 
of the regional languages. These did not prove succes-sful and the pattern 
was changed into a dialogue between a teacher and a student. The leasons 
hne now been disyontinued to make room for programmes connected with 
the Emergency; they have yet to be restored. 

220. The fact that this discontinuatio~ has not raised a murmur of pro
test anywhere seems to indicate that these lessons have not enthused people. 
The .success of the' language programmes of 'different broadcasting systems 
of the. world encourages us to believe that if the lessons are designed 
correctly they would equally succeed in India. AIR should, therefore, 
reconsider the planning of this programme in consultation with experts 
drawn ~om ail regions; benefiting also from the pattern adopted by other 
broadcasting organisations. 

221. We consider that no attempt should be made to fuse Hindi and 
Urdu into one language. An earlier experiment to do so had been a dis
mal failure. Hindi should be allowed to develop under its own impetus, 
adopting words in common use, whatever be their origin. 

222. We consider that AIR should further the cause· of Hindi by relay
ing one or two Hindi news bulletins in non-Hindi regions. But the plan
Ding of these broadcasts needs imagination and local knowledge. One point 
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to-be borne in mind would. be that no attempt should be made to substitute 
words in common use by words of Sanskritic origin. 

223. There can be no two opinions' that AIR should foster the promo
tioa of Hindi but we hesitate to pronounce whether this should be through 
two separate broadcasts, as suggested by. some, for the northern and other 
1-:gions. We feel that .through a process of trial and error, as ascertained 
by listener research, .AIR should be ,able t~ evolve a form whifh is largeCy 
acceptable and proceed assiduously to establish it despite initial resistanco. 



OLo\P'l'ER VB 

PROGRAMMES 

Th~ Home Service; The External Serrices; The. News 
Services: Ednca6onal BroadcaSts, Pi-ogramm.S for the Border 

· ~ RUral BroJI!kaslS. · 

224. We have dealt with the difficulties and deficiencies of AIR's pro
gramme-planning in a general way. It now remains to examine in some
what greater detail the major components and aspects of its programme 
output: the home, external and news services, educational broadcasts and 
special broadcasts for border areas and rural communities. We discuss 
these in sequence in sections which follow. 

HOME SERVICE 

Music 

225. Preponderance of Classical Music.-One of the main ingredients of 
the home service is Indian music which absorbs 45 per cen_t or 258 hours 
out of a total daily output of 565 heurs. Vividh Bharati with programmes 
for 12:! hours a day has not been· taken into account in this computation. 
Of the total Indian music output classical music accounts for approximately 
43 per cent, the rest being film, light, folk and devotional music. There 
is a preponderance of classical musicians in the approved list, 4;326 being 
for classical music and 3,187 for other types of music. 

226. On the basis of evidence, ·both written and oral, the allocation 
of 43 per cent of time to classical music seems to be_ much in excess of 
what the listening pattern would justify; some even suggest that is an im
position. While we appreciate that the proportion of classical music in 
the ma:ke-up of a programme need not be related to the proportion of 
listeners who appreciate it, AIR should not overdo its educative role. 

22 7. The taste for classical music, we feel, can be better developed 
by qualitative· improvement rather -than by quantitative output. Greater 
attention should be given to better radio voices than to technical perfec
tion of classical music as now. The repertoire of the musicians selected 
should be larger to avoid the criticism that it is repetitive. A:nd there 
should be 'music appreciation'. progratriines to educate the listeners and 
evoke tht>ir interest. 

70 
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2'ZIJ; Siinilarly; innovation and· exi>erimentatiOn: with new. forms of light' 
music should· be attempteq' to i:Diprove· ~tii tho quality and char.ictet of 
follf an:~ devotional' songs wllicli attract" m3.xim.unr listening. · 

229. Amateur Musicians.-.AJR claims that its music policy has en
coui:aged amateurs to• take to· music; a- welceme· break with olit tradition. 
But it l!lso: admits- that 'for the vast built of· its· music programmes, AIR 
has.to depend o& artists• of mediocre· quality': The- grading of artiSts as given· 
in·its memorandum, and reproduCed ·below; Confirms this statement.· 

Oassicai and light music 

Ligbt.and folk music • 

Top ranking A 

82 281 

241 

B(High) B 

~006· 

2529 

c 

13 

79' 

230. We, however, fail to appreciate this. defeatist- attitude; Provided' 
the climate for attracting musicians of merit and repute ·is- created and they 
are suitably remunerated, AIR should be able to make its music output 
woi:thwhile and rewarding. Leading musicians and' music critics we met 
hold the• view that improvement would not be possible unless. AIR were to 
drastically· revise its list 'and eliminate amateurs who do not come up to 
expectation~ ThiS • is not to suggest that AIK should not pursue its policy 
of encouraging amateurs. But it should• recruit those with ·promiSe, train 
them and use only those who. come upto• standard in its broadcasts. 

231. Audition System.-AIR states that it has devised. an. audition 
system which is meticulous and is conducted with the help. of. expert!!_ out
side -the organisation to obtain: musicians of merit· Yet on• its own admis
sion' it .has largely to· rely- on• medioerity. Wily is· it so?· The suggestion 
that· the fault ,lies in excessive centralisation: requires· exan:iination. 

232; Mu~ici,ans_ seekiilg .b~adcast ,,engagements had. ·at poe .time to 
wait in th~ queue.~ long_ as two, to .three years ~fore they e<pne up..for 
audition,,bY the central_· board. ,Realising, this drawback,, AIR .. attempted 
to rationalise by emP,owering local audition boards, specially constituted 
for the purpose, to do a preliminary selectiDDj but ·made,. it subject. to 
approval by the central board on recordings sent up. It was only ther~ 
after that artists could be enlisted and· graded! 

233. Appucants are many ana me ree ,pma ro ~e ;memlxlrs of the 
board is Rs. 2 for each audition. Tt is both diffi,cclrto .assemble the board' 
and to keep it in sessi01i for. cl~arinit the b~cklog. .The only. improvement 
the new system has effeeted is that the wait has bee'n reduced to one year. 

234. This. system which was introduced primarily to guard agains.t 
favouritism has, according to many witnesses, had the contrary result. The 
predilection of the members of the board for particular gharanas or 
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schools ofmusic led to ~vouriti.sm and <?xclu~i~n,of ~ts of .. otht~r sel!c.ols. 
'l'lieie"ii; 8150 the <iomplaint that the. proced\lfe ia not fo\lowed jp. all ~~ 
and 'a number of musiCians have been' exempted from audition .and others 
upgraded without reCoilr8e to it. 

235. While audition should not .be dispensed with, we consider that. 
it should be on a decentralised basis.. Statioo Directors assisted by local 
boards with· all schools represented should be made ·responsible for finll 
selection. There would be no bar to a subsequent and periodic review by 
a central board which could he associated in tho selection of musicians for 
~e National Programme. 

236. AIR also claims that it ha~> popularised classical music through 
the National Programme, Sangeet Saiiiiilelan and music soirees. Without 
organised listener research it is not possible for. it to substantiate the clainl' 
or for us to accept it. Undoubtedly, quantitatively AIR has made an effort 
to popularise classical music but we are unable · to confirm that it has 
achieved its purpose. 

237. National Programme of Music,~There is also the complaint that 
the quality of the National Programmes has deteriorated and that unles11 

. the frequency is reduced and only top ranking artists used, a high standard 
cannot be maintained., Only listener research properly conducted will 
reveal whether the effort and expense on annual music festivals could be 
justified as giving results expected. Similarly, the complaint that the 
National Programme of Operas is not very popular cannot be tested with
out listener research. 

· 238 .. Light Music.-AIR also. claims that its light music units have 
produced imaginative and attractive comp~itions. We have been told on 
the other ha:nd that these units, particularly ·the one at Bombay, employ' 
the less successful music directors and composers from the film world and 
the 'type of music provided is much the same as fi1ril music. but' of an in
ferior quality .. We cannot dismiss lightly th~ snggestiotr that higher fee~. 
would attract better people and lead to better programmes. . But it cannot 
be the only· element, the image ·of AIR and its prestige value are also 
important factors: . 

239. Orchestral Music.-Many producers have suggested that orchestral 
and.choral mnsic provide variety and that all stations, at least · the bigger 
ones, .shoul!l be allowed· to ·Organise their own units. The formation· of the 
National Orchestra is a welcome move but it should be taken a step further 
by giving regions freedom to form their own orchestras. Often enough, 
producers and musicians are called up from the regions to do programmes 
for the National Orchestra. This implies that talent is not concentrated at 
the ·headquarters of AIR; 
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240 .. Western Music.-Very few people -spoke. to us about western. 
~tisic but tho_se who did co_mplaine((U,a_t AIR, ,do~ .nqt give sufficient time 
and Ieiources t:O · western musiC to take , acco)lllt of its growing popul!¢zy. 
I~ wa& a. distifiguished critic of Indian classical m"Usic. who . urged us ~· 
ell&ure that west~rn ·music was not starved of funds. We also found that 
this Jl£ol:ramiiJe has a wider a~dierice than is commonly believed and is 
•ot limited to the westernised minority.living in the. cities. Many: ·loveJ!i 
of India.O. cla·ssiCal. music · are also · avid listeners to western . musiE 
pro:rammes. 

241. ThC< CO!Dplaint is that western music has always been given a 
step-~otherly treatment. Whenever time has to. be found for one of the 
numerous .obligatory Delhi relays; it is at the expense of this programme. 
As it is, the_ time allotted is small and these frequent encroachments upset 
the balance and value of. the programmes. Secondly, AIR relies largely, 
if not entirely. on gramoj)hone records for these programmes. But not 
many classical records are being pressed in India ·a:nd the allocation of 
foreign exchange for import of records is only Rs. ·5,000 a year. And 
even this small amount remains- unutilised because of procedural difficulty. 
AIR has perforce to rely on its depleted stock of w9m and often scratched 
records making the programmes unattractive and even irritating. AIR 
should either retain this programme and make it worthwhile or abandon 
it. The make-believe does no credit to AIR or its reputation. 

Vividh Bharati 

242. Radio Ceylon had introduced in 1952 a commercial programme 
supported largely by advertisers from India with a preponderance of film 
and other light music. This service became extremely popular and listen-

' ing to it· was increasing rapidly at the expense of programmes of AIR. 
The situation was no differc;nt from tj:tat i.n th~ U.K. at one time when 
Radio Luxemburg had made heavy inroads on the listening to BBC pro
grammes. This induced the· BBC to adjust its programnie pattern. Simi~ 
lady, AIR conceived Vividh Bharati and put it on the air in October 1957 
to counteract the growing popularity of Radio Ceylon. Its attraction· "''t> 
immediate and it succeeded largefy in its purpose. We discuss briefly .the 
concept arid scope of the new programme and suggest some adjustmeQts 
to make it more attractive arid purposeful. 

243. Transmission Facilities.-To begin with, Vividh Bharati was broad
cast for 5 hours on week days and 7! hours on Sundays and holidays. Its 
popular appeal induced AIR to increase ·its frequency gradually to 12! 
hours daily and 12 hours 55 minutes on Saturdays where it stands today. 
The service was inaugurated by diverting the two high-power short wave 
transmitters earlier obtained for the external services. The transmitters 
were locntcd at Madras and Bombay but these did not give satisfactory 
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reception in areas remote from the transmitters and moreover the pro
grammes· were ono short wave. To supplement tlie service, low-P<>~er 
medium wave transmitters were installed, maiiJly in the large cities. . There 
are now 25 such transmitters which put out complete recorded programmes 
compiled at Delhi. This is a cumbersome and expensive procedure and 
AIR itself considers that a suitable alternative procedure 'might be thought 
of'; We regret to note that this thinlciilg proceSs has yet to Commence. 

244. We have conflicting expert advice for improving the transmission 
of the service, some suggesting installation of 4 or 5 super power trans
mitters suitably located. to give countrywide covt;rage, others advocating 
smalL transmitters, as now, with co-axial or .micro-wave linkage. Vfe are 
not competent to express any preference but would urge that the question 
how best the technical quality of the programme can be improved be re
mitted to a· team of acknowledged experts. 

2.45. Programme Content.:_For our information we asked AIR to give 
us. the composition, of the programme for the month of September 1964 
and, found that as much as 60 per cent of the programme consisted of 
Indian film. music. About 12 per cent of the programme consisted of the 
spoken word, entirely in Hindi. 

246. The present listeuing pattem of Vividh Bharati in relating to 
Radio Ceylon at certain selected centres was provided by AIR at our re
quest. It gives an interesting and informative picture. 

Radio Ceylon Vividh Bharati 
March 1964 March 1964 

Centre 

1. Bombay: 61.9% 68·3% 

z. Cal<;utta 18·0% 41.6% 

3. ])elhi 36.7% 80.2%. 

4. Madras ·'· 6604% 46.2% 

s. Bangoltore 51.3% 7.6.0% 

6; Lucknow 57.1%. 80.4%. 

7. Ahmedabad 58.5% 66.7% 

.247. The po£ularity of V:ividh Bharati varies considerably from reg}on. 
to region.. It is more. popular in. Northern India. less so in Western. India 
and least of all in the South and Bengal. Correspondingly, Radio Ceylon 
is more popular in the South and Maharashtra and less in Delhi. It is 
necessary. to ascertain the reasons for this. variation in ·listening. It seems 
that the truth lies in the suggestidn, extensively made, that as Hindi is 
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popular in the Hindi, speaking regions. 

248. AIR. clailns that Vividh Bharati is immensely populir and· that 
tl;ii,s . can be gauged from the fact that about 3,36-,0oo letters are received 
eve_ry year on this. programme alpne. The break-down provided at our 
request revealed. how:ev.e11 that 3,33,000 letters related to programmes ill 
wl)lch the listeners' names were announced_ either in ·reply to their letters 
or for playing their requested film music. The number of letters received 
has remained static at the. 1961 level. tho11gh a longer service arid a wider 
coverage are now provided. It may not therefore be illcorr~t to. suggest that 
tl!e pr6gra!fliile has not attracted Wider listening but rontinues to draw the 
category of listeners who wish to hear their names in the programmes and 
their favourite film tunes. It is difficult therefore to ae<;ept the number 
of letters received as a reliable index of Vividh Bharati's popularity. Some 
other more reliable evidence is necessary_ to sustain the claim that its pro
grammes are growing in· popularity. 

249. Changes in Vividh Bharati.-We now consider whether any 
changes should be. made in the content. of Vividh Bharati to make it more 
varied and versatile and if so what would be the impact on its popularity. 
The Pilkington Committee on Broadcasting in the U. K .. observed: 'The 
public has the right to choose from the widest possible range. of subject. 
matter and so to enlarge worthwhile experience'. We agree with this 
dictum and consider that Vividh Bharati should include topical matter to 
stimulate public interest and its entertainment content should be made 
more varied by giving up its undue reliance on filni ·music: A balance 
should be established between popular demand- a:nd obligation to mould 
public taste. The Director General feels however that any decrease in the 
film music content would result in a decline in, the wpularity of V.ividh 
Bharati. 

250; Another shortcoming of Vividh · Bharati is that it. is a library 
service compiled both from programmes broadcast earlier from the regionai 
stations. and fil111 mu_sic discs. The quality of• the regional. programmes is 
thus reflected, in_ the_ quality. of. Vividb, Bharati. ~ondly, the process of 
obtaining material from_ the_ stations, sc,reenillg, and duplicating .it for Vividh 
Bharati transJ:llitters is necessarily. both time consuming and. expensive, An 
improvement in the programme should be. possible by having, one or morl'-' 
producing units for Vividh Bharati. 

251. Our questionnaire on Vividh Bharati was designed to ascertain 
whether the inclusion of such items as sports commentaries, 
new~reels, book reviews, talks on current affairs: quiz a:nd other pro
grammes would be welcome. A substantial percentage of replies was in 
favour. of such a change. In other broadcasting systems also a service 
such as. this is complete in itself ·and provides a wide selection of news. 
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and politic~ .discussions, music, .light and classi~, and variety shows. We 
consider that Vividh Bharati should be reoriented on ~e same-lines. 

252. Secondly, a great· majority of listeners would ;tppreciate pro
gramQies in their ·own language· to be introduced in Vividh Bharati. It ii 
however obvious. that it would not be possible to make Vividh Bharati 
multi-llngua!. For one thing, the time available for each language. would 
be too small to. satisfy each language group; for another, it may be irritat-· 
ing to others. 

253; We accept the suggestion that Vividh Hharati should continue as 
it is but it should be supplemented by light regional progrninmes in the 
languages of the regions on the lines of Vividh Bharati. But this would 
need -the installation of an additional regional channel which we have 
separately advocated on many considerations. 

254. ·until such time as an additional channel can be provided to the 
regional stations it may be worthwhile to try the experiment of reducing 
the time allotted to Vividh Bharati aud using its channels for the broadcast 
of light regional programmes. This should not result in any reduction in 
the output of Vividh Bharati in the Hindi speaking regions. The release 
of time and channels would be made only in other lingu.istic areas. 

255. We reaffirm that Vividh Bharati should :not follow the pattern of 
Radio Ceylon but it. should be something 'better and superior in its make
up .. Even if· this reduces listening somewhat initially, it should in time 
regain the loss and become even more popular-with its varied programmes 
and attract larger listening. · 

Dramatic Programmes 

256. Plays.-The output·of plays in' the general programmes of 
AIR number 3,600 a year. If plays broa.dcast in programmes for spe.Cial 
audiences such as women and the iural community are taken into account, 
the total woUld. be of the order of 10,000. . . 

257. Shortage of Radio Plays~-AIR has stressed the difficulty it ex
periences in obtaining radio plays. Unlike stage and screen . plays, a radio 
play has to -rely entirely on sound; every image and .incident has to be 
oCO!lveyed through the human voice. supported by some sound effects and 
music. This calls for special techniques in composing the plays a~ also . in 
presenting them . 

. 258. AIR has explored different possibilities to obtain the very large 
number· of plays it requires.. It has tried to obtain the services of recog
nised playwrights to write original radio plays. It has also attempted 
to adapt' popular stage plays, novels and short stories. And it has held 
·drama festivals, inter-university radio play competitions and seminars to 
·encourage young people to take up writing for the radio. But even this 
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combined effort has not produced the output required;· AIR contends that 
. it is not possible to attract promising writerS or to develop the art of. com
posing radio plays as both the fee allowed for copyright and the salary 
offered to writers for contract seivice is ridiculously low .. while we. are 
inclined to accept this contention; we cannot· ignore contributory laps!l5 on 
the part· of AIR. AJ:R does not make a ·distinction between stage plays 
and radio plays. At one time· it had asked the stations to stage plays 
before an invited audience and relay them in the broadcasts. Obviously 
without visual presentation and stage effects the broadcasts tended to be 
dull and unattractive. Stations were similarly asked to relay perfqrmances 
from professional theatres. This ·also suffered .from the disability mentioned 
earlier. We do not know whether this is an admission of failure to cultivate 
radio playwrights. AIR must put out plays suitable for radio transmission, 
Quantitative expansion has little meaning and only harms AIR's reputation. 

259: Secondly, the producers were largely drawn from the professional 
stage and were unversed in the techniques of -carrying the atmosphere, the 
tension and the drama of a stage play in a oound broadcast. 

260. Difficulties of Production,_:_ Thirdly, AIR has not paid enough 
attention to build up a team of good performers. Obviously, to produce a 
good play a:nd more so to develop good performers, sufficient rehearsing 
under expert direction is essential. Yet often enough plays are put on the 
air without any rehearsal or after a single indifferent rehearsal. · We have 
heard many explanations.. One is the recurring complaint. of low feeil. 
Except a selected few, the actors are paid Rs. 25 for each performance. 
They are disinclined to appear for three or four rehearsals for earning thia 
fee. The other is that most of the performers are office employees, house
wives and others for whom radio appearance is a spare time vocation. It 
is difficult to assemble them together or rehearse them at an hour when 
studios are available. AIR has to inculcate discipline as also shape selected 
amateurs into a team with professional competence and skill. It is much 
better to produce a smaller number of quality plays tha:n to produce a 
large number of indifferent ones. 

261. Fecaures.-A feature is a unique innovation in radio. Its 
technique and pu~e are to present matter in a dramatic form, to give 
colour and persuasiveness a:nd make it convincing. 

· 262. AIR broadcasts about 4,500 features a year but seeks to explain 
away their shortcomings by giving a long list of disabilities. It pleads that 
it has not resources even to organise specialised feature units, without 
which features cannot :be properly planned and produced. Outside talent 
suitable for writing scripts for radio features and documentaries is not plenti
ful. Occasionally 'workshops' have been organised as also· seminars but AIR 
cannot meet its needs by. these . !lxpedients. It should train writers for 
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features and documentaries. Its difficulties in doing so aTe twofold: first, 
it is unable to recruit promising young writers to go throUgh a course of 
training when on successful completion! it can only offer them remunera
tion well below that offered by magazines and newspapers; secondly, the 
training school has no one in its establishment who is competent to give 
specialised training. We consider that the location of the training estab
lishment at Delhi is an additional handicap. It is a disincentive to those 
employed elsewhere in the country to come away for two or three months 
to Delhi on the prospect of uncertain employment thereafter. Perhaps if 
the 'workshops' were to be organised at the zonal centres of AIR, they 
would be more usefuL It. should also be possible to obtain competent 
people on part-time basis in places like Calcutta, :ijombay and Madras to 
guide the 'workshops'. 

263. The presentation of features and documentaries requires ·studios 
with a variety of technical equipment. Their preparation requires trans
polt for collecting out-door material. AIR is admittedly deficient in both. 

264. It is also odd that AIR does not allow its script writers to collect 
their own material. It ·is one thing to see things for oneself, carry impres
sions and convey them in a script, it is quite another to shape material 
provided by others into a script. Vividness and spontaneity are lost in the 
process, making the features and documentaries colourless. AIR does not 
thus make use of available manpower to the best advantage. We can only 
discourage this routine approach in programme planning. 

Talks, Interviews and Discussions 

265. The broadcast of talks fills into two well-defined categories: 
national and regional. There is one national talk a week, supplemented 
-occasionally by an additional discOurse o:n some topiCal event of signi
ficance. Both these are relayed by all stations of AIR. 

266. In addition the stations· broadcast talks both in English . and in 
~e regional language at least once. a day and. sometime twice. They alsO 
·relay 'Topics for Today', 'Focus', 'Today in Parliament' .and other ·sintilar 
programmes. The regional broadcasts thus have a su.rfeit of talks, _often 
as many as five or six a day.· 

267. A quarterly schedule . of talks is. prepared by each and every 
station about six months· in ' advance and submitted to the directorate
genenil for approval. We .. have discussed earlier the value and eveli the 
necessity of a scrutiny of the schedules, whiCh in any case is perfulictotilv 
.exercised. 

268. AIR says in its memorandum that_discussipns and interviews are 
more· popular than ·straight talks and that it has recently taken steps 1 to 
mcrease their inCidence at. the expense of talks, which ;tccording to .. some 
estimates ooltllnand aboUt.~ to' 3 per cent listening. . . . 
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2,69 • .Excessive Gov.ernme.nt <J;'rqpaganda.-AIR itseif ;ac~ow!edges 
that. -much -ot .the criticism directed •against itll :programmes d£ talks. and 
·discussions ·and interviews is valid but complains -that •it is '1lllllble .to ::re- · 
move it for .many ·reasens. The past bias has been ·,to give undue importance 
to talks mere .particularly becalliSe Mini*rs and Ministries insist on broad
casts to publicise their activities whether they have any news 'l'alue or n<lt. 
Being a government .agency, it bas .been unable to resist such pressures and 
ha~ thus exposed itself to the cbarge that ~t is little _more than an mstru
ment of propaganda and publicity for Government. 'f.opics of interest can· 
not always be accommodated and AIR's quest ~or fresh talent is inhibited 
by the small fees it is -competent to offer. We consider that many of thes!l 
drawbacks can be removed by AIR itself if it makes a conscious .effort to 
do so. 

270. Talks Production.-The responsibility of producing talks devolves 
upon staff who are harassed by other responsibilities 'and have little time 
to study, .think and discuss the subject matter of a talk as a .prelude to its 
preparation and presentation. And ·there is no scopel for specialisation 
which is essential if .the· talks are to be conceived pmperly ;md put out 
attractively. AIR gives the example of the BBC where a talks_ ·producer 
is responsible only for one series of talks at a time. This makes it possible 
for him to give undivided attention .to the planning and presentation of 
tho' tlilks. · 

271. AIR also complains that it has instructions not to interfere with 
the style of a talk or even to make suggestions for a cha:nge. Involved 
and learned talks thus go on the air and over the heads of listeners. 
Radio talks have to be in simple language_ and conceived with humour and 
appeal to bold their attention. It is not just a question of reading a· script, 
as many invited to give talks consider, its delivery is important. This 
needs a rehearsal whic~ is generally unacceptable to participants- AIR 
thus gets blamed for a situation over which it bas little or no control. 

272. These explanations in extenuation. apart, we ·should discuss the 
points raised by witnesses as also those we have ourselves noted. 

273. The language of a radio talk has to be _adapted to the subject 
dealt with and tbe audience for whom it is Jntended. For example; a talk 
for the rural community should not be a dissertation in stilted language. It 
should be .couched in language they use. understand and can assill'iilate. 
Secondly, a distinction has· to be made between an article written for a 
newspaper and a radio talk. It is intend~d for a different audience and 
reading a newspaper is not quite the same as listening to a talk. 'Ibi~ 
implies better collaboration between the producers and those invited to 
broadcast. It is necessary that the producers should be in a position ·to 
influence the_ language and presentation ·of a talk unobtrusively without 
giving offen~. It is also well known that there are very few out-door -e;r 
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live programmes which AIR puts on the ·air. · AIR seeks ·to eitplain this 
away by stating that it does not have facilities for out-door programmes, 
indeed it has rio out-door broadcasting units. It has also been suggested 
·that AIR seeks to impose the official point of view to the exclusion of 
others. It pursues an editorial policy; this is not the practice in other 
broadcasting systems. AIR has undoubtedly to fulfil a purposeful role in 
publicising and popularising the five year plans. But unless programmes 
designed, for the purpose are subtle and skilful, they tend to be treated as 
official propaganda and do not have the impact intended. 

274. Lack of Topicality.-We have noticed that there is little imagi
nation in the planning of talks and their timing. During the recent .emer
gency, when the nation anxiously awaited relevant news imd talks, J}IR 
put on talks on architecture, sculpture, etc. 

275. Programmes by Outside Agencies.-We should mention a few 
of· the many suggestions made to lis bearing .on programmes. The most 
important one is thaf AIR "should encourage outside agencies to prepare 
special progranimes for it. Some countries have given impetus to the 
growth of programme companies by employing them to produce music, 
plays, etc. for the radio. The adoption of this suggestion, it is claimed, 
would release pressure on the studios of AIR, make _up for the ineptitude 
·of the staff and introduce variety in its programmes. It is stressed .that 
as -these programmes would not contain any advertisement material,: "the 
objection of 'commercialising' broadcasts would not arise.· This suggestion 
-has been supported by some senior officers of AIR and we feel that it 
might be tried out in a limited way. 

276. A· PronounCing Unit.-We endorse the suggestion that AIR 
should have a central 'pronouncing unit' to ensure that names, places and 
other words whether in English, Hindi or any of the regional languages 
are correctly pronointced. _We _were impressed by the card indexing sys
tem of the BBC and would recommend its introduction in AIR. 

277. The third silggesticin which deserves consideration is the intro
duction of an informatiOn service to give the time of tlie day, air and 
train timings, market trends, prices and . possibilities, forthcoming cultural 
events of importance and other information useful to the public. 

278. Research Facilities.-The suggestion to. which we however attach 
importance is the provision of a library, a reading i:oom and research 
facilities at each station of AIR:. It is otherwise diffiCult for the staff and 
the participants to have ready access tci material necessary . for tlieir 
programmes. 

THE ExTERNAL SERVICES 

" 279. ·The Beginning.-AIR started its first external service · at the 
outbreak of the Second Worfd War to coimteract radio propaganda from 
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Germany directed to Afghanistan, Iran and the Arab countries. This had 
constituted a threat to British presence in this region which could be con
tained, it was thought, by effective counter propaganda. AIR was mobilis
ed for the purpose and a broadcast in Pushto for Afghanistan was put on 
the air on October 1, 1939, followed by broadcasts in Afghan-Persian, 
Persian and Arabic between the years 1939 anci 1941. Though broad
cast by AIR, these services ·were guided and supervised bv an Officer of 
Military Intelligence. 

280. With Japan's enUy into the War in 1941, Britain's Far Eastern 
territories and spheres of influence were similarly threatened. High power 
short-wave transmitters were installed on high priority and broadcasts were 
beamed to these regions from 1942 in Burmese, Chinese, Japanese, Thai, 
Malay, the Indo-Chinese languages and also in Tamil, Gujarati and Hindi. 
These services were run by the Far Eastern Bureau of the British Ministry 
of Information and several of them were captioned 'Political Wadare' 
broadcasts. The expenditure was met largely by the United Kingdom. 

281. When War ended, AIR assumed responsibility for these services. 
There was a growing feeling that a country no longer at war should not 
continue to broadcast propaganda material. The services were therefore· 
pruned down and required to operate on a reduced budget. The incidence 
of daily broadcasts was reduced from 74 to 31 by early 1947. 

282. Policy thereafter was to provide broadcasts first to Indiam; 
Overseas ,and secondly to neighbouring countries in Asia. When in 1947 
the Dutch police action started in Indonesia, AIR introduced an Indonesian 
Service which is still remembered for the encouragement and moral sup
port it gave to the freedom fighters. 

283. Neglect of External Broadcasting.-It was expected that AIR 
would continue to introduce new services to keep pace with changing situ
ations in Asia and the world, but this trend was arrested by a new policy 
to give priority to home services. When the Director General of AIR 
at the time, who appeared before us as a witness, was asked to explain this 
unfortunate shift in policy, he gave two reas·ons: first, that AIR became 
aware that short-wave broadcasts were not popular in the countries to 
which the services were being directed; and secondly, that political leaders 
had become indifferent to external broadcasts. He had no information to 
give whether the decision was made by the Cabinet or the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting. Subsequent events however have shown 
that the country had to pay and continues to pay heavily for this misguided 
policy. There have been persistent oomplaints both in and outside the 
country that our external publicity has been deplorable and largely res
ponsible for the· adverse reactions to our involvements. 

l7 L ll< :e.-6. 
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284. In its memorandum AIR has given figJires of weekly output show
ing. the exp~sion of external broadcasting in certain countries between 
1950 and 1964 whic!l we reproduce. This reveals how insignificant has 
been the expansion of Indian broadcasts in comparison. 

USSR 

Voice of America 

China 

BBC 

W. Germany 

Egypt 

Japan 

Portugal 

India 

1950 1956 

533 

497 

66 

643 

46 

116 

801 

1066 

272 

566 

105 

101 

91 

126 

125 

1960 1962 

994 1213 

658 826 

687 785 

589 603 

315 462 

301 448 

203 240 

133 185 

157 163 

---· 

1963 1964 

1330 134! 

863 860 

899 897 

610 620 

561 570 

448 440 

252 252 

183 200 

161 157 

The latest figures we have obtained of AIR's present weekly output is 
178! hours. 

285. It -has been explained that since independence AIR had not been 
given enough resources and what little it received had to be largely devoted 
to develop the home services. The demand in the country,. both in 
Parliament and Press, had hitherto been for expanding and improving the 
internal services. To meet this demand AIR had even t-o encroach upon 
the resources of its External Services Division and divert equipment intend
ed for it. In this situation the expansion and improvement of the external 
service could not be contemplated. It was only after the Chinese aggres
sion in 1962 that there was a belated realisation that external services have 
to be strengthened. But as the figures show there is considerable leeway to 
make up. 

286. Be it as it may, the fact remains that AIR has ignored world 
trends, overlooked the i.rilperative of carrying to the world outside the politi
cal and economic policy of the Government arid its rationale. It has not 
also atttempted a qualitative improvement of its limited external services. 
In extenuation it has to be said that the External Services Division is treated 
as an adjunct of the home service. It is ·not treated as a distinct entity as in 
other broadcasting systems and provided with transmitters, studios, staff and 
other facilities of its own. Specialisation and training needed -for broad
casting to foreign countries conld not also be arranged with a common cadre 
and establishment, more so as its .preoccupation was the· home service; 
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Though there is now a change ot wind, it is necessary fo~ us to ~alyse the 
9eficiencies of AIR and suggest reme!fial measures so tha,t reorganisation 
may proceed on rational lines and the manY impediments in the way may 
be gradually removed. 

287. We list below the factors which have plagued the External Ser
vices Division. 

(i) Transmitters were not obtainec;l when needed. Even those 
ordered were diverted for the home services. 

(ii) The problem that the ~eception of service~ !>road_cast overseas 
was not satisfactory was not properly attended to and ways 
and means found to meet it. 

(iii) Necessary ne\V services were not introduced. 

(iv) The content of the services was not well thought out or design
-ed to meet the grewing and changing requir\)ments of India's 
foreign policy. It did not recejve the same attentiop as the 
internal services. 

(v) A policy of Indianisation was adopted without proper arr~nge
ments for training Indian personnel in the foreign languages 
used in the broadcasts, and 

(vi) There was· hardly any coordination with the Ministry of Ex
ternal Affairs. 

288. Before we examine these, it is necessary to remove the erroneous 
jmpr~sion held bY some that for a peace-loving non-aligned country like 
India it is not necessary to indulge in the luxury of external broadcasts. It 
has also been suggested that there is very little listening to AIR's external 
broadcasts and it has hardly any impact in moulding public opinion over
seas. it is undoubtedly difficult to assess the quantum of listening as it is 
not easy to organise listener research in foreign countries to obtain reliable 
data. It should however be obvious that if external broadcasts did not 
have any value, all the countries of the world would not have devoted so 
much time, attention and resources to them. Secondly, if the programmes 
'are designed with imagination and carr:Y music and other entertainment 
which make them -attractive, it is always possible to assume that news 
!!pd i¢0rmation in the programmes would be list.ened to and have_ an im
pact on the audience. 

289. Recent events have proved conclusively that QUr failure to or
ganise -and maintain proper publiCity have been largely responsible for a 

-misunderstanding of India's political. postures and economic policies. This 
should convince sceptics 'that- the eXternal services of AIR have a purpose
ful role to fulfil in explaining and mobilising- support for the Iridian point 
of view whether it relates to internal or world events. 
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290. Lack of Transmitters.-The besetting problem of AIR is its 
shortage of transmitter capacity. Their unsuitable location· in some case' 
and inadequate utilisation are contributory causes. In the case of external 
services tllls shortage has become more pronounced. Four transmitter& L ] *, 
of which two were installed in 1942, continue to be the mainstay of the 
exiernal services. Even this limited capacity is often encroached upon te 
provide internal programmes in preference. For example, for some years 
!he broadcasts to Iran were discontinued oil Saturday evenings to accommo
date the National Programme of music for home listeners on the trans
mittter intended for external broadcasts. 

~291. AIR has estimated that to cover the target areas with satisfactory 
reception, it needs 15 additional transmitters. But it has still a long way 
to reach this capacity. Two 100 Kw transmitters provided In the Second 
Plan became available only in the Third Plan due to delay in release of 
foreign exchange. Similarly, the number of transmitters demanded in the 
Third Plan was reduced from 5 to 3 for reasons of economy and financial 
stringency. Their procurement and installation would now spill over inte 
the Fourth Plan. 

292. This deficiency of transmitters .and their comparatively low power 
not only makes reception overseas poor but compels AIR to. put out pro
grammes at inconvenient listening hours, in earli mornings and late evenings 
without any regard to the peak listening hours in the areas to which ex
ternal broadcasts are directed. Often this makes the broadcasts purpose
less. Secondly, though the External Affairs Ministry are pressing for the 
introduction of some new services, important for their needs, AIR has 
beel! unable to accommodate them within its transmission capacity. 

293. The political situation created by the incursion of China into 
Indian territory and its increasing radio propaganda, as well as discord 
with Pakistan, . until the Tashkent declaration, underline the imperative of 
strengthening and enlarging our foreign broadcasts. And yet having failed 
to create additional capacity when economic and other conditions were 
favourable, we have to meet this need when the country is faced with a 
foreign exchange crisis. 

294. In this situation it is not possible ro plan procurement rationally 
or adhere to the principle of standardisation which is so necessary. When 
possible, a variety of transmitters is being obtained from rupee area coun
tries. We have deprecated these trends earlier and stressed the urgency 
of utilising the potential of Bharat Electronics by giving it a long-tenn 
phased programme of manufacture. We trust that our recommendations 
on this behalf will not go unheeded. 

•omitted. 
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295. It now remains to examine whether by adjusting and revisin&; the 
programme11 and the schedules, more useful series of broadcasts cannot be 
arranged. The External Affairs Ministry considers that some broadcasts, 
which 11erve little purpose; should be replaced by others more important. 

296. Incorrect Priorities.-AJR informs us that it was giving a total 
transmission of 25 hours and 10 minutes daily in.19 languages in February 
1966. Of this 6 hours and 10 minutes, approximately a quarter of the 
time, was devoted to programmes in Hindi, Tamil, Gujarati and Konkani 
for fndians in Africa and South East Asia and in Urdu for Pakistan. The 
rest of the time wa5 divided as follows: 

English · 

French 

Swahili. 

Arabic 

Persian 

Push to 

Tibetan 

Kepali 

Burmew 

Indon~ia.: . 

Hours Mts. 

6 40 

s 30 

30 

15 

1 . 30 

I. 15 

15 

1 15 

Kuoyu (Chineoe). 15 

Cantoneoe (ChinOie) 45 

Afghan-Persiaa 30 

Thai . 20 

Tota:l 19 300 

The table ihOWi· that brpadcasts to important target areai 11uch M the 
USSR and Japan have yet to be introduced. It is turprising that till a few 
days ago there was .:no service in Sinhalese in. spite ot Ceylon's importance 
to Ull both all a neighbour and a fellow member in the Commonwealth. 

297. Tha External Affairs Ministry has. made the fullowing points on 
this 11chedulo: 

( i) 'The iime ~veu. w pro~amn1ei in lndiin1 lan~aJ!:ei is excessive 
and has been increased fi-om 3 ·hours 40 minutes to 6 hours and 10 minutes 
~ince I 1147 "liace potso•s. of· Indian origiti abroad mostly understand 
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English or the local language, programi:nes should be broadcast in English 
ot the local language so that they could also be heard by non~Indians. 
Within the time allotted for Indian language programmes, the claims of 
Punjabi, Gujarati and Tamil should be given due consideration. 

(2) The schedule ~regards the political situation in Asia and Africa. 
The Chinese challenge to South East Asia and the Far East has not induced 
AIR to increase the incidence and duration of broadcasts to 'these areas. 
l!istead the Chinese service has been reduced to 45 minutes from 1 hour 
and 45 minutes. The thirty newly independent countries of Africa have one 
30 minutes programme in Swahili. The Arab community extending from 
the Arabian Sea to the. Atlantic comprising fifteen countries subjected to 
intensive propaganda from China and other unfriendly countries is served 
by a single service lasting 1! hours. 

298. We have considered these suggestions and feel that in view of 
the limited time available on AIR transmitters the allocation of time 
between foreign and Indian languages should be such as to serve the main 
purpose of projecting Indian policies as widely as possible. In this process, 
the needs of people of Indian origin abroad should not be neglected. And 
secondly, steps should be taken to increase the duration of programmes in 
Arabic, Swahili and Chinese so that these services may have a significant 
impact. 

299. It has been suggested that transmitters in other parts of India 
should be pressed into service to give better reception in certain areas. For 
example, the service for Ceylon should be from the Madras transmitter and 
Kurseong should eularge its Tibetan, Sikkimese and Bhutanese· broadcasts. 

*300. [ ]. 

301. We understand that a~ one time there was a possibility of buying 
time on the commercial services of certain countries. These possibilities 
which have now dwindled might yet succeed if vigorously pursued. The 
possibility of getting time on a reciprocal basis could also be explored pro
vided of course AIR does not have to be the purveyor of foreign pro
paganda. Arrangements exist for exchange of programmes ·but they do 
not and cannot obviously carry news and political commentaries. Never
theless, it is necessary to project the cultural image of India; it has a value 
of its own. 

302. Programmes.-The important elements in the make-up· of an 
external programme are news, political commentaries, music and cultural 
items: The purpose of this composite programme is to project the image 
of India overseas, give an expose of her foreign policy and plans of-economic 
and social development, and . bring to the listeners he( heritage of mu;ic, 

*Paragraph omitted. 
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literature and culture. The planning of the programme and the blendin~ 
of the elements to produce a harmonious and attractive whole call f01 
imagination and skill. Secondly, the programme .has to ·contend f01 
listening with broadcasts from. many other countries, some with longe1 
experience, larger resources and repertoire and acknowledged experts tc 
comment on topical subjects of significance and interest. 

303. We proceed to examine how AIR has fared in this competitive 
field. Deficiencies of transmission capability apart, which have already 
been discussed, we now review the programmes and consider how bes1 
these can be reshaped to make them more attractive and appealing and 
thus more purposeful. 

304. We have briefly mentioned that the malaise of the external service 
is its complete dependence on the home service for staff and other facili
ties. In its home service, AIR faces no competition except a limited chal
lenge from Radio Ceylon. This has bred a. comfortable feeling of com· 
placency in the planning . and presentation of programmes· which has also 
invaded the field of external broadcasts. AIR, we are told, looks upon 
the external service more or less as a projection of the home senice. With
out a specialised and knowledgeable staff cognisant of the wide differences 
between the preferences and needs of the home and overseas audiences 
and also of differences in background and outlook from region to region, 
it will not be able to make the programmes and features distinctive and 
varied, tailored to the requirements of each. 

305. It is not ·strange therefore that the Ministry of External Affairs 
has voiced its dissatisfaction with the external service. Yet it is in a sense 
little more than the hand-maiden of that Ministry. Its raison d'etre is to 
project the country's foreign policy in an appealing and acceptr.blc form. 

306. Schedules of programmes drawn up in the external services are 
sent to the External Affairs Ministry but they are examined perfunctoril~ 
because, we were told. the External Affairs Ministry has no staff for super
vising the External Services and no responsibiliry for _their output. It is 
unfortunate that the expertise in the different territorial divisions of the 
Ministry is not brought to. bear upon the planning of the programmes 
directed to these respective areas. It is only by a close association IJf these 
divisions that the programmes can be made purposeful imd more relevant 
to the areas served. How. essential such area specialisation is will be seen 
from our comments below on various types of programmes broadcast. 

· 307. Lack of Area Specialisation.-Music and cultural items in the 
programmes are secondary 'to the main purpose ,but t)?.ey have also to have 
attraction of their own to provide maximum listening :to the programme 
as a whole. ·But in this, we ·are tOld; AIR has failed ·as it puts out the same 
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programme for different audiences. What is suitable for home consump
tion is pot always suitable for a foreign audience; again what has attraction 
for a country like Nepal with cultural ties and alfmity with India, may have 
none for the Arab world and Africa, Yet we heard that the same pro
gramme on Dussehra, explaining its signifi~ance, was beamed to Nepal 
and to the African countries. We must stress what should be obvious that 
there should be area specialisation. Without this foundation, external 
broadcasts cannot be designed for different audiences differently and will 
continue to be lacklustre and of little interest to those for whom they are 
intended. 

308. News Bulletins.--Similarly, the news bulletins also are not speci
alised. They bear the impress of the home bulletin.; and are but minor 
variations thereof. Everywhere, time and attention are specially given 
to the preparation of external newscasts. Separate news rooms with special~ 
ised staff collect, collate and edit the material going out to different 
regions and audiences. AIR has on the other hand a common establish
ment for both home and. external news bulletins. · It complains that it 
had asked for a Chief News Editor exclusively for the External Service a 
long time back but no action has yet· been taken to meet this demand. It 
also says that being short of staff in the Division it is unable to provide 
for speCialisation. We are not in a position to assess the work-load and 
pronounce on the validity of this explanation. We would, however, stress 
that specialisation area-wise is essential and should be organised now. 

309. AIR suffers from another disability; it has in special correspon
dents abroad, not even in areas like South East Asia and West Asia, both 
of considerable importance to India. We understand that it was decided 
some years ago to post a correspondent to both these areas, but steps have 
yet to be taken to implement the sanction. The need for special corres
pondents arises not only to feed AIR with news and material but also to 
study the reactions of listeners to its programmes and communicate them 
t·J AIR. Jt is only by being informed that AIR can become more respon
sive to preferences of the listeners in different areas and adjust the pro
grnmmes to make them more persuasive and acceptable. It is unfortunate 
that suggestions made in the past to develop listener research in regard t(} 
reception, language, music and the content of broadcasts were· not given 
~erious consideration. 

310. Political Com~mntaries.-In the preparation of political com
mentaries, area specialisation becomes even more important. The rela~ 
lions and importance of a country to India, its political nuances, are im
portant factors to be· given due weiglit in the preparation of commentaries 
intended for it. But· AIR ill ·not equipped to do so; It produces one 
_morootyped colllllleiltarj for all.: It should be obvious that commentaries: 
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suitable for the Arab world may not be suitable for Malaysia or Japan;. 
the approach and accent may have to be totally different. 

311. The preparation of the commentaries is not also well organised. 
Three Talks Officer& drawn from the Central Information Service of the
Ministry o[ Information and Broadcasting are responsible for the scripts. 
Although the talks have to be on a selective basis for different regions, 
these ofiicers are unable to .prepare separate scripts for the 
various services and thus the same commentary is broadcast 
in a number of services. Moreover, these officers are liable to transfer on 
promotion and such expertise as they develop on different target areas is lost 
to the External Services Division. At one time AIR was allowed to invite 
distinguished outsiders to broadcast political commentaries under their own 
names. The introdtrCtion of the principle of anonymity has put an end to 
this worthwhile practice and it is largely the permanent staff who now prepare 
the commentaries. 

312. Besides promoting India's foreign policy, the broadcasts should also 
contribute towards export promotion. · It was suggested to us that even if 
exporters are not allowed time to advertise their wares on payment, AIR 
should advertise selected items in potential markets. 

313. We also col\sider that it is not sufficient to arrange collaboration 
with the Ministry of External Affairs alone but that the Ministry of Com
merce dealing with foreign trade, and the Ministry of Education dealing 
with cultural affairs, should also be brought into the orbit of consultations 
to enrich the programmes with variety and topics of general interest. It 
might be useful to constitute a small committee of representatives of these 
Mini;tries and other bodies like the Indian Council for Cultural Relations 
and the Council for Africa, to advise on the planning of the programmes. 

314. Cultural /tems.-We have earlier touched upon the correct blend
ing of the ingredients of the external programmes. We find, however, the 
same preponderance of cultural items in its make-up as in the home program
mes. We understand that the policy directive for giving weightage to these 
items in the home programmes was extended to external. pro
grammes as well. . This has proved, as letters from ·listeners in Africa and 
Asia reveal, irritating. These regions have economic and social problems 
not vastly different from our own and are interested to know how they are 
sou2ht to be solved. They are not greatly interested in· philosophical dis
sert~tions on Hinduism, Buddhism and classical literature. The Ministry 
of External Affairs also feels that the undue emphasis on cultural items should 
be abandoned; the political objectives of the programmes should not be 
frustrated by tiresome excesses in cultural material. 

315. On the other hand, because of the similarity and appeal, Indian fihlt 
music hnd proved to be greatly. popular: in West Asia and South East Asia, 
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.;md political commentaries and talks interspersed in the programmes got 
through to its listeners. There was an unfortunate shift in AIR's music policy. 
It first banned film music altogether and later permitted a limited output. 
This policy, which was obviously intended for the home programmes, was 
applied to external broadcasts as well. This, we understand, impinged 
.heavily on listening in these areas and the political impact of the programmes 
was largely lost. We consider, therefore, that there should be a reversal of 
policy and we should provide to the listeners programmes which they find 
appealing. 

316. We should in conclusion stress that the sharing of staffand facilities 
.has also come in the way of preparation and presentation of quality program
mes. To sum up the present situation in AIR's own words, 'confusion, 

.conflict and overall loss of quality are inevitable'. We accept AIR's 

.contention that the external services unit should be made self-contained with 
.transmitters, studios, equipment, staff and other facilities of its own. 

Staff 

317. Premature lndianisation.-An even more serious deficiency 
is attributable to the precipitate decision AIR took to discontinue the 
use of foreigners in the External Services. No one can have any dispute 
-with the policy of Indianisation. But it should be implemented progressively, 
;pari passu with the operation of a comprehensive scheme of teaching the 
.many foreign languages used by AIR. Without extensi\re training in the 
universities and language schools supplemented by a tour of study in the 
countries concerned, necessary proficiency C:annot be developed. 

318. As a result of.the abrupt and unplanned change AIR uses Indians 
-who do not have the correct pronunciation and intonation to carry the 
meaning and nuances of the scripts to the listeners. To give but an example, 
"the Ministry of External Aflairs has repeatedly complained that the Arabic 
broadcasts of AIR are unintelligible to listeners in Cairo, but AIR has yet 
"to find suitable replacements for the broadcasters. The problem of- replace
ment 'is ever so much more complicated in other languages. not commonly 
-studied in India. We d'eel strongly and equally with the External Affairs 
Ministry that until such time as we have aJ sufficiency of acceptable broad
casters, AIR would be well advised to use foreign nationals. Otherwise, 
·the broadcasts would not be listened to, let alone be popular, however, excel
lent their contents might be. Since AIR has Indian nationals as Supervisors 
of the various foreign language units there would be no risk in employing 
1oreigners for translation and broadcast. 

319. It may not be out of place to mention the arrangements made. by 
other countries for training .their own nationals in foreign languages both 
'for use as interpreters as well as broadcasters in the external services. In 
"the USSR the external· services division estimates' its requirements of staff 
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for a foreign language broadcast five to six years in advance. This infor
mation is given to the specialised Institutes for Foreign Languages. These 
Institutes provide intensive training · for three years or more depending on 
1he language to be taught. Doring vacations the trainees are attached to 
Radio Moscow to ·get aequainted with techniques of presentation, voice 
training, etc. After completing the period of training, those selected are 
.sent for a year to the countries to which they would eventually broadcast. 
It is only thereafter that they are used in the ex~emal services. Our· ·su:tr 
Committee was greatly impressed with the results obtained. It could not 
distingui~h the voice as Russian when it had occasion to listen to a broad
cast in an Indian language. 

30. ·Despite the policy of Indianisation AIR has still to employ a 
few foreigners for broadcasts in languages for which no Indians, however 
.indifferent, are available. But AIR has not been able to get the b~st 
because the salaries and other inducements it offers are not attractive 
enough. If AIR has to recruit staff, for example, from Hong Kong and 
Kenya, the terms of employment must necessarily be better than those 
available within those countries, Yet it is unable to offer such terms and 
cannot even provide accommodation for those recruited. AIR also 
-complains that there is inordinate delay in· obtaining sations and 
-consequently it loses the persons it locates because they ~find alternative 
-employment meanwhile. We consider that if foreigners have to be used, 
they must be of the best and conditions should be created in which they 
~an be obt<\ined and retained for the period necessary. 

321. This narration would not be complete without a few words about 
the directing and supervisory staff of the External Services Division. Though 
at one time the post of the Director was ranked higher than the Station 
Directors and was comparable in status and emoluments with the post of 
Deputy Director General, with declining importance given to the external 
~ervices it was downgraded and included in the selection grade of Station 
Directors.. The selection is now made from amongst those in the queue for 
promotion or already in the grade. This method does not take into account 
the aptitude or experience of the officer selected to hold such a specialised 
post. 

322. We consider that this important post cannot be filled in this 
Toutine manner; the net should be cast much wider. It would be best for 
-a time to rely on the Foreign Service and obtain a suitable officer on depu-
-tation, Arrangements should also lbe made to give opportunity to promising 
-officers of AIR to be attached to our embassies in the more important and 
-sensitive target areas. 

323. ·Listener Research . ....:...SOme suitable arrangement · should also be 
·devised by .which·the"reactions of 'the listeners' in selected· areas could be 
::~r.certained· We agree with the view expressed before us that if AIR had 
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done some research into listeners' reactions it would have discontinued 
many of its external services many years ago. In an earlier chapter we 
have already dealt with the :need for research in respect of the home service. 
All that we have said also applies to the external service. Granted that 
surveys of listening condll'Cted abroad are expensive and that AIR could 
not afford to undertake them very frequently, it should be possible at least 
once in five years to examine in each major target area the results of the 
broadcasts directed to it. But there are other less expensive methods of 
keeping in touch with the target areas. Periodically the senior staff should 
visit the countries, to which we broadcast, to talk to their press, radio and 
publicity personnel, to meet representative listeners, and to absorb the 
atmosphere of the place. In all the 17 years since it was established the 
External Services Division has sent out one officer to South East Asia on 
one occasion. Indian embassies abroad should also be required to make 
periodical reports on listening. 

324. Co-ordination with the Ministry of External Affairs.-We should 
iltress that the reorganisation of the External Services Division should be 
treated as a connected whole. First, it should be a distinct entity directed 
by an officer with imagination and initiative au courant with foreign policy 
and affairs; secondly, it should have its own outfit of transmitters, studios, 
library and e<JUipment; thirdly, it should have staff with area specialisation; 
fourthly, its news service and political commentaries should be prepared 
under the expert guidance of, if not by, the Ministry of External Affairs; 
fifthly, it should use for broadcast only those who can speak the languages 
l'luently and have correct accent and intonation; and sixthly, it must have 
a. correct appreciation of the impact of its programmes in the target areas. 

325· Our review has convinced us that the Ministry of External Affairs. 
111ust take far greater interest in these services. We feel that as long as 
they _are dependent on the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting and 
the directorate-general of AIR they will not develop on the right lines. We 
~ot.ld recommend that the Ministry of External Affairs should be respon
iilble for:-

(1) Deciding what services should be broadcast, to which target 
areas and for what duration. 

(2) Overall direction of the content of the services with regard to 
the proportion of different types of. itemil to be broadcast in. 
each service. 

(3) The preparation of the scripts of political commentaries for 
broadcast. 

( 4) Allocating finances for the External Services from their OWl!" 

budget.. These funds· should be not only for. the annual expen
diture, whicb. is onliy a fow Jakhs of. rupcea, but also foc the-
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installation of the requisite number and power of transmitters 
and other equipment. 

326. We do not consider that tt would be necessary to transter tile 
entire External Services Division to the formal control of the Ministry of 
External Affairs, There are several advantages in keeping these servic010 
as part of A,IR. We believe if a workable procedure is devised for the 
arrangement w~ have suggested, ·it would ensure that the services are plann
ed and projected to further our foreign policy. 

THE NEWS SERVICES 

327. The purpose of broadcasting is the dissemination ot intormattoi, 
education and entertainment. These components are not wholly separable; 
nonetheless they need separate treatment. Information in its limited sense 
has two facets: presentation of news bulletins, and of newsreels and com
mentaries. The former has to be accurate, uptodate and objective without 
any distortion, the latter topical and unbiassed giving all points of view. 
The task is difficult and requires integrity, competence and sensitivity oa 
the part of those who prepare the scripts and present the programmes. 

328. Of all programmes news commands maximum listening and the 
bulk of submissions made to us had some suggestion or other to make oa 

· its presentation. There are many technical and professional issues involved 
in their consideration. We accordingly appointed the Director of the Pres' 
Institute of India as a Consultant to assess them and recommend changes te 
effe~t improvement. Besides, we held discussions with a number of senioc 
professional journalists, (some of whom. had previously been associated with 
AIR's News Division), and also with AIR's staff. There was a great deal 
in common in the views expressed by them both in regard to present 
deficiencies and future planning. Before we discuss these, we should gin 
an outline of the current news programmes. 

329. The Present Output.~The output of news as on December 31, 
1965 consisted of 88 bulletins from Delhi, of which 55 were for home 
listeners a.nd 33 for listeners abroad. In addition, 40 regional news 
bulletins were put out from the regional stations. 

330. The table below gives the. number and languages of the· national 
and regional news bulletins broadcast by AIR for home listeners and for 
listeners abroad. 
Number of national bulletins 

Languages of national bulletins 

Number of regional bulletins 

Languages uf regional bulletins 

s7 
Assamese, Bengali, English, Gorkhali, Guja

rati, Hindi, Kannada, Tamil, Dogri, 
Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, 
TeJugu, Urd''• Nefa-Assarnese and La
dakhi. 

60 

Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali, Gujarati, 
Hindi, Assamese, Oriya, Punjabi, Kash· 
miri, Urdu, Konkani, Manipuri, Naga
mes·e, Malayajam and Kannada. 



Number of external bulletins. 

Languages of external bulletins 

94 

38 

Hindi, French, English, Burmese, Thai~ 
Indonesian, Cantone~e, Kyoyu, Gujarati, 
Swahili, Konkani, Arabic, Persian, Pushto• 
Afghan-Persian, Urdu, Nepali, Tibetan 
and Sinhalese. " · 

331. The two main English bulletins at 8 A.M. and 9 P.M. are relayed 
by all Stations; some of them at discretion relay a few other bulletins as 
well. The Hindi bulletins are relayed by stations in the Hindi-speaking 
regions, but it is obligatory for all stations to relay at least one of the 
four bulletins. It is permissive to relay more than one. 

332. The Sources.-The bulletins are prepared from material obtained 
from the following sources: 

(1) News Agencies such as the Press Trust of ·India, United New~ 
of India, Agence France Presse, United Press International and 
Reuters; 

(2) AIR's own correspondents and full-time reporters located at 
different stations in India; 

(3) Monitored reports of news broadcasts from other broadcasting 
organisations; and 

(4) Information from official. sources such as the Press Information 
Bureau, International sources such as the United Nations Infor
mation Agency and material provided by the diplomatic missions 
in Delhi. 

333. Criticism of the News Bul/etins.~We should analyse the. major 
complaints and make our obs.ervations as we go along. The first point 
made by many was that the duration of 15 minutes waS excessive; it made 
the bulletins diffused with too many 'fillers'. It should be reduced to 10 
minute5. the items made more concise and crisp with easy flow from subject 
to subject. We are in agreement with this "view and are strengthened ill 
doing so on the analogy of bulletins of other radio systems. This does 
not mean that when the need arises there should be no overrun. 

334. The second complaint is that the language used is stilted and often 
pedantic. There is also a lack of awareness that the technique of preparing 
a radio bulletin is very different from writing a newspaper article. The 
language has to be livelier and more colloquial. "This criticism is universal 
in regard to all languages. We have discussed the important issue of 
languages separately, but would reproduce what the Director of the BBC's 
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News Services ha4 to say to c;>ur Sub-Co)lllllittee on ~s English l:lroad• 
casts. He observed that in comparison with the language used by the BBC,. 
AIR's language was too aca,demic and latinise4. · 

335. The third complaint is that the bulletins an; largely repetitive and· 
th~ same news items, irrespective of their importance, are giveri in successive 
bulletins. The evening bulletin at 9 o'clock should give fresh news of major 
events of the day. 

336. The fourth is that the range of AIR's riews is very narrow. Politicaf 
news predominates with consequent neglect of spor,ts, scientific and cultural' 
news and human interest stories. A balanced news bulletin must report 
according to professional standards and news values. 

337. The Need for a News Policy.-Even within the political sphere the 
news of activities of Ministers and officials is given too much weight. We· 
appreciate that the determinatirn;t of :news value is a di}ficult exercise, more
so in an official organisation. Neverthele~, there should be no c01ppulsion 
or pressure on those who are charged with editing the bulletins. We have 
noticed with approbation the recent refreshing trend to curtail official material 
in the news bulletins; they are tending now to become a little more selective. 
We believe, however, that a well-defined news policy would .enable the 
editorial staff to exercise greater initiative and discretion. :In the absence of 
such a policy the staff is inclined to play safe, to suppress or dilute news 
and opinions unpalatable to Government. The Mws policy must .be flexible 
and must take into account the contradictions in Indian public opinion. It 
must respect the right of the listener to· hear a variety of ·views and even 
news unpalatable to Government. At the same time the news policy must 
ensure that AIR fulfils its responsibility not to broadcast anything which 
might inflame the minds of people, more particularly ·in a disturbed situation. 

338. The news policy must provide for the prompt and objective broad-· 
cast of all news that is worth reporting. Only thus can the listener's confi
dence in the news be built up. The policy should, in •brief, enable the 
News Division to function according to the professional principles and 
criteria of news coverage, judiciously combining public responsibility with 
professional requirements. 

339. We should now deal with some more specific deficiencies. When· 
Parliament is in . session, the evening news is preceded by a commentary 
'Today in Parliament'. Eve:n so, ·a substantial 'part of this bulletin repeats 
it in an abridged 'form, gi_ving mostly names of speakers without mentioning 
what they bad said. .We fail to appreciate its purpose. 

340. AIR does not also appreciate that speeches do not always make 
news and reproduces 'mechanica1ly Ministers' speeches. ·at some length in 
these bulletins whether they coritairi any policy announcement or not. 'AIR's 
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uwn correspondents do not contribute anything worthwhile covering as they 
do mostly official activities. They are timid in reporting and AIR is equally 
timid in putting out topical items without official clearance. News thus 
loses spontaneity and AIR becomes a purveyor of stale news already 
'published in the newspapers. The advantage it enjoys of putting out news, 
even scoops, in its periodic programmes, is thus lost. The remedy for 
these deficiencies ·lies in the hands of All India Radio. Unless it is bold 
and imaginative, it cannot in.crease the value of its .news services. 

341. News Reading and News Readers.-The presentation of ne\Vs is 
poor because News Readers often read the scripts mechanically and do not 
·themselves ·appreciate the significance of what they are reading. A few 
·of the News Readers of the English Bulletins ape the British way of speaking 
.unsuccessfully, making the broadcasts irritating, even ludicrous. 

342. News Readers are employed and used for only the English and 
Hindi bulletins, the regional language bulletins are mostly read by the same 
people who translate the scripts from English or HindL They are appointed 
for their proficiency in translation; they do not necessarily have good radio 
voices or correct enunciation: We have also heard complaints that News 
Readers are often appointed at the behest of those in authority without a 
proper audition test. This: has been adduced to explain away the immature 
and untrained· voices which are often heard on the air. 

343. We consider that a radical change is :necessary in the method of 
recruitment, the fees offered, the training provided and the work assigned 
to News Readers. · 

344. The News Readers should be recruited on the same terms as others 
so that they would have greater security and the opportunity to rise along 
with other programme personnel. They should be trained for diverse duties 
in the orga.o.isation so that they can be shifted from section to section at 
the regional stations and in the News Division of AIR as their aptitude and 
the organisation's needs may require. 

345. After the general trai.o.ing they receive, those selected for news 
reading must be given special training before they are put on the job. Even 
while they work as News Readers in the News Division they must be given 
other assignments. They should help in the production of newsreels, inter
view people, even help in drafting and editing and they must be interchanged 
with other staff at the stations from time to time. 

346. Only thus would it be possible to have a srnaller number of people, 
fully employed, with the same prospects for promotion as others in the 
-service. 

34 7. Important items of news are sometimes omitted from the bulletins 
;as AIR is either required to or assumes that tliey should be cleared with 
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authorities concerned. The resulting staleness in news has been criticised 
adversely in Parliament and the ·Press on a nuinber of occasions. To give 
a few examples: lhe ·news of the death of Dr. Shyama Prasad Mookherjee 
in 1952, Mr. Chou En-lai's acceptance of his visit to Delhi in 1960, Pandit 
\rehru's death in 1964 and Sheikh Abdullah's arrest in 1965. In all these 
cases, it was a question of reporting factual material and the need· for 
obtaining clearances did not obviously arise. It is only in regard to matters 
concerning security that consultations with authorities should precede the 
release of news items. 

348. It has been suggested by some that AIR reflects Government's 
unsatisfactory information policy which seeks -often to suppress or soft-pedal 
even established facts. 

349. Special Correspondents.-We must also recount the major 
difficulties AIR has to contend with. . Fir~, AIR has only 20 full-time 
correspondents posted in important cities in India and 38 stringers in some 
smaller towns. It has no stringers in rural areas imd rural news does not 
figure in the national and regional bulletins. The correspondents are, for 
the greater part, passive and· negative. They collect official handouts from 
the State Governments and others which they transmit to the News Room. 
They must become active reporters, looking for news and competing with 
the news agencies and newspapers for scoops. In this field experienced 
cOrrespondents from the press would be helpful in revitalising AIR's news 
services until AIR can train and build up its own correspondents. 

350. The fee of Rs. 75 per month which is paid to the stringers needs 
no comment. It is hardly possible to expect activity, enterprise and imagi
nation in collecting and transmitting news for such a small fee. Additionally, 
channels of communication are few, there are teleprinter connections only 
with the maior cities; otherwise the overloaded trunk telephone system or 
somewhat erratic telegraphic service has to be used. 

35 L There are no regular foreign circuits and AIR has no correspon
dents posted abroad. Only official visits of the President. Vice-President 
and Prime Minister are covered by correspondents specially se11t out for 
the purpose. We have stressed earlier the importance of filling up the oosts 
of correspondents at Cairo and at Singapore as already decided upon. 

352. The Reference Service is not properly organised and does not 
provide material to reporters and editors for specialising in economic, 
defence, educational and other matters. Nor does it work round the clock 
to make available such material as it has ,for reference purposes to officers 
on duty. 

353. The Pool System.-We should also say a word about· the 'pool' 
system which tends to -standardise the news bulletins and fails to distinguish 
between bulletin and bulletin, listeners and target areas. Under the 'pool' 

17 I. & B.-7. 
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system, news as it flows into the )'<ews Room is 'tasted' and a preliminary 
reJection is made by the editor iii' charge before it is passed on to the 
compiling editor for preparing_ the pool copy. Separate editors then draft 
the bulletins for different ~oups of languages. They select from the pool 
copy the items considered suitable for- their bulletins. 

354. While it may be necessary to continue the 'pool' system, it needs 
to be improved. For each llhift there should be one high level editor to 
taste the copy and another, equal to him in status, to supervise the drafting 
of the bulletins by a number of 'pool' editors among whom there must be 
specialists to han~e domestic and foreign news. 

355. The Indiap_ language bulletins, except Hindi, are the greatest 
victims of the present system and yet it is now established that these 
bulletins command far wider listening than bulletins in English and Hindi. 
As many as eight languages are t;lubbed together for one junior official to 
edit; obviously individual attention cannot be given to each bulletin. The 
system of feeding these bulletins with news from the regions needs improve-
ment and· it is also necessary that in these bulletins there should be much 
more explanatory background material to explain the news. 

356. External service bulletins also suffer considerably under the present 
system as we have shown in an earlier section. There should be a separate 
news room for the external bulletins with specialised staff; if this is not 
possible immediately, there should be specialised editors to compile the 
'external bulletins. 

357. Newsreels.-The purpose of_newsreels is to give body and depth 
to the news bulletins. They are versatile expositions of current happenings 
both at home and abroad. It is for this reason that newsreels are broadcast 
daily by most broadcasting systems to supplement and elaborate the 
bulletins. They have a high proportion of news and sound from scenes 
of events to make the programmes lively and human interest stories form an 
important ingredient. They also interpret political alld economic contents 
of the news objectively. As 8: rule, they contain a large number of short 
topical items, rarely of duration. exceeding 60 seconds each, woven together 
to give an even and arresting picture and they have an organic connection 
with current news. They are produced by specialists who have freedom 
to select_ items and produce the reels without interference. 

358. Against this background we now examine' the newsreels of AIR. 
First,. AIR has limited transmission capacity alld says 'that it is unable to 
conform to the necessary practice of giving newsreels daily and has to confine 
itself to newsreels and commentaries thrice a week in English and Hindi. 
RegiO'nal Stations also put out their own newsreels 01ice or twice a week 
depending on the availability of channels. AIR compfains that in addition 
to transmission time requirc;d being not available, it lias other limitations. 
It has not a chain of correspondents to feed the service nor has it technical 
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and transport facilities _to introduce ·a daily: newsreeL Again for -these 
1:ea.sons, the newsreels it· produces have very littl~ .live material;· they rely 
largely on recorded excerpts of speeches made· by· political personalities. 

_359. Secondly, AIR gives only two or three 'chllllkS' in the newsreels, 
each takjng up four to five minute;s._ They do not thus present a composite 
and complete picture of happenings:· Thirdly, because of its reliance on 
recordings, the news reviewed is very often stale and not of mucli interest 
to listeners. The newsreels are weighted with -official news without an 
objective and critical analysis thereof. Fourthly, AIR. has no specialists for 
producing the newsreels. One or other of the news editors available at the 
time takes charge and thus the releases tend to be routine in concept and 
presentation. 

360. While admittedly Am. is not as well equipped as ·many other 
broadcasting systems, we do nof consider that by r~arranging priorities it 
is beyond the capability of -.AIR - to provide daily newsreelS which are 
essential ancillaries to news bulletins. We agree that the limitations 
mentioned should be removed as early a5 p(>ssible; but they need not come 
in the way of introducing a daily service. One essential requirement is to 
place a highly skilled Editor-cum- Producer in charge of this Programme. 

361. 'Today in Parliament'.-A few countries broadcast parliamentary 
debates live. This will not be possible here with both Houses in session 
and with the number of chimne!s available; nor do we consider this 
necessary. It is necessary, however, to· provide an objective resume of 
the debates at a convenient listening hour. It has to be selective and bring 
into focus major points made in a debate both by menibers of the party in 
power and in the Opposition. As elsewhere, it needs a competent ipecialised 
wholetime commentator. AIR relies, however, on an active journalist to 
prepare the script which is read out by a member of the staff, This has 
led to the criticism that this assignment has been : giveri to a favoured 
journalist excluding others equally good. We see no reason why AIR has 
not assigned a whole-tinie commentator for parliamentary proceedings. 
This should be done now. In the interim a panel should be co:ostituted 
and drawn upon in- an equitable way. It is also necessary that the· com
mentator mUst be free to report objectively without interference; 

362. 'Topic for Today.'-'Topic for Today' does not always deal with 
matters topical. We have heard many complaints_ and we are ourselves 
aware that non-topical matters are often put on the air without featuring 
one of the principal leads in the news bulletins. This happened even 
during the conflict with Pakistan. Secondly, to be useful, it should follow 
the news rather than precede it as at present. 

363. 'Focus'.-Recently there has been an attempt to make this pro
gramme more lively, but it is yet to be pr~planned. An item from the 
news _should be. selected in time to allow the commentator to prepare an 
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informative script. It would be .an advaptage to place a producer whole
time in ~barge of the programme and it should be varied by introducing 
mterviews, features and radio .reports. Similarly, by obtaining tape-recordin~ 
by air, it shouid be possible to obtain material from centres outside Delhi. 
to enrich the programme and also togive it a national character. It would; 
also widen the field of choice of commentators to the whole of India and 
not limit it to those available at Delhi. 

364. Both 'Topic for Today' and 'Focus', to .be stimulating, must have 
occasional debates of a controversial nature. This is banned at present, but 
we reiterate that the ban should not be . continued.· At the same time we 
should like to stress the need for complete objectivity in dealing with such. 
matters. AIR's News Division cannot and should not have any editorial 
opinion. It must bring to the listener different points of view on· major 
issues without expressing any views of its own. This makes it necessary .. 
to invite persons o.f different views to discuss them. 

365. At present these programmes, and particularly 'Topic for Today•. 
are written mostly by AIR staff. This should be discontinued. There 
should .be a panel of commentators to talk on the day's news in 'Topic for 
Today'. If Government's views are to be broadcast they should be put 
forward by an identifiable spokesman and not anonymously. 

366. It is a pity that AIR has not built up political commentators ·so
far. Personal commentaries are .a very popular feature of radio pro
grammes everywhere and we trust that such inhibitions as have prevented" 
the emergence of popular commentators on political, economic and social 
subjects will not continue to deprive Indian li~teners of such highly educa
tive and interesting programmes. 

367."We feel that new features such as a round-up of newspaper 
reports with ;~n evaluation thereof should be introduced. Many radiO' 
systems have such a feature which is objective and L'Jus unexceptionable. 
AIR should with advantage emulate this example and provide listener!; 
with a synopsis of different points of view on home and world ·events of 
significance. 

368. News. Staff and the Central Information Service.-The re-orien1a
tion we suggest pre-supposes that the News Division will have people with· 
professional competence and outlook to evaluate and process news. But 
it is not so, because the recruitment policy of AIR comes in the way oT 
manning the division with such specialised people. 

369. Although we deal later with AIR's employment policy generally,. 
we should comment here on the new arrangement introduced of having lr 

single cadre to man all the units of the Ministry engaged in informatiorr 
and publicity work, without regard to their vasily different functions. For 
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example, there is little_ similarity between the. functions of the Press Infor
mation Bureau which provides publicity _officers ta the various departments 
of Government, the Publications Division which edits and publishes cer
lain Government journals' and bOok's; the- Directorate of Advertising and 
'Visual' PUblicity;· whicb himdles Governmen{ adveiiisem~~ts arid. visual 
publicity, tile Research and . Reference Division' which is responsible 
for research and the· Field: PublicitY Divisioii which· undertakes publicity 
for the Five Year Plans arid other activities in the field. Yet a single 
Central Information Service was formed in· 1960' by absorbing suitable 
t,>eOple already in. employ, and: by annual1 recruitment through the com
bined examination conducted by the Union Public Service Commission 
for the all-India and Central Services; which siphon off the- higher ranking 
-candidates.· 

370. The Service was constituted with the laudable object of widening 
the avenues of promotion- of personnel employed in the different media 
uni.ts. The opportunities for promotion varied: from one. unit to· another 
apd were neither equal nor adequate~ But in doing so, the more important 
-consideration that each unit needs specialisation· was overlooked. Trans
fers from one unit to another on considerations of seniority have thus 
·affected the work, and efficiency of all units, The News: Division of AIR 
'bas, perhaps, s_uffered" mast Its editorial staff has been withdrawn from 
·time to time for duties which do not require editorial competence and 
Tesulting vacancies filled- with· substitutes who have no such experience. 
We also understand that the transfers. are made by a board in the Ministry 
:and it is more often· than not that a square peg is placed in a round hole. 

371. The illogical arrangement has been commented upon- by most 
witnesses including those belonging to the Central' Information Service. 
The Director General of AIR and his senior officers unanimously expressed 
the view that the formation. of the Central Information Service was the 
single biggest factor in the deterioration of AIR's news broadcasts. This 
view is supported by many seniar journalists whom we· examined includ
ing those who had a spell in the News Division· at one time or anQther. 
While we are. unable to support the view that the reversion to the old 
system would improve the quality of news services (past experience does 
"liOt justify this optimism), we agree that the present system should be dis..: 
-continued.. Whether the Central Information Service continues · or not, 
.AIR's news staff should not form a part of it. 

372. The· Central Information Service ·Association considers that the 
"llews staff must be primarily drawn· from information pers_onnel while the 
Programme Staff Association' considers· that as radio news is distinct fron:i 
-Other types of news it has .to be drafted differently and presented by. people 
-who are familiar with radio techniques. It is only by a fusion of the flair 
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and ·skill in reporting news with the techniques ·of radio presentation that 
news l'rogrammes can be perfected. 

373. We were told by several knowledgeable people that degrees and 
diplomas ·ui jo.umalism need not be imposed as a pre-condition for. recrUit
ment to the News Division. They were of little practical value and did 
not dispense with the need for training bi the newspaper! themselves. 
Simllarly recrujts to the News Division must be trained by AIR. 

374. In accordance. with: our proposals in a later chapter, iiutial recruit-· 
meot of all staff needed for AIR ·should be of university graduates. It is 
only after an initial peritid ofctraining that they would be placed on one 
duty or another. . Those assigned to the News DiVision· would midcrgo 
further in-service training and specialisation. 

375. There should be an infusion :of working journalists at Talious 
leyels, .. as needed, to give balance to.•lhe .cadre and to provide specialised 
skillt>- The journalists recruited. sl!ould be on contracts running from 
three . to five years renewable for further !Jeriods. · They will necessarily 
have to be paid their -~ket value. · · · . 

376. The status of the Director of News Services is crucial according 
to ·our Cm~~!lltant. - It should Correspond tO the potentialities of the job 
and not to his. present restricted functions. According to some witnesses, 
th~ Director of News Services was often selected b ·the past for his amen
ability. At present he is drawn from 'the Central Information Service by 
v rtu~ of his seniority and not necessarily for his aptitude, training and 
qualifications for the post. (We cast no aspersions on the present in=
bent in this general statement) Several witnesses· illso ·suggested that · it 
would be a good thing 'if the staff of the ne\\;spapers and AIR could be 
interchanged from· time to time. · This· would, however, be possible. only 
if. the salaries ·paid were comparable and the conditions of work similar. 

3 77. Both O!lf. Consultant and the Central Information Service Associa~ 
tjon have drawn our· pointed attention to the uiifavourable working condi~' 
tion& in the News Room. The shift duties involve awkward hours of work 
for long stretches. Because of shortage of staff, the rotation of lhifts is 
infr~quent. The other media Uianned by members of the Central Inforina
~on Service do not have awkward and• long hours of work and conditions 
otherwise are more congenial. ·It _is not ·surprisiilg, therefore, that the 
11ews staff of AIR welcomes any opportunity to get away from the News 
Room.. The · cramped space, the absence of rest or retiri11g rooDII for 
dto~e on night duty, the non-availability of transport and lack of cantee• 
facilities, were all mentioned as further ·disincentives. We consider that 
tome compenaation for these diM.bilitiet !!hould be Ji~ tO' haTe a coa
~led staff. 
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378. Training.~ We have mentioned earlier tnat. the trainins of the 
news staff should be the responsibility of AIR i~elt . There is no parti
cular merit iii limiting recruitment to those wi~ ~diplomas of journiilisin 
given by some universities ' and institutions: · The · newly establiShed 
Institute of Mass Communications is at present organised to give a general 
training in the theory of mass 90mmunications and is not equipped io proVide 
training in such specialised fields as news. casting newsreel production; J?re-1 

paring radio commentaries and intervieWing people. This specialised train-· 
ing will thus devolve upon AIR. Unfortunately the Staff Training SChOOl 
has neither the facilities nor experienced staff to give the preliminarY train
ing we contemplate. 

379. The acceptance of our recommendation would need: the creation 
of a few supernumerary posts foi:'probationers. They would Dot be a part 
of the effective strength nor shoiild the probationers ·· be .. called upon to 
perform normal duties of the Division imtil they saJtisf~torily'eomplete their 
training. 

380. Strength uf staff.-According to om. Consultant,: the present 
strength of the News Division is insufficient for all !lie _work it is expected 
to do ·if it is to conform- to acceptable professi~n'!l- standards. This was 
also the view of a former Director of News SerVi&s and of the Central 
Information Service Association. An assessment of the strength :of the 
News Division should now be made, but_ in doing so the consideration 

· that numbers can be kept low · if qualified people are. apPointed Bhould; 
not be overlooked. We are all for a .smhll a1,1d comp~ organisation With. 
high-leYel qualified people. 

381. We have already referre(f'to the. difi:lculties .in the _recruitmen~ 
of News Readers which arise largely becauSe of. the pay scales offered: 
and other conditions of service. It, is essential that the Division mus~ 
bne a qualifieq and trained staff of Reporters, Correspondents, Comnien
tators, Producers and . News Readers. But even this by itself will not' 
bring about the improvement we seek uniess it . can be ensured that the 
professional skill and judgment of the DiVision would prevail and 110t ba 
subjected to outside interference. 

3S2. Admiru'strative and Fimncial Power a.-Another ·disability of the 
Newa DiYi&ion is that it is starved of funds and doea not also have authori-· 
ty commensurate with its responsibilitiea.' · Even essential expenditure 
within the· unctioned estimates cannot be incurred without higher sanc
tion. Specilll assignments cannot be arranged is and when the need arise!! 
without delay as tho Director of News Services has no authority to inctlE 
C!q)Coditure eYen for allowing an air journey where inescapable. Thea 
lhere is t'he proble1;11 of obtainins the aanction of the Ministry for many of 
the es•cntial functiOIIS d the. Newa Di'rision. . The inherent delay! more 
.rtca thaa not caue 1111 upset in the p~amme. of the Division. Unle!!$ 
flo Director of Ncm~ Seni0111 1118 11uthority to IC!Id ont COrrespOJldenfj, 
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to places where important news is likely to break, AIR can .. hardly be 
blamed for being behind with news. We understand t4a~ tjle Directo,r of. 
News· Services cannot replace a typewriter or a car or get. boo~ or jqumals, 
from 2.broad without sanction from appropriate authority which is generall}' 
outside AIR itself. 

383. ltJ wpulq; be too much to expect news· in• depth if a· Reference 
Unit wi!h. trained. reference assistants is not working round· the clock. 
Internal telephones and ·radio circuits, an efficient communication system 
with· the rest of the country, good tape-recording machines which do not 
break down now, and again, good. studio facilities and equipment for edit
ing and production, teleprinter connection with major Indian news centres, 
efficient duplicating. and copying machines and· a number of other facili
ties have to be provided if the News Room is to function smoothly· and· 
efficiently. It is difficult now, we understand, to obtain both administ:a
tive and financial sanctions for removing these deficiencies. 

384. We deal separately with the question of decentralisation of! 
authority and functions, but would only stress that the. regional 
stations must have necessary freedom in the presentation of news bulletins 
and. newsreels a~d. public affairs programmes. The· preponderance 
of news from. the capital. is neither healthy nor of interest to regional 
listeners. 

385. We have discussed. the importance of listener. research earlier,. 
but here. we must stress the. need for such research to find out what people 
want in the way of news and commentaries, when they want. it, what they 
miss, and how they react to the programmes. Advance planning and a quick 
review of performance are necessary for· a good news service. Without lis
tener research, neither is possible. 

386. ~adio news is in many ways more important and far-reaching 
than what the newspapers can provide. It is· unfortunate that it has not 
been developed to its full potentiality. A continuous. evaluation of out
put and listeners' reactions is essentiaL 

387. The News Division needs to be. radically reorganised on the basis 
of freedom for professional. newsmen to function, without interference in 
the selection and presentation of news with authority to use adequate funds, 
staff and facilities for up-to-date countrywide news·coverage and for a worth
while contribution to public infoqnation on public affairs. 

388. Monitoring:-Every news. room need~ monitored reports of broad
casts of leading raqio organisations. Their importance. lies in not only ob
taining the latest news from other sou~ces lor home .and external bulletins. 
and for the preparation of poiitical an?. other commentaries which accom-' 
pany them but also· for taking note of and ~ountering unfriendly propaganda. 
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389, A Monitoring Unit was set up in India in 1940 under the Military 
fntei!igence Branch oi the Defence Department Throughout the war i~ 
.continued to grow as the. ne.ed for. counter-propaganda· increased. After 
1he war it ·was placed in an attenuated form under the newly constituted 
Ministry, of Information and· Broadcasting. A little later it became a subor
-dinate office of AIR In 1961 it was placed under the admi1J.istrative cont
rol of the Director of News Services; when the Central fuformation Service 
was constituted, the Director and the Assistant Director of Monitoring were 
selected from that Service. 

390. 1'he Monitoring Serv1ce contmues to be located in its original home 
at. Simla away from AIR headquarters and the· News Room: To facilitate 
·quicker communication a teleprinter service was installed in 1948 to connect 
the Unit with the News Services Division. It covers at present 93 broad
casts from 24 stations every day. A complete schedule of broadcasts 
monitored is given ~low. [ ] * 

391. A daily 'Radio Trend Report' and a weekly 'Analysis of Foreign 
Broadcasts' .is issued by the Monitoring Service, not only for the benefit of 
·the News Division but also for the Ministries, particularly of External 
Affairs, Defence and Home. 

392. Because of'its distant location and difficulties of quick transmission 
·of news,. a supplementary monitoring unit has been set up in the News 
Services Division in Dellii itself. We were told that it was not. possible to 
.dispense with this duplication until the Monitoring Service is brought 
down to. Delhi. There is already a move to do so, but because of diffi
.culties of: accommodation it is proposed to locate it at [ ]** 15 miles 
away. If so, the problem of communication will still remain and the sup
plementary unit may have to be maintained. We consider that the unit 
should be housed in close proximity to the News Room to be of real value. 
If inescapable, the [ ]** unit should be linked by special telephone 
;:abies to dci away with uneconomic duplication. 

393. The organisation of the Monitoring Service presents many pro
blems. Since· monitoring of foreign· language broadcasts bas to be done, 
the manning; of. the unit· presents difficulties which are not very different 
from those- of manning the external services. The only difference is that 
.since monitors do .not have to broadcast,· their voice training is not neces
·sary. But-since they have to translate some monitored. material into English 
they have to be proficient to follow the. spoken language. and. to grasp the 
·nuances- and import· of the broadcasts they individually monitor. 

394." The salaries offered to monitors are even lower than those·offered 
1o translato~s in the Ex"ternal Services and for several years posts of moni
tors for certain language broadcasts have remained unfilled. 

. . . . ' 

•Not printed . 
.. Omitted. 
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395. In the case of staff engaged for monitoring broadcasts in English,. 
Urdu, and Ianiuages familiar to Indians, not only is the salary offered small> 
but the prospects for promotion are negllgible.' ]t is therefore not possible
to get competent people: We were told by the representatives of the Moni
tors' Welfare Association that though their duties are journalistic they are
treated as stenographers simply because they are required to know shorthand: 
for their work. They should ·not be treated as part of the clerical estab
listment but as journalists in the News Division. 

396. We attach great importance to the monitoring of foreign broad
casts properly. In the section 'Broadcasts for the Border Regions' 
we have pointed out that without complete and reliable information on the
contents of unfriendly broadcasts, it is not possible to design our broadcasts 
to counter them effectively. The impact of these broadcasts should not 
be underrated. [ ] • 

397. As monitoring is essential_both for news as also for preparing mate
rial for counter-propaganda, it .must be done efficiently and should cover all 
broadcasts in which India is interested. Monitoring broadcasts from all 
countries is not necessary, but all broadcasts from unfriendly neighbouring 
countries irrespective of the languages used should be fully covered. It is 
obvious that several of the radio organisations [ ] * arc included not 
because they are important from our point of view, but because they broad
cast in English, which the unit can easily monitor. We feel that adequate
staff, both quantitatively and qualitatively, must be made available to the
Monitoring Service, and that proper facilities for monitoring selectively and' 
for communicating the material IJlOnjtored quickly must be provided. The
.ast factor in such an essential matter is unimportant; ways and means must· 
be found to meet the requirements, il· n~essary by subvention from 
MinistrieS interested. 

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING 

398. A survey condu.cted by UNEsCO has established conclusively that 
radio and· television have made significant · ci>ntribution to the cause or 
education. Even in countries where . the· percentage of illiteracy is negli
cible and the. educational system is ·well organised with well equipped and· 
-.ell etafied schools, these media play a role with programmes which en
rich the knowtedge of the students and widen their horizon. In other coun
lriC8, where the rate of illiteracy is. high and educational facilities are defi
llient, these media have been harnessed with remarkable results for giving 
~cbool lessons of quality to supplement and even replace those given by the
teachers. They have also launched progranunes of adult literacy on telo
"tisicm. ·-In India with the rate of illiteracy as high as 77 per cent, insul'ij-
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ciency of trained teachers, school -buildings, equipment and other teaching 
aids, the scope for the use of these media· is unlimited .. 

399. We analyse in this review tlie extent to whlcli radio has been used 
for educational purposes, the results achleved, .aiid suggest how best such 
broadcasts can be made more effective and. purposeful. -We confine the pre• 
sent examination to programmes for organised listening in schools, ~ 
:rammes for university students ·and. programmes for illiterates and neo
literate adults. We have dealt. separately with the potential of radio ·and 
television to bring to the community at large education in its broader con
cept. 

School Bro{!dca9ta 

400. The. Output.--A start was ·made with radio .lessons as early as 
i929 when the Bombay Station introduced programmes for school chiJ:. 
dren. At the initiative of the Corporation ·of Madra!, which had provided 
radio sets in a number of schools, the Madras Station also introduced music 
lessons and stories for school children in special programmes in 1930. · The 
Calcutta Station followed suit in 1932 and made school broadcasts a part 
ef its programmes. 

401. The education p61icy of AIR was, ho~ever, evolved on its, reorgani
sation in 1937 in consultation with educational .experts. It was decided 
that educational broadcasts should form a part of its programmes and should 
be radiated from all its stations. Today 26. of the 34 stations have regular 

-schapl programmes, some daily, others. three Or four times a week. · There 
have been dilliculties in extending the service to the remainmg stations but 
these are bein~ gradually overcome. to' give countrywide coverage. The 
table below indicates the stations whi~h broadcast programmes· for schools, 
their duration per i1ay and frequency per wee~ 

Stat! Oil Duration Prequency ' ~lion. Duration Frequency· 

Hl9; M:ta. Hrs. Mts. 

••nralore • .. 1 ~ B Sift'tla .• 1 20 4" 
Calicut 1 40 5 Junun41U' 1 20 4 
Madras Ai !I 4 10 . ! JaipDT 1 20 ,. 
lfirucbl s ()() ~ Cuttaek 1 30 3 
Bombay A· a: B •. · ' 10 40 5 -Tndoro , 2 ()() 3 
AhmedabadfBaro4a J 20· 8 Jlajkot , ,_ "3 40 s· 
Poona . ' 40 ' Dhanrar 1 40 s 
"'afiPIU' ! 30 • Triv.lndma 1 40 s· 
Patoa . ! 38 ' . 

Hyderabad • 2 39 ,, 
Allahabad: t 30· 4 Vijayawada • .. t so 5 
Luelmow • t 30 4 •hopal. · ! 00 3. 

Ddl>l .. ~ ... • Oauhatl. ... J ()() 3· 
Calcoou. ! 30 •• 
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402. 29,620 schools mainly in the cities are registered with AIR aS' 
listening schools. In. this field as in others AIR is urban oriented. We 
should have expected it to take initiative in serving the smaller towns and 
rural areas in preference· as they do not have ci>mpatable facilities and 
aids for competent teaching. We recognise the limitations of AIR. The 
provision of radio sets in the schools, fitting l!!ssons into the time-tables 
can. only be a cooperative effort in which the state authorities· play a com
plementary role. There are lapses on the part of both and· the broadcasts 
have not had the impact needed or intended; 

403. Surveys conducted over the last three or four years revealed that 
hardly any school in the cities covered took advantage of the broadcasts. 
We therefore requested our Consult!!nt to probe into the causes and indicate 
why- a project so vital and even· indispensable in our educational life con
tinues- to be a failure. The inability to cope with the increasing number 
of children ·requiring school education has ·given a new· dimension to teach
ing through the media of radiq and television. This was also a question 

·we remitted to our Consultant. 

404. The study was undertaken by a team of educationists under the 
:guidance of the Consultant but it had to be confined to the Delhi region 
both on considerations of. time and expenditure; We consider however 
-that the survey should be accepted as representative. 

405. The study was in four parts: (i) an analysis of the programmes 
broadcast including the examination of radio scripts, (ii) a revieW' of the 
literature sent to· schools by AIR to assist them in organising listening to 
programmes, (iii)· observation of the lessons as received in the classroom 
.and (iv) interviews with teachers. 

406. An Analysis of the Programme.-The analysis .of the program
mes broadcast by AIR was undertaken to see whether the subjects selected 
were suitable and whether they were correctly presented. It revealed that 
the concept of the program:me was faulty in Indian conditions. AIR had 
adopted the practice of broadcasting general programmes· as in other coun
tries to enrich the knowledge of the students. The programmes were not 
directly related to subjects in the ·school syllabus. This neither enthused 
the school authorities nor the students. The former were disinclined and. 
also found it difficult to make room in their crowded syllabus for broad
casts not direetly related to it. And the students did not take to them as· 
they. were not useful in their examinations. This belated realisation has in
duced AIR to reorient these programmes to give lessons in the cumcuhim. 
Meanwhile, effort and money had been wasted in pursuit of the ideal. 
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407. We have mentioned elsewhere that unless audience research is pro
.perly organised and the utility of AIR's different programmes assessed, time, 
efl"ort and money would continue to be consumed in putting out programmes
which neither attract .listening nor serve any purpose. Its importance is
amply illustrated by the failure ·Of the school programmes. Had AIR the 
mechanism at its disposal . it would have, we trust, reorganised the pro
gram.mes much earlier. The .listener research unit which has been recently 
resuscitated should be requir<;d to cover in its scope a periodic assessment 
of the new school programmes enlisting the cooperation of and jointly with 
the state educational authorities. This alone will litake it .POssible to ad
ju5t them to changing conditions. 

408. We should stress that the success of the educational programme
depends on the measure of cooperation which the state educational authori
ties give. Jt is only with their active· colJaboration that programmes can 
be made useful and their reception in the schools ensured. It is again only· 
the state officials who can cover the gaps in audience research and test the· 
utility of the service provided by frequent inspections and on the spot 
observations. 

409. Even now, the lessons are not properly geared.~o the needs of the· 
schools. The subjects chosen are not invariably those which need mote· 

·competent teaching than available. Secondly, there is also in some places 
nibbling at several subjects in the curriculum. We consider' that the subjects. 
to be taught should be selected carefully, preference being given to scientific· 
subjects and languages. 

410. We are also told that the three language formula adopted cannot 
be implemented except with the help of radio if the other subjects are not 
to be neglect~d in the process; and that the cause of Hindi would have 
been better senied if AIR had broadcast Hindi lessons for school children irr 
preference to lessons for adults which it had earlier introduced and has now 
discontiimed. 

411. The presentation of material is neither imaginative nor is it plan
ned correctly. To give but one example, a series of broadcasts entitled 
'story of modern inventions' was arranged in the following sequence: . the· 
camera; the film; the telephone; the telegraph; the radio; electricity, and 
television spread over a period of three and a half months. Obviously the 
talk on electricity should have preceded those on the telephone, telegraph 
and radio to make them more intelligible. There was no correlation bet
ween the talks and no attempt to present them as a connected whole .. The 
staggering of the talks over a long period also detracted from their value. 

412. Secondly, the delivery of the talks suffered from the usual defi
ciency; the voice was not attractive, the intonation was defective and the 
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d_elivery monotonous. These aspects:.become more important when deal
ing with a captive . audience of school children who are inclined to be 
:restive. 

413. AIR has not also fully appreciated that the planning and pro
duction of lessons calls for close collaboration and harmony between 
teachers selected to prepare the scripts and producers responsible for adapt
ing them for radio use. We commend the suggestion that it would be best 
if a few teachers were trained in radio technique and given overall respon
sibility for the programmes. 

414. Education is a state subject, the syllabus varies from state to state 
:and more recently the medium of teaching has been made the state lan
_guage. This stresses the need for closer liaison than now exists between 
AIR officials and state edueational authorities. They are no doubt repre
-sented in the school broadcast consultative panel constituted by AIR 
-stations. But these panels meet infrequently and run through the pro-
grammes for the following term. in a routine manner. Coordination to 
be effective· must be more detail eli · a:nd tho educational authorities must 
feel as much involved a:s AIR in the planning and production of lessons, 
their successful presentation and in their evaluation. In our discussions 
with the educational authorities of various states we gathered that at pre
sent the State Governments do not feel actively involved with these-broad
casts. They feel that they should be asked to organise both the pro
_grammes and the listening to them. 

415. Literature for Schools.-AIR stations issue to the listening 
-schools pamphlets giving particulars of broadcasts for each term. Some 
of these are also illustrated. We are informed that the pamphlets are not 
always issued in time, the children have no opportunity of looking at them 
or the illustrations, and that even the teachers do not take the trouble of 
using them as guides to the lessons broadcast. To serve a 'useful purpose 
these pamphlets ·should be printed in bulk and sold to the schools as the 
BBC does for free issue to the children. Material like film strips, charts, 
pictures, maps, etc., are also required for a better understanding of the 
school broadcasts. All these cost money which is not usually available, 
yet without them the lessons are of doubtful utility. Unless educational 
broadcasts are accepted by all concerned as essential and made eligible 
for a part of the resources earmarked for education we do not foresee a 
bright future for them. The- National Institute of Audio-Visual Educa
tion should also participate in providing necessary material anci it should 
not be difficuit to evolve a formula for sharing of costs between the various 
authorities concerned. In any event, the cost aspect should not be an 
important element in making the school lessons purposeful and productive 
<>f results . 

. 416. Reception in Schools.-The reception of the programmes in 
<the schools presents many problems. Very few schools can afford to buy 
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-.sets, fewer still have a common hall where the set can be installed for 
listening by more than one class at a time when general knowledge pro
grammes ·are on the air, and except m; very few schools there are no 
1oud speakers to carry. the programmes to individual classrooms. Here 
.again, the National Institute of Audio-Visual Education should come to 
the rescue of the schools. 

417. The question of maintaining the sets in proper working order con
tinuously is another important matter. There are difficulties in doing so 
more particularly in schools in small towns and villages. The state autho
rities should make ·suitable . arrangements for the maintenance of the sets 
:along with that of the community listening sets. 

418. We are also told that in many schools a teacher is not present in 
the class which is receiving a radio lesson. The stUdents are left to their 
<>wn devices for absorbing the lesson broadcast. The technique of radio 
lessons calls for both preparatory work as also follow up by a teacher. 
Without these, the lessons are not understood and assimilated. This re
<juirement can be met only by undertaking the training of teachers them
selves both by radio and short training courses. 

419; Reactions of Teachers.-The reaction of the teachers was 
.ascertained by interviewing them. They made it clear that unless the 
'broadcasts are directly related to the school curriculum, they can neither 
be accoJ!llilodated withiii the time-table nor can they be of any value to 
the students. Secondly, unless time-tables of all the schools are h3nnonis
.ed, the lessons broadcast cannot be availed of by all of them. It should 
be necessary for the state authorities not only to make the lessons com
pulsory but also to introduce a uniform time-table. 

420. An alternative has been suggested of providing tape-recordings 
·of programmes to schools. One advantage would be that they can be used 
to suit the time-table of the individual schools; another would be that the 
recorded programme could be interrupted by the teacher when needed 
-to explain or discuss a passage. Secondly, where schools run in two shifts, 
:recorded programmes alone would make it possible to give the lessons 
to both 6hifts. Thirdly, as the curriculum does not normally change more 
·Often than once in three years, the same tape could be used for successive 
years.· This is an alternative worth exploring. 

421. On the basis of experience of countries similarly placed and the 
·success of the Denii television educational project, we are convinced that 
the. time has come when the role of radio in the field of school education 
should be determined. This has to be a combined effort by the pooling 
of resources between the Union Ministry and the State Ministries of Edu
-cation and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. At present, 
AIR has evolved its own policy in regard to educational broadCl!Sts and 
:the place they should have in its priorities. AIR rests content with allocat-
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ing 3 per cent of its budget to school and. university broadcasts. This 
scanty allocation is reflected ·in the indifferent quality of 'the programmes 
it provides. Similarly, the allocation of time on transmitters follows the 
same pattern, a few minutes !l day is all that it devotes to these broadcasts. 

422. It is not a question of AIR giving more time and resources to
education, it is a question of evolving a national policy and programme in 
which all the elements fulfil their assigned roles with resources sufficient 
to do so. 

423. It is unfortunate that educational authorities both at ·the national 
and the state levels have not so far appreciated the massive role radio can 
play in the better fulfilment of their plans and even a better utilisation of 
their resources. Radio can reach isolated communities and regions which 
have no school buildings or trained teachers ot other educational facilities. 
It can .~iuich education where it is well organised. Onc.e this realisation 
comes, the question of pooling resources and their allocation to the agencies 
can be satisfactorily settled. 

424. Advisory Board for School Broadcasting.-lt is in this expecta
tion that we recommend the following steps to give character and purpose 
to the educational broadcasts:-

( 1) An Advisory Board for school broadcasting should be constituted 
with members representing the. Union Ministry of Education, State educa7 
tiona! authorities, distinguished university professors and school teachers 
and representatives of AIR. 

(2) The Board should form sub-committees to plan the course in each 
different subject. These sub-committees should also select specialists for 
writing, scmtinising and evaluating scripts and arrange suitable illustrative 
material for the broadcasts. · 

(3) The Board should have local boards in each state with representa~ 
tives of the local station and the local educational authorities to adapt ana 
implement the phins for individual courses of study planned by the
National Board. 

(4) The State Boards should select the schools to which sets should' 
be allotted and they should have a co·nsultative service qn technical matters. 
to give advice on different types of equipment, recording techniques and: 
the proper maintenance of sets in schools. 

(5) The National Board should obtain a periodic evaluation of the· 
impact of the school broadcasts. These surveys should be planned by the 
State Boards with AIR's listener research unit and the results ·placed before 
the National Board to enable it to adjust and enlarge the programmes as 
needed. 
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( 6) Se~ars and conferences should be. organised to promote school 
broadcasting. 

(7) The National Board should have • an Information and Evaluation 
Service to provide information to schools and to State Boards on scripts 
and· recordings available from different centres. 

(8) The Board should prepare an overall estimate of resources needed 
for giving effect to the approved plan a:nd also ·determine from time to 
time their allocation to the following items and have power to reappro
priate from one head to another:-

(a) Provision for supply of sets to schools and their maintenance. 
(b) Allocations to AIR stations for jn-ogrammes and producers. 
(c) Strengthening of the National Institute for Audio-Visual Educa-

tion and the audio-visual units of the State Governments. 
(d) Production of illustrative material. 
(e) Supply of discs, tapes, etc. to schools. 
(f) Research and training. 
(g) Seminars, conferences, etc. 

Programmes for University Students 

425. Twenty·five stations broadcast programmes for university students; 
the frequency varies from once a month to once a week. These broad
casts are made fairly late in the evening. This makes it possible for stu
dents to listen to them only individually; they cannot do so collectively. 

426. Recent investigations by AIR show that the interest evinced 
by students was 'not encouraging'. Unless the&e broadcasts are organised 
on the lines of community listening and become a forum of discussion with 
a professor participating, . we fear that they will :not serve any useful 
purpose. 

427. Secondly, the topics of the talks should be such as to be of value 
to the students. At present the talks are of a very general nature and are 
not of help. in an examination oriented educational' system. Consequently, 
they fail to evoke any enthusiasm. 

428. Correspondence Courses.-In. other countries the radio organises 
correspondence courses for students. We are glad to hear that AIR is con
sidering the broadcast of regular direct teaching programmes for under
graduates in collaboration with the Correspondence department of the Delhi 
University. But the problem is to find time for such correspondence 
courses. The existing chan:nels can hardly accommodate the school and 
university broadcasts and they cannot in any case release time at con
venient listening hours. The question once again becomes one of availa
bility of finance but if a channel is used exclusively for educational pro
grammes, as in some countries we visited, its scope and reach could be so 
extensive a:nd its purpose so fruitful that. economies in the present educa
tional budgets would be more than enough to sustain the programmes. 

17 I. & B.-8. 
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429. Closed circuit University Broadcasts.-A leading university sug
gested that it should be allowed to have its owri closed circuit broadcast
ing system to serve the affiliated colleges which are unable to engage 
teachers of the right calibre. It had made this request earlier, but it had 
been negatived by the Government of India. It proposes to approach the 
Government once again. We are of the opinion that this initiative i~ 
worth while and should be encouraged. It will be all to the good if the 
university can introduce this mode of improving the quality of teaching 
in its more distant affiliates without making demands on Government. It 
may encourage other universities also to introduce a similar scheme. If 
so, it would be a significant contribution towards improving university 
education. 

Educational Programmes for Adults 

430. In the chapter on television we deal with the question of eradi
cating illiteracy through visual presentation successfully exploited in other 
countries. Radio is :not a suitable medium to make illiterates literate but 
it is the one which is of great value in carrying general education to com
paratively less educated people and even to illiterates. A UNESCO survey 
proved that productivity increased considerably when radio was used to 
convey to the illiterates information and knowledge material to their avoca
tions in life. Similarly, social transformation has been progressively 
brought about through the medium of radio. Television is a more suitable 
medium for adult illiterates and we have discussed in the chapter on televi
sion how it should be mobilised for a concerted drive to eradicate !Jliteracy. 

431. -AIR has sPt:cial programmes. for rural listeners, industrial 
workers,· women and children. We have dealt with some of these at the 
appropriate places in our report. We would only add that here also AIR's 
efforts should be dovetailed into an overall plan coordinating the activities 
of various agencies, both official and non-official, in these fields of 
development. 

BROADCASTS FOR THE BORDER REGIONS 

432. We had made an interim report on 'Radio Coverage for the 
Border Areas' in February 1965. This was in pursuance of our plan to 
make interim recommendations from time to time which were susceptible 
of immediate implementation and which would improve the quality and 
content of our media of publicity. 

433. In consideration of the urgency and importance of radio coverage 
of the border regions, more particularly after the unprovoked Chinese 
aggression in 1962 and the mounting radio propaganda of unfriendly neigh
bouring countries, we decided to take up in the first instance the examina
tion of this question. 
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434. We held accordingly discussions with the Chief of Army Staff, the 
adviser to the NEF A administration, and the technical staff of AIR to 
assess the situation. We were disturbed to find that the external services 
cf AIR. generally and those intended for border regions in particular were 
inadequate in many directions. · 

435. Services-Past and Present.-We were informed that as a 
.result of a shift in _policy a few years ago, the growth of the exter;nal 
serviceS had been sacrificed to strengthen the internal services andl,. in 
consequence, the broadcasts to , the sensitive border areas and beyond had 
come to be largely neglected. The Chinese attack brought the realisation 
that our radio coverage of these areas should be considerably expanded and 
certain steps were taken to that end. 

436. Broadcasts for the- border areas cannot be described wholly as 
external services; they provide information and entertainment not only to 
listeners beyond our borders but also to our own nationals in the region. 
The external service broadcasts both in Nepali and Tibetan; so does the 
home service for border areas. We consider that the policy ia regard to 
the planning of these two separate programmes in these two languages 
should be coordinated and barmonised to make both more effective and 
purposeful. The services now proVided are given below:-

(1) ShOrt-wave programmes u;_ Tibetan, Nepali, Chinese and Burmese 
from the External Services in Delhi; 

(2) Short-wave programmes in Nepali, Tibetan, Bhutanese and Siki
mese from the Kurseong Station; 

(3) Short-wave programmes of music in local dialects for NEFA and 
Nagaland from Gauhati; 

(4) Medium-wave programmes from Kohima and Imphal; 

(5) Medium-wave broadcasts in Ladakhi and Shortwave broadcast in 
Kinnauri from the Srinagar and Simla Stations respectively; 

(6) Short-wave broadcasts in Kumaoni and Garhwali from Lucknow. 

437. Since their inception little had been done to assess the impact of 
the programmes, to augment and adjust them in directions necessary and 
generally to improve their language, quality and content to enhance their 
attraction and appeal. 

438. The interim report we made led to a review of the position and 
certain adjustments ·were made to accord with our recommendations. We 
are glad to note that available transmission facilities have ·been mobilised 
to a large extent, but nontheless a great deal remains to be done to give 
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a satisfactory coverage to these sensitive areas. The services now .provid
ed are shown in the table b!:low:-

Sl. Station 
No. 

2 

1. Lucknow 

2. Kohima 

3. Imphal 

4. Gaubati 

Previous daily dura- Present daily dura-
tion and languages tion and languages 
as in January 1965 as in March 1966 

3 4 

Kumaoni 15 mts. Kumaoni 20 mts. 
Garhwali / Garhwali 20 mts. 

TOTAL 15 mts. Total 40 mts. 

Angami } Angami l Chakesang Chakesang 
Rengma 15 mts. Rengma 
Lotha each Lotha 25 mts. 
Sema Serna 1 each 
Ao Ao J 

TOTAL 

Belcang l Sngtam 
Vimchingir 15 mts. 
Konyak each 
Phom J 
Kuki 

---
90 mts. Total 240mts. 

Kabui Naga 20 mts. 

Short or Mediuin 
Wave 

5 

Short-wave 

An additional 2 kw 
short-wave transmit
ter added to extend 
the coverage of the 
1 KW Medium-wave 
transmitter origi• 
nally proposed for 
the 4th Plan period 
brought forward to 
3rd Plan and 
arrangeme 
ted. 

KabuiNaga 
Thada Thadao 30 mts. Medium-wave 
Mao 
Tangkbul 

Mao 20 mts. 
Tangkbul 30 mts. 
Hmar 15mts. 
Paite 15 mts. 
Anal } 15 mts. 
Vaiphe each on 
Maring alternate 

days. 

TOTAL 100 mts. Total • 145 mts. 

Ao 
Angami 
Serna 
Lotha 

1 
~ 15mts. 
• each 
J 

Nefa } 
music and 60 m.ts 

Assaniese 
News 

Ao 
Angami 
Serna 
Lotha 

~ 15 mts. Short-wave 
J each 

Thadao 15 mts. 
Tangkbul each 

Nefa 1 
music and 
Assamese 
News J 

60 mts. 
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1 2 3 4 s 

Mikir lSmts. Mikir lSmts. Short-wave 
Dimasa IS mts. Dim a sa IS mts. 
Garo 45 mts. Garo 45 mts: 
Khas!-Jaintia 45 mts. Khasi-Jaintia 4S mts. 
Lushai 45 mts. Lushai 45 mts. 
Nepali 
(Bi -weekly) 30mts. Nepali 60 mts. 

TOTAL 295mts. TOTAL 375mts. 

S. Srinagar 

~- Simla 

Ladakhi 45 mts. Ladakhi 

Kinnauri lSmts. 

~t~J1 
4S mts. Medium-wave 

Short-wave 

TOTAL 15 mts. 

7. Kurseong Nepali 60mts. 
Tibetan 80mts. 
Bhutanese 6 mts. 
Sikkimese 12 mts. 

TOTAL 158mts. 

Mahasu 
Bilaspuri 15 mts. 
Madiyali each 
Sirmauri 
Pangi 

ToTAL lOS mts. 

Nepali 140 mts. 
Tibetan 10Smts. 
Bhutanese lSmts. 
Sikkimese 30 mts. 

TOTAL 290mts. 

Short-wave 

439. The Role of Radio.-Raclio has two major roles to fulfil in the 
northern border region of India. First, it has to provide news and enter
tainment to our Forces deployed along the remote and almost inaccessible 
frontiers where living conditions are hard and primitive. Heavy snow
falls and landslides often isolate these areas for considerable periods each 
year .and rndio becomes the only available mean~ of communication with 
the ·rest of the community. The high altitude, bad weather and compa
rative inactivity induce boredom in the troops and there is the tendency 
to listen to the attractive programmes blended With subtle propaganda put 
out by high-powered foreign transmitters throughout the day and night. 
Secondly, it has to provide educational and entertainment j)rogrammes 
for the local population varied to suit the tastes and need.~ of the many 
tribes which inhabit the region and to create a favourable atmosphere to 
bring about amity and harmony between the local population and the 
Forces deployed there. 
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440. The Chinese presence on our border and the extensive use they 
make of the radio for subversive propaganda have given a new dimension 
to the role of AIR. It has become necessary for AIR also to function 
effectively as an instrument of counter-propaganda to neutralise the impact 
of foreign propaganda, particularly of the distorted and false news items 
which are beamed to the frontier region. The content of the broadcasts 
has also to be suitably modified to project the true image of India, to 
explain her plans for economic and social progress, her democratic way 
of life and above all her policy of peaceful co-existence. 

441. We have attempted to assess the extent to which AIR has been 
able to fulfil these purposes or is indeed organised to do so. Our exami
nation revealed that there are deficiencies both in the provision of trans
mission facilities and in programm.e planning. These are_related issues; 
the flexibility of programme planriing is largely conditioned by availabi
lity of transmitter facilites. 

442. Existing Transmission Facilities.-It is necessary therefore to 
examine first the transmission facilities earmarked for servicing this region. 
The table above shows that there are no medium-wave trai!smitters, except 
the. two at Kohima and Imphal, providing a medium-wave service to the 
region. [ ]*. They are not capable even of servicing the state and the 
union territory where they are respectively located. The Srinagar medium
wave transmitter puts out a 45-minute Ladakhi service daily. This is 
hardly adequate. 

443. This deficiency is sought to be. met by providing short-wave 
services. Apart from their relatively negligible duration, these service& 
are not as steady, dependable· and free from interference as medium-wave 
transmissions. Moreover, the small number of privately owned sets are 
mostly of the single-band medium-wave transistorised variety and cannot 
receive the short-wave broadcasts. These, therefore, reach only a small 
number of people through the community listening sets provided by 
Government. In other words, the present coverage AIR provides in this 
strategic region is insignificant and its impact imperceptible. 

444. Mediu!Ilrwave transmission alone can provide a satisfactory 
coverage but they have shortcomings also. Day-time broadcasts on me
dium-wave, technically known as the primary service, have a somewhat 
limited range which varies with the P'!Wer of the transmitter. The evening 
broadcasts, known as the secondary service, have a wider reach but their 
clarity depends on the terrain and climatic conditions and mainlv on 
distance from originating stations. 

445. This analysis establishes that high-power medium-wave trans
mitters will have to be installed apd in close. proximity to the target area; 

"Omitted. 
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if AIR is to play a purposeful role, as it inevitably must, in breaking down 
the barriers of isolation and in securing the emotional, social and cultural 
integration of the tribal people into the main -stream of our national life. 

446. Programmes.-The planning of programmes, their duration, con
tent and timing are as important as, if not more important, than the crea
tion of transmission facilities. The general complaints about these and 
other broadcasts for the frontier region are:-

(a) The transmissions are weak and consequently indistinct and 
often inaudible; 

(b) The: timings of the programmes are unsuitable and do not 
therefore ensure maldmum listening; 

(c) The duration of the programmes · is totally inadequate, and 

(d) The.language used is often other than their dialect and is. not 
fully understood by the tribal people. 

44 7. The Adviser to the NEF A administration told us that at present 
a short-wave programme is broadcast daily from Gauhati at 4:00 P.M. 
but its duration is only one hour. In addition, there is a special daily 
programme of news and commentary in NEFA-Assamese from Delhi 
relayed from the Gauhati Station for 15 minutes at 7.45 A.M. 

448. The Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh informed us that the 
programme from Lucknow for the Uttar Pradesh-Tibet area is ouly 
of 45 minutes duration and uses only Kumaoni and Garhwali dialects. 
There are no programmes for Bhutias, Tokhas; Morchas and Jards. 
Moreover, the programme, such as it is, is not clearly heard in the moun
tainous region. 

449. Against these admitted deficiencies, the Chinese and Pakistani 
broadcasts beamed on their powerful transmitters, conveniently located, 
can be heard clearly both on the sl)ort and medium waves. We have not 
been able to obtain a complete picture of Chinese radio coverage 
but a considerable area on the border is exposed to these broadcasts: 
They are not only more suitably timed, and their duration considerable, 
but they are superior in volume and quality to AIR broadcasts. It is not 
unnatural therefore for our troops and the tribal people to tune in to 
these broadcasts which are available to them at convenient hours. This 
is not a situation which can be faced with equanimity. 

450. Plans for the Future.-The Ministry of Information and Broad
casting has recently appreciated the seriousness of the situation and has 
arranged for the installation of two 500 Kw transmitters on the West 
Coast and one 1000 Kw transmitter near Calcutta. It is estimated that it 
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will take at least two years to instal and commission the transmitters. We 
were informed by the technical staff of AIR that if the present procedure 
for getting the work of inStaJ!ation, etc. executed by other agencies of 
Government, could be dispensed with, it should be possible .to bring the 
transmitters into use appreciably .earlier. It is needless for us to stress 
the urgency of taking all steps as may be necessary to complete the 
arrangements long overdue for the installatiOn of these transmitters. It is 
also necessary to mention that the transmitter near Calcutta will not 
provide a complete primary medium-wave service for the Eastern region. 
In other words, AIR's present transmission facilities are so deficient that 
even with adjustment AIR would not be able to provide a reasonably 
satisfactory coverage for this region. 

451. To rectify this position, the Ministry has also prop<)se_d provision 
in the Fourth Plan for the installation of a number of transmitters for 
serving the border regions; these· are to be located at Dibrugarh, Jorhat, 
Gorakhpur, Almora, Leh and Jaisalmer. Even if the proposals are ac
cepted, these transmitters can hardly be commissioned before five to seven 
years. Having regard to the developing situatiOn in NEFA and the conti
guous region, we had recommended that the installation of a high-powered 
medium-wave transmitter at Jorhat should no longer be deferred and its 
installation should be taken in hand immediately to serve the dual purpose 
of giving radio coverage to NEFA and for countering intensive hostile 
propaganda: in this region. These suggestions, we . believe. have been 
taken up and provisiOn is being made in the Fourth Plan. 

452. The secondary medium-wave service of AIR transmitters at Delhi, 
Lucknow, Patna, Srinagar, J ullundur, Simla, Gauhati and Calcutta can 
cover the entire region. The demands on them for internal services. which 
have been given undue importance and priority, come in the way of using 
them more extensively to broadcast programmes for this region in the 
dialects of the area. Of these only Srinagar broadcasts in Ladakhi for a 
very limited tim~ each day. Thus they do not give the secondary 
medium-wave services which they are in a position to give with the 
tran~mission facilities available. While we appreciate that this additional 
coverage can be arranged only at the expense of the listeners in the primary 
listening areas of the stations, we feel that it will indeed be a . small price 
to pay to give some additional coverage to the border areas. A proper 
balance should now be established so that the secondary medium-wave 
services .for the border region receive proper recognition and a proper 
place in the transmissions. The extended hours of transmission which 
have been introduced recently do not serve the needs of the people on the 
horder as the programmes are not in their languages. 
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453. It is not possible to provide a primary medium-wave service for 
listeners in Nepal, Tibet, China and Burma and adequate coverage will 
have to be provided by extending secondary and short-wave services. It 
should, however, be possible to provide· such a service to Sikkim 
and Bhutan and the border region beyond, if transmitters were to be ins
talled in these territories. This would partially offset the present defi
ciency. 

454. Pending consideration of the proposals we have made for in
creasing transmission capacity, we would reiterate that as an inunediate 
expedient secondary medium-wave services should be beamed from Delhi, 
Lucknow, Patna, Gauhati and other Stations in replacement of or to sup
plement the present short-wave services. 

455. Special Forces Programmes.-We had discussed the duration and 
content of the programmes with the Chief of Army Staff who had made 
the following major suggestions which we fully endorsed :-

(a) The duration of the special Forces programmes varied from 
30 to 60 minutes every day. This allocation of time was too 
meagre and did not provide for maximum listening. The 
hours of work for the Forces are staggered and relatively· only 
a small percentage of troops could thus listen to the special 
programme. He suggested that the duration of the prog
ramme should be increased to two hours and they should be 
put out in two spells of one hour each, the actual timings for 
each region being settled in consultation with the army autho
rities. We are glad that our recommendations have been 
largely implemented as the schedule below shows: 

Station Previous Present Increase Remarks 
duration duration 

North East Frontier 

Delhi 1 hour 2 hours 1 hour 

Gauhati 1! hours 1 hr. 50 _20 mts. 
mts. 

SiligUri 1 hour 50 mts. 
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Station Previous Present Increase Remarks 
duration duration 

KasliirUr-Punjab Sector 

Srinagar I hr. 2 hrs. 50mts. Additional after· 
IOmts. noon transmission 

Jammu 30mts. 2 brs. I hr. Additional · after-
5mts. 35 mts. noon and evening 

transmissions. 

Jullundur 30 mts. 30 mts. New service from 
3-4-1966. 

Western Border 

Rajkot I hr. I hr. 

Ahmedabad ·I hr. I hr. started only re-
} These are new services 

Bhuj I hr. 
cently. 

I hr. 

Vividh Bharati-Week days I hour 5! hours .q hours 

On holidays & Sundays 30 mts. 30 mts. 

(b) The content of the programme should l;le varied and made 
much more interesting and attractive to encourage maximum 
listening to our own broadcasts. It would improve the 
quality if defence personnel had a larger share in the plan
ning of programmes; they have a better knowledge of the 
tastes and. preferences of the troops. 

(c) Servicemen should be encouraged to write scripts and act in 
short skits under the guidance of AIR ·s specialised staff. 
This would give psychological satisfaction and create a 
greater interest in AIR's broadcasts. 

(d) Film music in all major Indian languages should be included 
ir. the special programmes. 

(e) Lessons in local tribal languages in simple Hindi should be 
made a part of the programmes. This would make com
munication with the 'locals' easier and foster good relations 
which would by themselves go a long way in neutralising the 
impact of unfriendly propaganda. 

(f) The procedur~ for recording and broadcasting messages from 
the jawans to their families needed improvement. It took 
l!hout two to three months for the recorded . messages to be 
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relayed; this largely cteteatect tne purpose for which th~ 
arrangement was introduced. There should also be arrauge
ment for occasional transmission of messages from their 
families to the jawans, more so. when there is no news or baa 
news from home. This would contribute towards the main
tenance of ·the morale of the troops deployed in inaccessible 
areas living under adverse climatic conditions and constantly 
subjected to physical and mental strain. We trust that these 
recommendations in our interim report are in the process of 
being implemented. 

(g) Multilingual concert groups should be sent to the forward 
areas for entertainiilg the troops. These programmes should. 
be recorded and broadcast later in special Forces and other 
programmes. 

456. Programmes for Civilians.-We had also suggested that it is not 
sufficient to improve the special transmission for the Forces, it is equally 
necessary to provide programmes preferably on ilie medium-wave 
throughout the day for the civilian population, which will lie availed of 
by the troop~ as well. in the border region. It should be possible to 
bring a bout a climate of understanding and goodwill between the troops· 
and the civilians by the imaginative use of sound broadcasting. The 
prcgrammes should provide entertainment with local colour which would 
hold the interest of the listeners. The Vividh Bharati programme has 
an appeal of its own which should be enhanced by the inclusion of folk 
songs and eolklore of the region in special transmissions. The ~rogram
mes of light music and entertainment should be interspersed with talks 
in local dialects which should explain that the presence of the troops is 
for the purpose of protecting the area from external aggression and that 
the agricultural, social and educational programmes initiated are designed 
to briJ:~g prosperity and progress to the region. The main accent should 
be to generate a feeling of oneness with the -rest of the comm:1nity. It 
is only by the subtle and imaginative use of radio that we can ensure 
cooperation. foster understanding and sympathy and cnunteract the im
pact of pern1c1ous foreign propaganda. With the right approach it 
should not be difficult to obtain the right response. 

457. To make these programmes purposeful, it is necessarv to 
arrange for an extensive monitoring of Chine~ broadcasts. Vvithout 
this material. our programme planning would be 'defective and deficient 
and would not be able to counter effectively Chinese propaganda. There 
should also be arrangements for the collection of local news of ~opical· 

interest and of their inclusion in the broadcasts. This would make them 
psychologically attracti~e and encourage maximum listening. 
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458. [ ]* It is unfortunate that no arrangements have been made even 
now for monitoring these broadcasts. It is imperative that immediate steps 
be taken to monitor Chinese broadcasts in all languages beamed to the 
sensitive areas in the northern region. 

459. Coordination.-The planning of .programmes for these regions is 
a difficult exercise and it is doubtful whether AIR is equipped for this 
purpose or whether by itself it will be able to fulfil this responsibility. 

460. We therefore recommend that for the overall supervision and 
direction of broadcasts for civil listeners in Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, Tibet. 
NEFA, Nagaland and Ladakh and all those living on or within our 
Northern frontier, there should be a Board consisting of representatives 
of the Aimed Forces, of the Ministries of External Affairs, Home Affairs. 
Information and Broadcasting, Psychologists, Linguists, Publicity Experts, 
and any other agencies which may be considered appropriate. This 
Board would lay down the general policy for such broadcasts and give 
the necessarv directions. 

461. These directions should be implemented bv a Working Group 
consisting of the Director of the External Publicity Division of the Minis
try of External Affairs, the Directors of External Services and News 
Services of AIR, the Armed Forces Information Officer of the Minis!Iy 
of Defence and a representative of the Ministry of Home Affairs. Day
to-day decisions on the content and treatment of news and ideas in these 
programmes should be the responsibility of the Working Group. 

462. The Western Border.-We had drawn attention in our interim 
report to the inadequacy of radio coverage of the western region abutiing 
on the Rajasthan-Pakistan and Gujarat-Pakistan borders. There were 
neither primary nor secondary medium-wave services to these greas. 
Developments in the Rann of Kutch had highlighted the necessity of 
establishing a radio link with the entire border region as early· as possible. 
The conflict with Pakistan in September 1965 only confirmed our fears . 
. The study of programme requirements and possibilities of these regions 
is not so complicated by reasons of history, terrain, language, tradition, 
social habits and ethnology as in the Northern region. 

463. We understand that in the Fourth Five Year Plan, AIR is pro-
. posing to instal high power medium-wave transmitters at J aisalmer and 
Jodhpur and increase the power of the Bikaner transmitter. These will 
provide a primary service to a restricted area and a secondary service 
to the entire region but this is unlikely to materialise in less than five to 
seven years. · We do not consider it advisable to await the settlement of 

•omited. 
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·the Fourth Plan allocations for improving the ~hannels. of mas$ com
mimication in these strategic. areas. Moreover we are not sure that the 
locations proposed are the most suitable from all points of vlew. 

464. Psychological· Wartare.-It is .not for us 1o stray into the domain 
of strategy and to enquire what steps, if any,· have been taken to initiate 
psychological warfare to counter foreign propaganda and to disseminate 
our own message. We note, however, that radio has not so far been. 
mobilised for this important purpose. We would rest content with 
drawing attention to the measures adopted in the U.K. durllig the last 
war of bringing together eminent people from · diverse fields of activity 
to plan and coordinate counter-propaganda ,material and the extensive 
use made of the BBC for organising resistance and carrying a message of 
hope to occupied Europe. 

BROADCASTS FOR RuRAL AREAS 

465. We were somewhat inhibited in our study of AIR's rural pro~ 
grammes as all relevant material was not available. For example, no 
systematic survey of rural listening has yet been undertaken to assess the 
impact of the programme, to ascertain listeners' preferences and con
venience and to re-shape and re-time the programmes to meet the needs 
of the rural community. We were informed that the research we con
template was beyond the present resources of the Listener Research Unit, 
but that it would be able to undertake such a survey when the recently 
sanctioned personnel is in position and necessary organisational adjust
ments have been effected. We trust that the ·suggestions we have made 
in an earlier chapter on audience research for arranging a survey can 
be taken up early. 

466. The Present State of Rural Broadcasting.-The pre-requisites 
for an effective rural service are the availability of instruments of both 
transmission and reception and of programmes of quality and duration. 
Limited studies, earlier undertaken, have revealed that AIR is deficient 
in all these respects. 

467. When we first examined the coverage for rural areas about a 
year ago we found that there was a daily programme broadcast for about 
an hour from the· various stations. We were informed that the insuffi
ciency of transmitters and the demands on those . available made it im
possible to give more time to rural broadcasts. Because of the short duration 
they dealt mainly with aspects of rural development and welfare and as 
a result tended to be somewhat drab, unenlivened by light music and· 
entertainment to any appreciable extent .. We are pleased to find that as 
a result cif our expression of disappointment at the neglect of rural 
listeners; some adjustments have been made to extend these programmes 
and to diversify theii «:ontent. Even so, a great deal remains to be done· 
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:to bring into correct focus the importance of rural broadcasts. We are 
.convinced that no worthwhile improvement will be possible unless (a) 
.the mass production of low cost transistorised sets and their distribution 
are organised immediately on a priority basis. to widen the opportunities 
and areas of listening, and (b) the installation of comparatively low
power transmitters in suitable rural centres is simultaneously taken in 
hand ·to provide programmes of much greater duration at convenient 
listening hours for the entire community. 

468. These are related issues which require immediate attention and 
.action. We have therefore considered it necessary to discuss the pro
hlems they pose and to suggest ways and means for their treatment. 

469. Over 80 per cent of our people live in the villages and about 77 per 
cent are illiterate, the incidence being higher in rural areas. Agriculture 
continues to be the mainstay of our rural economy and its comparative un
productiveness, due mainly to primitive methods of farming, accounts for our 
continued dependence on imports of foodgrains and the continued drain on 
our exiguous foreign-exchange resources. Progress in various major fields, 
-such as education, public health and family planning has fallen short of 
the targets which are themselves below the stapdards obtaining in other 
cadvanced countries. 

4 70. Disturbed by the situation after a decade of ,planning, Govern
ment appointed a Study Team under the Chairmanship of Shri Amamath 
Vidyalankar to evaluate the work done . by various organs of publicity in 
mobilising public cooperation in implementing the Plan. The report of 
the Committee makes disturbing disclosures. We refer here only to those 
which are relevant to our present study. 

(1) Neither· Government nor the Planning Commission has appre
ciated the significant role radio can play in a developing economy. In 
consequence a low priority has been given to its development and neces
sary financial and other resources have not b~n allotted if or the purpose. 

(2) There is hardly any coordination between the agencies charged 
with responsibilitly for organising over-all publicity in rural areas. 

(3) Publicity media such as AIR and other instruments of informa
tion have not succeeded in projecting an impressive popular image of the 
plan mainly because of Jack of imagination and enterprise. The rural 
radio programmes are bound -down by conventional methods;' there is 
an absence of news and views from the rural areas and there is thus no 
feed-back; there is undue publicity for Government and its projects and 
no constructive criticism for their improvement. Above all, there is no 
~research to ascertain the tastes of rural list~ners. 
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( 4) While the rural radio forum has many possibilities, several changes 
in organisation and content of programmes are necessary for the success 
of the scheme. 

(5} The State Governments have not played their part either in provid
ing an adequate number of community sets or in replacing those worn out. 
The maintenance of those in use has also been largely neglected. 

4 71. We consider that for this failure no single agency such as AIR, 
the field publicity organisation, State Governments or for the matter of 
that, the village community itself can be held wholly responsible. It is 
the cumulative effect of inadequate and unimaginative use of the limited 
resomces now available on the one hand and the ineffective coordination 
on the other of the activities of the many agencies engaged in one or 
other aspect of the gigantic task of educating and enthusing the villager 
that has led to the failure to establish a rapport with the community at 
large. 

472. The table below shows the stations from which rural programmes 
are broadcast, the duration as it was in June 1965, the present duration, 
the number of sets installed within the listening zone and the number 
of Rural Forums:-

Duration Duration Duration No. of No.o 
in in in comm- RRF 

Originating minutes minutes minutes Relayed by unity on 
Station of of of recei· 31-12-6S 

rural the progra- vers in the 
progra- total mmes on areas 
mmes progra- specially 31-12-6S served 
in mmes for in the by the 

June of agricul- areas station 
196S rural turists served 

interest as in by the. 
as in March station 

March 1966 
1966 

2 3 4 s 6 7· 

1. Calcutta 60 60 30 Siliguri 1113 710 

2. Bhopal 60 120 30 Indore, Raipur 8217 1241 
Jabalpur, Gwalior 

3. Delhi 90 120 30 278 ISS 

4. Trivandrwn • 4s· 165 40 Trichur, Calicut 3600 1200 

5. Cuttack . 60 60 30 Sarnbalpur,JeiPore 8650 1121 

6. Patna • so ISO so 7000 263 



7. lmpbal 

8. Lucknow (On cer
tain days Allaha
bad originates and 
Lucknow relays). 

9. Hyderabad 

10. Ahmedabad 

11. Dbarwar 

12. Kobima 

13. Goa 

14. GaUbati 

IS. Srinagar 

16. Jullundur 

17. Nagpur 

18. Poona 

19. Jaipur 

20. Jammu 

21. Tiruchi 

22. Rancbi 

23. Simla 

24. Kurseong 

2S. Port Blair 

2 

4S 

60 

ss 

60 

60 

60 

70 

60 

4S 

4S 

so 
60 

ss 
so 
60 

30 

.128 

3 

60 

90 

120 

4S 

110 

4S 

7S. 

60 

120 

120 

110 

6S 

120 

60 

4 s 

4S 

30 Allahabad 

30 Cuddapab, 
Vishakbapatnam 
Vijayawada 

. 30 Baroda, Rajkot 
Bbuj. 

4S Bangalore, 
Bbadravathi. 

20 

25 

30 

7S. 

30 

30 

30 Bombay, Sangli 

3S Ajmer, Bikaner 

6S 

6 7 

466 S) 

14343 1018 

1SOOO 700 

4493 588 

3380 978 

170 

60 

2825 

1063 

63 

8398 205 

3808 102S 

6128 1605 

2448 749 

872 

30 Madras, Tirunelveli 13146 996 

200 

137 

40 

so 1398 

120 

30 

1 

2584 

429 

473. Community Listening.--Community listening is an innovation and 
a feature of broadcasting only in a very few underdeveloped countries. It 
was introduced in India in 1939 when transistorised sets were unknown 
and the cost of the cheapest conventional set was so high as to be beyond 
the reach of the average villager. 

474. Community listening has admittedly played a useful role· in the 
past and should continue to do so for some time to come. But it has to 
be supplemented now and later replaced by family listening to be effective 
in popularising family planning, social hygiene and education in its broader 
concept. Yet this aspect has so far been largely neglected and .little has 
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been done to produce cheap transistorised sets and make them available to· 
the community at large . 

. 475. Reviewing community listening in action, the Vidyalankar Com
mittee has made theJoUowing observations:-

(!) Backwar!l sections of the rural community do not benefit from 
·the radio programmes because of traditional obstacles in the free 
mixing of castes and sexes. . Thus women, artisans, landless 
labourers. harijans are hardly represented in the audience. This 
applies to the membership of rural forums as well as to the 
audience for daily programmes, This would suggest that the 
programmes and the message they carry do not reach those 
very sections which are most in need of in.>truction, information 
and the broadening of their horizon. 

(2) In order to conserve the battery, the sets are generally pre-tuned 
to a particular station and kept on for the very limited duration 
of the rural programme emanating from that station. The 
demand for entertainment on the part of village listeners re
mains thus unsatisfied. 

(3) As many as· fifty. per cent of the sets on any given day are out 
of use for want of minor repairs, replacement of battery, etc. 
This naturally prevents and discournges regular listening. Ac
cording to the Study Team this is the biggest obstacle in the 
way of community listening. 

476. We should add a word about the present scheme for the provision 
{)f community listening sets. AIR has standardised a fixed crystal dry-pack 
battery set and bears half its total cost of about Rs. 350, the other half be
ing met by the State Government. Despite this financial inducement, the 
three States of West Bengal, Madras and Rajasthan have kept outside the 
scheme. We found however, that the coveragt; provided in these States on 
their own ·initiative is no less· than elsewhere. 

4 77. The responsibility for the maintenance of .the sets is that of the 
State Governments. AIR is content with subsidising the purchase of the sets 
and arranging the programmes. The financial burden of maintaining· the 
set is considerable and was estiniated to 1be Rs. 200 per .. annum, even for 
the limited listening hours now available. It must have increased since the 
duration of the programmes was extended. Secondly, the ·replacement of 
parts, particularly of the dry battery pack is. difficult, the present produc
tion being only 1,00,000 agaiJ1sf a demand for 2,00,000. And thirdly, 
the reports of failure take time bot}t to reach. and to engage the "attention 
of the authorities who can arrange rectification. 

17M. of I. & B.-9. 
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478. It may not be out of place to refer to the observations· by aud;t 
on the working of the community listening scheme in the Punjab, Himachill: 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. These are:-

(a) there is considerable delay in the distribution of the receivers. 
This ranges from six months to five years. In one State a re
ceiver was not allotted for six years after it was received from 
the manufacturer. This is partly, it is said, due to radio sets. 
supplied by the manufacturers being defect~ve. . As many as: 
twenty per cent are sometimes found to be not in working order; 

(b) twentyfive to thirty per cent of the sets are not utilised for want 
of repairs. . In some cases Panchayats to which the sets are
issued are not prepared to pay their share of the repair charges~ 

(c) in one of the States sixtyfour per cent of the sets were installed 
at such inaccessible places that they were closed for the greatei"· 
part of the time and no use was made of them; 

(d) dry batteries supplied by the manufacturers for replacement have
to be used within six months of their receipt, but in almost aJr 
the States mentioned the dry batteries were not issued within the· 
stipulated time. 

479. The shortage of technica!,staff for the maintenance of receivers was: 
to some extent responsible for this state of affairs. But whatever the reasons 
may be the fact remains that the State Governments do not work the scheme· 
as intended. As a result the community does not· get the benefit from the 
broadcasts for which Government spends a considerable amount of money,. 
not only in providing the programmes, but also in supplying receivers. 

480. If community listening is to continUe and grow, the arrangements 
for maintenance must be considerably improved. It was. suggested to us 
that the Government of India must give greater financial. assistance and· 
bear at least fifty per cent of the cost of maintenance· It seems strange that 
while the Government of India subsidises the purchase of sets to the extent" 
of half their cost, no provision is made for their proper maintenance. A . 
smaller number of community sets, properly maintained, would be far more· 
useful than a large number of idle sets. We would suggest that the provi
sion of funds for community receivers should be appropriately" distributed' 
between purchase and maintenance. We were glad to find that the Mem
bers of the Planning Commission agreed with this view. 

481. It was suggested to us that a subsidy for the sale of low-cost· re
ceivers to individual families might be of greater advantage in the long run. 
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From all that we have said above, community _listening is not entirely satis
factory and· there is no doubt" that .we should try to hast!':n th!': process where
by individuals in rural areas will buy their own sets. Th!l saving o{ the _ex
penditure ofjabout Rs. 20 crores on the supply and maintenance of sets dur
ing thJ: Fourth Plan period could be put into the production and distribution 
of low-cost sets.'- This is· a matter which would require detailed examina
tion by the State Governments and by the Industry· 

482. We are of the opinion that the problem of rural listening can be 
solved and many of its shortcomings removed only by the mass production 
of standardised low-cost transistorised receivers both for purposes of family 
and community listening. The transistorised community sets should be 
cheaper to procure and easier to maintain. The suggestion for local broad~ 
casting we give below should also help in their better and more economical 
maintenance by or with the assistance of the staff of AIR posted at these 
local stations. In an earlier chapter we have suggested the possibilities for 
the production of such low~st sets and we earnestly hope that our re
commendations will bear fruit. 

483. Local Broadcasts.-The large scale production of cheap transistori~
ed ~ets and their wider distribution by themselves would be of little avail 
unless arrangements are simultaneously completed for providing interesting 
and enended programmes at suitable intervals throughout the day and night 
to rural areas· . 

484. This implies that (a) a large number of comparatively low-power 
transmitters should be installed at convenient centres for rural broadcasts and 
(b) the rural programmes should be planned with imagination to hold the 
interest of the listeners even when they deal with aspects of mitional and 
rural development. · It is only when both these conditions are largely ful
filled that rural broadcasts will have content and meaning for each local 
community. Inste!!d of regional broadcasts of doubtful utility. a community 
will have special programmes catering to ·its OWii needs and preferences. 
In this connection we should add that even within certain linguistic regions 
there are differences in the way in which ·the language is spoken. Poi: exam~ 
pie, we were told by the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh that thtee dift~ 
rent types of Telugu are spoken in Telangana, Raiyalaseema and Coastal 
Andhra and they are sufficiently different from each other to make it diffi
cult-for- uneducated persons in any one of these regions to follow the lan
guag~ as spoken In the others. Besides, there are tribes such as Gonds; 
Banjaras, Savaras, etc. not to mention substantiallinguis~ic minorities speak
ing Marathi, Kannada, Tamll and. Oriya. The position may be similar in 
ot'!ler States which we did not have time to visit. He pointed out that the 
present rural programme put out from HyderabadjVijayawada -is thus not 
understood by many of the villagers (or whom It is intendca, and recom
mended to us the installation of a large number of low-power transmitters to 
overcome this· difficulty. · 
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485. We also found that other Stato Governments with whom we had 
occasion to discuss the subject supported our view that this was the only 
way to provide a proper service for rural areas. Local needs in a country 
as large and variegated as ·ours diller widely with differing custom, · lan
guage or dialect, climatic and soil conditions, types of farming, etc. The 
programmes cannot be set in the same mould to meet these varying needs. 
Programmes must necessarily be 'local' in a limited sense. For example, in 
an agriculturally compact area with similar problems, crop patterns, etc., 
it should deal mainly with matters relating to agricultural production. Simi
larly, in coastal areas where fishing is the ma~ occupation the programmes 
must concentrate on the problems of fishermen and provide guidance and 
information on weather and other subjects of interest to them. Such loca
lised broadcasting is now accepted all over the world as the only effective 
method of bringing new ideas and techniques to the rural community. It 
not only provides the type of programme which would meet the day io day 
needs of the farmer for information and guidance but also. establishes a 
direct contact between the farmer and the local radio centre. There is a 
feed-back which adds local colour and interest to the broadcasts. 

486. A broadcast directed to a few villages in an agriculturally homo
genous region will have an impact which the same broadcast directed to a 
few thou~and villages cannot possibly have. In the latter case, the studio 
cannot hope to have ~n intimate contact with the community it serves nor 
can it be made aware of the problems of the community and find a solution .. 

487. It is needless to add that the farm forum scheme would be much 
more effective in qualitY and content and better organised if the broadcast 
emanated from a station, say, within twenty to thirty miles of the forum. 

488. We have no doubt that such local broadcasts relying largely on 
local talent will develop also into a forum of diScussion of local problems 
where the doubts and misgivings of the community could be discussed and 
ways and means found for removing them. In addition; the local studios 
relying largely on local talent would enable the music, folk songs and folk
lore of the region being put on the air, thus adding to the attraction of the 
programmes. 

489. The experts who appeared before us were unanimous on the imme
diate need tor introducing this form of broadcasting. We understand that 
F AO also bas recommended that developing countries should establish such 
srnall.radio stations to. serve specific. areas. In view of its· general accep· 
tance, we were surprised that AIR had not even experimented with this 
form of local broadcast. AIR explained the failure by stating that the 
scheme was much too expensive to contemplate.. When pressed for their 
views on the desirability of such a scheme, AIR sent a revised reply which 
stated admirably the case for local broadcasting. The relevant ·portions of 
the reply are reproduced below : 
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"The exten.ion of radio coverage in this country has been essentially 
concerned ~vith trying to cover as much of the population as possible. But 
mere technical 'coverage' is only one part of the story; the other, and far 
more important part is to give the listener a sense of participation in all 
that_ happens within his own little world. 

"In this connection, experience of countries like United States, Canada, 
Australia and Japan may be usefuily cited. The success of rural broad
casting in Australia is mainly due to the fact that the ABC has realised the 
value of local broadcasting and has located the radio stations in the middle 
of the agricultural/pastoral areas. The rural officers of the ABC have 
close and intimate contact with their listening clientele and it is perhaps 
no exaggeration to say that most of them know their farmer-listeners by their 
first names. It would have· been possible for the ABC to have higher 
power transmitters at Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and few other cities 
and reach the farming communities in the various States without much 
difliculty, for, after all, in that vast continent, most of the population of about 
11 million is concentrated in the well-watered south-east quarter of the 
country, an area which represents barely 14 per cent of the continent in 
size but contains 75 per cent of its people. The ABC has chosen not 
merely to reach the listeners in a detached non-committal way but to talk 
to them intimately about their own local problems through localised pro
grammes. Out of 64 medium-wave transmitters operated by the ABC 
50 are placed in country centres in the midst of agricultural/pastoral areas. 
In U.S.A., as is well-known, local programming is the rule. In Japan, the 
NHK has 62 farm directors broadcasting from regional stations spread 
throughout the country. In New Zealand, which is after all a small 
country when compared to others, they have laid emphasis on the local 
approach due to, what they called, 'markedly different farming conditions 
in various areas:" 

• • • * * * * 
"The case for local programming cannot be over-emphasised. The 

Seminars of Farm· Broadcasters organised by the FAO in Cairo and New 
Delhi laid emphasis on this and the FAO Consultant~ on Farm Broadcast
ing, Mr. John Douglass, has time and again emphasiKd the need for more 
local programming ~or rural listeners. This is the trend throughout the 
world and Indian broadcasting would be richer by adopting local program
n·,ing as an important consideration in its expansion schemes specially in 
vie·:; of the. great urgency for increased agricultural production." 

490. rt appears that AIR was all the time oonscious of the usefulness of 
Joc1l broadcasts; but it failed to put its point of view to Government for 
consideration. 

491. We consider that it would not be necessary to make elaborate 
stndio arrangements for purposes of rural broadcasting. ·The local stations 
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should originate special programmes of local interest and importance of 
about two to three hours' duration and relay for the rest of the time Vividh 
Bharati and suitable programmes of the regional stations. This diversifi
cation of programmes would not only give the community information and 
advice ditectly related to their needs but also provide entertainment and 
news of a varied and interesting character. 

492. Incidentally the local broadcasting station should be able to take 
over the maintenance of the community receiving sets within its jurisdiction. 
This would be more economical and what is more important it would keep 
the sets continuously in operation. Though the former Director General, 
AIR had informed us that this responsibility could not be assumed by AIR 
the Engineers' Association on the other hand had suggested both in its 
written memorandum and in oral evidence that it should be an advantage 
if AIR were to take over the maintenance of community sets. 

493. Ameng the recommendations made in the report of the Mass Com
munication Study Team, imder the leadership of Prof. Wilbur Schramm; 
is one for the iJ?stallation of pilot local radio stations in some selected dis
tricts, first as instruments for local development in agriculture, and secondly 
as demonstration of the effectiveness and techniques of localised broadcasts. 
The report says : 

"If possible, six districts should be selected for study-three of them 
provided with local radio broadcasting stations, the others left 
without radio other than what already exists. The problems of 
providing receiving sets and maintaining them will doubtless 
limit the nun1ber of broadcasting. stations, but this itself is erie 
of the problems to be studied and solved. The districts where the 
experiment is conducted might well be sOme of those -cooperat
ing in the Intensive Agricultural District Programme (Package 
Programme), where intensive development of agriculture is be
ing ~ought and where district agricultural information staffs are 
posted. Some of these local pilot broadcasting stations might 
be provided by eqnipping some of the present radio relay sta
tions with a small studio, portable tape-recording equipment, 
and a team of trained radlo producers. These producers should 
be the people with an agricultural orientation who can conduct 
experiments in local broadcasting, catering directly to the inte
rests and needs of village people." 

.494. Each package programme a4'eady has an Information Officer 
·- .,an. use the broadcasts to maximum effect. While the Schramm team 
ana Mr. Frank Wilder,_- our Consultant, have rec:Ommended one transmitter 
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per district, AIR Officers consider that it would be sufficient to· instal one 
transmitter for a compact region. Their paper says:-

"It is essential that stations/transmitters should be provided in the 
midst of distinctive agricultural areas which have similar soil 
conditions, irrigational facilities, climate and rain-fall. The 
agricultural population in these areas should have common in
terests and goals, so that the programmes originated from these 
Stations reflect the felt needs of the commUnity. The success
ful farmers of the region should be intimately and constantly 
associated with the broadcasts through interviews, spot-record-· 
ings and various other types of programmes. It is this intimate 
contact leading to an effective two-way traffic between the far
mers and the broadcasters that can yield the desired results of 
increased agricultural production." 

495. We recommend that a· survey should be immediately organised 
by a team comprising officers of the Programme and Engineering DivisioJIS' 
of AIR and officers of the Agriculture and other social service Ministries~ 
Alternatively the expert committee suggested by us· for ·reviewing 'the entire 
technical requirements could take this up as a part of )ts assignment. 
The team should select the most suitable sites for transmitters, balanciitg 
the advantages of locating transmitters at district headquarters against the 
economy which would result if a transmitter is allotted to each compact 
<:~rea of linguistic and cultural affinity and of c!iillatic . and soil similarities. 
lt should also estimate the power of the tra·nsmitter required to' give effec
rive coverage, review the language f dialects in ·whiCh broadcasts would be 
necessary,· consider whether there are enough schools to justifY relay· or 
broadcast of recorded school broadcast and ·survey the 'taient available for 
farm· brmidcasts from ··the local officials of the Agricultu;.e; ' Health and 
other departments. It may .be useful to associate with. the· team· an expert 
to advise on the comparative cost of AmplitUde Modulation and Frequency 
Modulation equipment including · receivers, and the sources of such 
supplies. 

496. We are told by the Managing Director of Bharat Electronics· Ltd., 
that, if AIR could indicate its requirements of transmitters for some years 
ahead it wotrld be possible for Bharat Electronics Ltd., with foreign colla
boration, to supply such transmitters, thus saving foreign exchange. When 
the survey is completed, it should •be possible for AIR to anticipate its 
requirements of transmitters and to avail of Bharat Electronic's offer. 

497. The team should also advise on the staff required for each such 
centre. We· were told by Mr. Douglass of FAO that even a prosperous 
country like Australia has only three persons to run these local broadcasts; 
a programme· announcer-cum-organiser, a farmer who interviews farmers 
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and a newsman to write and broadcast the local news. Australia has als~ 
put up very simple and economic studios, without air-conditioning even 
in the hottest parts of Australia. £100 is the expenditure he quoted for 
the entire building expenses. He also told us that detailed specifications 
for' such simple studio-<:um-ofiice buildings had been prepared by the Aus
tralian Broadcaliting Commission and also for the studio equipment, trans
port; etc. . No doubt all these specifications are available in AIR and 
should be examined by the team which undertakes the survey. 

498. While the study team is at work we would recommend that action 
should be taken to anticipate and supplement the findings as indicated 
below: 

(1) An immediate examination should be unde1taken by AIR to see 
which of its present auxiliary transmitters would lend themselves to local 
rural broadcasting. Some, at least of the 20 odd auxiliary centres must 
be conveniently located for undertaking such broadcasts for two hours a 
day besides relaying the regional station's programmes. For example, 
Cuddapah in Andhra Pradesh would be able to serve five districts when 
its power is increasro during the Fourth Plan period. All that would be 
necessary is to provide simple studi<>-cum-office buildings and .the neces
sary equipment for starting rural broadcasting. We hope that in this way 
at least six or seven such centres can begin operating in the first year of 
the. Fourth Plan. 

(2) In the.Fourth Plan AIR has proposed the installation of 11 new 
stations with studio buildings, etc., and 16 auxiliary centres without studio 
buildings. We vipuld recommend that the ~ibillty of providing local 
rural, bro~dcasts from the 11 new centres should be kept in mind. 
Most of these are located in the midst of rural areas. We would also 
suggest. that the location of the 16 auxiliary centres should be decided only 
after the survey is cOmpleted so that some change in location can be made 
if necessary. Here again it would be safe to estimate that at least 10 of 
the 16 auxiliaries and 6 of the 11 new stations could be used for local 
rural broadcasts. In this way by the end of the Fourth Plan, about 30 
transmitters would be providing rural broadcasts for limited local com
munities without any additional outlay of funds except the small amount 
needed for buildings. 

(3) ·we also recommend that steps should be taken on a priority basis 
to obtain a few transmitters for installation in sel~ted intensive agricultural 
districts. As we understand that the Planning Commission is concentrat
ing on the provision of power, .irrigation, transport and other facilities to 
these districts it would be appropriate to give them priority in respect of 
radio communication as well. 
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( 4) Foreign ajd for such transmitters should be explored. Even though 
such aid may not pay for all the transmiters required, the supply of even
a few would enable us to get started with the scheme. They should be 
installed in intensive agricultural districts in various parts of the country 
to get an assessment of their impact under different conditions in dissimilar 
areas. It would also make possible a research and study on the efforts 
of such local agricultural programmes on the districts served by them in 
contrast with those districts which arc not brought within the scope of the 
scheme. Such research is essential at a very early stage to guide future
planning. 

499. Mr. Tor Gjesdal of UNESCO informed us that several agencies 
might be interested in financing projects or' the type we recommend. The
results of the experiment would assist them in taking an overall view of 
the suitability or otherwise of introducing this type of project in other coun
tries similarly placed. 

500. Apart from the United Nations Technical Assistance Programme,. 
he thought that Canada, West Germany, ·the Netherlands, among other
countries would be interested in giving fuiancial assistance towards such a 
project. In support of his expectation, he gave the example of UNESCO 
sponsored programmes in South America and Africa where UNESCO met 
only 20 per cent of the cost, the balance being contributed by certain coun
tries under bilateral cooperation. It would be worthwhile, therefore, to· 
ascertain the reactions of UNESCO and the countries mentioned. If the· 
response is favourable we should proceed with the scheme with ·expedition. 
We estimate that in favourable circumstances and with quick decision, it 
should not be difficult to have at least a dozen such pilot projects in opera
tion within a year. 

501. Rural Programmes.-lt is indeed unfortunate that in the 25 years· 
since the introduction of rural broadcasting, AIR has made no attempt ta· 
ascertain the. needs and tastes of rural listeners. 'Though official witnesses
expressed before us their keen interest in rural programmes, we have 
s~en no evidence to support this claim. As we have mentioned earlier, 
not only is the duration of these broadcasts extremely limited but their 
entertainment and educative value is also negligible. Though aware of 
these deficiencies, AIR has failed to improve the quality of the broadcasts. 
by ascertaining the listeners' preferences. 

502. A few pilot studies have been undertaken by the listener re
search unit but in view of their limited scope and approach, it would be 
incorrect to draw any conclusions from the data obtained. The planning 
and presentation of rural programmes need a more sustained and scientific 
study. We had therefore requested the Director General in December 
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i964, soon after· the Committee came into being, to examine the possibi
lity of completing an adequate sample survey in six months.· The Director 
General considered that a country-wide survey of this nature would take 
at least a year to complete and further that he had neither the organisation 
nor the financial resources at his disposal to undertake this responsibility. 

503. In the chapter on audience research we have already suggested 
a survey of rural listening and we hope that it will be taken · up early; 
Without accurate data on various relevant questions it is difficult to pres
cribe comprehensive changes in the present pattern of rural broadcasting 
but from our visits .to community listening centres and our discussions with 
State Governments, we can make certain recommendations which can be 
reviewed when the results of the listening surveys are available. We· con
sider· that some change in the rural programine is overdue and therefore 
give ·our views so that necessary adjustments could be considered and 
effected immediately. 

504. We had asked AIR to furnish us with data on time and money 
allotted to different programme activities in the· month' of September 1964 
which we selected at random. 

Station 

Delhi 

Calcutta 

Ahmedabad 

Lucknow 

Total 
time 

in 
hours 

555 

324 

303 

357 

Time 
devoted 

to 
rural 

progra-
mmes 

in 
hours 

40 

30 

22 

17 

Time· 
devoted 

to 
Indian 
mu..;ic 

in 
hours 

262 

191 

!'46 

110 

Total Expendi- Expendi-
expendi- tureon ture on 

ture rural Indian 
progra- Music 

mmes 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

91,599 8,112 51,425 

41,664 1,920 25,274 

23,366 1,171 13,204 

35,374 1,222 19,059 

505. Needless to say, we are greatly 'disturbed by the position the 
statistics reveal. On~y 5 to 8 per cent of the time and about the same 
percentage of money were given to· rural programmes. This is an indictment 
of AIR that it has failed to give equality, let alone priority, to the rural 
community which accounts for 80 per cent· of India's population. 

506. AIR officials gave us the explanation that the financial allocations 
were ·determined by the duration of the various programmes and because 
rural programmes had so far been broadcast for limited durations rangins 
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from 30 to 75 minutes a day, it was neither necessary nor possible ~o spend 
more money on rural programmes. We are unable to accept this explana
tion. There was nothing to prevent AIR from increasing the time and 
funds allotted to rural broadcasting or to bring to Government's notice ·the 
need to alter the extent and pattem of rural broadcasts from that laid down 
in 1939 when such broadcasts were introduced. 

507. In our interim report on Rural Broadcasting we had protested 
against. this state of affairs and had suggested that ·there should be a much 
longer service for rural areas, even if it was at the expense of the urban 
listener, though we had said that there should be hardly any clash between 
the needs of the rural and urban population in the matter of light music 
and other programmes ·of entertainment. We had suggested. that between 
5 and 8 p.m. there should be a mixed programme to suit both. 

508. Since our interim report, AIR has, as mentioned earlier, increased 
the duration of the service to the rural areas, but it is unfortunate that this 
has been at the expense of ·the core of the· programme, namely agricultural 
information and advice. 

509. We had drawn attention to the problem of cost of maintenance of 
community sets which would increa~ · if the · sets_ were kept on for longer 
periods; We doubt whether any thought has been given to this question. 
The extended service will be of not much use if sets go out of use even 
more frequently than before. 

510. We sliould like . .to say that all those with whoni we have discussed 
this question are agreed that •more material from the villages: must find a 
place in the programmes. The psychological impact of the inclusion of 
items of local news or entertainment in a programme should not be under
rated. Surveys elsewhere have demonstrated that local colour in pro
grammes not only creates immedi[)te interest but also ensures maximum 
listening to the entire· programme. . We suggest therefore that it should be a 
normal drill for recording parties to visit villages frequently and record 
items of entertainment, discussions on questions of interest to the village 
community, in particular to agriculturists, including their reactions to Govem
ment · measures, and events ()~ topical interest. This reorientation of pro
gramme making would ·encourage local talent and provide- an oiitl~t for the 
expression of views on many subjects which impinge JOn the life of the vil
lage community. It should also make it possible to include rural news in 
AIR's national and regional news bulletins and make them more interesting 
and varied. 

511. If an experiment -on the lines suggested were to be instituted im
mediately, the survey we have proposed should also be able to ascertain 
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listeners' reactions to tha innovation. We appreciate that recording equip
ment and teams· would cost money but it is a worthwhiie adventure which 
should be undertaken. Some of the recording equipment and teams used 
for other programmes' should be diverted to this purpose, if difficulties arise 
in obtaining additional staff and equipment. 

512. Training.---Simultaneously, the training of people who are respon
sible for producing and presenting rural programme shOUld be taken in 
hand. Such training is necesS.ary noL only for those on the staff of 
AIR but also for those who participate in the broadcasts. It is our consi
dered view that it would not be possible to rely as at present on a village 
level worker, a Block Development Officer or even a Programme ExecutiYe 
or Producer of AIR to produce and present rural progammes which would 
have attraction and appeal. 

513. India does not have a sufficient number of persons to man even 
the present installations of AIR. With the introduction of local broad
casting, the number of installations will increase considerably and the 
problem of their maintenance and operation will increase correspondingly. 
It may not be possible to arrange comprehensive training on the scale we 
envisage without seeking foreign assistance for the provision of specialists. 
It may take time before the proposed Institute of Communication, Training 
and Research can assume this responsibility. Interim arrangements should 
therefore be made for specialised training in the many aspects of broad
casting which AIR's stall training school is not equipped to impart. It is 
essential that for an expansion of rural broadcasting, specialised training of 
those concerned should be immediately arranged. 

514. Coordination.-The success of the rural and farm forum pro
grammes depends largely on their proper coordination with other agencies. 
Our discussions with l\1inisters and officials of several State Governments: 
revealed that they did not feel actively involved in these programmes. Re
presentatives of State Governments serve on the Rural Advisory Com
mittees of the AIR Stations and also supply material for broadcast, but 
we consider that tbe officials of the State Ministries of Agriculture, 
Health and Education and other social service agencies should be induced to 
take much more interest than at present in suggesting programmes and atsist
in:r in their preparation and presentation. Optimum results can only be 
abtained by the coordinated working of AIR and the State agencies. Broad
ly speaking, AIR should be responsible for tbe form and the State agencies 
for the content of the broadcasts. AIR's initiative for programmes of 
light music and folk songs should remain unimpaired by this arrangement. 
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. 515. Since our. interim report was submitted the Ministry of lnforma
lion and Broadcasting has sanctioned a scheme for the setting up of Farm 
and Home Units both at Headquarters and at ten AIR Stations situated in 
the States of Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa; Madhya Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Mysore, Madras and Delhi. The purpose 
of these units is to improve publicity on agricultural matters providing in
formation and advice on weather, fertilisers and pesticides, implements and 
seeds and all other matters of interest to farmers. It is also proposed to 
form Farmers' Panels and to invite prominent farmers to give broadcasts. 
This is a welcome development but without adequate local transmission 
facilities and reliable and wider reception arrangements, its impact is un
likely to be what is intended. 

S16. We should add that the rural programme will have the maximum 
impact if the other media of communication are also harmonised and used 
in concert with the broadcasts. A rural broadcast should be supplemented 
by the display of a poster, showing o~ a film. and the distribution of a pam
phlet, etc. The need for this coordination does not seem to be appreciated 
by many, least of all by the Block Development and Social Education 
Officers, on whom has devolved the responsibility of promoting a social re~ 
volution in the villages. 

517. Te/eviszt:'.rz for Rural Areas.-In a later chapter we give our re
commendations on the development of television in India. The nature of 
the development, the organisaiion, the finance, and programme policies 
for a television service do not permit any rigid division between rural and 
urban areas. Tbe same transmitters will have to serve both and the ex
tent to which the rural areas can benefit from TV will depend on the ex
tent to which it is developed for the country as a whole. We have suggest
ed in that chapter bow at least half the rural area in the country can be 
brought within the scope of the TV Semce in a period of seven years, but 
something can be done immediately. 

518. In our report on Television for India submitted in November 1965 
we bad suggested that the Delhi TV Centre should introduce a bi-weekly 
agricultural programme which would provide useful experience in devising 
sucn programmes for the future. AU that was needed \vas the distribution 
ot a 100 or so TV sets in the villages around Delhi: Such an experiment 
·would also have shown to what extent rural viewers responded to the TV 
medium and could also have provided valuable data on the comparative 
efficacy of radio and TV in rural development. Unfortunately no such 
programme bas yet been introduced, though the TV transmitter in Delhi 
is only used for 2 or 3 hours per day. We would urge even now the imme
dinte introductio11 of such a programme and the evaluation of its impact 
~fter a six-month period. 



519. We had made the same suggestion in June 1965 in our interim 
report: We had suggested that the possibility of foreign assistance for two 
pilot rural television projects might be expl01;ed. While long-term plans 
for the development of television are Under consideration the suggestion 
should be taken up and, if the response is encouraging, it should be imple
mimted. 

520. The transmitters should be located in two distinct regions of the 
country primarily to serve the rural community within a radius of about 60 
km from the transmitting centre. The transmitters might operate for about 
3 to 4 hours per day providing original and canned material. The original 
programmes which may be for· about 2 hours would deal mainly with local 
problems, agriculture, health, sanitation and family planning. Literacy 
classes should also be organised for adult illiterates. The two Stations 
should also give entertainment obtained from local sources and also canned 
entertainment. 



CHAPTERVIH 

PUBLICilY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 

521. Most broadcasting organisations bring out programme journals
which give detailed information about forthcoming programmes. These 
journals are attractiv~ly got up, printed on excellent paper, and provide in
teresting information about the programmes, artists. producers, besides giv
ing the daily schedule of broadcasts. This .stimulates listening and creates 
interest in radio programmes. The journals are considered as an essential 
ancillary to radio programmes and their profitability is considered se
condary. 

522. A fortnightly programme journal in English was started by the 
Indian Broadcasting Company in 1927, under the name 'The Indian Radio· 
Times'. ·It carried the programmes of the Bombay and Calcutta Stations, 
some selected talks and notes on technical and other topical matters. Later 
it published the programmes of the BBC's Empire Service. In December-
1935, it was re-named 'The Indian Listener' and issued weekly. In 1958~. 
its name was changed to 'Akashvani'. 

523, The circulation of the journal rose from 3600 in 1932-33 to 8000' 
in 1934-35 and continued to rise reaching the figure of 21,250 in 1938-39. 
It reached its peak of 24,900 in 1946. Since then it has declined steeply 
being only 8000 in 1953 and 5235 in 1965. And this despite the openin~r 
of many new stations and introduction of many new progr;~mmes. The 
number of licences has also grown from 7719 in 1930 to 54,00,000 in 
Deeember 1965. While all this should have been reflected in an increase in 
circulation, there was a precipitate and oontinuing decline and it was not 
compensated by increased circulation of other language journals. In fact.. 
the circulation of the Hindi and Urdu journals has also gone down. 

524. As a result of the drop in circulation, there has been an increase· 
in losses since 194 7 on most of the journals. This unusual development of 
continuing drop in Circulation and mounting losses needed an analysis which 
we discussed with officers. of AIR including the editors of the two groups; 
of journals· 

143 
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525. A statement of the circulation of the journals and the profit or loss 
-on the issues is given below: 

Year Akash- Akash- Awaz Be tar Akasi Vanoli Vani N1bin-
vani van1 (Urdu) Jagat (Assa- (famil) (felugu) vani 

(English) (Hindi) (Bengali) mese) (Guia-
rati) 

1939 21250 2500 5000 3100 2000 

-91297 -6592 -15980 +508 -1432 

1946 22500 8250 17500 6900 14600 

+55839 -8763 +13913 +39794 +21878 

1948 21000 10000 4900 13800 28200 

-60797 -27007 -33821 -15317 -10320 

1951 15400 . 8400 3700 20700 30600 8000 1800 

-110952 -72833 -33033 -55098 -28667 -34889 -980 

"1962 6400 4600 2000 71059 1350 39500 15800 1800 

-118040 -48177 -33389 +21894 -43291 -30762 -2532 

1965 523' 3589 1139 57500 600 41500 16500 1500 

-136982 -49866 -32663 -91958 +13986 -21770 -703 

Legend : The fiisl figure under each journal gives its circulation and the •econd 
profil or loss. on Its sales. 

526. The seniormost officer in charge of these journals in the directorate
general complained that AIR had not been· able to persuade Government 
that these journals should be run on business lines. As soon as a loss 

-was incurred, expenditure was reduced which only led to further losses. 

527. Among the many difficulties the more important ones which were 
brought to our notice are: 

( 1) The contents of the jourrials are unattractive; 

(2) The editorial and managerial functioning is unsatisfactory be
cause of poor organisation and "insufficient delegation of power; 

(3) The selection of printing presses is time-consuming and the pro
cedure is such that it does not allow the selection of the better 
ones; and 
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( 4) The paper used for the journals is either very poor in quality or 
-it·is uneconomic. The process of obtaining supplies is also cum
bersome. 

528. We limit our examination 'to the 'English language journal 'Akash
vani' and the Bengali ·one 'Befar Jagat'. The problems they throw up are 
common to all other journals. 

529. Contents of the Journals.-We were informed· that before 1947 
'The Indian Listener' was a weekly with 100 pages to· cover the pro
.grammes of 9 stations then in operation. The programmes o'f each station 
took up about 7 .full pages, gave names of artists, titles of songs, 'namee of 
plays and of their authors and producers, particulars about talkers, and 
other information which would would create interest and ensure fistiming. 
About 35 pages ·were devoted to advertisemerit which ·em! bled tbfs journal 
to make. a profit of Rs. 5S,OOO in !946. Instea"d of iriaiiitairimg 'tliis pre-
6entation, the nuinber of pages was reduced in 1'947 everi though 'the 
number of stations and programmes had increased consiaeiallly. By '19~5. 
the number of pages had gone down to 68 to cover :n 'stations 'ana'there 
was only a single page for advertisements. 

530. The journal now gives only the bare outlines 'df 'the pr<igraninies, 
a change from the well-illustrated informative issues upto 194 7. The mate
rial it contains is little more than what IS avaifable 'in the daily newspapers. 
It has thus lost its value and attraction. The advertisement revenue has 
also dwindled with fall in circulation to a negligible ariu>urit. 

531. The active interest of listeners ciin be erism'ed l5y advance infor
nuition and pllmiied listening. This can Be prciV:ioed oil!)' by a radio journal. 
Th~ poor circulation of AIR's joumals indicates that there is very :HttTe 
planned listening. We are told by many of our witnesses that the majority 
of radio licence-Iiolders iri India ·ao not 'listen to AIR's ·regional pro
giariimes. They listen to news, .R:adio Ceylon and Vividh 'Bhai'afi. It 'is 
riilfortunate that the journals do Mt ·even give detail~ df ViViah Bliarati 
pmgrammes. We believe tliat if 'tbis is ·done a'nd the. journals also -carry 
illustrations of radio stars and other features in ViV:idh 'Bharati p!dgrarifriies, 
the circulation of the journals wiD go tip. 

532. In 1946, when AIR used to broadcast in Hindustani, the combined 
iprint order for Awaz and Sarang, the Urdu and Hindi journals was 25,750. 
In 1965, it was only 4,375 though broadl)asts at lea~t ·in Hindi have been 
greatly increased in intensity and listening has also increased. 

17 I. & B.-10. 
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533. The policy which has been pursued in regard to these journals 
has, in our view been unfortunate. As the losses on the journals increased, 
instead of making them attractive and informative to offset the drop, the 
size of the journals was further reduced and the information they gave 
became gradually little more than what was- available in the newspapers. 
Thus a vicious circle carne to be established. The get-up of the journals 
was also affected by the ban on the printing of photographs of artists on 
the cover page. 

534. Our conclusions are amply supported by the Bengali journal 'Betar 
J agat' which alone amongst all the journals has a wide circulation. This 
can be attributed to its better get-up and the greater information it contains. 

535. We were informed that AIR hopes to effect an improvement by 
bringing out the English journal in four separate zonal editions, thus 
reducing the number of stations to be covered by each journal giving more 
·»pace to each. It also proposes to publish a separate journal for the toxts 
.of talks broadcast from AIR which, at present, encroach on the limited 
space available for programmes. The Indian language journals · would 
give only the programmes broadcast in each language and the highlights 
of other programmes which can be heard in the region. AIR hopes that 
if Government sanction the initial ·expenditure on this scheme, it will yield 
profits in due course. 

536. We believe, however, that unless the editorial and managerial 
functions are better organised, there is little prospect of making the jour
nals commercially profitable. The BBC's 'Radio Times' makes a very 
large profit and AIR's own journals have also made profits in the past. 
There are no reasons why with proper planning, employing competent 
editors and managers, the journals cannot ·be made to be a source of in
come to AIR. In any case, they should break even and not run into 
lO!IIeS. 

537. Organisatio~.-The office of the Editor, 'The Indian Listener' and 
the Hindi and Urdu journals, used to be a subordinate office of AIR, 
manned by ·staff specially selected for editorial and managerial works, 
assisted by clerical staff drawn from AIR's cadre of ministerial establish
ment. In the 1950s the office was transferred to the Publications Division 
on the assumption that the expert skill and knoweldge of publication avail
able in that Division would benefit the programme journals. The work 
of obtaining advertisements for the journals was similarly taken away from 
the Publicity Society of India, who were the sole advertising agents. for 
this group of journals and entrusted to the Directorate of Advertising and 
Visual Publicity. It was assumed that that office was better equipped to 
handle advertisements than the Editor of the journal. 
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538. These organisational changes produced the contrary result; there 
was a fall in circulation as shown earlier and advertisement revenue also 
fell. except for Betar Jagat, as can be seen below:-

Journal 

Akashvani (English) 

Akashvani (Hindi) 

Awaz (Urdu)· . 

Betar Jagat (llengali) 
Akasi (Assamese) 

Vanoli (Tamil) 

Vani (Telugu) 

Nabho vani (Gujarati) 

1948-49 1955-56 1959-60 1964-65 

Rs. Rs. · Rs. Rs. 

1,73,950 57,969 30,480 7,022 

12,338 11,471 4,624 1,727 

--------
15,468 6,422 3,479 874 

64,377 1,10,113 3,10,312 3,68,294 

--------------
62,787 29,860 37,389 25,167 

1,817 11,512 11,564 

-----------
2,210 5,457 3,780 

539. In 1964 the three journals were re-transferred to AIR on its 
representation that other organs of the Ministry could not be so greatly 
interested as itself in the journals. 

540. Secondly, the staffing of the office has been unrealistic, even 
amateurish. For example a single Editor is eXpected to supervise the 
publication of the weekly Akashvani in English, the Hindi and the Urdu 
fortnightlies and a dozen external service journals in various languages. He 
has one Sub-Editor (post vacant for two years) and one Reviser for the 
English weekly; one Assistant Editor for the Hindi and one Sub-Editor 

·for the Urdu fortnightlies. With this staff the Editor finds it .impossible 
to cope with correspondence, selling agents, subscribers, advertisers· and 
also deal with the question of procuring paper and of printing the journals. 
There is not even a stenographer in the whole organisation. 

541. The office of the Editor, Betar Jagat, was at one time under the 
Station Director, AIR Calcutta, but it has recently been made into a 
subordinate office of AIR. No managerial staff has been provided though 
its. circulation is around 55,000 copies distributed through a large network 
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"()f out-station agencies, another network of street sales, in and iU"Ound 
Calcutta, and direct mailing. There is no circulation staff except a few 
clerks. There is no staff .for -procuring and promoting advertisements or 
dealing with advertisers. 

542. Even so, Betar Jagat earns advertisement revenue of the order 
of Rs. 3, 70,000 a year and commands the highest circulation and adver
tisement business among all periodicals in Eastern India. With experienc
-ed staff for pushing circulation and obtaining advertisements and adequate 
editorial assistance the journal could do much better and earn larger 
profits. The !Editor is confident that given facilities detailed below ad
vertisement revenue could 'be increased to Rs. 6,00,000 and the circula
tion could also be increased substantially. The journal has to· compete 
with some of the best in India and it can meet the challenge successfully 
if it is provided with competent staff for editorial, production and manage
rial functions. 

543. It was also suggested to us that if Betar Jagat were 'to be made 
·a weekly it would increase both .advertisement -revenue -and sales without 
-additional cost. But this requires the use of a rotary press as private 
presses cannot work to a tight weekly schedule. At present the Editor 
finds it imposSl.ble to meet ihe day~to-day requirements of the work, parti
cularly as the formal delegation of financial powers was delayed -for over 
two yeaFS -and all the financial functions he discharged until last month 
.were without authority. The decision to appoint a sole advertising agent 
for the journal was taken some years ago, but'the appointment was made 
only in November 1965 and p<>tential advertising revenue was not being 
fully exploited. 

544. Insufficient delegation of authOrity cohSilierably ·hampers the 
work of the Editor. Every aspect of the production has to be processed 
through -a chain of offices for .getting sanctions. The ·Editor · :gave the 
ilxample of the proposal for a special -issue for -1965 which was not for
mally ·approved even two months after the issue had been published and 
-rold •and 'had earned -a profit of Rs. 25,000. 

545. Paper :and Printing~We have seen some issues of Akashvani 
and agree with the Editor that the inferior paper used and the unattrac
tive get-up -is not likely to promote the circulation of this journal. Be
cause the journal is running at a ;loss, it has to use the cheapest available 
paper. This is a short-sighted "policy which should be revised. 

546. In the case of Betar J agat we were told 'that it uses indigenous 
super-Calendered white printing paper which is twice as ·expensive as 
imported glazed newsprint. The annuat saVing would be abotit 'Rs. 2:00.000 
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if. it used imported Il:ewsptint. This wpulJi. materially al!er tAl\ profit and 
1~. ~unt of tlle jpurnal. Becalllie foreign exchange_ would: be n~s
sacy to. import ~- paper, it h~ not b~:en made avail!lble. Th.e Edjtox: 
however points out that on the recommendation of tlle Registrar of News". 
papers (an official of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting) several 
journals. are being allowed to. import their requirements of imported glazed 
n~sprint\ but because Betar. Jagat is a Govemment publication, it is· not 
being. so. favoured; 'Fhis discrimination• results not only in· the additional 
expenditure- on. paper, but· also- creates, difficulties in· bringing· out the 
journal· in· time. It is ind!llld odd• that differential: treatment· should• be 
given to a government agency• 

547. As the speedy rotary• process of printing requires soft· newsprint, 
Betar Jagat• cannot employ.· a rotacy• press and has. to· rely on· the slow. 
fiat-bed printing system which often. delays the publication· oti the journal. 

548, Obtaining sup~!ies. ofi paper involves a cumbersome· procedure. 
Estimates of' requirements are drawn up. by the Editor& and< appro>1ed: bye 
the Director General• and· the• Ministry. oli Information and; Broadcasting, 
Indents prepared by the journals are then again sent to the Director 
General· who sends them to the Controller of Stationery who places 
orders on the mills: This process causes delays. For the limited 
services which the COntroller of Printing and Stationecy renqers. he charges 
four per cent on the price of' the paper. This payment could also be 
avoided if there is direct procurement; 

549. The Editor told 1lli that1 tl1e printerli. ar.e ~ecte!I, through open 
tell~ers in\!ite().. by. pu!JJiq ~yertis.l)me$- eyery three. y,ears, The tend~ 
forms. prepared by the Editors hav.e to be approved first hy the Pirelltor GeAQ; 
ral and. tllen by; the Chief Controller of Pril;lting a.nd·· Sta,tionery. Another 
agency, th\l Directorate. of Advertising and Visual- Pub,Iicity, issues. the 
advertisement inviting tenders. These are OJ?.ened b)'\ the. eQitor. ·and fpc
warded with statements of comparative rates to the Director General, 
who tllen sends the papers to the- ClnefController of· Printing and Stationery. 
When the Chie{ Controller's advice is •obtained the· 'matter is re
ferred to the Mmistry ofi Information and Broadcasting for final 
approval. This entire_ process bas_ to be' repeated evecy three yea!'S .. 'If. 
in .the· course of- the three · jears; itny slight addition Or alteration of the
contract 'beCome5 necessary; the "whoie process has to be gone throuih once 
again.' ·u a press fails to fuifil'tbe 'eo~~dt. tlie' Editor has_ no·authority 
to teriniriat~ tlll' contract' Without gofug tllrcltigh protracted cortespotidence 
with the birector Generai, :the Chief' Controller of Printing arid· Stationery 
anii'.'the ·Ministcy ·ofjnfoiiilatiori an~ Broadcasting. ' Tb.e printing of the 
journal is,. meariwhil~, at the mercy of' the defaulting· ~tess since no a1tet
native arrangement can be· made by the Editor. 
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. 550. Moreover, the number of presses willing to undertake printing of 
AIR journals is very small. The time-consuming and irritating procedure 
to be followed and the inordinate delay in obtaining payment do not en
courage many to tender. 

551. Thus the present system results in the selection of unsatisfactory 
presses over which the Editors have no control. Moreover, since they 
are selected on the basis of the lowest tender by the Chief Controller of 
Printing and Stationery and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, 
they do not show any concern for the Editor's opinion on their work; they 
Jmow that their contract cannot be terminateq by him. 

552. Formerly 'The Indian Listener' was printed in one of the best 
presses in the country, the Times of India Press in Bombay, and used paper 
of the best quality. It is no longer so. 

553. It was pointed out to us that the Ministry of External Affairs has 
some of its journals printed at the Statesman Press in New Delhi without 
inviting tenders and AIR should be given a similar dispensation. 

554. On the basis of this analysis, we consider that the publication of 
the programme journals should be organised on commercial lines. It would 
be necessary to constitute an autonomous unit with necessary administrative 
and financial powers. It should be for this unit to determine what publica· 
tions should be continued, and what new language journals should be in
troduced on its own assessment of the viability of each. Once this unit is 
properly organised, the question of undertaking other publications as is 
usual in many broadcasting organisations should be considered. There 
should be arrangements to bring to the notice of listeners special programme 
activities and the introduction of new features. AIR's booklets, brochures 
and pamphlets on its activities are not properly got up and properly edited 
and command a negligible sale. 

555. Public Relations.-Bvery broadcasting organisation maintains- a 
l'ublicity. and Publications Department and some organisations have even 
Tepresentatives abroad. On this analogy a Public Relations Officer later 
designated as Director of Public Relations was appointed as early as 
1938. In 1946, each of the then existing nine stations was provided l'l'ith 
a Public Relations Officer. Unfortunately, in the nineteen fifties, the de
<:ision was taken that AIR need not have a separate publicity organisation 
-and that Assistant Information Officers of the Press Infoimation Bureau 
should replace them. Accordingly, four Assistant Inrormation Officers 
were posted at Bombay, · Calcutta, Madras and Delhi; the other stations 
were posted at Bombay, Calcutta. Madras and Delhi; the other stations 
meated on the inadequacy and inappropriateness .of this arrangement. 
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These information officers are not under the administrative control of AIR 
nor are they experienced enough to be able to prepare publicity notes, 
plan publicity campaigits, maintain contact with the Press and deal with 
the members of the public who visit the station. At headquarters, there is 
no Public Relations Officer. this ·activity is entrusted to one or other of the 
officers who can find time from his normal duties. In this situation, it 
is not strange that AIR has not been able to make the lfsteners aware of 
its programmes planned. We consider that the Public Relations Organi
sation should be reconstituted. In consonance with our basic recommenda
tion, those officers of the cadre who show a flair for public relations ·slid 
are temperamentally so suited should be deployed ~n these assignments. 



PART IV 



CHAPTER IX 

STAFF 

556. The Present Structure.-Tbe staff employed by AIR can be 
broadly divided into five categories: administrative, programme, editorial, 
engineering and manual. 

557. The entire admimstrauve stan ot the wrectorate-general from the 
Deputy Director General (Administration) down to stenographers and 
clerks is drawn from the corresponding Central Secretariat Services. Post
ings, promotions and transfers are made on the overall requirements of these 
service& by the Ministry of Home Affairs in consultation with the Ministry 
of ·Information and Broadcasting. But at the stations an· Assistant Station 
Director belonging to the programme cadre deals with administrative 
matters assisted by clerical and other staff obtained from the Employment 
Exchange. 

558. Ofhcers mannmg JOUrnalistiC posts m the News :services Division, 
both at headquarters and at the stations, and the External Services Divi
sion are drawn from the Central Information Service. The Central Infor
mation Service Board in the Ministry of Information · and Broadcasting 
makes officers available as required, 

559. The programme and engineering staff: in two Classes, Class I and 
Class II, constitutes the core of AIR's permanent establishment. Both 
categories are recruited by the Union Public Service Commission in accord
ance with rules framed by Government,. In addition, there are Transmission 
Executives and engineering assistant.~ in Class III who are recruited by the 
Director General by public advertisements. Some of the posts in Class III. 
such as those of mechanics are filled by Heads of stations by drawing upon 
lists furnished by Employment Exchanges. Class IV staff, mainly daftaiies, 
drivers, erderlies is similarly ·obtained from the Employment Exchange. 

560. There.were 8,903 regular.posts in AIR in January 1966, of which 
5,126 were permanent and 3,777 :-vere temporary, divided as follows:-

Class I 

ClassU 

Ola$s III 

Class IV 

155 

451 

1372 

4766 

!314 
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The analysis of the above mentioned posts by type of work is given in the 
table below:-

Engineering 2793 

Programme_ 995 

Editorial 339 

Secretarial and Clerical 2462 

Manual 2314 

561. These. figures .exclude the. -category. ofr staffi artists, which, though, 
technically forming, a part of the programme staff1 is also employed on, 
miscellaneous duties- on short-term cOntracts and- numbered 19.77· on· 
December. 31, 1965. In addition, there are also a numb~ ofc casual' mistS· 
engaged for individual pr<Jgrammes on individual' contr<Jq&. 

562. Recruitment.-The first issue raised both by Service Ass_ociations 
and individuals in the organisation relates to recruitment. They suggest that 
the present method is not suitable for. obtaining people with talent and 
imagination indispensable in a creative medium like bmadcasting. The 
quality of programmes depends ori- the attributes of those who produce them 
and the technical competence of· those who transmit them. They aver that· 
this cannot be secured under the present dispensation. 

563. We have carefully considered the many suggestions mooted; A 
major complaint is that recruitment through the Union Public Service Com
mission should be discontinued and replaced by selection boy special boards, 
with which the Director General or the Chief Engineer- should· be associated; 
depending on the category of staff to be recruited. We discuss this later 
when dealing with the future staffing pattern of AIR. 

564, · The staff artists; which category· includes highly paid producers, 
are at present apPointed by the Dkector--General1without any properly con
s~tuted selec~on boards, on salaries fixed by him, In, the case o~ s.alaries 
above Rs. 500 p,m., the ~jnistry's 5!1DCtiOD.,. is. need~.· The. Staff arti.s,ts.. 
complain of arbitrary selections and promotion's. Since the number to be 
employed, the duties to be performed and the terms to be offered are dis
cretionary, it would be surprising if there were no allegations of ·patronage 
and favouritism. We do not propose. to investigate individual complaints, 
but availaqle evidence indicates that they are not wholly without Sll,bstance. 
One cannot discount the natural inclination to acCommodate a favoured few. 

565. Takirig ·first the staff artists who are designated Producers we 
must refer to the dichotomy between Programme Executives in regular 
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employment and Programme Producers. on qontract. Till 1954 the entire: 
responsibility for planning and presenting programmes rested with Pro
gra=e Executives. A new category of Producers and Assistant Producers 
was introduced in 1953 to improve the quality of broadcasts. Another con
sideration was that Programme Executives having all-India service liability 
did not often know the language of the states to which they were .posted 
and could not, therefore, contribute towards planning or controlling regional 
progra=es. 

566. This organisational change has not only led to dichotomy but has 
also created conflicts of interests and functions between Progra=e Execu
tives and Producers. The former resent this as an encroachment find the 
latter fen! frustrated as effective control of progra=es i:einains with the 
Executives. We thus have iwo dissatisfied categories in charge of pro
grammes. It ·also seems that as a result of this division of responsibility, 
AIR has become over-staffed and both categories are underemployed. 

567. The question, therefore, is whether it would not be beSJt to fuse 
the two. In ·other words, whether existing suitable Producers could not 
be integrated with progra=e staff. We consider this feasible and desir
able. It should be brought about by an individual assessment of all Pro
gramme Executives and Producers in employ, retaining those who have 
proved their worth, bringing in the process a reduction in staff to the level 
needed. 

568. We must mention in passing one particular category within the 
staff artists' eadre, the Salahkars or Advisers. There are 10 of them in 
AIR at present. Both those in the organisation and 'those outside were 
'inlanimous. in their view that while advice may be needed in regard to parti
cular progra=es, for which suitable fees should be paid, it is not appro
priate to have distinguished men of letters, musicologists and dramatists on 
AIR's pay rolls. It may be advisable to have a category of national 'musi
cians on the ,anillogy ·of national :professors. 

569. The term ~staff artist' is ·all-embracing. It includes announcers, 
'news•readei:S, trarislators, copyists, effectsmen and others who ·are required 
for continuous employment. It also includes performers such as music 
11ccompanists, conductors, 'COmposers, actors and script-writers who are in 
·a sense specialists. There has to be a turnover in . the latter to keep up 
quality by infusing fresh blood and new talent. Both are on short-term 
contracts, yet a distinction seems to b.e justified. 

570. The number of all long and short-term employees shou!d be deter
mined on an assessment of the needs of the Programine. Division o'f AIR. 
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The table beiow shows that there has been a disproportionate growth of pro
gramme staff and staff artists in relation to the increase in hours of broad
casting. We have taken onlv the maier statimi.s for the sake of brevitv:-

Station 

Bombay 

Calcutta 

Delbi 

Madras 

As on 

1-6-39 

1-6-47 

1-6-58 

1-6-64 

1-6-39 

1-6-47 

1-6-58 

1-6-64 

1-6-39 

1-6-47 

1-6-58 

1-6-64 

1-6-39 

1-6-47 

1-6-58 

1-6-64 

•Base year 1939. 

Hours per 
week 

Percen- Regu- Staff 
tage lar Artists 

Total Percen
tage 

increase• --:----:--increase* staff** 
Primary service 

Hrs. Mts. 

75 

120 

113 

129 

71 

88 

105 

84 

64 

80 

98 

105 

52 

81 

88 

109 

40 

45 

55 

35 

10 

05 

35 

oo 
35 

35 

25 

25 

00 

00 

00 

00 

60 

51 

71 

24 

48 

18 

25 

52 

65 

56 

69 

110 

6 

19 

17 

32 

6 

16 

12 

17 

7 

19 

25 

34 

5 

15 

15 

33 

28 34 

44 63 85 

226 

418 

94 111 

142 . 174 

64 

83 

74 

36 

90 

174 

189 

32 

68 

83 

86 

6 

80 1233 

95. 1483 

91 1417 

43 

109 

199 

223 

37 

83 

98 

119 

!53 

363 

419 

124 

165 

222 

••rrus comprises Progralilme Executives, Programme Assistants and Transmission 
.Executives. 

571. Taking Bombay alone, between 1939 and 1947, the number of 
hours of broadcast of original programmes increased from 75 hours 40 
minutes to 120 hours 45 minutes per week. For this 60% increase, the pro
gramme staff increased from 34 persons to 63·persons in 1947, an increase 
of 85%. Between 1939 and 1964, however, for a 71% increase in hours 
of broadcast, there was an increase of 418% in the programme staff. 

572. It is evident that as AIR's activity expanded, posts were created 
ad hoc without regard either to the needs or the structure of AIR. There 
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is as a result overlap of functions and blurring of responsibilities. AIR 
has- at present 250 Producers and about 350 Programme Executives giving 
about 600 people for the programmes against 350 Executives in 1953. 
This is also out of step with increases in programmes. It clearly establishes 
that there has been no constructive thinking on the subject. It was only to 
be expected that with the appointment of producers, a corresponding reduc
tion in the cadre of Programme Executives should have been made. But 
this was not so. 

573. We consider, therefore, thaf there should be a review of staff 
employed in AIR. Its purpose should be twofold. The strength of each 
class of employees should be refixed on a job analysis and ilhe employees 
should be reclassified into two broad categories, those to be absorbed on 
long-term basis and those to be employed on short-term contracts on prin
ciples we mention later in. this chapter. 

574. It may .still be necessary to employ Producers on short-term con
tracts for special individual programmes. Similarly, there may be need 
to engage specialists to work as commentators for a time. AIR may eYen 
need to make a direct recruitment for a senior post such as that of Director 
of Listener Research. Such personnel should be given contracts for specifi
ed assignments or for a short term as the case may be. AIR must have 
fleXibility but it should be exercised in accordance with well-defined princi
ples. All such recruitment should be through properly constituted Selection
Boards and all the employees in the organisation should be given the oppor
tunity to compete. 

575. Over-staffing is not confined to the Programme Division alone 
which we analysed for illustration, but to all Divisions. The table below
speaks for itself: 

Year ending 

31-12-39 

31-12-47 

31-12-56 

31-12-65 

Staff emploYed 

597 

1,940 

5,481 

9,431 

It is difficult to justify this rate of growth which is disproportionate to the 
rate of increase in programmes and other activities. The number of posts 
created appears to have no relation to -the work, since AIR is able to carry 
on its functions with considerable shortages for example in the engineering 
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staff. It would·appear that the needs are 1>ften over-estimated. In the case 
of the administrative staff a smaller number of better qualified persons 
would serve the interests of the organisation much better than the army of 
not so efficient people both in the directorate-general and at the stations. 
The Special Reorganisation Unit of the Ministry of Finance has also drawn 
pointed attention to the fact that not only is there surplus staff in several 
categories, but their distribution to different assignments has been 
irrational .. 

576. ·Pay Scales.-The staff of AIR feels that the terms and conditions 
of work in the organisation. are unsatisfactor:y. It complains that the pay 
scales are low in relation to the duties and responsibilities and the flow of 
promotions ·also is slow in· ·comparison with other departments of ·Govern
ment. · It considers that ·the pay and status given to the· ·Head 
of AIR-The Director General--sets ··the paae·for all other -eategories·irr'the 
organisation. And because he is treated incorrectly the staff suffers in con
sequence. We·c.onsider •th'at ·there ·is a great deal -of truth ·in support. The 
·Director General :of an organisation· like AIR slioiild: receive ·equality ·of 
treatment with others ·in similar charges. There is ·hardly ·any reason why 
the post should not be equated in statu's and· salary with that of-the ·Director 
General, Posts and Telegraplls. 

577. Linked with this question is the source· from which the Director 
General should be obtained. At .present it is usual to fill the .post from the 
programme cadre. We have a different·image of the Director General. He 
should have administrative ability, artistic perception and a flair .for public 
relations. It is doubtful whether the organisation can always provide one 
with all three attributes. 

578. · It is not for us to lay down pay scales for the various posts in. the 
organisation but it seems rather odd to us that even responsible and high 
level officers like Station Directors should be paid a salary lower than· what 
is allowed tO·'the legion of Under Secretaries at Delhi. The pay ·scale of 
Programme Executives of Rs. 350-800 also compares unfavourably with 
those allowed to other superior services. It is obvious that thi~; rpay scale 
and limited promotion pro~;pects cannot attract first rate people; AIR has 
perforce to rely on the second-best when available. 

579. Secondly, the structure of AIR's Services is unbalanced. There 
is a preponderance of junior· posts and even officers with more than twenty 
years service are still in the queue awaiting promotions. ·An organisation 
like Am, for the ·matter of that any efficient orgai!isation, 'lleells a ·corps of 
high~level competent officers ca:pab1e of taking decisions, supported 1ly a 
small number df assistants. This also is a qilesti<in whic'h requires careful 

·consideration and adjilstilient. 
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580. The schedule of fees fixed for staJl .artists bears no comparison 
with pay scales allowed to low-level officials in the Secretariat. An 
.announcer and a script-writer js paid a salary of Rs. 170, a senior composer 
.a salary of &. 245., Even. a clerical officer in the Secretariat draws a 
.higher salary· and has better prospects. 

581. The Staff Artists~ AssociatiOII.· has pointed out that in ~everal 
.cases the salaries instead of being revised upwards to take account of in
creases in price levels have actually been scaled down~ The News Reader'S 
.and Announcers today are __ paid less than- what they drew in 1947. Secondly, 
1here are .differences i~ pay for the same type !Jf work. A News Reader 
.:in: English or Hindi _is ,paid m.ore, than News Readers in other languages. 
A~in, staff artist$ employed in Delhi are given higher fees than those else
:where. - Though som~ relief has been- given to the staJl artists recently, 
-they are still at a disadvantage vi&-a-vis .the permanent staff. The scheme of 
.1hings appears to us to be wholly irrational. 

582; If the strength o~ AIR's staff is deterlliined with reference to the 
work-load and trained people employed, a reduction can be effected.· This 
will make possible a suitable revision of scales even within the appropria
:tions now'· available. 

583. The engineering staff has more or less similar complaints. In its 
case, the comparison is !DOre odious. Jbe duties are similar to those em
-ployed in engineering units ·in other 'establishments such as the Central 
Public Works Departmen~ and the Posts· and Telegraphs Department. Yet, 
the pay scales and promotion prospects are far less attractive. · This has 
caused a drift and left AIR mostly with those who cannot find alternative 
employment or are disinclined to leave from a sense of service. loyalty. 

584. The engineers also complain that there is no compensatlvn for 
pr.otracted absence from headquarters at project sites and no arrangements 
made for free transport when they have to work in locations away from 
their residential colony. - They also complain that the hours of duty have 
never been laid down and there is no overtime as in other departments. 
·Genuine grievances should be removed to create a contented cadre. 

585. Training.-Training is basic to all organisations. It is more so in 
1hose requiring special skills and techniques. Radio is undoubtedly one of 
those. Unfortunately,. we do not have any institution equipped to give 
training in the varied requirements of broadcasting. The responsibility for 
.organising a well-planned and intensive course of -training ·thus devolves 
upon AIR. Because it has so far ·failed to do so; it has not only an excess 
.of staff on its pay rolls but the quality of its programmes bas also been 
indifferent. 

17 I. & B.-11. 
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586 .. This is: nat to say iliat AIR has been ·wholly inaeti'Ve.- · It establish
ed a Stafi.Trainiiig.Schaal in- "1948. But,: lik&:most ·of· iti''activities, -it 1s 
l.acklustre, almost .a make-believe.:· We -have feached the--cdriclusiOii"_··that 
J:ven if its training corirses were.to be discontinued it 'woulct"not have any 
perceptible effect an the quality of AIR's programmes: 

587.; The failure .of .the Seh<ial ·arises from many· causes. First, the 
,Director is drawn. from the cadre .of Station Directori!; As the post carries 
,a special.pay, .selection is made largely on· ·considerations of seniority.·. It 
.should be obvious that in a specialised p,ost-like this a specialist is needed 
_and it may. be an advantage, -even necessary, to seek one from outside· the 
organisation. It should be equally obvious that the selection of a Director 
on the .extraneous consideration. of seiliority is wholly unSuitable and even 
injurious to: the institution.. The two. instructors are also drawn from the 
.came .of Assistant Station Directors on identical- considerations. · A few 
officers of the directorate-general and sometimes outsiders are o"ci:asionally 
invited to give lectures on special subjects, but the scope for this is limited 
.to those available in Delhi. and who• have time to spare. This is hardly 
the way to run a training institute. 

588. Secondly, the School has a cramped lecture hall. a small library of 
books and tape-recordings, but no studio or any other equipment of its 
own. It has to do the best with these when available. 

589. For both. these reasons, the ineptitude· of the instructing staff and 
the non-availability of studios and equipment, training tends to be more 
theoretical than practical. In fact, what is now being attempted could per
haps be better provided in a well-produced handbook. We are constrained 
to observe that a training institute orgauised on these lines might well be a 
liability than an asset to the organisation. 

590. AIR itself is c.onscious of this deficiency. We were told that it has 
submitted plans for establishing a suitable institute for giving comprehen
sive training in sound broadcasting, ·engineering and television at an 
estimated cost of Rs. 63 la:khs. AIR expects that if the scheme is accepted, 
it should be able to impart training with the. scope and of the quality 
needed. We attach the greatest ilnportance to training. It is an essential 
pre-requisite for organising a competent broadcasting service. 

591. We should make a few general observations on aspects of training. 
The present ha:If-ba:ked scheme of detaching people !or a few days' training 
makes little sense. A period of probation of two years including in-service 
training should, in our view, be the minimum prescribed. This training 
should be supplemented for a time by a scheme of sending a few selected 
officers of medium seniority abroad for specialisation. We are aware of 
the present foreign exchange difficulties but there are many countries and 



organisatidns.·whlch,:would 1oo Willin'g -.to ·a~pt ·. traillees· :and :grant 'them 
stipends.: 'It may -lilsp ·be n~ssary, te·iJ:ecniit •a few 'experts frorif -~broad: 
for the institute on 'sbort-terin· contracfB, but here' again ·help· from·outside' 
organisations should be· readily available, ·The- ·training· schOol :should in' 
reality be made a miniature radio station with all facilities necessary for 
planping ·and prllSeD~JJg,_pro$J:ammes .-JncblC)in~ techl!).c.al . , ajd.s. :fo.r .. trans
Jl1ission, 

S9~: V/~ are- una01e UOr are we_ ,called )lj:lOJI, to investigiV\l COmj)J!IiDts 
that the Selection of officeriddr ·~·ondnient abroad" are not.madi "9n .men£ 
or on the :Oeeils .. of' AIR. We 'woU!J,' how~ver, deprecate the. us~ ·of' train~ 
ei(offieers '!or . wo~k unc~;;nected\~-ith the: training they' r::<:eive," 'as 5Jenii 
often to be th~ case now~ 

593_ .. Another aspect "of training which lias been forcefully brought_ to 
our_ D.otiee"by 'senior· officials 'of AIR is that junior· staff now ·m position;
beiil.g unqualified and untraiil.ed. is unable to fulfil its respOnsibilities bOth 
in the programme and engineering Wings. . This !mikes demands '<:m 'the 
time of senior offiCers who have to be deployed on duties which ~ci>uld with 
facility be performed by those less qualified and experienced. 

'594. 'In the case- of the programme cadre, this situation bas arisen at 
promotion from lower ranks bas. -become 'one of the. avenues for recruit 
ment to the post of Programme Executive. As a result there is now 111 

iil.fiux of personnel who have come from the ranks cif PrograJDme Secretarie: 
and Transmission Executives. They are neither. traiil.ed nor competent t( 
plan prograJDmes. 

595. Similarly, qualified engiil.eers are detailed to perform duties which 
should be entrusted to those less qualified. In other organisations these 
duties are managed by· less qualified and lower paid 'Programme Engineers'. 
Though designated 'engiil.eers' they do not necessarily have any engiil.eering 
qualification nor need they even be graduates in physics. It is essentially 
a category of skilled wgrkers traiil.ed for such duties. As AIR bas not 
iil.stituted such a .category, it uses qualified engiil.eers for such minor duties. 
And thus the complaiil.t that AIR is short of engiil.eers unnecessarily arises. 
To add to this irrational arrangement. we found that engineers have also 
been detailed to bouse-keepiil.g duties such· as arrangiil.g accommodation, 
transport and other trivial non-technical work. 

596.- Specialisation.-We were disappointed to find that AIR has not 
attached any great importance to specialisation, nor does the structure of 
AIR provide scope for this. . The wide. variety of programmes and differeJ!.l 
audiences for whom they are planned require a measure of specialisation 
and also.an understandiil.g of~ psychology 'of the listeners. ,A. ruraLpro
grarnme and. an external programme cannot be cast. iii. the .same mould. 
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597, Specialisation is not only necessary for programme stall but also 
for technical staff, though in the case of the latter the need is not so pro
nounced. There is greater homogeneity in engineering functions; specialisa
tion, though important, is not of the same importance. 

598. AIR has also a disability in enjoying the- Iruits of specialisation •. 
Being a department of Government, ·it canu.ot retain officers in assignments 
for which they are admirably equipped and suited. · Officers have to be 
transferred on exigencies of service and on promotion. The only way an 
officer,- specialised on a job, could be . retained is by giving him suitable 
compensationfor forgoing promotion. This 1s not possible in a hierarchical 
organisation arranged in grades. Autonomous corporations are able to 
upgrade posts when required and grant personal scafes,· In India, · for 
example, an executive .who has shown a flair for creative ""'rk and pr()ved 
a success as a producer may have to, be moved to be a Station Director. 
in <1ther: organisations, .he w9uld be kept on by adjustments and compensa
tion. This serves 'not. only the interests of the organisation ·but also gives. 
the officer concerned a.feeling of fulfilment in his .milieu and work. 

599. Staff artists, however, have more opportunities to specialise. But 
we are told that when they acquire experience and competence. an!! ·become 
of value to AIR, they lO:Ok for jobs outside with better pay and prospects 
and leave whenever one is available. In the sum, AIR is often left with. 
artists of indifferent qUality who are nonetheless disgruntled and frustrated. 
One wa'J to stop this drift would be to better the conditions of emplo-yment 
and make them comparable to those obtaining in other fields of employment. 

600. We have considered how best to solve the problems of recruit
ment, specialisation, pay structures and promotions of different categories 
in the employ of AIR. We first considered whether it would be possible to 
COnstitute an Indian Broadcasting Service on the lines of the Central Ser
vices. : We came to the conclusion that this possibility must be ruled out 
on two considerations. First, in a creative medium like AIR staff should 
not be employed on a permanent basis; secondly, recruitment must neces-

tri1y take note of the linguistic requirements of regional stations. 

601. Contract Staff.-Broadcasting is a live and growing organism in a 
constant state of adjustment to respond to the changing needs and purposes 
of society. It is on this consideration that all broadcasting organisations 
undertake a periodic appraisal of the people in their employ. Distasteful 
though it may be they have no hesitation in weeding out unsuitable people 
in the interests and reputation of the organisation. 

602. We consider that AIR should al&o be ·enabled to un~ertake a 
tJeriodic reappraisal of its staff. This would be possible only if people who 
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f~rm the corpus of the organisation are employed on contracts with provi
sion for termination of service after due notice. But having regard to th:: 
need for cOntinuity and to provide security the contracts should be for in
definite periods. All categories of staff required for organising and manag
ing the manifold activities of AIR, including producing and preienting pro· 
grammes, should have such contracts. Sb,ort-term contracts of about five 
years' duration should be given oniy to performers who are required for 
specialised and specific assignments. This should make it possible to infuse 
new blood and talent from tinie to time to maintain the excellence of 
production. 

603. In making this recommendation we are conscious of the fact that 
security in service is an important consideration and sb,ould not be light!:¥ 
regarded. It would be unwise to allow this consideration to come in .the 
Wf!IY of the efficiency of the organisation or the quality of the programme~. 
Otherwise it would defeat the very purpose for which the organisation exists. 
The remedy in our view lies in giving higher emoluments and better retire
ment benefits to contract officers. 

604. The acceptance of our recommendation would not be welcome tcr 
all in AIR, it might even cause resentment. But at the time of their appoint
ment, permanent officials of AIR were warned and accepted the stipula
tion that should AIR come ~o be controlled by an autonomous corporation 
they would accept transfer and be subject to its employment policy. On 
the other hand, the majority of programme staff now graded as statl artists 
would be employed on indefinite contracts and be selected by an indepen
dent agency. This would provide security of tenure to them, and also a 
more rational mode of selection. The two points of criticism both in Parlia
ment and the Press would thus be eliminated. 

605. Suitable compensation should be given for the termination of in
definite contracts before -the age of retirement. To prevent complaints
arising out of premature termination of cc>ntracts certain safeguards are 
necessary. It must be judicious on the basis of reassessment by a properly 
constituted committee rather than at the discretion of a single individual 
however highly placed. Secondly the corporation should also encourage 
the formation of a unified staff -association led by employees within the 
organisation. The principles and procedure of terminating contracts 
should be settled in discussion with the association, it being permissible for 
it to take up any deviation. The empldyee concerned should have the 
right of preferring an appeal to the Board. 

606. We consider that most categories should be recruited on long
term contracts; exception being made for· ministerial staff in Classes :rr an<' 
III and all Class IV staff who .should be on permanent b!lsis. As mention
ed earlier the administr~tive ·staff of AIR is provided. by other Services on 
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teilllre baSis.- -we see no reason why it should be so. The staff coming for 
a period frorii- outside ·is not familiar with tJ!e conditions of work in AIR 
nor has· it an abiding interest in its well-being. Similarly, there is no need 
to lean -on· the Central Information Service for officers for manning the 
news DiVision; Radio news ·calls for specialisation in the preparation of 
bulletins and commentaries and these requirements cannot be suitably met 
by officers from the Central Information Service on short•term assignments. 
Our proposals for' training would· proVide AIR with specialised staff who 
could mali there two DiVisions alSo with greater efficiency. 

607_. Regional Recruitment~With the formation of linguistic States, 
the. need has arisen to vest regional control in those who know the language, 
the tradition and t):le g_ellius of the people to be served. ' This cannot be 
proVided by offic!'lrs~· WhO dO not have the knowledge Or perception of the 
region:--~ To give but an example, the station at Madia8 has 23 Programme 
·Exeeutives of whom only 10 know Taffiil. IJl other words, more than half 
the ~xecutive~ cannot fulfil a us-eful purpose in the organisation anCI have to 
:be dep~oyed on minor duties for which neither their equipment and tram~ 
·ing ate i:ieeded nor ~~ the expenditure incurred in maintaining thein justified. 
·Soine''Of 'the Programme Executives''them.Selves· agreed that the Madras 
Station could be run efficiently, perhaps· more efficiently, with ·a much 
·smilller" number· of Programme Executives· who were proficient in Tamil 
:ind had knowledge. of the culture and traditions of the community. 

, 608. We· consider :that it is necessary to constitute regional cadres to 
111an all the posts at the stations and units of AIR. It would make them 
more:eci>Iioniic to operate and more purposeful in functioning. We shoul'd 
-only place the posts of the level of Station Directors and higher pOsts on an 
all-India list to be filled by appointment of those suitable from ·the regional 
<:adi-es. · . 

609, Recruitment Procedures:-University graduates should be induct
·ed into the service of AIR by a written examination followed by an inter
. view which we consider essential to determine their suitability for this 
-medium, The selections should be conducted on a regional · basis by a 
Board· constituted by the Corporation haVing in its composition distinguish
·ed people from outside -the organisation. This should be the mode of initial 
·recruitment for all non-engineering staff. . 

610. For engineering staff, well-qualified engineering graduates should 
be recruited after an interview by a separate Selection Board. In their case 
relrlonal recruitment may not be necessary. 

61 1. The recruits should be put. through an intensive course. of -training 
_in all.braoches of engineering in the case of engineering staff and all other 
branches of AIR in the case of non-engineering staff includinl! news, listener 
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research, administration, etc; ·The period of probation and training should 
extend to two year_s. . Those who have completed their probatim1 satisfac
torily should be given contracts for an indefinite period and assigned to· 
duties for which they have shown special aptitudes. The basic pay scale of 
the recruits should be in line with that allowed to other superior services. 

612. ·The broadcasting cadre should be graded suitably and the normal
practice should be to c,onform ·to the grades in giving contracts. Any devia
tion as also appointments to certain categories of posts should require the 
approval of the Board of Governors. 

613. In addition to this normal method of obtilinug staff AIR should 
have full freedom to give long' oi short term ,contract~ to ~thers to fill posts. 
at various levels to remove any imbalance in its staff structure and to main-' 
tain the high professional standards expected of it. 

614. The training scheme with its built-in fleXibility should produce· 
young officers _who could be- employed with :equal facility on specialised 
sectors. It is imperative that jobs_ of equal difficulty and weight of respon- · 
sibility in each and _every sector-programmes, engineering, news, listener 
research and ~dministration-,-should be given the same grading. lbis 
alone would give equality of opportunity for advancement to all employees · · 
removing the feeling of frustration which permeates all cadres of ,AIR. 

615; It is not; however, our intention to suggest that staff should be in 
watertight compartments and there 'should lie no mobilifi. On the other 
hand; there should be interchangeability at suitable stages. This would' give 
AIR a. versatile ·corps which could be deployed to meet changing require
ments from time to time. 

616. Promotion:-It only remains to mention how the rugner posts 
<Should be filled. Experience has shown that promotions largely on consi
derations of seniority -have not contributed to efficiency; it has only made 
the young and the talented frustrated, seeping away gradually their initia
tive l!nd enterprise. We consider, therefore, that it would be best if as a 
rule vacancies which arise are advertised internally, resorting tv public 
advertisements when a suitable person cannot be found within the organisa
tion. It is by innovation, even- unorthodoxy, that we can build an organi
sation which can meet the challenge of changing times and social values. 

617. Higher administrative posts such as those of Station Directors and 
Deputy Directors General should be open to staff deployed in any of the 
sectors mentioned and not reserved as now for programme staff alone. · But 
since the need may arise of retaining a specialist in this particular assignment 
be should-be compensated by a personal contract and status for loss of pro
motion pros~ecta, 
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618. Separation of Engineering and Programme Functions.-In th~ 
next chapter we refer to the -AIR Engineers' AssociatiQn's suggestion for 
the separation of the engineering ~t from programme planners. It feels 
th~t the position of subordination of ·the engineers to programme officers
and the treatment generally given to them even in their day to day work is 
not conducive to smooth and efficient working. We believe that there is 
substance in this complaint. Senior engineers have to work not infrequently 
under the administrative oontr.ol of Station Directors who are junior to them 
in length of service and are on lower scales of pay. They have sometimes 
to work under the control of even Assistant Station Directors. We consi
der that this is inescapable. A Station Director must be in overall oontrol 
of all activities associated with his responsibilities. As a consequence, the 
engineer& have to rely on the administrative staff for provision of ~sport,. 
stationery, procurement of stores, etc. In this, they say, they ·are given 
a stepmotherly treatment and very often -their reasonable requests receive 
no response. This situation can well be met by some adjustments within 
the organisation whereby purely engineering activities and establishments 
could be placed directly under engineering officers. It must also be left to
the good sense ,of the Station Director to cultivate triendly relations with 
the technical staff in his own interests. It is by mutual ~<H>peration that 
programmes of technical excellence can be put on the air. 

619. We see no reason why engineers could not be considered eligible 
for appointment as Station Directors. -A Station Director has to be a good· 
administrator, a good public relations man, and receptive to the needs and 
preferences of the listeners in respect of programmes. An engineer may 
well have these attributes in a larger measure than many programme offi
cers. And there should thus be no ban on suitable engineering officers 
being considered for the posts of Station Directors. In making the sugges
tion, we are encouraged by the example provided by the most outstanding_ 
Director General of the British Broadcasting Corporation, Lord Reith, who
was an engineer. At one time, the BBC became synonymous with him. 

620. Need for a Personnel Department.-A weakness of the present 
organisation is that it has no separate personnel department, dealing with 
all the difficult problems of determining staff requirements, job evaluation, 
grading of posts, recruitment and training of staff, promotions and fixation 
of special grades and all such relevant matters. An organisation like AIR 
should obviously have such a unit. It may be necessary to obtain an expert 
from outside to set up a unit and administer it until such time as AIR can 
replace him by one of its own officers. 

621. Conditions of Wor~.-There has been a general complaint that 
the environment in whiCh the staff of AIR works is not conducive to good' 
work, more particularly "creative work. The staff. has to work round the 
clock. yet essential amenities such as reading, rest and recreation rooms and' 
even canteens have not always been provided. 
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622. In the course of our visits to AIR offices and installations, we 
llad occasion to see things for ourselves. We found the staff working in 
cramped and unswept quarters with dusty almirahs lining the walls; files, 
papers, blue-prints and project studies littering fioors; orderlies in assorted 
garments not always clean, and a canteen. where there is one, unhygienic and 
primitive. Conditions are no different in Broadcasting House and Akash
vani Bhavan which house the directorate-general and have accommodation 
for the Minister and the Deputy Minister of lnformati,on and Broadcasting. 
The slove~ess and almost decay seems to have, we are sad to say, per
meated aU broadcasting activities. Without a purposciul and efficient 
administration neither can acceptable conditions of work be created nor the 
psychological transformation needed brought about .. 

623. We refrain from giving a blue-print for the organisation. It is for 
the Corporation to give thought to this important issue and how best to 
effect the transformation. We see no advantage in a change of form unless 
a new and even revolutionary spirit animates ·those in control. We would 
rest content with reiterating the need for streamlining the organisation, for 
giving it initiative and independence and thus endowing it with vitality and; 
purpose so essential in this important medium of mass communication. 



CHAPTER X 

THE REORGANISATION OF AIR 

624 •. We have regretfully come to the conclusion that AIR's 
performance in informing, educating and entertaining its listeners has ·not 
~n .. impressive and it has failed to come lip to its promise. as an 
instrument of mass . communication. Its failure has been twofold: it ·has 
failed to: provide a broadcasting service satisfactory to the community and 
it has failed to fulfit the purpose of the State to inform and educate· the 
masses, to enthuse them with plans of social and economic progress and 
~0 enllst "their cooperation ill fulfilling them. . 

• J • ' • 

625. Tliis failure is ·attributable to many factors;. basically they anse 
frorn organisational deficiencies and inadequate financial resources. These 
c;u!' for iur analysis and review .as a prelude lo. the consideration ··'of 
m~titutionill and any. ot11er ~hange which would, in our view, make .A~ 
a more adaptable and effective instrument for . the purposes for which" it 
exists. 

PRI!SENT ORGANISATION 

626. Administrative.-According to the Indian Telegraphs Act of 1885 
as amended, the Government of India has the exclusive privilege of 
establishiilg, maintaining and working a broadcasting service. The Act 
provides that a licence may be granted to others also. This permissive 
provision was used when in 1926 the Indian Broadcasting Company Ltd., 
was granted a licence for the two stations at Calcutta and Bombay. Since 
1930 when the broadcasting service was taken over by Government as 
"The Indian State Broadcasting Service" no licences have been issued 
except for small agricultural stations at Allahabad and Debra Dun, both 
since defunct, and to the Madras Corporation for a restricted city service 
until the Madras Station came on the air in 1938. Am thus enjoys a 
monopoly in the field. 

627. Since its inception AIR h!ls been a department of Government; 
-at present its status is that of an attached office of the Ministry of Informa
tion and Broadcasting. The Minister is responsible to the Cabinet 
and accountable to Parliament for all broadcasting activity. Except 
for short spells during the period 1947-1965, the Minister has not 
been a member of the Cabinet. Since January 1966, the Ministry is once 
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again in charge of a Minister of State. It is unfortunate that it has,, been 
so. Effective mass communieatlon in a deyeloping country is essentiaLfor 
its economic and social regeneratiOJJ.. The Minister. at the. helm should 
have suitable authority and status for the purpose. It is equally unfortunate 
that. the Cabinet Committee on Information . and Broadcasting has been 
recently discontinued. This again makes the link between the Minister and 
the Cabinet tenuous. 

628. The accountability of the , Minister, to, Parliament is fulfilled 
through interpellations, short notice .discussions, and debates when. the 

. estimates of the Ministry are: presented to, the House. Thet:e is also an 
Informal Consultative Committee of Parliament composed of membeJ:S 
drawn from both Houses, presided over by the Minister; tllat . discusses 
various issues relating to the Ministry from time to time. 

629. Th,e Director General is responsible to the Ministry fqr ,the 
working of AIR, ils its executive _head. _He is appointed by the. Oovemmejlt 
in consultatioJ!. with the_ Union "Public -Sefvice Commission .. It is us~~ 
to appoint an officer of the programme cadre of AIR to be the Dir~tor 
General, though the post is not specifically reserved for the cadre. There 
have been occasions when officers of the Indian Civil Service were drafted . . . ,. . 
to be Director ·~neral. 

630. Though the pay of the Director General is the same as thjlt 
alloweq to a Joint Secretari, he has· not been equated in ·status to a Joint 
Secretary nor doe.s h~ · ~xercise any powers of Government. · The Heads of 
two_ other similar organisations, namely, ~he Director General, Posts and 
Telegraphs, and the Director Gf<nenil~ Tourism, 'both have _ex-officio 
Secretariat status and the former is remunerated by' a higher salary. 

631. The Director General is supported by a Chief Engineer ranking 
next only to him and three_ Deputy. Directors General, one each for Pro
grammes, Inspection, and Administration. 

632. The Chief Engineer is also selected in consultation with the 
UPSC. · He' is assisted by ·an Additional Chief Engineer, four Deputy Chief 
Engineers and other technical offi~rs and exercises control over the entire 
technical establishments of AIR. One Deputy Chief Engineer looks after 
the planning and development of broadcasting · services, another is 
responsible for maintenance, the third 'is responsible for· the studios and 
their maintenance, and the fourth looks after major projects, community 
.listening and other ancillary matters. On all technical matt~rs the Heads 
. of Engineering Units; including those at the . stations . receive instructions 
from the Chief Engineer, .but they are under the administrative control of 
the Heads of the stations to which they are nttaclted. 
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633. The Deputy Director General (Programmes) is in charge of the: 
preparation of programme' schedules, coordination and supervision of the 
programme policy and standards, and recruitment and utilisation of staff 
artists, their emoluments etc. He is assisted by eight Directors, in the ·•ank. 
of Station Directors, nine Chief Producers, two Deputy Chief Producers 
and other stalf. 

634. The Deputy Director General (Inspection) is responsible for 
wnducting periodical inspections of AIR's offices and stations, maintaining 
AIR Manuals and supervising the work of the Staff Training School, which 
has a Director and Instructors to provide training. The Inspection Unit has 
an Assistant Station Director, an Assistant Station Engineer and three 
Inspectors of Accounts. 

635. The Deputy Director General (Administration) assisted by four 
Deputy Directors, has overall responsibility for all matters concerning the 
establishment, including recruitment, transfers, confirmations, grant of 
pension, etc. He functions also as the Vigilance Officer and exercises 
control over appropriations. 

636. The Station Directors of AIR administer the various stations on 
behalf of the Director General. Similarly, there are Directors in charge 
of Units such as the Staff Training School, the TV Service, the: 
Transcription and Programme Exchange Service, the External · Services,. 
and ·the News Services. They are assisted by Station Engineers/ Assistant 
Station Engineers, Assistant Station Directors and Producers or Assistant 
Producers. This gives a broad picture of the present organisation which i~> 

depicted .graphically in two charts at the end of this chapter. 

637. Financial.-Like all other departments of Government, the entire
expenditure of AIR is met bly appropriations made by Parliament. In 
theory the licence fee on receivers is levied to sustain the broadcasting 
service. But in practice, revenue derived from licence fees, after deducting 
collection charges, is credited to the Consolidated Fund and both the 
capital and revenue budgets of AIR · are debated and voted 
upon annually by Parliament. There is' thus no direct link between 
licence_ fees collected and amounts appropriated. In many countries the 
entire collection of fees reduced ·by the cost of collection i5 placed at the 
disposal of the broadcasting organisation either directly or through a vote of 
Parliament without a detailed control over its activities. 

638. The table below gives for the last four years the grants, both 
capital and recurring, made to AIR and the expenditure incurred against 
these allocations and the amounts collected as licence fees. 
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1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 
---

Rs. Rs. Rs. R.'>. 
·(1) Capital grant as sane· 2,57,48,400 2,96,47,700 

tioned. (Voted) (Voted) 
2,10,73,000 

(Voted) 
1~,10,000 

Voted) 
plus 1,000 
(asked for) 

1,300 3,12,000 1,85,000 10,000 
(Charged) (Charged) (Charged) (Charged) 

plus 46,000 
(asked for) 

•(2) Capital expenditure 2,40,57,392 2,95,51,424 2,10,27,219 60,59,286 
(Voted} (Voted) (Voted) (Voted) 

(up to January 
1966) 

·1,324 55,689 ' 3,11,586 1,78,553 
(Charged) - (Charged) (Charged) (Charged) . 

(up to January 
1~66). 

--
[3-) Recurring grant sane-

tioned. 
S, 70,53,000 5,61,68,000 5,91,06,000 -~ 74,48,000 -

[4) Recurring ex~ture 5,58, 73,189 5,59,52,602 6,01,52,89~. 5,40,86,500. 
(up to Janual')' 
1966) 

(5) Gross licence revenue 4,89,77,000 6,27,83,000' 7,52,11,717 8,71,00,000 
(Esumated). 

( 6) Net licence revenue 4,18,32,000 5,45,57,000 6,65,96,000 7,65,00,000 
(Estimated) 

639. Advisory Committees.-Advisory Committees have been appointe4 
by Government to make available to the AIR Stations and the directorate
general the views of the public on various aspects of programme plannin.! 
and policies. There are at present two Central Committees: The Central 
Programme Advisory Committee (CPAC) and -the Music Audition Board 
(MAB). The CPAC is a general body which deals with all pro.e:ramme 
matters. It consists of 25 members, appointed by the Ministry of Informa
tion and Broadcasting, and meets generally once a year. The MAB has 20 

-to 25 members drawn from among connoisseurs, musicologists and musicians 
representing the Hindustani and Karnatak Schools of Music. It meets 

.annually to discuss technical questions relating to music. Its members 
-constitute the panel from which persons are invited from -time to time ,to 
assist in the selection and grading of classical music artists. 

MO. There are also Committees for each station. The 'Programme 
Advisory Committee (PAC) of each of the Stations consists of 1 0 members 

-except in the case of the Committees which advise two stations jointly, 
such as Ahmedabad-Rajkot, in which case the number is 16. They are 
-appointed by the Director General, in consultation with the State Govem-
1!lent and with the approval of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. 
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These Collllliittees meet twice a year. Bes.ipes the PAC, there are collllliittees
to 'adviSe each station on rurili. 'broadca5!in& industrial broadcasts and 
triba). programmes, and there a,re consultative panels :for schools and univer- . 
sity.,broadcasts.· 

FuTURE ORGANISATION 

64-t;·we should now consider whether organised as it is today as an 
atta9'fi.ed .· \)flice '"of a Ministry Witii conconift,ant -financing arrangements, AIR 
cali ·develop as a national or.e:anisation and provide a countrywide service of i 
quility and excellence. 

642, In the firSt place, i.theni.e of centralisation runs through the fabric 
of India's administration. It is more marked in the field of financial 
administration. This by itself is a deterrent to the growth of departmental 
initiative and ~xpeditious transact_!,qn ofbus!ness. Even the Ministries. of 
Government do not enjoy full financial powers over the appropriations made 
to them for purposes embodied in the estimates as approved by Parliament. 
They derive financial au!hority by- delegations made from-time to time ·by 
the Finance Ministry. (The somewhat limited autonomy granted to them 
was withdrawn recently at the time of the conllict with Pakistan and has v . . 
yet to be 'restored).* The Ministries have in tum delegated some of their 
financial powers with the approval of the Finance Ministry to subordinate. 
echelons but they have not been substantial. The principle that all execu
tive levels should have administrative authority and financial power com
·mensurate with their responsibilities and functions ha5 yet to find acceptance. 

· There is also a general disinclination to part with power and the Director 
General in his tum has been chary in delegating powers to the Station 
Directors 

.643. A Government department is subject to the discipline of rules 
and regulations both in regard to its employment policy and utilisation of 
resources allocated. These rules and regulations framed for administrative 
purposes are not wholly suitable for the commercial activities of Govern
ment or for a creative medium like AIR. It is on this consideration that 
industrial and commercial activities of Government have been entrusted to· 
statutory corporations on companies. In the case of AIR no such dispensa
tion has yet been made. The purpose of .adopting the corporate form was. 

· to free the commercial ;~ctivities of the State from inappropriate rules and 
regulations and to place them on a comparable footing with private enter
prise. 

644. Perhaps Government realised that AIR would not be able to 
function with delegations customarily' made to heads of attached offices and 
therefore gave the Director General somewhat wider powers in certain 
respects. But even these are insufficient to enable him to provide a service 
with a high standard and social purpose. 

*Sinee restored. 
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'645. We 'do· not wish:·to 6verload"iliis· i:eport'·'-With cietaii$;.but~wdUid 
refer· to afew major liinitation(which 'impihge on the elii.t:ieiibf of AIR.·~ 
admiriistration. In the administrative fielci; 'the ·tili:ecitor 'derieriil!(p<iwers 
for creation of posts only eXtend to ininor . posts . of . Clerks' arld; 'pe6ns' .. 
Similarly he can order transfers of only junior officials, n6h:if' Dii:ectbrldtiilf' 
n.ot even of Assistant Station Directors. if they jlolg- indepe]lden~ .charge of 
a station: l;Iis disciplinary power~ are also extreinely]lriii_ted and h~mmed 
in by archaic regulations. I1J. this' slttiaticin)i: is' 4ifficrilt for biriJ. to ~dmiiiiSter 
the. department.· effici'ently _ri~. can.· he: commi4i9. 'ihe . reSpect 'o( hi~-- Sii~-: 
ordinateS.· .. ' . " . - ·. . ' ..... "'. . "" - .. ' 

· 64~.; i-I~ financial. power!\ are even more UmitCti: ae. caniiot'.~enci 'o!it.' 
a~y officer 'on tour for iil.cire" than . ten . days ; at' . -;l ~ine and he : c;arit!o.t 
authorise iUr journeys' where necessary. Even his powers iii. regaic1 to prO-' 
gramme planning do not allow him to make worthwhile adjustments. 'One 
might well say that he_ has. respon_sibil!ty witho;ut, t!l~ ~Jlthqrity. :n~~~li!Y -to 
fulfil it, 

. ~47- .We now conside~wb~tber the basic' requirements of AIR would: 
be· met by enlarging the powers of the Director General. . . . . ' . 

648. First, be bas -to work within the limits of funds appropriated by 
Parliament. In the framing of estjmates AIR's proposals are first scrutinised· 
and usually pruned down by the Ministry and the process is repeated in 
the Finance Ministry. Thus it is seldom that the reductions are made in a 
constructive way keeping in view the main purpose for which fimds were' 
demanded. Secondly,' the Director General carmot -spend the amounts voted 
according to his requirements without adhering to detailed allocations to· 
different activities. He bas hardly any powers of re-appropriation. 

649. Thirdly, the capital grant is determined by the Planning Com-· 
mission's decision regarding the rate of development and the priorities in 
this development. As we have mentioned earlier, broadcasting does not 
figure in the Jist of priorities drawn up by the Plarming Commission. We 
were informed that AIR's plan bas just undergone a fifth revision to accord 
with the Commission's proposed total allocation of resources in the Fourth 
Plan. This bas at one stroke nullified AIR's earlier mtention to provide 
a medium-wave network to serve 95 per cent of the people by the end 
of the Fourth Plan. -

650. Fourthly, the Director General is not competent to engage the 
type of people he needs and offer them salaries they are worth, as all 
recruitment has to be made through prescribed Government channels and 
remunerations paid aCcording to scales laid down by Government. There 
is thus little flexibility ·in tlie selection of staff and in determiiling the terms 
and conditions of service. And the Director· General his no authority to 
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dispense with the services of unsuitable staff. · It should be obvious that 
the deficiencies and shortcomings of the staff are reflected in the quality 
of the programmes put out and unless the Director General has the authority 
to weed out unsuitable people from time to time, a satisfactory service 
cannot be provided. · 

651. We say all this to pinpoint the present disabilities of AIR, but 
we (!o .not for a moment suggest that the Director General should be allowed 
io flmction without control and guidance or that he should be.iiven all the 
resources be demands. He should, however, be brought into cioser colla~ 
ration in the shaping of policy and programmes and given greater flexibility 
m their fulfilment; . The short point we make is that the Director General 
cannot be: endowed with powers whic~ though necessary for the operation 
of a broadcasting system are not available even to the Ministries of Gove~.: 
.riJ.ent. 

652, Before· we discuss what would be ·the most ~uitable organisation 
for AIR, we should make one point of substance and that is that · thi: .. 
s,tations an~ other units .of AIR must be given gre~ter autonomy than they 
enjoy at present. It ·is .the stations which are actually concerned with 
broadcasts and the test of a broadcasting organisation is the quality of its 
programmes. The need for speedy decisions and initiative at the stations 
is indisputable but cannot be met if their Directors have to obtain the. 
Director General's approval for every little thing that they need or propose 
to do. Their status in the organisation has been progressively whittled 
down over· the years.· And standardisation· bas been enforced on various 
kinds of activities, without regard to the consideration ·that in a country so 
large and variegated as ours, regimentation would defeat the very purpose 
of a medium which must have an appeal for all the communities it serves. 
Compliance with orders has thus taken the place of enterprise and originality. 
This trend must now be reversed even if AIR were to remain undisturbed 
in its present form. 

653. AIR is not a unique organisation. It conforms to a pattern which 
is in vogue in some Asian countries and in the Union of Soviet Socialist 
.Republics and countries in Eastern Europe. It may well be argued that 
broadcasting has developed and grown into maturity elsewhere more 
particularly in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as a department of 
Government. There should be no reason why its status should hamper 
development or affect the quality of programmes. This logic needs analysis 
and refutation. 

654. First, the political and administrative systems of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics and East !European countries are vastly different 
from those of India. · Secondly, radio and television in these countries 
are instruments of a monolithic State for propagating au ideology and giving 
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directional control to political, economic and social life. AI\d thirdly, 
the Chief Executive of the organisation in the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics is currently the chai111!lln of the Committee on Radio and Tel(>
vision of the 'Council of Ministers and occupies a high rank in the Cabinet. 
All these three considerations are inapplicable in India. 

1'55. For reasons we have developed earlier,· it is not possible in the 
Indian context for a creative medium 'like broadcasting to flourish under a 
regiment of departmental rules and regulations. .It is only by an institutional 
change that AIR can be liberated from the present rigid financial and 
administrative procedures of Government. 

656. We first explored the possibility of adopting the form of one or 
other governmental agency which has greater freedom in movem~nt than 
departments of Government. The Railway Board, the Atomic Energy 
Commission, the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, were 
suggested by some as a possible model for AIR. 

657. Anxious as we were to limit structural changes to the minimum, 
we studied these organisations but came to the conclusion that none of the 
nattems would meet the needs of AlR. The reasons for our conclusions 
are as follows. There is a clear divisif:m of functions in Railway operations 
and it is not so in broadcasting. Secondly, the Railway Board is not 
"t!ga!'ed in creative activity. And thirdly, as a· Ministry of Government. 
the Board has to work within the limitation of rules and regulations framed 
for recruitment, promotion, etc. On all these counts, the Railway Board 
pattern would not meet the needs of AIR. 

658. Similarly, both the Atomic Energy Commission and the Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research are engaged in specialised activities 
which do not make it necesslll)' for theni to be in constant touch with 
political, cultural and :;ocial developments with which Radio is intimately 
involved. Undoubtedly, these two organisations have no obligation to recruit 
their personnel through the normal channels prescribed for government 
departments and the~ rules of filling up high-level posts do not conform to 
the practice obtaining in Government. They have within their organisation 
Finance Officers of status ana enjoy a measure of autonomy nof available 
to departments. The controlling body is .predominantly, if not entirely, 
off..cial and thus in substance they function more or less as any other 
Government organisation. On these considerations and ·having regard to 
the ·substantial dif(erences in .tl.e functions of these two authorities and 
AIR, we reach .the conclusio11 that their pattern would also not be suitable 
for adoption. 

659. We, therefore, proceed tO consider whether it would not be best 
to give AIR· the· corp<irate ·form which bas· been ·successfully adoptecJ 
by broadcastin~· organisations in· countries wiih ·a democratic constitution .. 

17 I. & B.-12. 
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In 'this consideration it would be relevant to examine the. policy iesolution 
which led to the acceptance of the corporate form for State industrial 
enterprises. It was acknowledged that subject to the observance of certain 
general principles, the organisation of management suitable for each 
undertaking must necessarily be determined with reference to its particular 
requirements. The method of recruitment, the regulation of scales of pay, 
conditions of service and discipline of employees, the procedure for financial 
control, the system of· accounting applicable to the normal activities of 
Government could not obviously be adopted for the efficient admiuistration 
of industrial enterprises. We feel that the same considerations apply with 
equal force in the case of AIR. 

660. Experience has shown that the c0rponi.te form by itself has not 
brought about a psychological transformation nor given flexibility in 
operation because the Boards as constituted do not ensure independence 
implicit in the form. It is necessary to safeguard this position by making 
AIR a national authority in which .major national interests would be 
represented to give it balance, quality, poise and purpose. Secondly, even 
with such a constitution the autonomy of the corporation would not be 
real unless it is financially independent and viable. These are important 
aspects which we discuss later in their proper cpntext. 

661. We have carefully studied in detail the major types of broad
casting organisations in different parts of the world. We do not wish to 
burden this report with their details, to the study of which we have devoted 
considerable time, attention and thought. Having discussed the merits and 
demerits of a departmental organisation earlier, we now deal with the 
other two major types which have found general acceptance. Major 
broadcasting systems are either in private hands largely exploited for 
profit, or they are owned by the State but entrusted to autonomous 
corporations subject to specified control over policies and programmes. 

662. It is necessary at the outset to make the point that all radio anit 
television orgauisations are subject to control and regulations by the State. 
First, there is the international obligation in the use of wave-lengths ·and 
frequencies. This requires the issue of a licence. to operate as prescribed 
by the International Telecommunication Union. The grant of licence is 
subject to certain legal formalities and regulations framed by each Govern
ment. Apart from legal requirements, no State can allow unrestricted 
authority to a broadcasting organisation tO embark on programmes which 
offend against social and moral values. These media have a tremendous 
potentia( in moulding public opinion; they can equally enslave or liberate 
the human mind. The State has to safeguard the public interest through 
its regulatory power. It is largely on this consideration that the Supreme 
Court of the United States of America had declared : 'Unlike other modes 
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of expression, radio inherently is not available to all. That 1s its unique 
characteristic. That is why unlike other modes of expression it is subject 
*<> government regulations.' 

663. The outstanding example of private ownership and management 
is provided by the United States of America where licences to operate 
Radio and Television Stations are issued by the Federal Communications · 
Commission subject to certain laws and regulations. This system also 
operates in many other countries, notably Japan, Canada and Australia. 
All the three countries have each a public corporation owned wholly by 
the State, but they have also licensed private· stations which operate in 
wmpetition. 

664. There is a variation of this form which provides for joint State 
and private collaboration. The best examples of blending of public and 
private ownership are provided by the Italian and Swedish organisations. 
RAI, the Italian organisation, is a private linlited company which has been 
granted a monopoly of Radio and Television and Wire Distribution. The 
majority of its shares are held by the Institute of Industrial Reconstruction 
which is a government agency. Although RAI enjoys a considerable measure 
of independence, it is subje<;t to obligations and inspections by the State. 
The Board of Management and the Board of Auditors J!ave government 
members. 

665. In Sweden, programming rights are vested since· 1925 solely in 
a company known as Sveriges :Radio. The State owns the transmitting 
uetworK and is responsible for its maintenance and operation. The 
programme company is privately owned; the State has no financial interest 
in it. Two-fifths of the shares are held by the Press, another two-fifths by 
large national organisations and popular movements and one-fifth by 
business and industrial interests. The Government, however, reserves the 
right to appoint the Chairman and one half of the members of the Board 
•f Governors; the other half being elected by the shareholders. 

666. In the other category are public corporations constitut~d by Roylll 
Charter or Statute. They are run independently by a body specifically set 
up for the purpose and are largely independent of Government financially. 
All Governments, however, retain over-riding c<;mtrol by prescribing 
~egulatioris under which the corporations must operate and also have 
discretion to alter the regulations from time to time. Theoretically tho. 
tupervisory powers vested in the .Governments ·are extensive but in practice 
they are invoked only if the corporations tend to behave in an irresponsible 
manner or offend against the public interest. 
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667. Unlike privately owned corporations, they are not actuated by 
the profit motive. They are under an obligation ·to utilise their entire in
come to promote defined objectives. The best known examples of this 
type of broadcasting organisation are the corporations and commissions 
in the United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, Australia, France and West 
Germany: 

668. We reproduce below an extract from the Beveridge Report on 
Broadcasting in the United Kingdom as an example to show how autonomy 
has been,reconciled with control: 

"The . formal power of the Government . of the over the British 
Broadcasting Corporation is · absoJute. The Governors who 
cOnstitute the Corporation can be removed at any .time by 
Order in Council and can be replaced by others. The Licence 
can be revoked by the Postmaster General, if at any time the 
Corporation in his opinion is failing in its duties. The Post
master General can veto any proposed broadcast or class of 
broadcast, and in doing so can require the Corporation to re
frain from announcing that a veto has been imposed. Any 
Government Department can require the Corporation to broad
cast any announcement or other matter desired by it. 

"In practice it has become the agreed policy of successive Govern
ments, accepted by Parliament, that the Corporation should 
be independent of the Government in the day to day conduct 
of its business, including both the making of programmes for 
broadcasting and general administration." 

669. We now discuss the suitability or otherwise of the two forms 
we have outlined. On very many consideration we are not attracted to 
the idea of entrusting radio and television to commercial interests. First, 
there is the consideration that no commercial interest would be able to 
undertake the enormous capital outlay involved in setting up a radio and 
television organisation, unless it were given unfettered discretion to earn 
revenue from advertisements. They might not also provide requisite time 
and resources for programmes of educa,tive value, and indulge in sensation
alism, sacrificing· objectivity and integrity in presenting news. We mnst, 
therefore, tum our face against this form of organisation. 

670. The most important consideration on which we have rejected this 
form, however, is. that radio and ·television have a purposeful role to fulfil 
in our developing economy. They have to mobilise public opinion to sup
port the plans of development, they have to. educate and inform the people 
and strive to ·better their social and economic life. That should be the 
major role and purpose of radio and television in India. 
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671. Several witnesses including some Union and State Ministers and 
officials were in favour of allowing private stations to operate side by side 
with the national network. They felt that the national network should be 
supplemented by private endeavour to meet the requirements of the local 
communities. They also felt that independent private stations would be 
able to provide programmes which would give greater satisfaction to the 
listening public. This in our view is a danger. It may lead to a lowering of 
standards. We, therefore, are unable to subscribe to this view and would 
retain for the national network a monopoly in the field of broadcasting. 

672. The Need for an Autonomous Public Corporation.-We are also 
averse to the system in which these two media are used primarily for pur
poses of propagating a particular ideology and regimentation of its citizens. 
We are thus left with the only alternative of entrusting the broadcasting 
services to an autonomous corporation set up by statute which would clearly 
define the authority and control which Goverronent would exercise over its 
activities. We found overwhelming support for this idea from the officials 
of AIR, distinguished witnesses whose advice we· sought and from others 
who either sent in written memoranda or gave evidence in addition. The 
Press also largely supported the transformation of AIR into a Corpor
ation. 

673. It would be pertinent to mention in this context the attitudo:: of 
an International Agency like UNESCO to the organisation of broadcast
ing. Mr. Tor Gjesdal of UNESCO told us that whenever a developing 
country sought its advice, UNESCO generally advised the- setting up of a 
public corporation to control . broadcasting in preference to departmental 
control. UNESCO considers that a pu:blic corporation is more efficient, 
more flexible, and quicker in ·movement and moreover, it encourages talent 
and the creative urge both in its own staff and in outside· artists. 

674. There are other valid considerations which influence us in making 
this recommendation. AIR must not be considered by the people as an 
instrument of the Goverronent of the day as it is widely regarded to-day. If 
its organisation were to be made autonomous and its programmes based 
on the concept of social responsibility, its value and effectiveness would be 
considerably enhanced. It 'would create public oonfidence and lead to the 
acceptance of its programmes as objective ·and unbiassed and consequently 
their impact would be far greater. 

675. There is also a politieat· consideration which cannot be lightly 
dismissed,· more so in a federal State. If some of the States oome to be 
controlled by parties otl)er than the one in power at the Centre, AIR 
would be exposed to stresses and strains which are best avoided. There is 
always the risk of its administrative policy, newscasts and programmt-.s 
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being attuned to the philosophy of the political party in power. AIR, to 
play a significant role in national reconstruction, should have independence 
and objectivity and should be kept outside the pale of political influence. 
We enter this caveat as we have found that in some countries political 
changes or changes in leadership cause major upheavals both in the policy 
and personnel of their broadcasting organisations. The possibility of such 
a situation arising here should obviously be avoided. 

676. ArgumelltS Against a Corporation.-This is not to say that thero 
was no opposition to this form; there were some witnesses who were opposed 
to the formation of an autonomous corporation. We have considered it 
necessary, therefore, to discuss the arguments put forward by them. And 
we have analysed the debates in Parliament at various times on the 
organisation of AIR. 

677. The main argument is . that as an instrument of instruction and 
education, AIR should be in the hands of the State which has a direct and 
abiding responsibility on these matters. The apprehension is that an autono
mous corporation may tend to neglect the educative role of the media and 
concentrate on entertainment. The performance of other autonomous cor
porations does not lend any support to this apprehension. On the other 
hand, it is publicly acknowledged that they have made massive contributiona 
in the fields of education and knowledge. The autonomous corporatioru; 
in Japan, Canada and Australia and the limited company in Italy are res
ponsible for some of the finest programmes of adult education in the world. 

678. A corporation has to work within the terms of its charter which 
specifically prescribes its major functions and the degree of control the State 
would exercise. It is possible to lay down the proportion of resources and 
time which should be devoted to activities beneficial to the community. 
Even in the case of private organisations a modicum of control is exercised 
by imposing conditions in granting licences. The question whether Govern
ment should have control over broadcasting is thus theoretical. Tho 
question is what should be the nature and quantum of control. 

679. The major point made by successive Ministers of . Information 
and Broadcasting in the House has been that Parliament would lose control 
if AIR were to be made an autonomous corporation. This apprehension 
_has had an inhibiting effect in considering an institutional change. It is 
necessary, therefore, to consider whether parliamentary control would bo 
abated or lost if AIR were to be made a corporation. Apart from the fact 
that Parliament itself has accepted the corporate form as being suitable for 
certain activities of Government and has not considered it as an abrogation 
of its authority, we should examine the nature of control Parliament exer
cises at present over AIR. It is exercised largely through questions and 
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debates in 1he Hpuse. _ An analysis of the Hansard reveals that parliamen
tary intervention has generally been on matters which are not of any grea~ 
moment to the economic and efficient working of AIR. The reasons for 
this are not far to seek. Under the present dispensation, the annual report 
of the Ministry is uninformative, it does not reveal any faulty programme 
planning, deficiencies of listening or waste of resources. Parliamentary 
control thus tends to be more theoretical than real. We have earlier men
tioned that large sums of money were expended on programmes which do 
not command any listening but Parliament had no information of this and 
other lapses on the part of AIR to make i'ltervention purposeful. 

680. Secondly, broadcasting is a complicated activity which requires 
day to day decisions on coverage, appointments and other items of expen
diture. If these aspects of working were to be constantly queried it would 
sap the initiative of those in control and make them hesitant to take respon
sibility and decisions, leading to inefficiency and waste. What is more_ 
important is that Parliiunent should be in control of policies and made aware 
of them as forinulated from time to time and have opportunity to assess 
the results as reflected in the quality of programmes and volume of listening. 
We have no evidence to show that policies in regard to music, language, 
news, external services and recruitment have been brought to Parliament's 
notice in reports and estimates. Yet these are the major _questions which 
should attract parliamentary scrutiny. 

681. Parliament has recently constituted a committee on public under
takings. We are encouraged by the work done by the committee to feel 
confident that its review .of the working of AIR is like~y to be far more 
effective and rewarding than the present theoretical control exercised through 
questions and. debates. We would also recommend that a detailed· annual 
report on AIR should be presented to the House which could be 
remitted for study, if considered necessary, to a standing committee to 
provide a continuous review of the working of AIR from year to year. 
This would make it possible to assess the success or failure of this agency 
to achieve the goals which have been laid down by Parliament. 

682. It has been argued that since broadca.>ting makes large demands 
on public revenues it is essential that Government should have a very close 
control over its working. It is the financial angle which has been repeatedly 
stressed in parliamentary debates against any move to make AIR a corpo
ration. In 1952, the then Minister- stated in the House th~t until the 
department was more or less self-sufficient, it was difficult to convert it into 
an autonomous corporation. He expressed his personal preference for the 
corporate fortn but imposed the condition that it could be considered only 
when AIR had become self-sufficient. The Minister-in-Charge sought in 
1964 to give a new meaning to self-sufficiency. He averred that while the_ 
growth of licence revenues had made AIR self-sufficient, it was still depen
dent on Government for funds -for capital expenditure. 
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(183. It is difficult to accept the obiter dicturn of the Minister as a policy 
decision. In the first place, public corporations aild coDipaliies have been 
formed with large investment of public revenues for purposes beneficial to 
the conunmiity. Similarly, Universities, which virtually enjoy autonomy, 
receive large grants from Government through the University Grants Com
inission. It is in fact in the very nature of a welfare State to make large 
investments in and grants to nation-building activities. With its programmes 
for the rural community, educational institutions and foreign listeners, AIR 
undoubtedly is in the category of an agency beneficial to the community to be 
supported and even sustained by the State. 

684. Another argument which had been advanced against structural 
change is the present emergency. Apart from the fact that the emergency 
is temporary in nature, it is necessary to remove the impression that a cor
poration would not be able to discharge its responsibility to inform and 
mobilise public opinion equally well. We are aware of the tremendous 
impetus the BBC gave to the war effort during the last world war and the ex
tent to which it gave courage, confidence and hope to the freedom fighters 
on the continent. In fact, it has been suggested that broadcasts from a 
non-official agency are generally regarded as more reliable and more objec
tive and have, in consequence, a greater tonic effect.· 

685. Another argument which has been used by the Ministers is that the 
staff of AIR would J!Ot welcome the formation of a corporation as their· 
service rights would be adversely affected. We do not consider this a valid 
argument .. Evidence before us revealed that this structural change would 
be welcome to a large section of the employees of AIR. Financial benefits 
apart, they feel that it would create an atmosphere of freedom in which 
their creative urge would find fulfilment. We are also informed that 
appointments since 1943 carried the rider that the employees would accept 
liability to serve if AIR were converted into a public corporation and further 
that they would accept the terms and conditions of service laid down by the 
Corporation. 

686. Another argument which has been used to stall a reorganisation 
is that the establishment of a corporation would immediately open the way 
to commercial programmes implying thereby that .control of AIR would 
gradually pass to private hands. We should like to remove the impression 
that the two issues are related. There are public corporations such as the 
BBC which are debarred from accepting any form of -advertisements but 
there are equally public corporations such as the Cam~dian Broadcasting 
Corporation which are permitted to carry restricted advertisements in their 
programmes. Both In Ceylon and Pakistan, radio and television accent ad
vertisements even though they are organs of the State. It is obvious that 
there is nothing inherent in any syswni to accept or ban advertisement. it 
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is a matter' for individual determination on many relevant considerations, 
including financial resources available. It has been clearly demonstrated that 
autonomous corporations which accept advertisements. have not come even 
remotely under the sway of commercial interests, sacrificed an iota of their 
independence or deflected from the high ideals which brought them into 
being. 

687. Apprehension has been expressed by those who favour the Corpora
tion idea that if AIR were to be reorganised and given the same type of 
Board of Directors as other public enterprises, there would be little point in 
making a ·change. The purpose of the corporate form is to liberate it from 
detailed outside control. If this cannot be secured, it would be best to leave 
alone the organisation and attempt to rationalise it to the extent possible. We 
are in complete agreement with this view. We have given anxious thought 
to the question and have discussed it with many people in many walks of 
life. Opinion is unanimous that if selections are made with care and cir
cumspection and people with established reputation and integrity are· drawn 
from major sectors of national life, the Board would not only be indt:pendent 
but a dedicated instrument of national service. Once C}overnment accepts 
the concept of autonomy, we should expect it to conform to a high standard 
in selection, applying criteria mentioned. We agree with the· view that it 
would be impossible to strive for anything better if at every stage we are 
discouraged by the apprehension of failure on account of the lack of inte
grity or independence on the part of those in authority. As one distin
guished witness put it, we cannot allow ourselves to believe that everything 
we plan will be defeated by the low moral voltage on which Indian society 
functions at present. 

688. Arguments in Favour of a Corparatio!I.-Turning now to the 
arguments in favour of a corporation we should at the outset quote what 
Jawaharlal Nehru -said in answer to a debate on External Publicity in the 
Constituent Assembly on 15th March, 1948: · 

"My own view of the set-up for broadcasting is that we should apprQoo 
ximate as far as possible to the British model, the BBC: that is 
to say, it would be better if we bad a semi-autonomous corpora
tion under the Government, of course, with th:} policy controlled 
by the Government, otherwise being not conducted as a Govern
ment department but as a semi-autonomous corporation. Now, 
I do not think that is immediately feasible. I have merely 
mentioned this to the House. I think we should aim at that, 
even though we may have many difficulties. In fact, in most 
matters we should aim af the semi•autonomous corporations, 
the policy and other things being distantly controlled by the 
-Government, but the Government or Government deparnnents 
not inteifering in their daJ•tQooday activities. • B1>t that is not 
an immediate issue." 
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689. From all the evidence before us including the provision in all 
letters of appointment issued since 1943 for liability to serve under the 
corporation, it seems that Government· had .always intended to convert AIR 
into an autonomous public corporation. Only its timing was left indeter
minate. The criteria to be fulfilled were not, however, defined, but judging 
by ministerial pronouncements it appears that the conversion was to be 
made when AIR had become financially viable. It was not contemplated 
that viability should extend to capital expenditure as well. As mentioned 
earlier, this liability should devolve on the State. AIR is now self-sufficient 
in recurring expenditure. We consider that the stage has been reached when 
even the condition Government had in mind has been fulfilled. 

690. Political, administrative and financial considerations arise in con~ 
sidering the transformation. First, in a democratic society, broadcasting 
should present information and education impartially and objectively and 
not seek to propagat\l the policies and attitudes of the party in power. The 
White Paper of 1946 of the United Kingdom, in discussing the policy of 
non-interference in the BBC's working, def~nded it by saying that it was 
'best calculated to ensure freedom of expression on the air and to remove 
from the party in power the temptation to use the State's control of broad
casting for its own political ends'. 

691. A broadcasting corporation is intended to act as a 'trustee for the 
national interest'. It is equipped to encourage creative effort, develop talent 
in an atmosphere of freedom and be responsive to the needs of its listeners. 
By reason of its autonomous character a:nd not being a· handmaiden of the 
party in power, it remains on an even keel even when political changes take 
place; personalities and ideologies do not disturb the continuity of its pro
gramme planning or deflect it from its set course to inform and educate 
objectively and entertain pleasingly. 

692. We have earlier touched upon the administrative relations of AIR 
with the Ministry. We understand that all references including technical 
ones have to cross the hurdle of low level officials who are not conversant 
with the requirements of radio or even competent to deal with them. This 
disability will disappear when a corporation is formed. The link with the 
Minister will be pr.ovided by the Chairman of the Board. Secondly, the 
flexibility in recruitment will make it possible to obtain the right man for the 
right job and retain him on the assignment so long as he is useful, suitably 
compensating him for loss of promotion pr.ospects. It will be possible to 
·weed out people whq are no longer useful to the organisation. The present 
tendency to please those in authority and even to anticipate their wishes 
would give wa!y in the freer- atmosphere of a corporation. 

693. In the financial field, the advantages \viii be even greater. There 
will be no inclination to retain programmes which do not attract listening 
just ber mse they were initiated at the behest of some one high up. The 

:resources thus released will be used for introducing and irnprovinl1; other 
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programmes. It will not be necessary to go out to other official agencies 
for construction work. or procurement. Time. and money would be saved 
and supervision and control would revert to the organisation. The benefits 
of this should not be under-estimated. Financial autonomy would also 
facilitate planning in advance and steps for its implementation could be 
more readily taken. We have earlier mentioned that in the absence of 
forward planning the potential of Bharat Electronics for manufacture of 
transmitters has not been availed of and transmitters are being obtained 
in a haphazard way from many sources ignoring the need of 
standardisation. 

694. Nature of the Corporation.-We now tum to the nature of the 
Corporation we recommend. The Corporation should be set up by an Act 
of Parliament in which its objectives should be clearly laid down. The 
scope of Government's authority should also be clearly defined and be free 
of ambiguity. The right to require the Corporation to broadcast certain 
programmes as also the right to veto broadcasts in certain subjects may be 
reserved to Government. It must be understood that such .powers must be 
sparingly used and only when the national interest so demands. These 
reservations would automatically define the accountability of the Minister 
to Parliament. We also consider that the Act itself should lay down the 
authority and powers of the Governors to prevent possible encroachment. 

695. The Board of Governors.-The constitution and composition of 
the governing body are all-important. The Chairman of the Corporation 
should be a public figure with a national reputation for his integrity, ability 
and independence. The members, the number of whom we consider should 
not exceed seven, should similarly be drawn from diverse fields of national 
life, each enjoying a reputation in his particular field. 

696. One of the complaints in the functioning of autonomous corpora
tions, here as elsewhere, has been that the Ministers are able to influence 
their policies without issuing directives, thus escaping Parliamentary accoun
tability. This position can be safeguarded only when the composition of 
the Board is such that it will not be amenable to undue and ·unreasonable 
pressure. 

697. The people who constitute the Board must understand fully the 
purposes of broadcasting and see that they are fulfilled. They must also 
take note of public opinion and ensure that the programmes respond to it. 

698: Various suggestions for ensuring independence have been made. 
One is that appointments should be made by the President, the other that 
they should be made by him on the recommendation of the Chief Justice, 
a third is that public organisations a:nd assOciations with related activities 
should each submit a panel and selections should be confined to the names 
included. 
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699. We do not favour any of these suggestions. A responsible Govern
ment is expected to function in a responsible way and we would much rather 
leave selections to Government indicating only the broad principles to be 
observed. · Secondly, experience has shown that once selected to such auto
nomous bodies people act independently and do not sacrifice tl:ie interests 
of the organisation ~o outside pressure. 

700. It now remains to consider whether Members of Parliament and 
Service Personnel should be categories specifically excl.uded as suggested by 
some. We are against such a blanket ban and. would not demur if, by 
reason of eminence and specialisation, one or two were drawn from these 
sources. 

701. The term of office of the Chairman and Governors should, we 
feel, be six years and it should be provided that for the sake of continuity 
tw.o members should retire every other year in rotation. 

702. The Director General.-'Ibe selection of the Director General 
requires equally careful consideration. As Chief Executive, on· him will 
devolve the responsibility for maintaining objectivity, ensuring efficiency 
and economy and building up an attractive image of the organisation. He 
has undoubtedly to be a person with a dynamic personality endowed with 
drive, imagination and initiative, capable of creating a well-knit team of 
devoted workers and giving it resolute leadership. It is difficult anywhere 
to find one with all these attributes. It will be more so in India, particular
ly if according to present practice the selection is confined to Government 
servants. The net will have to be cast much wider. It may even become 
necessary to persuade an outstanding personality in the fields of journalism, 
advertising, the film industry and the academic world to accept this assign
ment in a spirit of dedication and service. If .a civil servant is selected by 
the Board of Governors, there should be a stipulation, as in the case of the 
Reserve Bank, that he should resign fr.om service. 

703. The question of the status of the Director General was also mooted 
by some, it being suggested that in a protocol-ridden society it is important 
that the Director General should be accorded a high rank commensurate 
with his responsibilities. We, however, do not attach importance to this 
suggestion. The status of the Board and its Chief Executive. would auto
matically come to be determined by the place the organisation comes to 
occupy in our national life and the public esteem it is able to com~and by 
its independence, integrity and excellence. 

704. Though the details of the organisation and the rules of business 
should be drawn up by the Board, we should suggest certain broad principles 
so that in inheriting the organisation it does not inherit the deficiencies and 
shortcomings which came to our notice in our detailed study. 
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705. Decentralisation.-Even at the risk of being repetitive, we shouid 
stress once again the need for decentralisation of authority and functions. 
This is necessary in the interests of efficiency in any organisation, it is more 
so in .a broadcasting organisation.· For example, in a country so vast as 
ours with a multiplicity of languages and cultural patterns and with 
regions in different stages of development, central control of programme 
planning and the imposition of uniformity in their contents and presentation 
would not only be inappropriate but would defeat the basic purposes o! 
the broadcasting system. We would, therefore, give the Station Directors 
complete freedom in the matter and subject them only to policy directions 
as to the types of broadcasts which should be discouraged. ~o one at the 
Centre, however competent, can be conversant with the needs of the many 
regions nor can he make any worthwhile contribution when overburdened 
with programme control of 34 stations not to mention Vividh Bharati, and 
the News and External Services. We should forthwith dispense with the 
make-believe of central control of programmes. 

706. We do not suggest that this decentralisation should be absolute. It 
should be obligatory to relay the national news bulletins and other national 
pr.ogrammes of interest. It is necessary though that the determination of 
themes of broadcasts as national should be made with circumspection and 
discretion. 

707. Some suggested to us that decentralisation should be taken to the 
ultimate by adopting the system prevailing in the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics where every autonomous republic has its own broadcasting system 
with its own committee to regulate and guide it. Having regard to the 
imperative of national integration, we do not consider it wise or prudent to 
hand over at this stage control of regional stations to the State Governments. 
Further, the States have their own administrative problems and it would be 
unwise to add to their burden the management of a sophisticated medium 
needing technical skill and considerable expansion. It is in the int~re~t of 
broadcasting itself that technical, financial and administrative responsibilities 
should be vested in a competent and str.ong central authority with ample 
resources of man-power and finance. 

708. We consider, however, that a much closer link should be ~orged 
between the· Station Director and the State administration. In the interest 
of development of agriculture, education, family planning and other social 
services, programme planning should be a more intimate function and be 
the outcome of combined wisdom. 

709. Another way to achieve decentralisation is to have several channels 
of broadcasting, one of which would provide the national programme. the 
other regional programmes and the third a local service on local trans
mitters which we have recommended earlier. The only practical way to 
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promote social and adult education and to intensify agricultural production, 
as we have stressed, is through such local stations. 

710. In Chapter IV we have already dealt with AIR's suggestion that 
there should be a Deputy Director General at the zonal headquarters at 
Bombay, Madras and Calcutta with large delegated powers. 

711. We do not support this idea. An futermediate layer, as we have 
pointed out, might well be a hindrance rather than an aid to quicker deci
sions. Secondly, the zonal Deputy Director General would not be aware 
of the differing needs of different States incorporated in the zones as the 
Station Directors would be. We, therefore, consider that the interests of 
decentralisation so necessary would be best served by vesting the Station 
Directors with authority and power on the lines we have advocated. 

712. The question remains how supervision and control are to be ex
ercised over stations under a scheme of decentralisation. This calls for 11 

review of the present position. We find that just because the stations have 
not been given any substantial authority or power, the control of the direc
torate-general has degenerated into giving sanctions to proposals coming 
up from them. There is hardly any evaluation or assessment of the per
formance of the stations and there is not even the guide of listener research 
to assist in the process. The inspection conducted on behalf of the Director 
General is largely concentrated on the observance of rules and regulations, 
whereas in our view it should be devoted largely to the study of scriptll 
and recordings, the quality of programmes, discussions with the staff and 
interested listeners; a review of the press comments and criticisms should 
form a part of the evaluation. 

713. Competition.-The establishment of a competitive channel of 
broadcasting was advocated by several witnesses. They argued that a 
monopolist enterprise tends to become complacent. stale and ineffective. 
It needs the stimulus of competition to make its staff more alert and enter
prising and the programmes more lively. It was said that the establish
ment of the Independent Television Authority in Britain had had a tonic 
effect on the BBC's TV Services. 

714. We have considered this question carefully. We have come to 
the conclusion that having regard to the availability of resources both in 
manpower and in funds, and the role we envisage for broadcasting, we 
should not at this stage bring in considerations which might well come in 
the way of the development of radio. · 

715. We should, however, encourage universities to instal closed circuit 
radio and television services, or the State Governments and major munici
pal corporations to set up local transmitters for agricultural, social and 
educational purposes to meet the needs of local communities which cannot 
be effectively served by the national network. 
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i 16. There is also the field of wire broadcasting in which there is scope 
for others to take on the responsibility. We have already referred to this 
and suggested that AIR should not get involved in this activity and should 
allow local initiative and enterprise to develop whereyer possible. 

717. Before we conclude, we should briefly refer to the suggestion made 
by the AIR Engineers' Association that technical functions including trans
missions should be separated from -programme planning. The genesis of 
this lies in the intense feeling of the· technical staff that they are regarded 
as adjuncts of programme staff and treated with indifference. But it has
to be mentioned that this is not a novel suggestion. This arrangement 
subsists in some countries, the provision of transmitters and their main
tenance being the responsibility of the Postmaster-General .or some other 
appropriate authority, while the programmes are planned and broadcast 
either by another department or an autonomous authority. 

718. We do not see any particular advantage in this separation. On 
the contrary, it would create problems for the installation and maintenance 
of studio equipment, the balancing of programmes and other technical 
assistance which contributes towards the technical excellence of . pro
grammes. It woul(l become necessary to create two cadres owing allegiance 
to two different authorities. As it is, AIR is hard put to it in obtaining 
electronics engineers, the demand for whom is growing with the develop
ment of the electronic industry in the country. It would add to this diffi
culty and increase costs without any compensating advantages. It is only 
when ·the two related functions, technical and programme, are suitably 
harmonised .that optimum efficiency and economy can be secured. Other 
remedies, much less radical, should be sought to place the engineering unit 
in its correct relation with the programme unit. 

719. Finance;-It is necessary to consider how the Corporation we have. 
proposed should be financed. The question falls into two parts: capital 
expenditure to add to the network by iiistalling additional transmitters, 
studios and other equipment; revenue expenditure for sustaining and im
proving the service. 

720. But before we proceed to outline our proposals. we should make 
,certain general observations. We have already commented upon several 
deficiencies in AIR's planning. We restate them briefly as they must be 
taken into account in shaping ·the future and in estimating the capital 
required. AIR has no perspective plan for the development of its net
work and expa·nsion of coverage; it moves from one expedient to another 
improvising all the way. In regard to the introduction of frequency 
modulation also, an integrated scheme should now be evolved. This major 
decision would have a significant impact on future planning, in the develop
ment of the radio industry and of other ancillary manufacturing and main
tenance facilities. Whatever is done today must fit into a Master Plan with 
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clearly defined objectives. Planning on the lines we advocate, we are 
.confident, would give considerable economy in effort and resources. 

721. The quest for ecm~omy and efficiency should be extended to pro
vide an immediate review of programme planning and utilisation of existing 
installations and other facilities. We have noticed considerable scope for 
economy and improvement and we have referred to them at appropriate 
places. We tnist that these observations would be taken note of in the 
replanning we have proposed. 

722. Capital.-We now turn to the questions how .future capital ex
penditure should be financed and how best the revenue of AIR should be 
augmented. In the case of State enterprises, Government have provided 
both equity capital and loans to maintain a proper· ratio between the two. 
While interest is chargeable on the loan, (there has been a period of mora
torium in many cases) the return on equity investment depengs on the 
profits, if any, earned. This is the policy adopted in the case of commer
dal activities. Similarly, Government meet the capital expenditure on wel
fare measures, on education, health and activities necessary to increase 
agrjcultural production. 

723. Broadcasting is not a commercial activity: though a monopoly, 
it cannot, unlike other monopolies, adjust prices, rates and fees to meet 
interest liability on capital expended. On all considerations and having 
regard to its primary role as a medium of education and information, we 
consider that capital expencliture is a legitimate charge on publi~ revenues. 

724. We propose, therefore, that the assets of AIR should be· trans
ferred to the Corporation without any interest or any other financial liabi
lity. Similarly, the allocation in the Fourth Plan should be made available 
to the Corporation free of charge. We consider that thereafter the pro
posals we make on revenue account, would make the Corporation fully 
viable, able to expand with its own resources taking recourse to borrow
ing, if necessary, on its own financial standing. 

725. We have one important observation to make in regard to capital 
expenditure. We find that organisationally AIR is geared to an expendi
ture of about Rs. 2 crores a year. To enlarge its spencling capacity effi
ciently, it would be necessary to bring about a reorganisation and the sooner 
it is undertaken the better it would be. The allocation in the Fourth Plan 
is bound to be larger and we have recommended certain priorities for 
providing local transmitters and the reorientation of the external services. 
To fulfil this plan, AIR ne~ds ,organisatipn and effort wnich should be pr~ 
planned. 

726. Revenue.-AIR's revenue expencliture is met by annual appro
priations made by Parliament. We have earlier· given a table showing the 
.capital and current expenditure of AIR and the yield of licence fees during 
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the last four years. The fees have picked up sufficiently to cover AIR's 
recurring expenses fully and leave a small margin for improving the service. 

727. Licence Fees~There bas been a suggestion that licence fees 
should be discontinued. We do not accept this suggestion. It would be 
~nfair to burden the comri:mnity at large to support a service when the 
beneficiaries are small in number. The fee should continue to be recovered 
frbl!l users of the service. 

728. We consider that considerable improvement in the recovery of 
licence fees is possible. It is common knowledge that a :number of sets in 
the country are unlicensed; some suggest that it is as high as sixty per cent. 
Whatever be the correct figure, it is certain that the number is large. The 
collecting agency, the Posts and Telegraphs Department, bas an anti-piracy 
section which is entrusted with the responsibility of locating unlicensed sets 
and prosecuting those who own. them. The section is functioning most 
perfunctorily; either it is not adequately staffed or it is negligent in its duty 
and largely disinterested as the revenues -do not accrue to the Department. 
We consider that there should be a concerted drive to track down unlicensed 
sets and penal fees should be levied. For voluntary disclosures of un
licensed sets by the public uptu a presclibed date no penalties should be 
imposed. This by itself would add considerably to the resources of AIR 
and enable it to improve its services and pay more to its employees to 
attract a better type. 

729. The cost of collection of licence fees is also excessive. It is 
currently 14 per cent which is retained as a receipt of the P & T Depart
ment and the residue credited to the consolidated fund. Iri the United 
Kingdom, it is only in 1951 that the rate was increased to 7! per cent 
from the earlier rate of 6! per cent. We should imagine that with revenues 
progressively increasing, the incidence of collection should register a drop. 
A revision on a more realistic basis. would also add to the resources of. 
AIR. The control of piracy and a reduction in collection charges taken 
together should make an appreciable accretion to AIR's resources. We 
would advocate that the principle of a 100 per cent appropriation of the 
yield of licence fees reduced by a reasonable cost of collection should be 
adopted. 

730. We have suggested earlier that the Ministry of External Affairs 
should meet the entire cost of the external services. It is a specific service 
rendered and its cost should be borne by its sponsors. This would again give 
financial relief. It would also give the Ministry of External Affairs effec
tive control over this service. The time given, the type of people employed, 
the languages and the material used would all come under its purview and 
the present dichotomy would disappear. 

731. Advertising~Tbe steps we have recommended would give elbow 
room to AIR but would not make it fully viable nor eriable it to finance 

17 l &: B-18 
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sq.bsJa!¥i¥- ~llpansion \Indo modernisation out of its own resources. Other 
<!.W~u.~ woul~ b.av~ to, be c;x;plored. 

732. ~y fa~ W,e m()st ffuitful ~oqrce o~ ad.c;l\tipll;!). r~xenuc; would be the 
~wc~~tal]ce 'of \l.d,xerti.s~mc;nt 41. programm_es. In dealing wi.th Television, 
Wll ~<!ve m.\lrs~~lle~ $.e ¥gum.ents ~ favour of i~ ace<:pt~c:e with, CCI\<!i,!]. 
s~f~gu:g4s an4 r~~tA<;tjq~. · Vjc QQ not fee;! that th.~r~ ax«? ~ny spc;cial CO!l
siderations which would justify making a distinction OJ). this question 
between television and sound broadcasting. Consistent with our thinking 
on this subject, we. would liplit advertisements to the Vividh Bharati 
cl!aDJ;~el alone. B}l timing the spot advertisements suita\)ly there need 
be no int~<rfeEence with a programme or its continuity. Vividh Bharati is 
a light programme predominantly. ofi film music an~ the inclusion of adver
tisements. is not likely to jmpinge o~ its quality or appeal. We should 
conch!.® out ol;>servations qn this qq.estion by reproducing an extract from 
l}. n()tl< appc;n.ded to the. report of the Broadcasting Committee, 1949, by 
its Chairman, l:.ord Beveridge, and two other members: 

".:\dvertising to bring sellers and buyers together is universally 
accepted as a necessary. business activity, carried out through 
the. P.ress, on· public hoardings, by notices displayed in all 
places where people are gathered together, for transport, 
entertainment o~ other purposes. Is there a11y decisive reason 
why the most pervasive of all means of communications ·should 
not be used at all for this legitimate purpose? Is there any 
go,og reason why. a publi,c sc;rvice \>rpa,dc;asting agei\CY should 
not se~ a~de !lc8!llt:,~ specifie\1 hours for programmes admitting 
ll-c!ver~sing ..yith_oJit chan.ging or interiiiP.ting its other pro" 
grlJmm.es, · n;tainjng cofi\Pletl! col\trol bot~ over the. kind of 
<;~rti~:llls ~~ be a<;\Yl!rti~e~ and the rn!jnnet of advertising, just as 
a paper whiPh ·has its !IPV.~rtis.em.;nt column as well as its news 
aqd editQ!'i&l e9lum,ns retl!ins th¢ tight to refuse any particular 
adv.!lrtis~ment~ We believe that such advertising programmes 
at named houFs, so far from Cfl.llSing offence to the public, 
woulq be welcOiljed by many 9f them. TheFe are periodical~ 
in which the adYertisement bulks· as large as the reading matter 
and is as carefully studied by the readers. What we have in 
mjD~, paft,i~~:J.rly; tl\oJigh nqt ~~s:Iusjy~ly, as prg"al>lv welcome 
t<:~ W\l: publiF \l!li! Cl'll\~i~te!lt .witll the· high~st pubJic &ervice 
11i'1W _o.f br\);~gc;wting, · '¥()1!1.4 . P,e ll<llf~rt\ii.em!lut of b.oPks and 
~thf?f r!)lJping ll!at\~r, QE fgr!!ltu.re lllld llopseh~ld appliances 
apl! pf II!~Y 9t)l!l¥ !!Ftic<le& oj! !laily pse. We have no doubt, 
OH th~ Rt)l~I !I;y~q, tfll!t t.~er~ !\It? .~Qffil! articlq~ an~ ~ome types 
of advertisement that sl)g\Uq ~ I}XC:\l!ded ~om the microphone.'! 

733. We ar~ U;!l!ibl~ tp. ~y~ i\ po~i!iv~ !;~tinW~ C!f p~~i~~ rq~eipts, 
1?1!1 C!l!r ~i~ru.ss.it;!!l§ wi!h. i!'.!y~rg~rs eJJ£9\\ra~~ q~ tg ~ljeyr !h~t theY 
would be considerable and may well outstrip the present licen~ r~v~qu~~-
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734. Advertising on the local rural transmitters is a different matter. 
It is not so much a question of earning revenue as of making available to 
the community information about products the use of which would im
prove sanitation, )lygiene, nutrition and agricultural production. These 
advertisements would have to be controlled with greater care and circum
spection. No wares should be advertised which would adversely affect 
the cottage and small scale industries sector nor those whose reliability 
lias not been clearly established. 

735. We have earlier discussed the question of export promotion of 
goods in demand by including some informative material in the external 
broadcasts. We would recommend that while the material included should 
relate to an industry or product, it should not carry the name of any parti
cular manufacturer or distributor. The sponsors of these 'spots' sbould 
be associations of different industries and a suitable levy should be made 
from them. The Ministry of Commerce should be brought in to advise 
on the acceptance or rejection of proposed advertisements and also on 
the areas to which they should be beamed. 

736. The recommendations we make are basic to the growth of broad
casting in India, and for making AIR into an efficient instrument of infor
mation and entertainment enjoying public confidence in the fullest mea
sure; We do not consider that their piecemeal treatment without an insti
tutional change would subserve the purpose we have in view or enable 
AIR. to take its place amongst other broadcasting organisations, which, 
combining independence with social responsibility, contribute 50 richly 
to the communities they serve. 
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CHAPTER XI 

TEL!!\1Sl0N 

737· the introduction of television in Delhi had ar'oused expectation 
that it would soon be extended to other parts of the country. The Minis
try's Rs. 100 crore plan for development of TV over ,a period of twenty
five years and its announcement that four other eentres woukl be establish-
ed during the Fourth Plan have provoked discussions on its utility. ,Di
vergent views have been expressed. 

738. We gave priority to the study of the question as the Ministry's 
plan was on the anvil and it requested us to make our considered views 
available. Accordingly we made a report in December 1965. In the 
light of subsequent discussions, we have made certain changes for this 
final report on broadcasting. 

739. We discussed the introduction of TV with many experts includ
ing Mr. Leonard Miall, Assistant Controller of Television Services, British 
Broadcasting Corporation, whose services were loaned to us by ·the BBC, 
Mr. Tor Gjesdal, Director of UNESCO's Mass Communication Depart
ment who had visited us at our invitation and Dr. Paul Neurath, Consul
tant to the Ford Foundation. We have drawn upon the material collect
ed and the resume of discussions with other foreign experts by our Sub
Committee in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom, 
Italy and United Arab Republic and we have held useful consultations 
with Dr. S, Bhagavantam, Dr. H. J. Bhabha, Shri B. V. Baliga and with 
the experts of AIR. We have also had the 'benefit of the views of many 
eminent witnesses and we have taken note of research and surveys imder
taken by international and national agencies to evaluate the impact of 
television in developing countries. 

740. We are aware of the views held by some that television is an 
expensive luxury intended for the entertainment of the aflluent society 
and that it should be left alone until our plans of economic development 
have been completed. That this view is based on uninformed prejudice 
became evident when those critics. of television who appeared before us 
appreciated, in discussion, its broad concept and the immeasurable benefits 
it can bring, subject to the safe"llards we discuss later, and became willing 
converts to its large scale introduction. It may not be out of place 
to mention that the same attitude was displayed by many -in ,the early 
davs nf s<>und b~mdcastin'!. Yet there is hardly anyone today who 
questions its importance, utility and inevitability. So we believe will be 
the case with 'televiliion. 

199 
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7 41. More and more countries are giving priority to television as the 
most suitable medium for certain types of education, information and en
tertainment Even the emergent independent countries, which have yet 
to reach the level of India's ecoiJfJmic development, have adopted television 
with great effect as the medium: not so much for propagating an ideology 
or for projecting the in1age of their leaders as to bring _home to their 
people the benefits of the national socio-economic programmes and how 
best they could be fulillled with· their active ~ooperation, The aspect that 
our neighbouring countries liave introduced television: though unimpor
tant; cannot be wholly disregarded. ' A list of these count~ies which have 
introdq_ced television is given below:-

Japan 

Lebanon 

China 

Republic of Korea 

Cambodia 

India 

Kuwait 

Iran 

Iraq 

Philippines · 

Saudi Arabia 

Singapore 

Syria 

Thailand 

Hong Kong 

Pakistan 

Malaysia 

Taiwan. 

indonesia 

P,yukyu Islands 

ASIA 

Television services are being phinned by !stud; Jord<tn, Aden and 
Burma. 



Algeria 

Ivory Coast 

Kenya 

Morocco 

Nigeria 

Northern Rhodesia 

Southern Rhodesia 

Sierra Leone 

Uganda 

United Arab Republic 

Ghana 

Gabon 

Sudan 

Ethiopia 
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Television services are to be introduced shortly in ·several othcl' 
countries including Tunisia and Senegal. 

742. We are also aware of the view erroneously he!cl by some that tele
vision has necessarily a demoralising and corrupting influence, particularly 
on young receptive people. Undoubtedly constant exposure to television 
programmes portraying violence, the seamy side of life and degrading 
characteristics of human nature have a ham1ful effect on impressionable 
minds. But these undesirable features· are not inherept in, t,elevisi~n. We 
do not believe that a body of responsible people entrusted with the control 
of a television service will not devise adequate safeguards to ensure that 
television will carry only such programmes as would provide useful infor
mation, ed~cation and attractive light entertainment in good taste. We do 
not consider that such an apprehension should come in the way of develop· 
ing and using the powerful medium of television for" nation-building activi· 
ties. 

743. Avmlable. analysis andevidenceclearly.estab!ish that the prejudices 
and apprehensions mentioned linger only. in uninformed and unreceptive 
mi~ds. The ·impact of television in Britain has. thus been summed up by 
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the Observer (Pictorial Supplement} "01: September 12, 1965, "Tclevisioa 
is the great unifier. Both networ.b have built up a kind of solidarity and 
one-nation self:cawareness among the British, more than anyiliiiig else since. 
the Blitz." Our experience in the present emergency has sli:own the possi
bilities of sound broadcastini to promote national awareness. 

744. On the basis of the detailed study we have made of television, the. 
discussions we have had with experts here and abroad arid the beneficial 
results which have been achieved in other countries, we are fumly convinc
ed that the time h~W come when itii essentiality should no longer be ques
tioned and itii introduction on a massive scale no longer defei-red. We 
envisage and recommend a plan to give a countrywide'toverage by a tele
vision network in a period of about seven years. In other words, allowing: 
for the preparatory stage, the coverage should be compieted by the end of 
the Flfth Plan. We are conTinced that this objective can be litthlned only 
by entrusting the responsibility for planning and exec11tion to the Television 
Authority we later recommend. 

745. The Scope.-TeleTision requires a large investment, a significant. 
part of which is in foreign exchange, for its iniitallation, and technical skills 
of a high degree for its operation. It is necessary, therefore, that the plan 
for its introduction should be drawn up by competent people with consi-
derable exper\ence of this sophisticated medium. Consideration should' 
also be given how best the foreign exchange component of the project 
could be found without making inroads upon '0111" ·exiguous fore1gn exchange 
resources. 

746. We have seen the Master Plan prepared by the :Ministry of Infor
mation an:d Broadcasting for the ·mtroilllction of re'Iev'ision. We a'iso under
stand 'that the Goveriiment hils apj'iroved The 'pla\i ·and 'the Idea of requesting 
rome international orga.nisalion to co'nduct the ;g"ufvey And draw up a 
scheme for its intrOduction on a counlry-wide basis. 'while we accept some· 
features of the plan, we consider that it needs consi<lerable adjustments .. 
We alsO feel that the basic asSum:ptio'il on which a ·2,5.:year target has been 
set ignores the benefits which will accrue, which though not susceptible of 
being evaluated directly in terms of money ate til faa massive coD.trlbutions 
towards building a ·new India. Heiiithy iilid -prosp~tous ·Villiiges 'increased 
yield from the soil, a literate and iDfohiteii tara!. ·coi:n'rrnlhlty, cotrol of 
population growth, w~ich can be progressively realised with 'the assistance· 
of television, more than ·outweigldh'e heaVy' 'iitv&sfiri~if.t· i.D.'Vb1Ve11. ·rr mas
sive investments in other public undertakings have been considered to 'be 
worthwhile, it should be equally 110 in the case of televiSion. 

'747. The plan prepared 'by lhe Ministry of Information and Broadcast
jng cans 'for an estimated investment Qf 'Rs. 100 crores spread over five· 
Pla.ris ~iici'IIg trom the 'F'OUith. 'Homer,- in accordance with its 
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ba'sic concept, billy an iillocauoii 'o1 its. 4 crorei !iii oeeil aikea 'for In tha 
Fi!Urfh Plan for ~iaolishiiig ceiitr'es hl. Madras B'oinbay, titlc'U'fta md. 
Kaiipur. This iliiplies that Uie Minfstry ~ceepii the posiiiofi that 'it would. 
be sufficient if at Uie inii ·of lbe Founli !>tan oiil.y a liiru6Xi n:iim'ber of 
people, mo'stiy m ~t'b!m ·i~'fea~. anit _ ~ :nan:&'u1 bf 'iclioo!S tocih:d ·;n these 
re~oiis a~five tll.'e b~iieftts of 't~i~~s'i~~- ·w~ tiT~ s'irrpr\s~ _'lit 'i:lie . half
il¢artid ·:~na nesitint Way in. w1iic'ii lh~ ~fan ~~ ·:jf~ 'eoii2etv~ ~~a are 
unable til sli~§c·r~ to til~. basis iir?eCiS~~ Tor)Ievel'o"iilg ~~~viSion. 'giiher 
we h!)ve faith iii tbis poWenm io'edidni or cdmmwJcaubn -a:nd '&ve1op it 
tuiiy for 'plii-poses fu~y 'iiia'ttoile-d or iv~ 's'h61v~ _th'i: sdtreiiie t6r the tiii:\e 
being., We. consrd-er th_at to, ~efupoii.se P:n. ~uch t fu,aiS~rlssiie is ~liotfy 
unjustified and even <fetfuiientiil to oUr ~tional1nfii~ts. 

748. It should be our aim to provide by the end of the Fifth Pla·n 
television services to all towns with a population of 1,00,000 or over. . On 
this basis, 113 towns in an area of approximately 5, 73 lakhs of square miles 
or 4 7 per ceirt of the total area of India vlould be covered.· '\'\boat 2! lakhs 
of villages would be brought within the reach of the transmitters ti> be 
erected at locations shown in the map* at the end of this ch;ip~r,_ This plan 
would have to be drawn up- by competent technical people but they would 
have to be 'given a Clear directive. on llie ·c~v~f.ige prilj:\Os'fct. h is 'quite 
possible that by in adjtistmeitt 'in 'the idciliio~n Of tra.rl-Sifu1tirs · <lvetlapping 
can be avoided ail.d an even i:irg6r 'area cove~&!. 'i.Vtth 'tli~ salli'e iliJi:D.ber of 
transmitter~. 

749. No plan ean be c6nceived and drawu up without clearly laying 
davin the prognimme obfedives. It is here that we i:an borrow -from the 
experience of other couittiies siiiiilatly placed, detei'Ili.iite relative 'prl6nties 
and define objeciives to suit i:he reqtilieineiJ.ts 'of our'de've!opmeiiti!l pro
grammes. 'we, 'ihe~efo're, pt6-dee-d to 6\Itllil.e\1le ·fulnv'bich 'ilie ·Iridian 
teievisioit set'VIce 'sh6hld fu1fil in llie -~a:rliJr' ~tage's 'iit 'itS 'evoliitii:ni. 

750. Education is the key~tono to social and acooomic progress and' 
should have, therefore, top priority. We conceive education in its broader· 
concept to cover techniques of agricultural and industrial production, of 
principles of healtil, hf!iiene and 'falnily pla'iming. Even ·at 'tlie _ risk of 
being . repetitive, we 'Sb.ou'id 'oulllile 'the inaj6i' experuoelil:s 'Cc\nducted else
where ~nd the results l\6hieved thto\igh the iriediu\:n 'of television in the field' 
of ·baucatioit. 'This sho'ul(l ;proVide us'eful~i'ileiines to our organisation. 

751. We 'sbo'uld first d~ wlih 'ad~it lit~racy ~hich ~e consider essentiat 
for socidl and economic progress. Brazil. Mexico. Guatemala, Ivory Coast 
artd Ken:ya. ·to mention· only a few of the developing countries, are using 
teltVision · for eradlcatin~ illiteracy. The results of this experiment are· 
yet' to oe precisely evaluated ·but· available ·evidence establishes that it is 
gainiiiil' lo -rn6mentuin ··ana popularity. 
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752. The outstanding example, however, is provided by Italy, a deve 
loped and prosperous country which felt the need to plan something nev 
and siimulatillg . which would .. awaken. the interest of illiterates in learn 
ing how to read, tO write. and to reckon. This .led to the programme 'It i: 
never too late to learn' being conceived and launched on television. Regula1 
viewing pomts were established at convenient locations and a course lastinl 
six months from November to Api:il· was· devised and put on the air in tht 
evenings, its timing being adjusted from time to time to fit in with the work· 
ing hours of the viewers. Every lesson is ·carefully prepared and the doublf 
aspect of visual presentation· and teaching suitably harmonised to make the 
lessons attractive. They are presented in simple language and are designed 
not to overtax the power of concentration of the audience. There is alsc 
a special telecast for writing exercises. At the end of the rourse, the parti· 
cipants are examined by a special commission a·nd those who qualify are 
given proficiency certificates. The result of this examination has proved 
its worth as 80 per cent of the audience has qualified, · Encouraged by 
the success of the scheme; a continuation course at a more advanced level 
has been introuuced. The po;sibiiity of a relapse into illiteracy is thus 
guarded against. 

753. Encouraged by the success of 'Telescuola'. the . East . European 
~ountries; the United Arab Republic and some other countries· in West Asia 
have organised similar schemes. We have aiso sepa_rately recommended to 
Goverrullent tnat 1ne facilities of the Delhi Television Centre _,should be 
mobilised· to introduce a course in adult iiteracy on an experimental basis. 

754. Television for imparting formal education has also been e!Iectively 
employed both by . developed and developing countries. Those that do not 
have trained teachers and school buildings in sufficient numbers, and lack 
other aids to teaching, have resorted to television to make good the deficiency. 
Developed countries like the United Kingdom and Japan continue to use 
television for supplementing and enriching class lessons. The question of 
establishing a University of the air is also ··actively mider consideration in 
the United Kingdom. 

755. Television has also been used with success for giving vocational 
~:1d technical training to overcome the shortage of technical training schools, 
11nd even otherwise. It has sinlllarly been used .to build up a corps of 
te~chers mainlv for primary schools and it has been used to give refresher 
course~ to trair.ed teachers to keep them abreast of new developments, more 
p1rtic:Jlarly in scientifi': subjects. 

756. In addition to these comprehensive educational programmes 
arranged in scho~ls orimprovised locations; several countries have·organis
cd communitv viewing in tele-clubs to carry. m·ainly 'to the·rural community. 
'kn~wle~e and skills necessary to their avo::ations·in life. The programmes 
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followed by group discussions have contributed significantly to increase lhC' 

productive capacity of even those who have yet to reach the stage of lite
racy. New ideas for developing civic sense, health and hygiene propagated 
with imagination and subtlety through the agency of tele-clubs have 
similarly shown remarkable results. Because of the beneficial results 
obtained, even advanced countries like France .and Japan are still continuing 
with tele-clubs in rural centres. In Uganda, programmes for women 011o 

health and nutrition transmitted in local languages are viewed by thousands 
of women in community centres. It has been estimated that it would have· 
taken five months to give the advice given in one television programme to
the same number of women. 

757. It is unnecessary for us to multiply these examples to e10tablish· 
that high priority shoul-d be given to educational and social programmes. 
Broadly sp_eaking, the scope of the programme fu India should be to provide
within the range of the proposed transmitters: 

(a) A daily school service for all middle and hi!iher seconda!)' 
schools; 

(b) In-service training for school teachers and village level workers 
suitably adjusted to the -differing needs ·or each State; 

(c) A daily programme for agricultural workers in which alt 
relevant information and guidance would be provided for the· 
rural community on agricultural matters, iliterspersed with· 
light entertainment to hold the attention of the viewers; · 

(d) A daily social education service which will include literacy 
lessons, programmes for women, information and entertain
ment suitable for semi-educated and illiterate adults; 

(e) Programmes for children; and 

(f) Programmes of entertainment. 

758. _We should add that in a multilingual country with regional dis
parities and differing cultures, traditions and customs, .the · regional -pro-
grammes should be so designed ·· as to preserve what is worth~ 

while an<i discourage what is not in harmony ·with national objec
tives. To quote the Observer of September 12, · 1965 .. "The growth ·of' 
autonomous regional television has been . lTV's biggest contribution to 
British life. The best of these companies have real roots,· financial and' 
cultural, in their areas, and have brought a new liveliness and self-awareness 
to local life." 

759. Technical Problems.-In June 1965, the Ministry of InformatioD' 
and Broad~asting constituted a technical committee under. the Chairman
ship o~ Dr. S. Bhagavantam to report on: 

(i) the technical aspects of TV development; and 
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(ii) the new methods and techniques for providing a t~levision 

service according to the highest internation~l standanjs. 

This ~!e.P. Wi!S !!il>~Il withou~ consl!ltation with us and without even an 
ffifu.\latjOJl \0 ~· 

760. The committee enlarged the scope of its term~ of reference (o 
cover organisational and financial D:Iatters 'as being related to its examina
tion of the techilical aspects of television. It was surprising that proposals 
received from foreign firms for coll~boration were remitted to It l1y the 
Ministry for recommendations, not so much on ·their technical content as 
-on their general acceptability. -

761. Afte~ Sf?Ve~al requests w~ were provided with the report oqly on 
November 15 when we had concludeq ~J!r deliberations !jnd t;~ken up the 
dr~tin~ qf o,ur r~port. Wt? procet:cl, i)()w~vt;r. to review its recommenda
tions in the wider context· of our responsibilities on the basis of o11r 
independent study and of dis~ussi~ns on · te~hnical issue's with e~perts, 
foreign &nd Inoian. We also examine the recommendations tO see how far 
they fit in with our plan. 

762. The Bhagavant11m ComJ:!littee was somewhat inhibited in its 
.:xarnination as it sought to relate its study to the 2S~year Master Plan drawn 
up by AIR. This plan has the limited objective · of providing only the 
four cities cif Bombay, Calcutta, Madras· and ·Kanpur ·with television .in the 
Fourth Plap. The committee has accordingly recommended that t K W 
pilot transmitters and corresponding transmission towers should be put up 
l)t existing instaJ!.~tions of A~ to facilitate !he very early inception of 
1elevision in the JieleFted centres. The co~mittee has also proposed that 
these transmi~"rs should be replaced after a few years by transmitters of 
higher power and a full-fledged s~rvlq; jn~rod!JcFd· T~e cPml)liHee also 
recommends that when this stage is re~ched, tl)e pilot transll}jtters should 
be shifted to other centres to be taken up "in . the Fifth Plan ·and even later. 
We do not appreciate this two-stage development 'nor do we consider it 
necessary. The encroachment on the existing and somewhat inadequate 
facilities of AIR would neither serve ·the interests of ·sound broadcastinj!: 
nor of television. Moreover, the range of the pilot transmitters being 
aboqt ten miles, it would not be possible to use them for socio-education.il 
purposes even on the· limited ·scale of the Delhi Centre. · We should add 
t!Jl!t temporary illstall&tions · and · other constructions t"nd to ·become 
permanent, delaying the implementation of the scheme as originally 
-conceived. 

763. The Bhagavantam Committee has rightly held that the l!fDited 
'SCheme it. eilvisag~S WOUld riot require a, SUrVey 'by ·or a~~isf~n~~. f!O~ ·~ 
foreign agency. But the scheme we recommend is"far more complex and, 
.as decided by the Government; showd· be ·preceded by a proper' survey 
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~nq a plan by competent experts. We do not therefore lightly brush asidq 
-t11e offer made by the Nippon Eh:ctric Company to carry out a survey 
·un4er the Colombo Plan for setting up television on a country-wide· sc.ale. 
N~gqtiation~ fo.r such a comprehe.nsive survey should be instituted imme
.qiatelY with a competent agency. This survey b'J a potential colla)lor~tor 
-should be. 1)1~ prelude. to its· participation in the project 

7(}4. We have noted with approbation the forward look in the. approach 
·9f th!l committee to other issues involved. It is only right an~ proper 
thl!t our network should be set up with the latest equipment available apd 
jl:ept f!eJdblc: to absorb new technological developments. In evolving· a 

long-term comprehensive plan, we should take full account ·of the fast; 
even revolutionary developm~n! t!lking place. in t]le fi1:lid of elcc~onics and 
the. possibility of one. or !DOre comm\lnication. ~'lt~llites begomiJlg availabl~ 
for use at not too distant 11 fqture. This impli~~ that the plan should have. 
built-in flexibility. W]lile w~ c~l)not on the, O!J~ ha11d wait i!ldefinit~ly fo~ 
the possibility of using communi9a(jo;t sat!<llite.s · t0 jllatur~, we cllnnot qver
look this possibility qn t]1e other. Th.!<se two c~nllicting consideration~ 
:however have t~ be reconciled so that an early siart could be made with 
1he introduction of television. 

765. We should first men~on that our own technologu;a,J dev~lopment 
. .has yet to reach the stage when we can put a cm;tmuniC:al:ioiJ. 'Htelli(e i!l 
"rbit. If, therefore, a s~tellite has to be used 'in th~ foresce~blc; Mur~;; 
we have to enlist fbe cooperation of either the Uniteq St~te.s of ~eri~a 
·Or the Union of Soviet Socialist Rrpublics for th\l.j?1lfj?!)S!;, ~jtq~r or) th~ 
obasis of payment of· the cost invql~eq or on an a9pu~ r~1}tl!l pai'm~Jlt. 

766. The adva!ltf!ges of usillg a communication satellite are that the 
~o.st of the schellle would Pe §!D!Iller as it would dispense with the neces-
sity of installing ~ l'lrge. nl!mb~ .of repeater · stations and , micro-wave 
linkage. Secondly, the r.ecep!jon will be of very high .quality, petter than 
-what can be achieved ·by· a micro-wave network. 

' . - ~ . . -. - . . ' . 

7f17. Th§ disl!li!Yaqtag~~ ;rre th;tt a commpnication satellite·· it·· the 
pp~~~nt pme · 1='11!- ·'lln\l' S¥fY <!-· ~jnglq nrpgramme.. · While, therefore, the 
·~atellite wjp. be a!Jie to carry pn@ ijatiP.n!!l P.rograro.me, it will not be able 
·tq carry regional progr<\Jiljlles · jp !jilferent languages and . thus our. main 
p11rpose of reaching th~ people woull! be: largely defeated. Secondly, it 
bas to be maintain,e!l in t:om:ct ~rl?it ejectrpnically by a conimand station: 
'This cpntrol C'!-1! be igterferl)d witb and ·duplicated · by an unfriendly 
c;.oun!J:Y. Jt (lan j:VC;H! Ire ll.S_o;g .t)y it for its· own purposes or dislocated· and 
-<!Yen .4~~troye.d. Thinlly, it invPlves th~ insta1Jatio.n of highly sophisticat
·e<i grql!;d equipment . iJwluQing trll!l~mitters with highly directive antennae. 
Fourthly, the cost of sets which can receive signal~ from a satellite .. would 
-bi;: ~Ofi1~~Q~ hj~<;T, · qiJ t.he "!\~is· of tl}<;se ~(/p§i~mtiP.~Sf }V,~ Jll\l§t .rule 
<Ol,lt ~hJ< \'Sf 9f 'I s<)~e!J,i!~ 'It ~e~st. f~~ ll!~· fir-st p,4.a.sll o.~ 9Uf. l'!ev~)qp_m,e1!t. 
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768. We suggest that a plan should be drawn up which should provide 
for sixteen studio centres with the required number of auxiliary centres 
and micro-wave linkage by the end of the Fifth Plan. If, a_t the end of this 
period, technological developments justify the use of a satellite, we should 
switch over to it, utilising t~e repeater stations for extensive coverage of 
rural areas with special programmes of local interest and utility. 

769. Arising oui of this conclusion we would afiivocate that the neces
sary requisition for micro-wave links should be placed on the Posts and 
Telegraphs authorities now when they are goiug ahead with their expansion 
scheme. It would be much cheaper to add an additional line simultaneously 
for the exclusive use of television. 

770. We concur in the recommenda'tion that all equipment should be 
srandardised· We also accept the recommendation that tenders should be 
invited only from the firms listed in the report who possess up-to-date
technical know-how and are abreast of current developments. We discuss 
elsewhere the possibility or even the necessity of forming a consortium 
to undertake both financial and technical responsibility for the project. 

771. We attach importance to the standardisation of all television plant 
and equipment, whether imported or manufactured indigenously. It has 
been our country's unfortunate experience in other fields that the intro
duction of a multiplicity of types of equipment not ouly created formida-: 
ble problems of maintenance but also rendered installed plant and equip
ment idle as spares and components were not available. With stadardi
sation and interchangeability, the problem would have been greatly mini
mised. Furthermore, the stock levels of spares could be kept reasonably 
low and the maintenance staff relatively small and more specialised. On 
all these considerations, we recommend strongly that the standardisation 
of equipment should be basic for the introduction of television. 

772. There is the tendency .to accept offers from different sources of 
different types of equipment, as they give immediate advantage, more 
particularly. saving of foreign .exchange. But this is taking a short-term 
and a limited view. · In the long run it is more economical to standardise-. 
We understand that television plant and sets are being obtained from 
several sources. We cannot help remarking that this is sacrificing the
future for the present. It may be anathema to many, but we must, in the 
interest .of efficiency and economy, recommend that the requirements ot 
television be obtained from a single source. We should draw attention 
to the experience of the United Arab Republic which has made impres
sive progress both. in the spread of television and in the manufacture of 
television equipment by making a single deal with the Radio Corpora
tion of America. 

773. Expert witnesses have averred that it would not be wise and eco
nomical to .operate on ultra high frequencies but that we should use very 
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high frequencies instead, preferably in bands 1 and 3. The rationale of 
the advice preferred is that ultra high frequency transmitters are com
paratively more expensive and their range is relatively small. We .. are 
impressed with both these considerations. We note that ·though the Com-· 
mittee did not specifically deal with this question, it has recommended 
the reservation of all ~ six channels in liand 3, and the retention of the 
one channel in band 1, for television. When tlie time comes for increasing 
the number of channels, the question of getting band I vacated by other 
users should receive consideration- The cost and inconvenience to other 
users may well be much less than it would be to television to undertab 
future expansion in another frequency. 

774. We find that the Bhagavantam Committee has not dealt with tho 
issue of the introduction and gradual · switch over of sound broadcasting 
to frequency modulation. There are distinct advantages in doing so as 
the clarity of reception will be greatly increased. The more important 
consideration, however, is the significant economies which will result i! 
television and frequency modulation were to be developed together. The 
two services will be· able to make use of the same transmission towers; it 
will only be necessary to provide separate antennae for the. two services. 
The rapid development of television will thus also facilitate. a correspond
ing rapid development of frequency modulation . transmi~sions for urban 
listeners in the first instance, to be extended to rural listeners by suitable 
linkage later. The development of frequency modulation is a matter which 
we have discussed at length earlier, but we should now stress that. a small 
proportion of television sets to be manufactured in India should provide 
for radio reception on freqllency modulation as well, This forward view 
will more than compensate the small extra cost on manufacturing dual
purpose sets. 

775. We would .conclude our ·observatio!ls on technical issues by em-
phasising the need for compelling the addition of suppressors to all elec
trical appliances, if necessary by legislation, to avoid induction· Other
wise, there would be constant ii:J.terference with televisi9n reception, de
tracting from its popularity and extension. 

776. Organisation.-Television is a comparatively new mfedium ifar. 
m9re sophisticated than radio. There are basic differences between radio 
and television in important matters of technique and financing of operations 
and plannii:J.g and execution of prograrmnes. Television also presents· other 
problems infinitely more complicated. 

7.77. Even so, many . countries with well-established. broadcasting sys
tems found it convenient to entrust the development of television to their 
existing organisations, This arrangement soon proved to be little more 
than a marriage of transient convenience. The rapid growth of television, 
the remarkable advances in its technology ai:J.d programme planning, and 
17 I &: B-14 
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itS versatility in use, brought new responsibilities which could hardly be 
fulfilled within the resources of existing organisations. This difficulty 
has been sought to be met by investing the television wing with virtual 
autonomy. In the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics and in Italy, the television centre has now become a distinct, separate 
and powerful entity with tenuous links with the parent organisation. 

778. IJi the light of these developments, it has to be considered whe
ther it will be possible or wise to place television under the aegis of AIR. 
This possibility has to be ruled out as AIR is not organisationally and 
financially equipped to shoulder this responsibility. It would also be unfair 
to tag on television to AIR and expose it at its birth to prejudices which 
exist against AIR. On all these considerations, we would strongly advise 
against the deveiopment and management of this new medium, requiring 
a dynamic and imaginative approach and ample resources, being linked 
as an ancillary to an organisation which itself needs a major overhaul and 
refurbishing. We have been strengthened in this view by the opinion ex
pressed by the Director General himself that television should be allowed 
to develop as a separate entity unfettered by the inhibitions of AIR. 

779. The question still remains whether the new organisation should 
follow the pattern of AIR and become an -attached office of a Ministry 
or whether it should be made an autonomous corporation, created by a 
special statute of Parliament:- Having carefully considered the question 
in all its aspects, we bave come tp the conclusion that to develop on 
correct lines television must not be hampered by the limitations of a de
partment; it should ·have a broader outlook, greater flexibility and free
dom of action which the corporate form alone can give. This view re
ceived near-unanimous support from the witness who appeared before 
us. Government should naturally have control over its policy in matter; 
clearly ~ out in the statute, ·and the ·right to issue directives whenever 
necessary· 

780. While discussing the future organisation of AIR we have already 
&tated in detail the reasons for our recommendation that an autonomous 
statutory corporation would be the best form of organisation for provid
ing a broadca~ting service. These considerations apply with equal if not 
greater force in the case of television and do not need a repetition. 

781. We consider that to give shape to our recommendations immediate 
steps should be' taken to invite a competent agency to prepare the pro
ject report; , An officer of the status of a Chief Engineer should be as
sociated with the team in its preparatory work, who. co)lld later be select
ed to head the technical wing.· 

782, To ensure that the two processes of project study· and operation 
planning go hand in hand, it would be .necessary to f9rm the Television 
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l).uirements of staff, organise training, draw up the programme .policy and 
prepare ·an estimate of the finances required. It should also initiate nego
tiations with potential collaborators but keep Government closely Wormed 
of developments. The agreements reached should naturally be subject 
to 'Government approval . 

. 783. Staff and Training.-We have already given our views on the 
fltaffing of AIR and suggested reorganisation. The staffing pattern and 
employment policy of the Television Corporation we propose will have 
to be differently conceived and designed. 

784. As mentioned earlier, television is basically a different medium 
from radio and cannot be given the same treatment. 'Being however a 
part of AIR, the Delhi Television Centre has unfortunately the- same or
ganisation as a radio unit and has developed unsuitable trends and nuances. 
For one thing, it has tended to become a top-heavy orgariisation in which 
the more expensive technical staff was ·until recently being incorrectly em
ployed; for another, its programmes being produced on the basis of tadio 
techniques and experience, are indifferent and even colourless. 'It is 
essential that the two activities should be 'separated at 'the large scale in
ception of television, to give it a fair wind. 

785. We are in agreement with our Consultant that 'television needs a 
1ively, decisive, imaginative. adventurous yet responsible staff'. This im
plies that its control and· operations should be in the hands of those who 
have these attributes. Unless there is a break with the traditions of AIR 
and a basic departure from its employment policy, it would not be possible 
to recruit 'and retain people with qualities necessary for putting television 
on the air successfully. · · 

. 786 .. Taking a look at the Delhi Centre; the first point that struck us 
was the strength of the staff deployed for ·its limited output. It appeared 
that there had not been a proper assessment of the staff required in diffe
rent categories and that· as problems arose they were soUght to be met by 
hurriedly transferring whoever was ·conveniently available in the radio wing. 
As a consequence of this haphazard and . irrational staffing, the sanctioned 
strength bas been raised to 271 to allow for. the recent extension of. the 
service. This figure does not, however, in<;lqde the staff dealing with tele
vision in the directorate-general in its plaruiing, programme a·nd. administra-. 
tlon sections. 

787, · The centre provilies a- on~hour evening progranlme of news and 
entertainment. of which only about a third is· produced at the ·Centre itself,. 
the rest being films or recorded material obtained locally or from a:tJrQad. 
It also provides three twentj'-initiute :School 'les'sons ·a ·day fbi six days a 
week durmg term-time· for e'ac1i oi 'tlle fur<Hihifts m. the schoots;· ii,ving 'a 
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total broadcast time of about 120 minutes a day.· But of these lessons one 
or two a week are repetitions of old lessons already recorded and telecast; 
thus reducing the output of the studio to about eigbt hours a week during 
term-time and under three hours otherwise. 

788. In the opinion of our Consultant, the Centre is grossly overstaffed. 
Our Sub-Committee concurs in this 'assessment on the basis of its study 
abroad. 'Telescuola' in Italy, running school and adult literacy programmes, 
is on the air for 4H hours a week but it employs a total of 128 people 
only including 27 technicians and 16 teachers. Admittedly, its telecasts 
do not reqnire certain categories of staff which an inclusive service of 
information, education and entertainment would need, but even so the 
contrast is striking. 

789. Our Consultant also informed us that a firm of international tele
vision consultants had recommended a total staff of approximately 50 for 
certain African countries embarking on television with a daily programme 
output of four hours. Similarly a UNESCO Mission, which advised Israel 
on the introduction of television, recommended a total staff of 226 distri
buted between the three organisations of the Central Administration, (the 
equivalent of the directorate-general of AIR), the Jerusalem and the Tel 
Aviv Studio Centres. This requirement was based on a suggested output 
of 23 hours of programmes a week of which over 12 hours were to originate 
in the two Studio Centres. 

790. On this comparative study it becomes obvious that there is some
thing fundamentally wrong in AIR's estimate and employment of staff at 
the Delhi Centre. It may be inexperience, ineptitude and untrained staff 
or it may be that AIR applied its own yardstick of job analysis in arriving 
at the figure of 271 for its much smaller output. We are aware that the 
explanation may be offered that certain essential staff have to be in position 
whatever be the duration of telecasts but it is- inconceivable that this 
factor alone could account for the significant disparity between staff 
employed here and elsewhere. This uneconomic and even extravagant staff
ing must have unduly inflated the cost of the Delhi service and migbt even 
have entered in the financial estimate of the Master Plan prepared by the 
Ministry of IIiformation and Broadcasting. 

791. We consider, therefore, that the staff structure and its categories 
requirements may be remitted by the proposed Corporation to acknow
ledged experts to obtain realistic estimates in Indian conditions. On 
available evidence it is abvious to us that the scheme was launched and 
later expanded largely with untrained people inexperienced in handling 
teehnical equipment and in the planning of programmes. 

792. The-second point that struck us was that at its inception the Tele
vision Centre was manned ·largely if not entirely by people drawn from 
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sound broadcasting without a mature consideration whether this arrange
ment was suitable either for· the installation or the development of this 
medium. Even in the selection . of people from sound broadcasting, no 
!lttempt was n:iade (or is made even now) to ascertain whether their visual 
sense was suitably developed and whether they had the aptitude to adjust 
themselves to new environments and new techniques. It is axiomatic that 
the selection of staff for television should be undertaken by experts in this 
medium but though there were hardly any television experts i,n ~ it did 
not seek outside expert advice. .In this situation it is only to be expected 
that the programmes would be no better than amateurish in concept _and 
in execution, · as they now are. 

793. On this analysis we are convinced that if cqsts are .to be kept 
down and· prograiilmes of quality produced, there must be_ an 'individual 
assessment 'of staff already in position and future recruitment made with 
expert . advice from . the. worlds of cinema, jo~alism, the theatre, radio 
and other allied media; Moreover, television must be a separate and dis
tinct entity and its staff confined to uses within the organisation. . With a 
common cadre for . radio and television, as at present, specialist staff is 
frequently moved to other units of AIR, often on' promotion; this deprives 
the Television Centre of :people who· have gained sonie experience and skill 
in operating this medium. A television expert, Mr. Christiansen, "has· re
marked that one of the important limiting factors in the progress of the 
Delhi school television scheme has been the reassignment ofpersonnel from 
one duty to another. This trend should now be reversed; ~ithout. con
tinuity neither efficiency nor economy can be achieved. We eonsider that 
people recruited from sou:nd radio who are found suitable for television 
should be permanently absorbed in its cadres. 

794. We trust that the Board of Governors will take note of these diffi
culties and find. solutions for them so 'that wheri the Corporation comes 
into · being it does not inherit an inept, uneconomic and outsized 
organisation. 

795. We refrain from commenting on the scales of pay for permanent 
staff, levels of remuneration to producers a:ad fees to artists. These ·are 
matters for determination by the Corporation which would undoubtedly 
take note of ·the complicated and intricate nature of television and make 
suitable adjustments to attract the right type of people. · Meanwhile, riot 
only should the strength of the staff at the Delhi Centre be suitably pruned 
down and unwanted staff returned to their radio a.ssigilments but the staff 
retained should also be allowed remuneration commensurate with their 
higher and specialised responsibilities. 

796. Training. is essential for the success .of all human endeavour. The 
more difficult the objective, the greater is the need for· training for its 
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attainment. Yet the necessity of advance training of the required number 
of people in the difficult and varied techniques of television had b~ell! 
ignored before the Delhi pilot project was launched ii:t 1959. The malruse 
of the Centre has ever since been insufficiency of trained personnel to operate
its services economically and to exploit its potential effectively. 

· 797. It was only after six years, in 1965, that a prodUcer was. obtained 
on loan from the BBC to give a course of training to a small 4umber of 
selected production· staff; We consider that this is totally inadequate even 
to sustain the extended programmes of the Centre and .to improve their 
quality, leave alone to handle the expansion we recommend. 

798. We sh~uld mention that it ha$ been the practice of AIR to d!lpute
offi«ers abroad from time to time to. be initiat!ld ill the t~hnique and. mys
tique of television. A total of 27 officers ha,s -thus been trained to date
over a period of _time. Of these, some have left service, some are on oth!lr 
duties in AIR and only 7 are employed at the Centre now. It is not 
h.own how many of th~e reJ!13ining hav.e Ul""~te kl!.owledge of tele~ 
vision and can be usefully employe4. . In any case, we doub~ whether a · 
team of experts could . be built around such a small nucleus by in-service · 
training. 

799. We appreciate_ tha~ .without facilities and experts locally available" 
it would be difficult to launch a. _training scheme of any magnitu\le- or 
utility. We equally appreciate. _the many difficulties in sending a large con
tingent for training abroad. Yet this problem h.as to be solved. Two 
alternatives suggest themselves: First, to obtain equipment and experts for· 
the training iustitute under contemplation under the many assistance
schemes available and, · secondly, to make it obligatory for the foreign
collaborator which is entrusted with the -responsibility for the iustallatiorr 
of transmitters, etc., and also all suppliers of equipment to train a num
ber of people selected for service with the Corporation. We are
encouraged to believe that the second alternative might by itself meet the 
immediate needs of the situation pending the org~uisation of tthe institute. 
For example in Ghana a firm of international television consultants em
ployed for- installing the system was required to give training to essential 
staff over a period of two years. This enabled trained Ghanians to operate 
the network on completion. 

800. The duration of the training schedule, varied to embrace special 
programmes for educational, health and other social activities, would largely 
depend on the availability of experts and facilities, but it should not be 
in any case less than a minimum of six m01¢hs. All employees, irrespec
tive of levels and functions, should be put lh,ough the initil!l tra.iiung course
at some time cir other, whether they be engineers, cameramen, producers, 
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editors,. script writers or announcers. There should be provision for re
fresher coqrses and advanced training to keep the staff abreast of new deve
lopments and new techniques. Special care should be taken in the selection 
of a Director ,to head the training institute, who could also be associated· 
in the drawing up of a plan for training and the selection of staff. . We 
should imagine that with a developed film industry there would be no dearth 
of experts to advise and instruct on lighting, photography and other anciiiary 
functions which are common to both the film industry and television. This 
should dispense with the necessity of employing foreign experts. 

801. A comprehensive scheme to irilpart diversified training both to 
the technical and production staff should be instituted early to ensure that 
the development of this medium does not suffer from the disabilities of the 
past. The training instiiute must not be a replica of the Staff Train
ing School of AIR, which though it has been in existence since 1948 has 
not been ·able to make any ·worthwhile contribution towards improving the 
quality ·and content of radio broadcasts. · The reasons are many and we 
have examined thein in an:Jearlier chapter. Neeessary studi0o facilities and 
equipment have not been made available separately: The instructiOiiiu 
staff is neither specialised nor exclusively employed in the School. With 
part-time instructors, and use of studios and equipment when· _available, 
it is· not possible to run a training course to· any pmpose. It is obvious, 
therefore, that to achieve results, the •television training institute should be 
a self-contained unit with staff, equipment and studios exclusively at its 
disposal. 

302. The Film Institute in Poona slmuld be in a position to provide 
training in film editing. direction and make-up, ·construction of the back
ground and scenery for shots, etc. Partly because of its proximity· to 
Poona, partly because it is the main film producing centre and partly be
cause of musical and other talent locally available, we consider that Bom
bay shoUld be the best location for the training institute and for interim 
training, 

803. Fmandal assistance as also technical staff for the institute are 
likely to be :nade available by international agencies like UNESCO. Some 
of the more advanced countries might similarly be willing to contribute to· 
wards the establishment and working of the Institute; If an international 
agency assisted, it is likely tliat it would stipulate that students from other 
countries would also 'be accepted for training. We see no difficulty in accept
ing such a stipulation if made. .On the contrary, we shoUld welcome foreign 
students in any· ease; It would be a gesture of friendship and' goodwill. 
which is bound to be appreciated and reciprocated; 
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804. Before we conclude we should stress the necessity of sending a 
few officers for training abroad. The training institutes in countries·: ad
Tanced in television technology are,· we understand, prepared to provide 
facilities to foreign trainees by the grant of scholarships and bursaries. We 
liliould take advantage of these offers. RAI, the Italian Television 
'Authority, offered our Sub-Committee a few scholarships. This offer was 
passed on to the Ministry but, as far as we know, nothing concrete has 
-emerged so far. 

805. Finance.-We have earlier mentioned that the installation ot a 
television network needs massive financial outlay, a large part of it in 
.foreign exchange.. On both these counts, some acceptable form of foreign 
collaboration will have to be cOnsidered. Fmancing of the 'television ser
'Vice is another matter; it needs a different treatment. 

806. Because of the low priority given to broadcasting, the allocation of 
Plan resources has so far been minuscule. We have already adduced many 
considerations why television should receive equal priority with "Industrial 
and agricultural schemes of development. Even so, the competing demands 
of other nation-building activities might make it .difficult to allocate to tele

. vision all the money it needs for developing a country-wide network by 
the end of the Fifth Plan. We have perforce to consider alternatives which 
would ensure requisite financial support· 

807. We have made as detailed a study as is possible, in the absence 
of complete documentation, of developments elsewhere and the manner in 
which countries similarly situated have set about to bring the benefits of 
television to their people. 

808. Foreign collaboration in two different forms has been adopted to 
cover fully the foreign exchange component of the project for the supply 
of capital goods such as transmitters, studio equipment. mstalliltion ·of links 
and other ancillary facilities. It has either taken the shape of participation 
in the equity issue of the corporation or it has been a straight loan with a 
period of mo,ratorium before repayment oommences. Some countries have 
adopted the former method in which a consortium of industrialists has a 
minority financial interest, the controlling interest being retained by Gov
ernment. Some others have preferred the latter method but have not en
countered any lack of response because of this choice. We also consider 
that we must not have any foreign equity participation in the proposed Tele
vision Corporation. · · It is needless to add that the provision of a loan must 
not give any voice to tlie donors in deciding the policy of the Corporati6n. 
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809. In addition, it has been arranged either separately or as a part 
of the same scheme that the foreign exchange requirements ·of manufacturing 
television sets and other essential equipment would be provided by · the 
foreign associates, the inducement being that they would themselves supply 
the television sets until manufacture has been established but without an 
appreciable outflow of foreign exchange. . 

810. If it is found impractical for a single ·country to provide the re
quired financial support, the formation of a consortium might become ne
cessary. The idea of forming a consortium has caught on even in the mat
ter of international aid to developing countries. lt should not,. therefore, be 
difficult to bring about the formation of a consortium to assist our project 
should this become necessary .. We contemplate a package deal in which 
the collaborator .would also accept responsibility for tlie manufacture of 
television sets and other equipment. It may be necessary to set up a 
&eparate manufacturing unit. · 

811. The willingness to collaborate with technical assistance and a loan 
will naturally depend i>n the viability of the project and its ability to gene· 
rate enough resources to be able· to repay the loan in agreed instalments. 
Under the plan we later discuss; we have no doubts that the revenues of the 
Corporation will be ample to meet all its commitments.·· We are confident 
that foreign collaborators would feel equally reassured. 

812. The question will still remain how the rupee finance of the pro
ject can best be found. The allocation of a high priority for teleVision to
gether with the realisation that the acceptance of the plan we ,later unfold 
would make television a viable and even a productive venture sho,uld make 
it possible for the Planning Commission to release necessary resources. 
The expectation that television would become self-financing within a short 
time, if not at its inception, .md that it would nat, therefore, make annual 
demands for its running expenses should be a weighty consideration in the 
allocation of resources. It would imply that the initial investment needed 
would be little more than a capitalisation of a few years' recurring expenses, 
provision for which would have to be made otherwise, being inherent in 
the acceptance of a television scheme however unambitious it may be. 

813. There is another aspect developed earlier, that is the extensive use 
of television for educational, agriculture, health and other socio-economic 
purposes. On a long term view, it may be found more economical, yet 
more effective to invest in television than for example to build schools for 
which teachers cannot be found, or equipment provided, or build health 
centres which can only be manned by indifferent and unimaginative people. 
Similarly, recurring expenditure on publicity to give an. impetus to pro
grammes for. self-sufficiency in the p~oducti~n of fo~gram~ and other ~x
penditure now incurred for .. populansmg the mtroduction of Improved strams 
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of seed, the use of fertilisers and pesticides, the rotation ·of crops, etc., 
could be considerably minimised by visual presentation which television 
alone can provide. These savings would be a recurring annual feature and 
should give welcome relief to the budgets of these departments. Once this 
important aspect of television is realised, there should be no difficulty in 
eith.:r increasing the allocation for television by corresix>nding reduction in 
the capital budgets of the Ministries concerned; alternatively, they should 
invest a part, albeit a small part, of their capital grants in building up a 
countrywide television network. A small advisory body of the participants 
in programme planning should ensure the allrn;ation o! adequate tin;le to 
each. 

814. The cost of operating the network depends on its output, the stan
dard of the producers and artists it employs, the level of remunemtion it 
pays, and the type and quality of programmes it provides. It must ob
viously be the aim to give the optimum output within the capability of the 
network and to plan and produce programmes of the highest quality em
ploying first class artists. This implies that there must be resources avail
abie for establishing and sustaining a high professional standard comparable 
to other television services. · This is not an easy task. While demands o~;~ 

public revenues for programmes designed for education, health and. such 
other purposes might be justified, it would not be so for other programmes 
of information and entertainment. If, as earlier suggested, there is a con
tribution from other Ministries towards the capital cost of the installation, 
it may not be necessary to ask them to contribute also towards the cost of 
the programme output except may be in the first year or two until the 
revenue potential of television fully develops. 

815. The method evolved by the British Broadcasting Corporation, and 
followed by some other broadcasting system_s, is to levy a licence fee from 
the owners of receiving sets and to allocate the proceeds, after deducting 
the cost of collection, to broadcasting. The yield is thus directly related 
to the number of receiving sets held and licensed. The limitation of this 
arrangement is that the rate of levy cannot be easily adjusted to accord 
with the needs of the service. There are many fact.ors. inchidin.g public 
resistance which have to be taken into account in a revision of the fee. 

816. When the British Broadcasting Corporation entered the field of 
television, a separate and higher scale of levy was designed to finance its 
programmes and other operating costs. This levy has been adjusted up
wards from time to time to sustain an e~tpansion of programmes, to im
prove their quality and to neutralise rising costs. The public had gone 
along, with these increases. More r.eceQ.tly an. Independent Television 
authority was created by statute an<J was give~;~ freedom to. 'run ·its 
services with advertising revenues without sharing with the British Broadcast
ing Corporation the licence fees coll~ed. This brought a new concept 
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of_· financing television in, tradition-bound• and conventional• Britain. The. 
programmes controlled by the Independent Television Authority not only 
proved attractive but were made available without any payment by the
viewing audiences: We shall refer- to the ITA later in the narration but 
mention it at this stage because of its indirect- impact on the recent de
mand of the British. Broadcasting Corporation for a substantial increase 
in licence fees botb for existing services and for opening up a fourth chan
nel which has become available. Government considered the increase de
manded unreasonable and also unfair to licence-holders and conceded ·a 
smaller increase. This has left the British Broadcasting Corpo~ation in a 
quandary. 

817. It has tO be appreciated that in a country like India the licence 
fees have to be kept reasonably low to accord with the people's capaCity 
to pay. On the one hand, the number of sets in private hands in th13 initial 
stages will be small and the yij3ld of licence fees negligible, on the other, 
there will be the need for a wide network to bring the social programmes 
within the reach of the . commlll).ity whi!=h needs them most. It will thus 
become necessary to accept commercial advertisement~ . to supplement the 
revenue derived :(rom licenqe fec;s. 

818. We are aware of the opinion which still persis~ against the accep
tance of commercial broadcasts. There is the apprehension that were com
mercial advertisements to be. accepted television would become large! y de
pendent on revenues ,derived from commercial interests and this might 
well lead to the political, economic and. social policies of the organisation 
bfi:ing influenced and even indirectly controlled by these interests. There 
is also the apprehension that the advertisements to haye a popular appeal 
might tend to become somewhat vulgar and demoraJi.sing. 

819. !Experience elsewhere has shown that the acceptance of advertise
ments to aecord wlth the programme policy of a television organisation does 
not bring it even remotely under the control of commercial interests nor 
does it lead to the presentation of material which is in questionalble taste. 

820. It is necessary to review in a brief compass, the policy adopted 
by different organisations, dis®ssing later their merits and demerits, In 
the United States of America and Latin American countries as also in 
fran, Lebanon, Thailand and the Philippines, television is in the hands of 
private interests who finance their operations, including the setting. up: and 
expansion of their existing networks, from revenues derived entirely from 
the sale of time to advertisers. In the United States of America and most 
of these countries, the advertisers not only buy time but also provide pro
grammes of their choice which 'go with the advertisements. In Australia. 
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Japan and Canada, tills system ]).as been adopted by a number of compa
ratively small television stations which operate in competition with the 
national organisations which are maintained _out of licence revenues. The 
acceptance of commercial prograrumes, known as 'sponsored programmes' 
has resulted in the largest and most prosperous television network in the 
world being built up in the United . States of An).erica and. it has also 

.given impetus to the growth of television in the countries mentioned and in 
Latin America and some countries of Asia. The major undesirable fea
ture of this system is that the television organisation has very little control 
over the prograrumes put on the air with the result thai they are often in 
questionable taste and have a demoralising effect on impressionable and 
immature minds. It has even been suggested that the increase in the rate 
of child delinquency in the United States of America is attributable -to 
these prograrumes. 

821. Benefiting by the experience of the United States of America, 
eountries which entered the television field later, more particularly the Euro
pean countries, evolved a new system. While accepting commercial adver
tisements. as inescapable for supporting the growth of a sound television 
system and also the U.S. practice of selling time, they safeguarded the 
quality and standard of the programmes by refusing to allow the advertisers 
to produce them or even to have a say in the programmes which would in
clude their advertisement material. By this method commonly known as 
"spot advertising' or 'spot announcements', the organisations retained full 
rontrol over their programme policy. An additional safeguard was also 
introduced, by statute where necessary but mainly by a code of conduct 
voluntarily agreed upon by the organisations and the advertisers, to control 
the make-up of the advertisements. Italy went a step further and set up 
a corporation to handle and produce all advertisement shots. 

822. Television stations in West Germany, Ireland, Italy, Spain, the 
United Arab Republic, Iraq, Pakistan, to mention a few countries .have 
adopted this system of spot advertising to raise resources to supplement re
venues from licence fees ·or State subventions. Some countries such as Italy 
and West Germany have introduced the practi~ of presenting in a single· 
special programme all advertisements within an alloc-ated period of time, 
usually 20 to 30 minutes, at an excellent viewing hour, between eight and 
nine o'clock in the evening. Other countries intersperse the spots, not 
-exceeding five or six minutes in an hour, in their daily programmes. 

823. It is necessary to discuss the two practices, their merits and de
merits and their revenue potential. The practice of concentrating all ad
vertisements in one programme has two attractive features: First, it enables 
the viewers who are not interested in oommercials to switch off at the 
hour when they are on the air; secondly, by not.breaking.into a programme, 
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it preserves the continuity and entertainment value of the programme 
and also the atmosphere it creates, The advertisers however do not consi-- . ' ' der this method as attractive as spots in· regular programmes. They also 
consider that a spot should be repeated in a number of programmes in any 
one i:lay to have worthwhile. advertisement value. · 

824. The latter practice has undoubtedly greater advertisement value, 
as it provides a captive audience and a repeated presentation of the same 
spots in different programmes at different viewing hours. The irritation 
caused by the spots breaking into a programme has been sought to be re
moved ty putting the advertisements at the beginning, the intermission and 
the end of the programmes. This is an improvement from the viewers' 
point and meets the advertisers' demands to a certain extent. The -re
venue potential of this practice is undoubtedly greater. 

825. We have very carefully considered which of the two systems, the 
U.S. one of sponsored programmes or the European one of spot advertise
ment to recommend, or whether a combination of the two would be more 
suitable. We do not feel that one need be squeamish about sponsored 
programmes as such so long as they have an educative and· cultural value 
and do not .include any advertisement material except to mention at their 
commencement or conclusion that they were presented by the courtesy of 
so arid so (naming the sponsors). Such programmes do not have the 
connotation or unplications of sponsored programmes in the United States· 
of America and should even be welcome as being useful and valuable addi
tions to the repertoire of the television organisation. Such programmes are 
not uncommon elsewhere and have been viewed and appreciated by some 
of us abroad. These 'prestige' programmes are presented by sponsors who 
are inspired to contribute to the growth' of the television system and incident
ally bring their names and contributions to the notice of the viewing public. 
However, the revenues from this type of sponsored programmes will not 
be substantial but that should be no reason for excluding them. 

826. The acceptance of advertisements should be considered only if 
it brings significant financial support to the growth of television. There 
is nothing non.:Cthical in accepting advertisements prepared in good taste 
provided that they do not affect the quality of the telecasts or make exces
sive demands on time. If the educational, social and children's pro-
grammes do not carry spots and they are confined to the entertainment 
programmes, there should not be any objection in adopting a practice which 
has now become more or less universal. 

827. We conclude, therefore, .that .the Corporation should accept spot 
advertisements, . The only question. :is whether it should concentrate the 
spots in one special programme or should allow them in all entertainment 
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programmes. We were attracted to. the idea of concentration but we 
realise tbat it would not be possible with present resources to emulate the 
Italian example. Secondly, there being so many different lilnguages and 
-also regional disparities, central production would ·be difficult, if not im
possible. Further, we understand from advertising experts that from the 
revenue angle it would be prudent to adopt the alternative of their dis
tribution over several programmes. We recommend, therefore, that the 
Corporation should accept spot advertisements at the beginning and end 
<Jf a programme; they should not interrupt a programme. 

828. It is difficult to estimate the revenues likely to flow in. It will 
largely depend on the coverage given, the number of sets in use and their 
distribution between community and individual viewing and the amount 
now spent on advertisements. We are of the opinion that the limited pro
duction of television ·sets which the Bhagavantam Committee envisages will 
fall far short of the minimum required to carry the programmes of the six
teen studio centres we have suggested. Nor will the limited number attract 
advertisement revenue to the extent necessary for obtaining foreign colla
boration or to sustain programmes of quality. We consider that the pro
-duction in the first five years should not be less than five lakh sets. Half 
of this number" will be required for community viewing and the other half 
will be available for private purchase. As the quality of the programmes 
improves, the larger will be the demand for sets and the larger the advrtise
ment revenue. 

829. We have discussed these questions with the Advertising Agencies. 
Association and the Indian Society of Advertisers. They were both em
phatic that if suitable opportunities were giyen to advertisers to use the 
medium of television, the response will be overwhelming. But they were 
in agreement with us that uuless the basic figures we have in mind are 
realised it would neither evoke any enthusiasm amongst advertise..rs nor 
produce revenues of any signific~ce. According ·to the two Associations 
about Rs. 30 crates a year are now spent on advertising, of which about 
Rs. 15 crores go to newspapers, Rs. 10 crores to the cinema houses and 
Rs. 5 crores are spent on posters and .other advertising material. There 
would be first an encroachment on advertising ·in the· cinema houses lead
ing gradually to its efunination and partial diversion from posters; later 
some of the newspaper advertising will ·also c<>me to television. It should 
be mentioned however that if no ceiling is impased ·by statute on expendi• 
ture on advertisements by each industrial and business unit, expenditure 
will continue, as in the past; to grow and 'the major part of -the growth will 
accrue to the Corporation. It would not be unreasonable, therefore, ·to 
expect a revenue of Rs. 10 crores a year when the coverage and viewing 
facilities we i"econunend · are realised. 'In ·this computation vie have 'not 
taken ·account :Of -the revenue in ·'foreign exchange whiCli may be ·earned 
from foreign -ad\iettisers. 
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830. We should add that experience everywhere has shown that adver
tising revenue grows at a much faster rate than estimated. This in parti
cular has been the experience of the Independent Television Authority in 
the United Kingdom. Making a slow start the. revenues of the programme 
companies assumed such proportions that some of them were able to de
clare dividends exceeding 100 per cent after payment of taxes and making 
provision for reserves. This led Government to impose a,speciallevy. In 
1964-65, the programme companies paid £10 inillion as taX. and £22 
million' as levy and were still able to maintairi dividends at the handsome 
level of 20 per ·cent. In addition, the Independent Television Authority 
itself paid £2 million as 'tax. In other. words, the exchequer earned . in 
all about £ 34 million from the profits of advertisements on television 
without any financial outl~y on. its part. The ·1oan granted .by Government 
for the erection of_ transmitters, which are owned by the Independent Tele
vision Authority have, we understand, also been ·fully repaid. Although 
the Corporation ma:y not achieve this spectacular result, it should not be 
unreal to. expect that within a short period it would be able to sustain high 
standards of production, meet its loan commitments and yet pay on· attrac~ 
tive dividend. 

831. We refrain from ·giving an estimate of the capital investment 
needed as no reliable estimate has been made available. Even the Bhaga
vantam Committee has not furnished an estimate. The correct costs can 
only be determined after a proper survey and preparation of the project 
report. 

832. There is another point which we have menti.o:O.ed in an earlier 
report which we must reiterate- This relates to the heavy incidence of 
customs and excise duties in the cos.t of receiving sets, whether they are 
imported or manufactured indigenously with components partly indigenous 
and partly imported. We consider that the general revenue should forego 
these levies in the interest of developing television. We are encouraged to 
reaffirm the suggesti.on we earlier. made on the example of the United Arab 
Republic which. exempts all imports of television equipment, componentS 
and spares from customs· duty. The remarkable growth of television and 
the economic manufacture of. necessary equipment and sets in the United 
Arab Republic is . in no mean meawre due to the progressive policy 
adopted. 

833. Programmes.-In paragraph 745 of this report we have outlined 
the scope 'of the television .service as we visualise it, but it mnst: be left to 
the proposed ~ration to decide on the scope of the service, how much 
it can db within 1:he available resources and what priority to give to diffe
rent.~es of educational prpgramliles. We feet ho~ever. that· some 
US'eful experience has been ·gained from the existing television. service from 
Delhi ·and that. some changes can· be made 1n it even. before a countrywide· 
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service is introduced. We believe that our observations and recommenda
tions will hold even for the television service to come. In the paragraphs 
that follow we examine the two present activities of the Television Centre 
and suggest the lessons to be learned for the future. We also suggest the 
introduction of some new programmes. 

834. School Broadcasts.-In the field of school broadcasts, for which 
the Delhi Centre was primarily designed and established, the performance 
has been worthwhile and rewarding. Our. Consultant on educational broad
casts considers that the success of the scheme is due largely to the- coopera
tion of the school authorities and the teachers. This made it possible (a) 
to select the subjects which lend themselves best to visual presentation, (b) 
to have the scripts prepared by experienced teachers, and (c) to devise a 
common time-table for all the schools. Another foreign expert has made 
the point that the quality of the lessons would improve greatly if teachers. 
and educational experts were given the major responsibility for the pre
paration and production of educational broadcasts. The lessons in English 
prepared with the assistance of the experts of the British Council have been 
far more successful than the other lessons. We endorse, therefore, the 
suggestion of our Educational Consultant that expert teams should be set 
up in collaboration with the National Council of Educatiomil Research 
and Training for each series of lessons. 

835. Obviously the school broadcasts must continue to be an essential 
feature of the programmes of the television network incorporating the re
finements and improvements which have been suggested by foreign experts. 
We would add that an efficient breakdown uhlt, available at call, should 
be set up to keep the receivers in the schools· in working order to prevent 
interruption to lessons and a break in their continuity, which we under
stand are not infrequent at present. 

836. In-service Training of Teachers.-An allied question of considera
ble importance is the in-service training of teachers. Everywhere else televi
sion has been mobilised to keep them abreast of developments in science 
and technology and to initiate them into new and improved techniques of 
teaching. The Delhi Centre took up this responsibility, but thought that 
one lesson in a month was enough for the purpose. It is obvious that this 
half-hearted and tardy effort can achieve little. We consider that in
service training should be an integral part of- educational broadcasts; the 
programmes should be planned and presented under the guidance of eX

perts and should be broadcast at least twice a week during the school 
vacations. 

837. Programmes for Filrmers.--One of -our primary considerations in-
' recommending the introduction of television· on a countrywide scale was· 

the benefit it would bring to our rnral areas. Programmes suitable for 
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viewing on community television receivers must, therefore, be broadcast 
daily from all centres. In our report on television submitted in December, 
1965, we had suggested that a beginning should be made by giving 
bi-weekly programmes from the. Delhi Centre after supplying community 
viewing sets to the villages which can pick up the programmes. Unfor
tunately this suggestion has not yet been taken up. We would once again 
urge the introduction of such a programme. Apart from the benefit it 
can bring to the villages it serves, it will provide an ideal opportunity to 
(1) test the impact of TV on rural viewers, (2) suggest methods of using 
the medium for the eradication of illiteracy and for adult education, (3) 
make a comparative study of the results achieved by TV and radio sepa
rately and in combination. Such research is essential before launching on 
a large-scale operation. · 

The programmes should be varied and designed to teach illiterate adults 
to read and write as has ·been successfully achieved in Italy, and to dis
seminate information and knowledge of local problems of agriculture, 
health, sanitation and family planning. An attempt should also be made 
to introduce tele-lessons for village schools. The programmes should be 
interspersed and enlivened by light music and entertainment .. 

838. Social Education Programmes.-As mentioned earlier the utility 
of tele-clubs has been proved by their success in countries. like Japan and 
France. Emulating their example, about 180 tele-clubs have been estab
lished broadly on the lines of the community listening centres ever since 
the Delhi Television Unit was commissioned. A bi-weekly evening pro
gramme of social education of half-an-hour's duration was introduced. It 
was estimated by AIR that the tele-clubs would provide viewing facilities 
to and attract an audience of about 20;000 people. Whether this estimate 
was ever realised is another matter. On a particular visit by us to a few 
tele-clubs, we found that the attendance was well below the average esti
mated. It may be that the novelty had worn off or that the programme& 
were too dull and monotonous to sustain the interest of the audience. 
Without audience research it is not possible to ascertain the basic causes. 

839. We should, however, observe that the frequency and duration of 
the programmes were not sufficient to make a perceptible impact on the 
.audience even if the programmes had been of excellent quality. We apprc
·ciate that within the limitations of an improvised studio and insufficiency of 
-equipment it. was hardly possible to improve upon the time allotted. But 
·this was no cause for the programme provided being indifferent in quality 
.and content. Going more deeply into this question, we found that there 
had been very little pre-planning and pre-training and insufficient collabora
tion with those responsible. for social education before the evening pro
gramme was introduced. These lapses were mainly responsible for the 
failure to give life, colour and substance to the programme.. It was also 

17 I & B-15. 
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evident to us that with radio technique and experience and radio artists 
it was not possible to exploit a medium basically different and infinitely 
more complicated. 

840. We had rather expectea tnat With tne completion of the new 
studio ·and expertise developed over a period of six years, it would have 
been possible to provide better programmes of longer duration and of 
value to the viewing audiences in the tele-clubs. But we were disappointed 
to find that only half an hour is devoted to social educational matters in 
the current extended programme of seven hours_ a week. For the rest of 
the time the programme is of general entertainment and information. The 
tele-clubs even now meet only on one or two days a week and the general 
programme is thus available to them only on those occasions. 

841. The programme has obviously to be reoriented and the receiving 
sets in the tele-clubs activated whenever there is a programme on the air. 
We have earlier stressed the urgency of a literacy programme being under
taken by the Delhi Centr~. We have recommended the introduction of 
programmes for farmers. We would now urge that the tele-club pro
grammes should cover health, family planning, etc., on a massive scale, 
But we should reiterate that they must be interspersed and enlivened by 
items of light entertainment of quality. 

842. As things are, we find little justification for the resources of the 
Delhi Centre being dissipated in providing sub-standard programmes to 
about seven hundred families who own or are provided with receiving sets 
as prestige symbols. We even wonder how many of them take advantage 
of the doubtful privilege of viewing the programmes. We consider that 
there should be a basic change .in the present programme policy of the 
Delhi Centre and its resources used largely for programmes with a purpose. 

843. The managemeot of the teJe,dubs and the maintenance of sets 
in~talled are aspects which require a brief mentioiL We Understand that 
.some .of the tele-ciubs have not been functioning properly as the selection 
of the organisers was indifferently made and the remuneration given was 
unattractive. Often the organiser was not available at the time the sets 
had to be switched on. The more important problem is the maintenance 
and servicing of the sets. There are frequent breakdowns which remain 
unattended to for long periods. We had ourselves occasion to notice 
that of the three tele-clubs visited by us only one was functioning pmperly. 
The sound s"ction of the set at one location had been out of commission _and 
we were informed that that had been so for several ctays. The set at 

·another had ·been completely· out of order {or quite .some time. This 
manner of fundioning of the tele-clubs 'is not likely to enthuse many peaple. 
lt o'llV gives mental satisfaction that_ tele-cl.ubs have .been established and 
sets_ have. be~n provided; whether they _are func.tioning or no.t js another 
matter, hardly anybody's business. 
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844. Programmes for Women.-We would advocate that a special 
programme for women should 'be introduced at least twice a week on 
health, nutrition, home economics, family planning and child care, with 
special community viewing facilities. This, followed by discussions aided 
by a trained social worker should lead to the assimilation of ideas and 
acceptance of suggestions the programme carries. Without the willing 
cooperation of women, more particularly in rural communities, it will not 
be possible to bring about the social transformation we seek. 

845. Programmes for Children.-Similarly, a children's programme 
should be introduced three times a week in the early evening hours. The 
programme should cover a variety of subjects and should be presented 
attractively to arouse their interest and hold their attention. Legends, folk
lore, snippets of hist9ry and geography, music, sports, etc., can be suitably 
blended to produce a programme which should widen their horizon, 
sharpen their perception and provoke t~eir interest in many matters spe
cially in their own land and people. In many countries we find that this 
programme has proved as attractive and educative to adults as to children. 

846. Programmes of Entertainment.-Emulating the. example of other 
television systems, a correct balance should be established between origi
nating programmes of g~neral information and entertainment. whether 
llve or video-taped and documentaries and other films. Foreign films and 
video-taped programmes would enrich the knowledge of the viewing 
audiences and widen their horizon and should be obtained. As far as 
possible, arrangements should be made for exchange of programmes to 
keep down the expenditure in foreign exchange to the minimum. We 
should be circumspect and selective in accepting films and programmes, 
which are offered free as they are mainly of propaganda value to the donor 
countries. 

847. Audience Re.<earch.-We have already dealt in an earlier chapter 
with the requirements of audience research. The TV Corporation 
should have its own independent research unit and to maintain its objec
tivitY. it should be made directlv re>ponsible to the Board of Governors. 
It should not only ascertain people's preferences but also evaluate the 
impact of different programmes so that necessary adjmtments could be 
effected to make them more attractive, appealing and useful. 

848. Language.-As in the case of radio we would ·Stress that the 
Iangua!!e u•ed in the broadcasts should be what people them~elves use in 
the viewing; areas. It should not be , pedantic bevond the comnrehension 
of the people for whom it i< intended. Jt is onlv bv avoidin!! the use of 
such language that radio and television co'uld be made, as elsewhere, a part 
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of the people's lives. It is when this has been achieved that radio and 
television will come into their own as powerful and abiding influences in 
bringing about national integration and solidarity and enhancing cultural, 
intellectual and educational standards. 



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

We conclude with a brief summary of the major recommendations we 
!lave made in the body of the report without detailing the considerations 
which weighed with us in making them. 

The summary should be read against the background material in Part 
I of the report and interpreted in the light of our observations in the para
Jraphs to which the recommendations relate. 

PART II 

CHAPTER 3.-Technical Coverage: Policies and Plans 

The present AIR network should be expanded to serve a larger 
number of listeners including linguistic minorities and special audiences. 
But priority should be given to qualitative .improvement. This should be 
secured by giving each region at least two channels. (Paras. 74--79). 

2. Low-power transmitters should be installed in each compact agri
cultural area in the country to give necessary impetus to the programmes 
of intensive agriculture introducing also programmes ·of socio-educational 
value. This would on the one hand extend the coverage and on the other 
release time on regional transmitters for improving the content and quality 
of general programmes. (Para. 80). 

3. Short-wave broadcasts for the internal 11ervice should be disconti-
' aued. (Para. 81). 

4. Frequency Modulation which provides better reception should be 
introduced as widely and as early as possible after drawing up an overall 
Dian for the purpose. (Paras. 82-85). 

S. A technical review of the entire system by a committee of experts 
should be undertaken and a perspective plan of development drawn up to 
ensure that transmitters of the right type are obtained and located cor
rectly on technical and not on political or other considerations. (Paras. 
89-90, 92). 

6. BEL's capacity to provide transmitters has remained unused because 
of lack of advance planning to conserve foreign exchange; it is essential 
to use internal resources to the extent possible; standardisation is impor-
tant for economy and efficiency. (Para. 91 ) . 

229 
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7. The rapid promotion of radio listening in India, including commu
nity listening, demands the manufacture of low-cost receivers. The 
expansion of transmitter capacity should go hand in hand with manufacture 
and release of low-cost transistorised receivers. The difficulties in the way 
of producing such receivers can be overcome by (1) waiving import duties 
on raw materials and components for a limited period while indigenous 
resources are developed, (2) concentrating ·production of components and 
sets in a small number of units, (3) standardisation of the receivers, (4) 
imposing a ceiling on the sale price, ( 5) distributing them through co
operative societies and post offices and ( 6) withdrawing excise duties, 
sales tax and other imposts on such low-cost receivers. All this is only 
possible if the Planning Commission gives high priority to the production 
of radio sets. (Paras. 93-108). 

8. A high level committee of Ministries concerned should give imme
diate attention to this question and ensure necessary co-ordination. (Para_ 
109). 

9'. Until production increases the possibilities sliould be explored of 
the import of fow-cost sets on lines similar to PL 480~ (P1mt. 1 09). 

iO. AIR should not operate Wir\! Broadcasting services. The State 
Governments, local bodies, even priVate companies sl\ould be encoura·ged 
to provide them. (Paras. 11~118). 

I 1. The Planning and Development Unit should concentrate on plann
ing while execution should be left to· the Project Offices; proper delegation 
of powers to all levels and a simplification of regulations are necessary for 
speedy execution. The Central Public Works Department should' create 
a specialised wing for AIR works. (Paras. 119-123)'. 

12. Maintenance fimctions should be decent~alised· in the interest of 
speed. (Para. 124). 

13. Research is handicapped by shortage of staff and funds. It must 
be encouraged and original work rewarded. ·(Pan 125). 

PART III 

CHAPTER 4.-AIR Programmes: Some Problems 

! 4'. The procedilre for tl\e select1o1'l' of artists pl'event'S' the en·gagell'lent 
of tile best available talent. The audition' system leads to th'e· use of: ll'losf
ly mediocre artists·. ' 'l'llis should be- remedied by' decentrallsin·g auditions 
and giving initiative and respbnsibili!y to the Ptogtamure Producers. {ParaS'. 
129-133). 
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15. The scale of fees o~ered by AIR does not attract worthwhile peo
~'':· The fees must be revised to take into account the rise in the cost of 
livmg. (Paras. 134-137.) 

. 16. Re~lations which give rise to anomalies such as ceilings on indi
VIdual eammgs, thus preventing the USe of class artists, should be rescind
ed. <Paras. 138-139)· 

. . _1 ~· A psychological transformation is necessary to give confidence, 
mi!Jative and freedom of action to the staf[ (Paras. 141-142.) 

18. The names of Proaucers responsible for programmes. should be an
nounced. (Para. 143 . .) 

. _19 · AIR should present different points of view impartially and ob
]CcuveJy. It should not have any editorial views of its own. (Paras. 144-
146.) . . 

20. Election broadcasts should be arranged as in other countries. 
{Paras. 147-148.) 

21. Over-centralisation has led to inertia at the stations. Standardisa
tion and regimentation are unsuitable in a country in which regional dis
parities are considerable. Zonal co-ordination is not likely to be effect
ive, it would merely cause further delays and confusion. D ~centralisation 
is essential for efficiency and economy. Delegation of authority to all 
levels should be commensurate with their responsibility. Subject to policy 
directions the stations should have freedom to plan programmes and 
be adjudged on their performance. (Paras. 151·161.) 

22. Adequate training and specialisation are essential to prevent the 
programmes from being amateurish. (Paras. 162-164.) 

23. Insufficiency of stu·dio equipment, transport and other difficulties 
should be progressively removed. <Paras. 165-170.) 

24. Lack of harmony between various sections of the stair leads to 
unsatisfactory presentation of programmes. This must be eliminated by 
organisational adjustments. (Paras. 171-173.) 

CHAPTER 5.-Audience Research 

25. The need for listen.et research to guide the day-to-day planning of 
programmes, allocation of resources, assessment of staff performance, etc. 
has not been appreciated. Certain programmes continue to be broadcast 
even when they have no audience and large sums of money are spent on 
progtammes which command very little listening. Proper planning de
mands that suitable listening arrangements are created. for special pro
grammes before they are intrOduced. (Patas. 174-188.) 
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26. There is a need for an immediate survey of rural listening. (Paras. 
189-190-) 

27. Listener research is an expensive activity and must be properly 
organised and adequately financed. Unless this can be ensUTed there would 
be no purpose in reviving listener research. (Paras. 191-194.) 

28. Research should be a part of- the broadcasting organisation, but 
it should work under the guidance of and report to the Board of Govem
nors of the Corporation. (Paras. 199-202.) 

29. The personnel for listener research must be specialists in their 
field and carefully selected. The present practice of appointing Station 
Directors to such specialised posts should be given up. (Paras. 203-204) 

CHAPTER 6.-Language 

30. The distinction 'between the spoken and written word is often ig
nored in AIR programmes. Broadcasters must use appropriate language 
for each broadcast keeping in mind the audience and the subject. The 
enunciation must be smooth and should avoid affectation, <Paras. 205-
207.) 

31. The language of new' broadcasts, rural programmes, etc., which 
are listened to by people of various educational levels must be simple. 
(Para. 208.) 

32- AIR translations are too literal and therefore artificial and stilted. 
Hindi programmes should be prepared independently and the results as
sessed in terms of cost. Adaptation rather than literal translation is neces
sary. (Para. 209 .) 

33. In developing language10 the absorption and even coining of new 
words is unavoidable but such inovnations must be gradual. (Paras. 210-
211.) 

43. Long-term policy directives on language must be issued to the sta
tions by the directorate-general. (Paras. 212-213.) 

35. English broadcasts of general interest should be made available 
in translation to a wider audience. (Para. 215.) 

36. Listener research would indicate listeners' response to the lan
guage employed. (Para. 216.) 

37. Hindi lessons must bo resumed by AIR but their planning should 
be in consultation with experts and benefit from the experience of other 
countries in teaching languages by radio. (Paras. 219-220.) 
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38. There .~>hould be !JO attempt to fuse Hiiuli and Urdu. Hindi should! 
be enriched by assimilating _words in common use. (Para, 221.) 

39. The planning of Hindi programmes to be relayed by non-Hindi 
lltations needs imagination. (Para. 222.) 

40. Through trial and error and according to the findings of listener 
research AIR should be able to evolve a form of Hindi acceptable to the 
widest audience. (Para- 223.) 

CHAPTER 7 .-Programmes 

HOME SERVICE 

Jlusic 

41. The Classical music programmes appear to be excessive in rela
tion to listeners' preference; the taste for classical music would be better 
developed by better programmes including music appreciation progralll':
me~. (Paras, 225-227.) 

42. Light music should have more experimentation to improve it and 
lligher fees to attract talent. (Paras. 228, 238.) 

43. Amateur musicians should not 'be engaged for music programmes 
unless they come up to a minimum standard. They should be trained 
before they are put on the air. (Paras. 229-230.) 

44. The audition system must be revised to avoid delays and centrali
&ation from which it suffers at present; Station Directors assisted by local 
boards should audition musicians. {Paras. 231-236.) 

45. The National Programme of Music has deteriorated in quality; 
the frequency should be reduced and only top-ranking artists should be in
vited. (Para. 239 .) 

46. Orchestral music should be encouraged not only from Delhi but all 
the stations. (Para. 239.) 

47. Western music should be given adequate time and fund11. (Para&. 
240-241.) 

Vividh Bharati 

48. The system of providing recordings made centrally to several low
power transmitters scattered over the country is expensive and unsatisfac
tory. The transmission arrangements should be readjusted: (Paras. 243-
244.) 
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49. The content of the ptognilmile is popular only with certain types 
oQf listeners. Changes in the content by introducing more spokenword 
and variety should be considered. A balance should be struck between 
popular demand and the obligation to IDQuld public taste, (Paras. 245-
249, 251.) . 

50. Vividh Bharati should also have its own production centres to 
avoid over-dependence on the stations. <Para. 250-) 

51. An additional channel is necessary to provide light programmes 
in every region. Vividh Bharati transmitters in non-Hindi regions should 
!Je released for a few hours a day for this purpose until an additional 
-channel becomes available. (Paras. 252-254.) 

Dra17Ultic Programmes 

52. The increase in the number of plays broadcast has resulted in in
iiifferent quality, The development of the radio play is essential, but for 
this better fees must be offered and facilities for training. (Paras. 257-
259-) 

53. A team of good performers must be built up and there must be 
better arrangements for rehearsals. (Para. 260.) 

54. The large number of features broadcast has resulted in a deterio
ration in quality. (Para. 262.) 

55, Workshops at various centres in the country to train writers for 
features and documentaries are neceSsary to make up for the deficiencies 
of training. (Para. 262-) 

Talks, Interviews and Discussions 

56. The preparation of quarterly schedules of talks by the stations for 
approval by the 'directorate-general is a waste of effort as the scrutiny in 
the directorate is perfunctory.· This should be given up. (Para. 267.) 

51. Several of the defects in these programmes could be removed if 
there was a conscious effort to do so. <Para. 269 .) 

58· The production of talks has b~en neglected and the language and 
delivery of most talks are unsuitable and unattractive. (Para. 270.) 

59. The absebce of out"door programmes is a deficiency which should 
be removed. (Para. 273.) 
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60. Programmes prepared by outside agencies should be accepted by 
AIR to a limited extent; these wou}d release pressure on AIR's studios 
and introduce variety in the programmes, (Pata. 275.) 

61. Each AIR unit should have a pronunciation unit and adequate re
search and reference facilities. (Paras. 276-278.) 

ExTERNAL SERVICES 

62. The external services have been neglected .. The following steps 
should be taken to improve them. 

The transmissions must be strengthened by provision of higher· power 
transmitters. (Paras. ·290-294.) 

63. The priorities should be adjusted and several new services intro
duced. Broadcasts for African, Arab, Chinese and Russian listeners 

· sfiould be given priority. (Paras. 295-298.) 

64. The programmes have an excess of cultural material and are depen
dent on the Home Service; area speciaiisation in the news and political 
commentaries is essential to make these programmes suitable for the areas 
for which they are intended. (Paras. 304-312, 314.) 

65. An Advisory Committee with representatives of the Ministry of 
External Affairs, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry of Education, and bodies 

like the Indian Council for Cultural Relations and the Council for Africa 
.~hould be constituted to make the programmes' purposeful. (Para. 313.). 

66. Indian film music should not be discouraged but provided to· meet 
:rlle demand in certain target areas. (Para. 315.) 

67. The External Services Division must be self-contained with its 
own transmitters, studios, equipment, staff and other facilities. (Para. 
316.) 

68. Until the requisite number of trained !ndiari staff is available foreigil 
·national~ should continue to be employed under proper supervision. 
{Paras. 317-320.) 

69. The directional staff of the External Services !lliist be specially 
·sehicted; the possibilitY of borrowing personnel frtibi the Foreign Service 
-should be considered. (Paras. 321-322.) 

70, Steps mu~t be taken to assess the impact of the programmes in 
:.'foreign eountrie~. (Para. 323.) 
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71. The Ministry of External Affairs should take greater interest in 
these· services. It should decide what services should be broadcast and to
which target area, it should exercise overall direction on the content of 
each service and supervise the preparation of the scripts of political broad 
casts, if not take complete responsibility for them. The Ministry should 
provide the funds for the external services, both for the recurring annual 
expenditure and for the capital expenditure. (Para. 325.) 

THE NEWS SERVICE 

:J2. Although news commands the widest listening of all programmes 
the news bulletins suffer from a number of disabilities. 

The duration of 15 minutes for some of the bulletins is excessive, the 
duration should be reduced to 10 minutes, though when ne~d arises they 
ahould be broadcast for a longer duration. (Para. 333.) 

73. The language of the news bulletins is stilted and pedantic; the 
requirements of radio are not kept in mind. Language must be simple 
and more colloquial. (Para. 334.) 

74. The bulletins are repetitive as the same news items irrespective of 
their importance are given in successive bulletins. If it is necessary to 
repeat an item it should at least be re-worded. (Para. 335.) 

75. The range is very narrow. Items of sports, science, and culture 
and human interest stories are insufficient. The bulletins thould be better 
balanced. (Para. 336.) 

76. There is no news policy as a result of which items are not selected 
applying professional standards. A well-defined news policy must be laid 
down so that there is _no suppression of news or its dilution. _(Para. 33.} 

77. The bulletins should give different opinions expressed on matters 
of importance. At the same time AIR should not broadcast inflammable 
material. (Para. 337 .) 

78. News coverage should combine public responsibility with profes
iional requirements. (Para. 338.) 

79. Since "Today in Parliament" reviews parUamentary affairs, the 
news bulletin which follows should not give too much time to parliament
tary proceedings.· (Para. 339.) 

80. Speeches of Ministers should :not be reproduced at length unless 
they make news. (Para. 340.) 

81. News-reading is mechanical and the News Readers are not trained. 
There must be a radical change in the system of recruiting News Readers. 
(Paras. 341-346.) 
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82. The need for official clearance of items of news before they cu 
be groadcast prevents AIR from putting out fresh news on a number of 
important occasions. Such official clearance should be obtained only in tho 
case of matters concerning security. (Paras. 347-348.) 

83. The number of full-time and part-time correspondents is inade
quate and also the remuneration for part-time stringers. AlR .shonld have 
a corps of good special correspondents to provide freshness to its news 
broadcasts. Stringers in the rural areas are essential. (Paras. 349-350.) 

84. There are no foreign circuits for AIR and no correspondenu 
abroad. There must be at least two or three correspondents posted abroad 
immediately in regions important to India. (Para. 351.) 

85. The reference service is not properly organised and shonld be over
hauled so that its services may be available to the news personnel on duty 
round the clock. (Para. 352.) 

86. The pool system tends to standardise news bnlletins and fails to 
distinguish between bulletins for different groups of listeners. Bnlletins in 
Indian languages and in the external services suffer most from the pool 
system and the reorganisation must take into account their requirements. 
(Paras. 353-356.) 

87. The news-reels of AlR should be produced by specialists who have 
freedom to select items without interference and according to professional 
judgement. A skilled editor-cum-producer must be plaoed incharge of thi1 
programme which should be made a daily feature. (Paras. 357-360). 

88. AIR-should have its own commentator for "Today in Parliament". 
tPara. 31>1) 

89. "Topic for Today" should be topical, which it is not at present, 
and should follow and not precede the news. (Para. 362.) 

90. A whole-time producer-in-charge is essential to give "Focus" pro
per form and content. Tape recordings should be obtained from all the 
centres to widen coverage. {Para. 363.) 

91. Both "Topic for Today" and "Focus" should include controversial 
matter. While the News Division should not have any editorial views, 
it should present to the listeners different points of view widely held 011. 

major issues. (Para. 364.) 

92. These programmes should not be prepared mainly by AlR staff llil 

at present. There should be a panel of commentators for ~e programmo 
"Topic for Today". Government views should be put forward by identi
fiable spokesmen. (Para. 365.) 
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93. Whether the Central Information Service continues or not the staff 
of AIR should cease to be part of it and must belong to AIR exclusively. 
(Paras. 369-372.1 

94. Recruits assigned to the News Division should undergo further 
training in radio news. (Paras. 373-374.) 

95. To provide specialised skills working journalists should be engaged 
on short-term contracts. (Para. 375.) 

96. The strength of the News Division should be assessed on profes
sional standards. (Para. 380.) 

97. The News Division should be given adequate administrative and 
tinancial powers and facilities for efficient working. (Paras. 382-383.) 

98. The stations of AIR which put out regional news bulletins should 
have the necessary freedom to present these according to the requirements 
pf their listeners. (Para. 384.) 

99. Listener research should reveal what listeners want in the way of 
news and comment. Advance planning and quick evaluation are neces
sary for a good news service. (Paras. 385-386.) 

I 00. The Monitoring Service should be housed in proximity to the 
News Room or must be linked to it by special telephone cables to avoid 
the present uneconomic duplication of a unit in Simla supplemented by one 
in Delhi. (J'ara. 392.) 

10 J • The monitoring of foreign broadcasts should be done efficiently 
so as to cover all important broadcasts. (Paras. 396-397.) 

102. Adequate staff quantitatively and qualitatively should be made 
available and proper facilities for monitoring and communicating the 
material monitored. (Para. 397.) 

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS 

103. Surveys conducted in the last few years have revealed that schools 
do not take advantage of AIR's school broadcasts. The following steps 
are necessary to make the broadcasts purposeful. 

The policy of broadcasting general programmes to enrich the knowledge 
of the students should be aJ;>andoned and programmes reoriented to give 
lessons included in the curriculum. (Para. 466.) 

104. The selection of subjects anq the presentati.on of material are not 
jn)aginative nor planned correctly and the delivery of the talks is often 
unsatisfactory. (Paras. 409-412.) · 
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105. The planning and production of school broadcasts require clos~ 
collaboration between teachers who prepare the ~cripts and the producers 
who produce them. A few teachers should be trained in ra\lio techniques 
and_ given overall responsibility for these programmes, (Para. 413.) 

106. Since education is a state subject coordination with the state edu
cational authoritie§ is essential. It shouid be far -more formal, yet inti
mate, than it is at present and the educational authorities should feel as 
much involved as AIR in the planning of these programmes. (Para. 414.) 

107. The pamphlets and literature issued to schools should be priced 
and sold for bulk use. (Para. 415.) 

108. More schools should be equipped with radio sets; the National 
Institute of Audio-Visual Education should assist them financialiy. (Para. 
416.) 

109. Tape-recorded .programmes may be supplied to those 
which are unable to receive the lesspns at the time of broadcast. 
420). 

schools 
(Para. 

110. An Advisory Board for educational broadcasting should be CO!IS

tituted with representatives of AIR, the Ministry of Education and state
educational authorities. (Para. 424). 

lll. University broad~asts shou~d be sp organised that students ·can· 
listen to them collectively in the presence of one of their teachers. (Paras .. 
425-426). 

112. Closed cireuit university broadcast5 should be allowed whene¥er 
·any university takes the initiative in this respeet. (Para. 429). 

BROADCASTS FOR THE BORDER REGIONS 

113. The coverage for the border regions is inadequate irr view of th~ 
voitime and nature ·of the broadcasts beamed to ·these W!ions from uri-- ..... . ,• 

friendly countries. Recent improvements have not made any appreciable· 
. difference. (Paras. 436--443). 

114. High-power medium-wave transmitters should be installed in close· 
proJ4mity to target areas. (Paras. 444-445). · 

115. Meanwhile· existing medium-wave transmitters which can provide
~ s~JCon9li-TY s.ervic.e .sb.ould do so eve)). at the .e;ll:wnse .of listeners in th~ 
pri11,1azy listening l!.fe~. (Par.<~s. 45:0---454). 
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116. The programmes for the Forces require collaboration with the 
Defence authorities to improve quality and content. The recent exten
sion in the duration of these programmes, though welcome, is not aufli
cient. (Para. 455). 

117. Programmes for civilians on the border should be improved and 
many more broadcasts in their dialects provided. (Para. 456.) 

118. Monitoring of Chinese broadcasts should be arranged; this will 
also assist in drawing up programmes to counter their propaganda. 
(Paras 457-458.) 

119. Radio should be mobilised and used effectively to safeguard the 
security of the border regions by setting up a Board consisting of interests 
concerned to lay down policy. Counter-propaganda should also be planned 
"lllld guided by experts in various fields. (Paras. 459-464.) 

BROADCASTS FOR RURAL AREAS 

120. The present transmissions for rural areas and arrangements foe 
1heir reception in those areas are unsatisfactorY; the duration is insuffi
cient, the number of community receivers is inadequate; the maintenance· 
·of community sets is inefficient and there are various other social limitations 
on community listening. (Paras. 466-481.) 

. 121. The mass production of low-cost one-band transistorised receivers 
·is the only solution to the problem of much wider listening. (Para. 482.) 

122. Local broadcasting for rural areas from a number of low-power 
·transmitters serving districts or agriculturally homogeneous areas is the only 
way in which to reach the rural community effectively. A survey should 
be conducted urgently to determine the number, location and power of 
the transmitters and also whether they should be on Frequen_cy Modula
tion or Amplitude Modulation. (Paras. 483-497.) 

123. The use of auxiliary centres of AIR for rural broadcasting should 
be urgently explored; by provision of simple studio buildings it should be 
possible to utilise several of them. (Para. 498.) 

124. Steps should be taken to explore foreign aid for the transmitters 
required for this purpose. (Paras. 499-500.) 

125. Data on the needs and tastes of rural listeners should be obtain
ed for designing programmes to be broadcast. (Para. 503.) 

126. The. negligible time and money devoted to the rural programmes 
at present needs to be reviewed. Resources should be diverted from the 
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urban programmes to. the .rural t() iniprove· their· quality ·and ·quantity. 
(Paras.: 50.4--;.5fL) 

127. ThOse responsible for presentiug ,and produciug nmil. programmes 
should be properly trillnec!'anii anowed to ~peclalise. (Paras. 512~513,) 

128. Co-ordination with ihe Union Ministcy ·of Agricu1ture and with 
the State Governments is essential. (Paras. ~14-5!6·? 

129. Television should be used for rirral education; the Delhi TV 
Centre should iutroduce a: bi-weekly agnchltural programine for the Villages 
around Delhi which ' 1cari· pick up the signai from the present trai!sriiltter: 
{Paras. 517-518.) 

130. Efforts should be made to obtili.n two. transmitters · through 
foreign assistance for pilot projects in two rural areas in . the ooilli.tiy. 
(Paras. 519-520.) 

CHAPTER B.-Publicity and Public Relations 

131. The present state of AIR's radio journals is disquieting; they 
are mo>tlv running at a loss for i:h~ ~ast several years, (Paras. 523-553.) 

132. The publication of the journals must be organised on oommercial 
1iues; an autonomous unit should be set up with the necessary adtniuistra
ii.ve and financial powerS. It should deci~ which language .journals should 
-continue and which should stop publication. (Para. 554.) 

·133. The same autonomous unit should be .made responsible. for the 
J?Ub!ication of various . other material ~o publii:ise the programme activities 
of AIR. (Para. 554.) 

134. AIR should have Public Relations Ollicer$ on its staff. · (Para. 
·555.) 

PART IV 

CHAPTER 9.--SitJ/J. 

135. There should be 'no distinction between Producers and Prograinme 
Executives; they should, \Je integrated. Existing stall in: bOth.' categories 
s~ould be screened.andl only those ·retained who have proved their worth. 
{Paras. 56?.....:.567.) · 

136. There is no need for Salahkars. · (Para. 56S.) · 
• ! - ' • > .. -. ' - • • 

137. The numbet' of long-term and short-term staff should ·be determined 
on it systematic · akess'ment' of the needs Of. the stations: · The strerigth 

1.7t & :B:-i6 
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should be determined according to the workload. Considerable reduction is 
possible if trained and suitable people are employed. (Paras. 570-575.) 

138. Pay scales in AIR are lower than the duties and responsibilities 
of the posts would justify; the Director General of AIR does not have the 
same status as the Heads of other Departments. Pay scales of other posts. 
also require to be revised to attract the right people. (Paras. 576-578.) 

139.- The structure of AIR's staff is unbalanced; the preponderance of 
junior posts also affects promotion prospects. The engineering staff has 
less opportunities for promotion than comparable staff in the CPWD, 
P & T, etc. Conditions of servi.~ require to be improved. (Paras. 
579-583. 

140. AIR's Staff Training School is inadequate and should be reorga
nised, ~liort periods of training do not serve any useful purpose, a two
year periOd of training is necessary for all new recruits. The Training 
School should be a miniature radio station with . all facilities. (Paras. 
587-591.) 

141. Recruitment of Programme Executives from lower ranks has 
resulted in an influx of untrained people. This should not continue. 
(Para. 594.) 

. 142>Qualified engineers should not be assigned minor and non
technical duties; (Para. 595.) 

143. Transfers of Officers on promotion or on requirements o! service-
3.ffect' specialisation; 'specialists should be retained ixi their jobs' when· neces
sary by giving them . suitable comf,ensation · for · forgoi!lg' ' prOIIJ-Otjoll 
(Paras. 596-598.) 

144. The staff of' AIR must not' be permanent ·Government servants. 
A live and growing organism requires flexibility in staffing and the :ability 
to weed out unsuitable people;_ stafl; should, therefore, be appointed on 
contracts for indefinite periods with a proviso for termination of service at 
any stage with suitable compensation. TIIe· employee should have the
right of appeal to the Board of ~vemors. (Paras 600-605.) 

14:1. Long-term contracts shoUld cover the entire staff of the organisation
with certain exceptions; who should· be pelman:ently· employed .. Adminis
trative and news staff obtained at present from other· servides ·should. irr 
future be provided by, those. in the organisation, (Para. 606.) 

146. The. non-engineering , staff . should be r~ruited ()n a. ~guistic
basis. All posts up to the level . of· Assistant . St:ltion Directors should . be
regionalised; the posts of Station Directors and others . pf comparable-
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status should be on an all-India list to be normally filled by suitable persons 
from the regional stations. (Paras. 607-608.) 

147. For non-engineering duties university. graduates should be- in
ducted into the service of AIR by a written examination followed by an 
inte~ew. A selection board, constituted by the Corporation, should con
duct such selections on a regional basis. Engineering graduates should 
be recruited after an interview. (Paras. 609-610.) 

148. The basic scale of reciuits should be on par with other superior 
services. (Para. 611.) · 

· 149. Proper in-serVice training must be given to all new .recruits on· 
probation; those retained should be assigned duties for which they are 
best suited. (Para. 611.) 

· 150. The cadre should be grade~ ·suitably and normally _ contr;tcts 
should be given according to grades. DeViations ru;d· appointments to 
certain categories pf posts must be approved by the Board of Governors. 
(Para. 612.) · · · 

. 151. BeSides 'the normal method of recruitment AIR should be free to 
offer short or long-term contracts to remove imbalance and maintain 
standards. :(Para. ·613.) 

.152.,. The .. different specialised. SeCtors ·shOuld. proVide eqiJii OpPortuni~ 
ties for advancement -Within themselves by 'being prOperly graded. (Para. 
614.)_ 

153. Promotions on C()nsi~erl)tion of seniority d? .. llOt ~~e J?est results 
. not,' efficiency; vacancies in higher giades shoUld be ' ad,vertised mtemally 
and ·.m certain cases 'public · a~ve.rtis~\kri~ · shouid ~ re~rteli to.; ~ .. (Pa~;. 
616-617.) " 

154. Engineering actiVities and establishments should be placed under 
engineering oftic~rs;' 'suitable . eriginb~rs'. should" iilso 'be con~!d~~ed eligible 
for appointnient as Station' Directors. (Paras. 611!-619.) · 

155. A Personnel Department should be formed with an expert from 
outside until AIR staff can replace him, .. (Pf!_ra. 620) . 

. d56; Conditions of work in AIR are:uiisl!iis~aetocy; es~e-!ltial am~nities 
are denied· to the· staff; ·cramped aecommodation, Unliygienic surroundings, 
lack of deanliness must be remedied. (Paras. 621-623). · ' 
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CIIAPTER:lO,-'-The Future OrganisaJion ·Of AIR 

157. AlR's failures arise from organisational deficiencies and inade
quate·. fu!aneial reoources;· '.Its· functioning· as an· Attaclied Office· of· the 
Government of.lndia creates several difficWHes for flie"()rgahlsafion. ' It IS 
ov~tralised. ; ··The· powers 'delegated t<Hhe Director-General are quite 
ibadequate administratively and financially to allciw him tc:l'furiction efficient~ 
ly and the stations of AIR at~ similarly· handicapped: :, Aihxecuti.ve levels 
should have administrative and financial authority commensurate with their 
responsibilities. (Paras. 641 __,.650). 

158. The Director General should have a say in the shaping of policy 
and programmes and should be given greater flexibility in _fulfilling them. 
(Para;. 651) 

159. The stations of AIR should have greater-autonomy. (Para. 652). 

160. It is not possible to enlarge the Director General's .. powers tc:>.the 
enent ·necessary in a &vernnient organisation. {Para. 655.} 

161. Agencies stich as the Railway Board. the Atomic E1J.c;rgy Coll!
mission, the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research are 'alsb not 
suitable models for a broadcasting service for various reasons. (Paras. 
65~658).' 

·162~ ·The corporate form successfully adopted by broadcasting organisa
tions in other countries has been accepted for various State industrial en
te.rprises in India. A similar form for AIR would provide it with the free
dom to eivo!v~· its ov\rn methods of rec~itment,-regulate scales of payi and 
cOildiitions. of service aocOrdng to its needs, and devise a financial and ac
counting system appFopriate to its creative activity. (Para. 659}. 

·163. The forniafion of a Corporation. by itself would not bring about a 
piychologica) tratiSiorination. ., AIR IIJUSt' bticome a nationai .autbl)rity in 
wllich major national ititerests would 'be repn~sented and 1t shoul4 :also be 
financially independent. (Para. 660). · 

164; All radio and television orga:nisations .are subject to control and 
regulati~>n ·bY the State. · Those constituted by. ,::barter -or statute are auto
nomous but are sub}eci to. surVeiiianee ti:fa· Minister for certain purposes. 
(Paras. 666-668). 

165. Radio and television have a purposefufrole to fulfil in any, n:iore 
so in a developing society .. _ Such powerful instrum~ts of. maillS i:ommunica
tioli should not be allowed · to be ih private hands . on many consideratiO!ls, 
(Paras. 669-670).: · · ·· · · 
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}.66,, P,ug!J~fll\S_f!~)!~c¢.Jor:PJajp~;J,iJ!ingiits present status; SUCJi- as its 
~duca~Vl( ~!)le, I\\!C09J1tllbil,ity ~ P!U'li;ul;lenr; . the pte~ em~rgency . arid 
~ts re~al\ce, Ol!- :pub~q, J;"even,~es, are 11either 'Valid nor substantial for re~ 
ing the corporate forms. (Paras. 67&--687). 

. , 16~: Co~si~era~ons fo_r ~aJdng_ .1\(R autqnow<ms . a):e manY·: I!r .. • dc
mocrattc soCiety broa<tel\Stltlg ~hould pres~n~ i¢:9qnatio11 IIJld .edl!catiQn .i.ln· 
partially and objectively and not seek to propagate the polici~s and atti
tudes of the party in power. It must act as a trustee. in the national interest. 
'(Paras. 688...-...(i91}. · · · · · · · · . · · · · · · 

'168. It must have administrative freedom which· a Goveminenhlcl'-
partment cannot enjoy. It should have flexibility in recruitihent and the 
a_uthority tp ·Weed out \UISuitable staff fro.m.tilne to time. (Parit · 692'.~ 

169. Financial autonomy would allow long-term, rational and economic 
.planning,; . (Pa.ra, '693). · · · · . ' ' · 

. 1 70., Th~ Cqrpor!jtjO\l,·~h<:mlq b~ set !IP by. ill1 ~AcLo~ P~liament laying 
down clearly its objectives; the scope o~ , < Gov.etnment: .authority. :sMuld 
be defined; the right to require the Corporation to broadcast certain pro
grammes and . the_. !ight to vrl»J broac:Icas~s. ~. ~If n_atj9pal, ~inw~st .. ~Jiould 
:tie il!sc:;rved to <;Jove111ment; th,e,. ~ct !'ho\lld lay' pown ihe,auth(}rjty-~a,J:Jrl 
'power~ ijt 1he 'J,>~ver:Q.Or~- Pitrjiall)~ni, ~~ould ens~re tl).aqhese safeg)l.a~d!l 
are invoke<f'whei:t necessary. (Para. 694). · 

171. •. J'be .. ~hl!irm.an -o~ 1he. CQrpqratiotJ .. and .the,·Members whos.e.nlim'
·~ shoul!l not e~tcee<\ ·seye.ruh.qMJqJ>e draWn froin:divetse .fields of nati61Ull 
ijf~,~~d, enjoy ~ ;eputatioli. for integrity; ~bility and !Iidependeneli. -~(Par~. 
6Y5), 

172.,. Th.e selection of ihe Cliairimin· and Members of the Board should 
.be by · Goveniment. (Paras. ·69&--6~9). . 

173. Members of Parliam~nt ;!lid Sl'rvice perso!ffie~ may be inct:uae:a ~ 
reason of their personal em'ifience. (P~a. 700). 

174; The Director General must b~ c~efully selected; . It i.s not~~~~
able ·to coniine the selectfcin' to_. Government servants; ·if a civil ·se!Vant · 
is selected, he must resign fi!om service. (Para: 702) 

-i.1s
1
·; ~~centralisation is esseptial: for:~ :pro~t :functioning of < ~· 

.(Pari!· _705) . 

. ·116., Whil~ ~ontro~ ?f th~ (egi?n~ .~tl!~.cms )'y ~e c Sta~~ q~~:~~{,~ts 
·ls·nofdesirable, a closer tinkrs necessary bet\Veen the Staf~ ~d_~Ui!ilittati.l;l{ls 
and the regional stations. <Paras. 706-708). 
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177. Supervision and crintrol over the stations should be more effective 
than the present negative control of enforcing .the observance of rules and 
regulations; emphasis should be on review of the quality of the programmes. 
(Paras. 710---712). 

178. The establishment of a competitive channel of broadcasting is not 
desirable under present circumstances. (Paras. 713-714). 

179, Universities, State Governments, Municipal Corporations and 
other such bodies may be allowed to instal transmitters for their own pur
poses. (Para. 715). 

180. Wire broadcasting may be operated either by the State or 
local bodies or by private en,terprise. . (Para. 716). 

181. There is considerable scope for economy in the present -manage
ment of AIR through long-term planning; An immediate review is 
necessary of programme . planning and utilisation of existing installations 
and facilities. (Paras. 720-721:) 

182. For capital expenditure Government should provide equity capi
tal or loans or both. Broadcasting is not a commercial activity and should 
be eligible for assistance from public revenue. (Paras. 722-723.) 

183. The assets of AIR should be transferred to the Corporation with
out any interest or financial liability; Fourth P1an allocations should simi
larly be made available free of charge; thereafter the Corporation should 
be able to manage its capital expenditure from its own resources, resorting 
to borrowing on its own standing when ne.:essary. (Paras. 724-725.) 

184. Licence ·fees should continue to be levied, but improvement is
necessary in their recovery by a better anti-piracy organisation; the cost 
of collection should be reduced; the entire net licence revenue should be 

·made avail;ble to AIR .. (Paras. 726---729.) 

185 .. The Ministry of External Affairs should bear the entire cost, 
. c;apital and recurring, on the. External Services of AIR. (Para. 730). 

186. For additional .resources for expanding the network and im
proving the programmes, advertising would be the most fruitful source 
of revenue; advertising should be accepted under certain safeguards and 
_ r~l:tion in the Vividh. Bharati service and advertisements of certain types 
_should .also. feature in the: fura1 .programmes and in the external services. 
(Paras. 731-735). · · 
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PART V 

CHAPTER i1-Te/evisioll 

187. The need for an eady introduction of television in the countcy, 
for the role it can play in social and economic, development, is being 
increasingly realised. (Paras. 74!)---743.) 

188. A countcy-wide coverage by the end o! the Fifth Plan should be 
attained by entrusting the planning and. execution. to an independent TV 
authority. . (Para: 744.) 

189. The Plan of the Minis!Iy of Infonpation and Broadcasting is 
inadequate in 'various respects and should be replaced ·by a more ambitious 
Plan to be drawn up by experts. (Paras. 747-748.) · 

190. The programme objectives of the plan of development should be 
to provide:-

(a) A daily service .for schools. 

(b) In-service training for. teachers and village level workers. 

(c) Programmes for farmers. 

(d) Sod3.! education programmes for· adults, including illiterates. 

(e) Programmes for children. 

(f) Entertainment programmes. (Paras. 749:-758.) 

191. A survey by a competent agency to determine the plan of deve
lopment is essential. (Para. 763.) 

192. The possibilities of satellite communication are remote ilnd it is 
necessary to proceed with conventional links~ (Paras. 764---768.) 

193. There is need for· standardisation of equipment and receivers in 
the interest of economy. (Paras. 77G--772.) 

194. The advantages of developing Frequency Modulation for sound 
radio stations side by side with ·. television should be availed of. (Para. 
774.) 

195. TV ~hould be separated from radio. (Para. 778.) 

196. The fonnation. of an independent Television Corporation is neces
sary. (J;'aras. 779-780.) 

197. A competent agency should be invited' to prepare a project 
report. (Para. 781.) 

198. The TV Corporation slwuld be fonned, with the nucleus of staff 
to plan tlie operations while the project studj is being undertaken. . (Para. 

"782.) 
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199. The Delhi TV Centre is ovet staffed; the staff structure and staff 
requirements should be remitteg to ackno'IVI~dged experts to obtain realistic 
estimates. (Paras. 78~79l.) · 

200. The staff is·not'properly selected a.nd is mostly untrained .. Ther~ 
must be an assessment of staff and future recruiunent should be made with 
exoert advice .. (Paras. 792-793.) 

201.. TV staff should be confined to uses within the. !Jr~ation and 
allowed to specialise by being permanently absorbed. (Para. 793.)' · 

, 2()2 .. The ... early _establishment. of a . training . institute is ·_ essential. 
(Paras. 799-801.) 

•.293: The -possibility .. ot 14tancing. it·. With the-. help of an interilational 
agency should be explored. (Para. 803.)' 

204. It would be impossible to finance an extensive television service 
without some form of toreign collaboration. ~ of the tWo trix\s of collabo
ration prevailing in various parts of th~:: world .the .choice should )be of a 
long-,teQP lo~ ,fr()m , on~;, W)lll~, or l!- CQIISOrtium. . both Jor jns~ation of 
television and foi: the manufacture of zy equipment and sets, (Paras. 
805-811.) 

205. Allocations from the Planning Commission would be necessary 
for the rupee firiance' for ·a· short time ·until the Corporation 'becOm~· 'self; 
financing. (Para .• 812.) 

. , . 206, Wnisqi~s . .of the • Ooyernmel\t q~ing TV, .for • their programmes 
should invest 8: sniall wrt of theii. gra11t for the pro)ect. · (Paras. 8 i 3-.814.} 

.207. _.N; ·re_venuedrom licence .fees, would .be ·insufficient ·for. ·the re
curring cost of the service, .tl).e acceptance. of advertising would be n:eces;. 
sary to supplement licence revenue. (Paras. 817-819.) 

208. Of the. differe'nt 'forms :of advertising, spot advertisements . at the 
beginning and end of programmes should be accepted along With a certain 
amount of sponsored programmes. . {Pl\!as. 82!)-82,7.) 

. 20~· J.J'I)til.,tlu; 1~ _I)Janpfas:ture. .of ·TV sets-is tak:en. up, se~· should 
be imported Without duty. (Para. 832.) 

· 21-0 •. lmptovements ·are necessary 'in the· school broad('a&ts m the :light 
of suggestions offered by experts. (Para. 834.) 

2H .- Be~F arrangemebts for reteption of programmeS. In ·sehOols ; and 
for.the replacement and tepai_t ·of television 'setS should' be made; "(Para• 
835.) 
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212. ln-5ervice training of teachers is essential through regular 
bi-weekly broadcasts during vacations. (Para. 836.) 

213. A bi-weekly programme for farmers should be introduced im
mediately for villages around Delhi by providing a few television sets. 
CPara. 837 .) 

214. The present social educatiOn programmes of half an hour per 
week for tele-clubs should be extended and literacy lessons, programmes on 
health, hygiene, family planning, etc. should be introduced. (Paras. 
838-842.) 

215. The maintenance of tele-club sets should be better organized. 
(Para. 843.) 

216. Programmes suitable for women and children should be introduced. 
(Paras. 844-845.) 

217. Programmes of entertainment should be in keeping with standards 
in other parts of the world; the import of films and television programmes 
should be allowed and the exchange of material should be encouraged ~ 
save foreign exchange. (Para. 846.) , 

218. A separate audience research unit shoulo be set up for televisiorr 
wbich should be responsible to the Board of Governors of the Corporation. 
(Para. 847.) 

219. The language of television programmes must be that which is used' 
in a parti~ular region and should not be pedantic. (Para 848.) 

MISS M. MASANI 
Secretary 

April 18, 1966 

(Sd.) ASOK K. CHANDA 
Chairmarr 

(Sd.) NATH PAl, M.P. 
Member 

(Sd.) M. S. GURUPADASWAMY, M.P. 
Member. 

(Sd.) L. M. SINGHVI, M.P. 
Member~ 

(Sd.) SMT. KAMALA CHAUDHRI, M.P. 
Member. 

(Sd.) S. HASAN ZAHEER 
Member. 

(Sd.) HAZAR! PRASAD DWIVEDI 
Member. 



(i) 

LIST OF PERSONS WHO MET THE COMMI'ITEE 

Date Place Name 

16-2-65 Delhi Shri S.N. Chib 
Smt. Amita Malik 
Shri B.K.R. Kabad 

17-2-65 Shri P.N. Cbopra 
Shri J.C. Mathur 

18-2-65 .. Shri S. Benegal 
Dr. V.K. Narayana Menon 

5-3-65 .. Mr. Tor Gjesdal 
General J.N. Cbaudhuri · 

10-3-65 .. Mr. Tor Gjesdal 

11-3-65 .. , Shri N.L. Sahdev 

27-3-65 .. Dr. HJ. Bbabha 

31-3-65 .. Shri B.P. Bhat 
Mr. Frank Wilder 
Dr. A.R. Baji 

1-4-65 .. .Shri P.V. Krishoamoorthy 
Col. Luthra · 
Shri K.S. M ullick 

17-4-65 .. Shri s. Parameshwaran 
Mr. H. Durant 

20-4-65 .. Shri B.s. Anand 
Dr. A.M. Natesh 
Shri Azim Hussain 

21-4-65 .. Shri K.P. Rungachary 
Shri M.V. Desai 

22-4-65 .. Shri Madan Mohan 

"' Shri P.c. Mathur 
Shri S. Sitaram ~Representing the AIR En-
Shri S.D. Malaviya . gineers• Association. 
Shri N. Krishnamurthy 
Shri V.B. Pradban 

" .. Shri M.S. Sengar l Representing the AIR Staff 
Shri Asok Bajpai Artists' Association. 
Smt. Lotika Ratnam 
Shri s.s.s. Thakur J 

26-4-65 .. Shri B.V. Baliga 
6-5-65 .. Shri M.L. Dwivedi, M.P. 

Shri Mahida, M.P. 
Smt. Mohinder Kaur, M.P. 



Date Place 

10-5-65 Delhi 

11-5-65 
" 

18-5-65 
" 

9-6-65 
" 

10-6-65 " 
21-7-65 Moscow 

to 
24-7-65 

26-7-65 London 
to 

S-8-65 

(ii) 

Name 

Shri Rajdeo SinghL M.P. 
Shri C.R. Raja, M.l". 

Shri A.L. Maini 
Kumari Meera Mazumdar 
Shri B.S. Anand 
Shri V. Rampal 

Shri L.D. As thana, M.P. 
Smt. S. Nigam, M.P. 
Shri M~zni, 11;1-P, 

Mr. John Douglas 

Mr. Leonard Miall 

Mr. Leonard Miall 

Mr. Mamed<W 
Mr. Maxakov 
Mr. Ivanov 
Mr. Monusov · 
Mr. Tsekonye 
Mr. Dvinin 

---':":~~----~------

} 

Representing· tbe AIR 
Programme Staff As-

. sociation. 

Mr. Bogomolov . . __ _ 
The Deputy Chaitmail of the. Corr.mit\<"<"<;n Cinematography 
Mr. Asminain 
Mr.Burkov 
Mr. lsachenko 

Lord Normanbrook . 
Lord Reith ·- '' · ·· 
Sir Ham Pilkington: 
Mr. OJ. Whitley '" 
Mr. W.H. Cockburn .. 
Mr. Herinan Grisewood 
Mr. Tangye Lean 
Mr. J.H. Rowley . ; 
Mr. Donald Stephenson. 
Mr. Thirkell :• 
Mr. Huw Whelden 
Mr. s.G. Williams 
Mr. I.R. Atkins · 
Mr. Bridgewater · 
Mr. Bernard Forbes 
Mr. Leonara MiaJI · · 
Mr. Donald Edwards 
Mr. R.S. Postagate : 
Dr. C. Armour 
Mr. H.R. Gin· ... 
Mr. Donald Hodson 
Mr. T. Morgan 
Mr. Charles Mclleland, 
Mr. R. Deane ' · 
Mr. Kenneth F~irfax 
Sir Robert FraSer · ' 
Mr. Bemand Sendall 
Sir Harold Evarui •, · 
Mr. A, ·curbisbley 
Mr. A. GrahaJn · · 



Date Place 

6-8-65 Rome • 
to 

10-8-65 

11-8-65 Cairo • 
to 

14-8-65 

24-8-65 Delhi 

25-8-65 .. 

26-8-65 " 

30-8-65 .. 

.. 

·" .. 

.. 

(iii) 

Name 

Mr. William Collingwood 
Mr. Donald Kerc.. . . · 
Mr. Charles Barnes 
The Chairman of the Labour Party Committee on Broadcasting 
Mr. Martin Redmayne, M.P. · 

Dr. Pietro Quaro,;i · 
Dr. Fabio Borelli . 
Mr. Giordano 
Prof. Neri, .. 
Mme. Bruno 
Dr. Guido di Marzo 
Father Jerome,de So.uia: of the Order of Jesuits 
Father pare! · · 
Father George 

Mr. Arafa Zaiyan 
Mr. Abdul Hamid e) Hadidi-. 
Mr. Ahmed Taber 
Mr. M.P. Zaki 
Mr. Yehia Abu Bakr 
Mr. Saad La bib . . .. 
Mr. Mohammed Bassiuili 
Mr, Ghari Kashlan . 
Mr. Kotouri 1 

Shri Chaman La! -
Shri D.B. ChoudhurY 
Shri Jivan Lal Mattoo 

Dr. B.C. Dev~ 
Shri A.K. Sahni 
Shri Sri Ram . 
shri J.N. Ganhar 
Shri J.D. Shai:ma 

Smt. Dharambal 
Shri ~jendra Sharma 
Shri S.B. Sharma . 
Shri Asok Bajpai 
Shri Gopal Kaul 
Shri R.V. Bade, M.P. 

Shri R.M. Naqib 
Shri I.K. Chopra 
Sbri M.Z. Malik 
Shri P.N. Songotra 

Shri S.S. Bhatnagar 
Shri R. Ramaswamy 
Shri J.N; Bhandari 
Shri G.I-!. qokaran 

Shri Swaraj Cbandia Bowra 
ShriN.G. ChoudhurY 
Shri S.L. Kaul. c 
Shri Chanchal Singh 

Shri .B.L. Malhotra 
Shirl K.N. Malhotra 
Shri Ramnath '· ·· 
Shri B.S. Mehra . 

} 

Representing the AIR Te
chnical Employees As
sociation. 

] 

Representing the: . AIR 
(Subordinate Offices) 
Ministerial Staff Asso
ciation. 

} 

Representing the AIR 
M~ni!"cy' Welfare .As
sOClatton• 

} 

Representing the AIR 
Stenographers' Associa· 

· tion. 



(iv) 

Date Place Name 

31-8-65 Delhi Shri S. Sen 
Shri R. N. Seth 
Smt. Meera Mazumdar 
Shri S.S.S. Thakur 

1-9-65 .. Shri I.K. Kaul 
Shri M.S. Sengar 
Shri G.N. Pandey 

2-9-65 .. Shri Narendra Sharma 
Shri I. Malik 
Shri M.L. Malhotra 
Shri K.G. Ramkrishnan 

6-9-65 Shri M.R. Masani, M.P. 
Shri N.K. Bhat 

1-9-65 
" 

Shri J.N. Sahni 
Shri Jaipal Singh, M.P: 
Shr! K. Srinivasan · · 

8-9-65 Dr. B. Gopala Reddy, M.P. 

13-9-65 Shri G.C. Awastby · 
Shri Ramesh Tbapar 

14-9-65 .. Shri S. Subramaniam 
Shri E. Alkazi 

15-9,65 Smt. P.P. Barooah 
Shri K. Rangachari 
Col. Streenivasan 
Dr. V.K. Narayana Menon 

16-9-65 Shri Narendra Kumar 
Smt. R. Tbapar 

18-9-65 Dr. B. Gopala Reddy, M.P. 
Shri P.N. Kirpal3 

20-9-65 Shri B.Y. Nerurkar 
Shri Inam Rehman 
Dr. V.K .Narayana Menon 
Col. Streenivasan 

21-9-65 Shri .R..S. Sharma 
. Shri S.K. Patil 

22-9,65 Shri Ani! K. Chand! 
Shri M.M.K. Aga 

23-9-65 'Smt. Tarabai Sath~. M.P. 
Mr. Peter. Albany 

"19-10-65 Calcutta. Shri P.C. Sen 

"_ .. Shri R. Ghosh 
Dr. B. Dutta 
Shri P.R. Gupta I Officials of the West 
Dr. Basu Bengal Government. 
Shri Das Gupta 



(v) 

Date Place Name 

19-1()..65 Calcutta Sbri G.C. Chukervarty · 
Smt. Lila Mazumdar 
Sbri Jnan Prakash Ghosh 
Smt. Dipali Nag 
Sbri Romesh Chander 

2()..10..65 .. Sbri P.C. Chatteljee 
Mr. A.B. Charlton 
Sbri A.K. Sarkar 
Sir Ramaswamy Mudaliar 
Sbri M.A. Khan 

21-1~5 .. Sbri J.N. Ray 
Mr. H.K.S. Lindsay 
Sbri S.R. Chatte!jee 
Sbri B.K. Roy Chuodhuzy. 
Raja B.N. Ray ChoudhurY of } Representing the Calcutta 

Santosh Citizens Association. 

22-10-65 Mr.·w.A.C.H. Bosschaart 
Dr. Sachchidananda . 

' . 1 Representing the Advertis-5-11-65 Delhi. Sbri R. Ahmed 
· Sbri J. Chakravarty ing Agencies Association 

, oflndia. 

.. .. Mr. Pothan Philip 1 Representing the Indian Mr. Hafeez Noorani 
Mr. B.R. Menm1 J Society of Advertisers. 
Mr. P. Sanyal 

8-11-65 . .. Smt. Lotika Ratnam 
D~S.Bhagavantam 
Dr. Charles Fabri 

10..}l,65 .. Shri _N.L. Sahdev 
Shri J.N. Khosla 

11-11-65 Sbri K.P. Shungl~o 
Sbri J.G. Mills 

Sbri L.R. Nair } Representing the Central 
Sbri G.G. Mirchandani Information Service As-
Sbri G.N.S. Raghavan . sociation. 
Shri E.V. Shastri 
Sbri K.L. Sharma 

12-11-65 Dr. V.K. Narayana Menon 
Dr. V.K. Nandan ·Menon ; · 

13-11-65 Shri Satya Narayan· Sinhlj: 
Sbri A.N. Jha 

15-11-65 .. Smt. Padmaja Naidu 

17-11-65 Smt. Raksha Saran 
Panditbhusan Shri J. Shastri Khunte 
Sbri Atma Singh .. 

2-12-65 .. Dr. V.K. Narayana Menon 

·------- .. ~ ---



Date Place 

3-12-65 Delhi • 

6-12-65 

7-12-65 " 
8-12-65 

15-12-65 Bombay 

46-12-65 

t?-12-65 .. 

18-12-65 "·. 

20-12-65 .. 

21-12-65 

(>vi) 

Name 

Dr. V.K. Nar3¥ana Menon 

Shri S.S. Aiyar 

Shri K.S. Mullick 

Dr. L.S. Chandrakant 
Shri I.J. Bahadur Singh 

Shri S.L .. Kirlosl<ar 
Shri L.K. Ojha 
Shri S.C. Israni 
Shri R.K. Phatak 

Dr. D.G. Vyas 
Shri K.R. Sunder Rajan 
Shri J.R.D. Tata 
Prof. G.C. Banerjee 
Shri B.G. Vergbese 

Dr. R.K. Kapre 
Mr. W.A.C.H. Bosschaart 

Shrj Mulkraj Anand 
Shri P.C. Dutt 
Smt. Vera Benenson 

Shri Rao & othel'l' 

Shri V.P. Naik 

Shri Rahulkar 
Shri Masurekar. 
Shri Sukthankar 
Shri Bodhankar 
Shri Wagle : 
Shri Pitke 
Shri Navre 
Shri G.C. Patke 

Shri S.R. Tikekar 
Shri Gangadhar Gadgil 
Shri Phiroze J, Shroff 
Smt. R. Gandhi 

Shri P .K. Atre . 
Shri G.P. Pradhan 
Prof. R.K, Barve , 
sbri D.O. Lakhanpal 
Shri W.H. Golay 

Sow Leela~j~ Patwardhan 
Shri Jagat Murari 
Shri M.C. Vaidya 
Shri R. Ramaswamy 
Shri N.G. Goray 
Shri U.P. Shah 
Shri D.B. Karnik 

1 Representing the All India 
}- Radio Merchants Assn. 
J . 

} 
Representing Philips India 

Ltd. 

J Representing the Radio 
Electronics and Tele-

> vision Manufacturers• 
J Association 

1 Officials of the Maha
rashtra Government, 

j 



(vii) 

-----·- ···------
Date Place 

22-12-65 Bombay 

7-1-66 Dcllu 

2-2-66 Bangalorc 

3-2-66 

4-2-66 

5-2-66 ~la<lra< 

, , 

6-2-66 

Name 

Shri Adi Marzban 
Shri Pinakin Thakur 
Prof. C.C. Mehta 
Shri Y.A. Fazalbhoy 
Shri Mahajani 
Prof. V. Bapat 

Shri S.N. Agarwal 

Shn D.N. Dixit 

Shri M.S. Shankar Rao 
Shri M. llasudeva Rao 
Shri T.V. Thimmegowda 
Shri B.V. Baliga 
Shri Sethuram 
Shri K. Shamanna 
Shri M.A. Parthasarathy 
Shri K.C. Subramanian 
Shri M.N. Parthasarathy 
Shri C.S. Yenkatachar 
Shri Jayashila Rao 

Shri R.M. Patil 
Shri Ramkrishna Hegde 
Shri Alva 
Smt. Devika Rani Roerich 
Shri Kodanda Rao 

Shri S. Gopalan 
Shri S. Rangarajan 
Shri V. Lakshminarasimhan 
Shri G.T. Shastri 
Shri R. Parthasarathy 
Shri Somasundaram 
Shri Ranganathan 
Shri K.V. Guiwadi 

Shri Semmangudi Srinivasa 
Shri Musiri Subramania Jyer 
Shri Lalgudi Jayaraman 
Shri T. N. Krishnan 
Shri K.S. Venkataramiah 
Shri A. Subhiah 
Shri Azhavalliappa 
Shri K. Subramanian 

Shri M.G. Balasubramanian 
Shri K. Diravaiyam 
Shri M.C. Subramaniam 

Shri M. Bhakatvatslam 

Smt. Rukmini Dcvi 
Shri C. Devanesan 
Shri S. Srinivasa Rao 
Shri S.B. Balachander 
Shri T.V. Vishwanath Aiyar 

} 

Officials of the Mysore 
Government. 

} 

Officials of the Madras 
Government. 

Padma Bibhuson Dr. T.N. Ramchandran 
Shri S.V. Natarajan 



Date Place 

7-2-66 Hyderabad 

8-2-66 

2-3-66 Delhi . 

3-3-66 

4-3-66 

8-3-66 

9-3-66 

(viii) 

Name 

Shri Brahmanada Reddy 

Dr. T.V. Reddy 
Shri Mirza 
Shri G.V.S. Mani 
Dr. Gulam Ahmed 
Shri B.N. Raman 
Shri Pratap Reddy 
Shri T. Ramchandra Rao 
Shri Jagaanatb 

Shri Achanta Janaki Ram 
Shri V. Ramamurthy 'Renu" 
Shri M. Seshachalapathi 

Shri S.A. Govindarajao 
Sbri A bid Ali 
Prof. V.K. Gokak 
Dr.A.V.Rao 

Mrs. John Freeman 
Prof. M.S. Thacker 

Shri Asoka Mehta 
Shri M.C. Cbagla 

Shri V. Shankar 

Shri Tarlok Singh 

Shri R.D. Sinha 'Dinkar' 
Sbri C.S. Jba 

} 

Officials of the Andhra 
Pradesh Government. 

LIST OF PERSONS WHOM THE CHAIRMAN l\IET 

I. Mr. R. Michener, High Commissioner for Canada. 

2. Dr. W. Berg. 

3. Shri M. L. Sastri. 

4. Shri Asoka Mehta and others in the Plannin~ Commission. 

5. Dr. Paul Neuratb. 

6. Shri J. P. Bhattacbarjee. 

7. Shri P. R. Desikacbar. 

8. Sbri P. N. Deobbakta. 

9. Mr. Somerlad. 

10. Mr. F. Wilder. 

11. Sbri C. Subramaniam, -Minister for Food & Agriculture. 

12. Mr. Wedgwood Benn, Postmaster General, Unitell Kingdom. 

13. Mr. Aubrey E. Singer. 

GMGIPND-Job II_:17 I. & B.-Jc. 535-13-5-66-3000. 
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